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INTRODUCTION

This is a study of the political activity of the

Irish in Britain, especially in the Liverpool area,

from 1880 to 1929. As such it also comprises a

biography of Thomas Power O'Connor who was M.P.

firstly for a Galway seat from 1880 to 1885, and

an Irish Nationalist M.P. for the Sootland Division

of Liverpool from 1885 to 1929, and as such gave the

Irish communities in Britain a voice of their own.

Much of the introductory material on O'Connor's early

life will be found in Chapter II. Here it will be

sufficient to indicate the method of approach.

Orthodox political narrative has the advantage of

putting frequently discordant ideas into some form of

perspective, though in taking a long time-span there

is a danger of insufficient study in depth. An

attempt has been made to deal with national politics

and local politics where both were complicated by

nationalistic allegiances and to examine the career

of O'Connor, his political approaches and concepts,

and his work in journalism. Though such an approach

runs the risk of being too discursive, these changes

in emphasis, which inevitably often appear as

something of a montage, often help to indicate the

actuality of the situation of Irishmen in Britain

in the last two decades of the nineteenth century

and the first two decades of the twentieth century.
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The writing of Irish history has been successively

emotive or analytical, obvious differences of approach

which have themselves been imposed by historical

accidents. The historical studies written by Irishmen,

notably by members of the various Nationalist

parties, in the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, was an expression of their own, often

traumatic, experiences in upbringing or politics. That

is to say they were often written by participants and

were often journalistic or propagandist. A reaction

against this personal and emotive approach has produced

more objective and more analytical studies, in

particular Conor Cruise O'Brien's, Parnell and his Party

and F. S. lL. Llyons's The Irish Parliamentary Party

which are the standard works on Irish parliamentary

activity before 1910. This reaction and to a lesser

extent the passage of time, has had a liberating effect

upon the whole subject and has helped to remove it

from the realm of basic polemics. But something of

the actuality, the re-creation of the past, has been

lost in the process. Ireland's struggle also produced

literary genius and myth and reality are that much

harder to separate as a consequence.

Hugh Kenner, writing on Joyce and Beckett remarks

on this Irish gift for words where politics are

concerned. Ireland he says,
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has never sustaine
d

a large scale publishi
ng

industry to erode its vocal and rhetoric
al

bias,

and polarise its sense of language towards the

immutabi
lity

of print rather than the coercive

evanesce
nce

of breath. |

It would be possible to disagree with an

analysis that ignored the voluable Irish politica
l

press. Neverthe
less

there is more than a grain of

truth in this claim. Equally, the title of Kenner's

study, The Stoic Comedian
s,

could be applied to many

Irish politici
ans

who tried to convince a reluctan
t

British public and a reluctan
t

House of Commons of the

justice and moderati
on

of their case. Any

national
istic

movement produces rhetoric but the

European examples from which many Irishmen drew their

models did not make much impact in the English-

speaking world and the previous example the British

public had faced had been as far back as a century

before with the revolt of the American colonists
.

The

more influential leaders of the Irish party, those who

Hugh Kenner, The Stoic Comedians (London, 1964), p.48.
Kenner presents this as something like a challenge,
saying that it would be» ‘tempting to base a modern
history of Ireland on ‘this! fact...' The point made
is not precisely that Irishmen do not, or have not
written books, but that their voluminous output has
sometimes been antagonistic to the printed word, and
has stretched the resources of the printer, and the
artistic conventions to the utmost.



emerged before 1885 and set their stamp on the

character of the party were perforce, and compared to

Parnell who had the benefit of a silent and neutral

leadership, considerable masters of the written and

spoken word. Apart from T. P. O'Connor, William

O'Brien, T. M. Healy and Justin McCarthy were all

journalists who gained as much of a reputation in

Britain as they did in Ireland. Justin McCarthy was

a popular novelist and Healy and O'Brien were

accomplished legal advocates. Though the rank and

file of the party was composed of small-holders and

this was to become increasingly the case after the

passing of Parnell, their dutiful though hardly

colourful attendances at Westminster were overshadowed

by the growing expertise of their leaders in debate.

The latter continued to set an example for Irish

politicians in the popular British and Irish

imagination. The discipline needed for the efficient

propagation of nationalist opinion put a check on

dissentients such as Michael Davitt, or later still,

James Connolly, who might have thought, especially

in the context of Irish activity in Britain, that

their advocacy of alliance with working-class

agitation was more democratic. Nevertheless, the

Irish party was not more inherently verbose than the

English parties, neither were Irishmen more

garrulous than their English critics. It has
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always been suggest
ed

that it was the duel between

Gladsto
ne and Disrael

i which awakene
d a more

widespr
ead

interes
t

in politic
al

debate in the British

public, a taste that was catered for by detaile
d

and

often heavy politic
al

reporti
ng

in the press.

Irishme
n

may have appeare
d

more promine
nt

as rhetori
cians

because British sources of informa
tion

prepond
erated

and, where they concern
ed

themsel
ves

with Ireland
,

were infused with assumpt
ions, whether conscio

us
or

unconsc
ious,

of Unionis
m

and Propert
y;

The Times'

sources of informa
tion in particu

lar, fell into this

categor
y.

Irish politic
ians

had the onerous task of

dispell
ing

what, in their more charita
ble

moments
,

they

would regard as ignoran
ce. Home Rule was moreove

r,

an ideal. It was never defined in the process of

agitati
on, only when it appeare

d
to be near

realisa
tion. Irish exiles, whether in Britain or

in the U.S.A., appeare
d

all the more idealis
tic, often

pervers
ely

so, in support
ing

a cause which was not

directl
y

tied to their economi
c

interes
t.

In America

the claims of the constit
utional process never bit

very deeply. In Britain
, and especia

lly in the period

1880-19
14

Irishme
n

and their descend
ants joined in the

politic
al

battle only, it seemed, for the purpose
s of

Home Rule and largely because they were impelle
d

by

outside criticism and social antagonism. Irishmen



in Britain bore the brunt of the hypocrisies and

evasions in Anglo-Irish politics; they were in the

middle of the equation. Irish affairs often dewinated

Westminster politics in the latter half of the

nineteenth century and the first decade of the

twentieth century. Where so much idealism and

manipulation can best be examined is in the situation

of Irish communities in Britain. The Irish cause

here was finally tested by the rise of the Labour

party which professed a predominantly economic creed.

The radicalism of Irish politicians like O'Connor was

also said to be outstripped by this new political

philosophy. The Rising of 1916 and the success of

Sinn Fein by 1922 also made the whole constitutional

involvement appear useless and misguided.

Yet it would be superficial to dismiss the

Irish constitutional movement in Britain completely,

because it was superseded by events in Ireland and by

the treaty of 1922- which many nationalists saw as

only a partial success. It proved much more of a

durable growth in Britain than the Labour party had

at first anticipated. Moreover it is of interest

in itself. There is a current realpolitick where

historians are concerned which can often be

misleading. Hence for instance Michael Hurst in

his introduction to his admirable study of Joseph



Chamberlain and Liberal Re-Union where, when

talking of the [Liberal Unionist] 'grass roots',

he says that, 'they have been treated of in relation

to their effect upon leadership. And why not given

the contemporary [1886] structure of politics?'’

The fact of that structure was, and perhaps is,

unarguable and the approach is understandable for an

examination in depth of the power crisis in the Liberal

party in 1886. What is arguable is the suggestion

that popular involvement is only ever of value when

studied in this way; in the absence of any studies

in the opposite direction it often is the assumption.

Among political commentators the assumption has a long

history. One of the seminal works on the element of

popular control in political affairs, Democracy and

the Organisation of Political Parties, written by a

Frenchman, M. Ostragorski in the 1890's remarked that

then, equally, where the matter of the decision-

making hierarchy was concerned

The facts relating to it were evidently not

worthy of the attention of historians and

political thinkers. In the press they were

relegated to unimportant paragraphs unless

4. Michael Hurst, Joseph Chamberlain and Liberal
Re-union (London, 1967), Introduction, xii,
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they happened to be concerned with political

scandals and abuses. |

Often now the facts are obscured and the minutiae

hard to come by and interpret from the pages of last

century's newspapers. But the same effect can often

be obtained by assuming that all public pronouncements

of leading politicians were, if often contradictory

from month to month or year to year, not always

opportunistic. In the last resort it is a matter of

interpreting how much sincerity and how much self-

deception was involved in, for instance, the reported

speeches of T. P. O'Connor to the Irish National League

of Great Britain at an annual conference or in his

speeches to a frequently indifferent House of Commons.

It does not require wholesale naivete to exonerate

Irish constitutional politicians like O'Connor and the

policy they fought for from charges of wholesale

calculation even though the subject of Ireland was in

the period under discussion informed with an

inordinate amount of prejudice.

M. Ostrogorski, Democracy and the Organisation of
Political Parties (London, 1902, translated by F.
Clarke, 2 vols.), Introduction, liv.
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Similarly the attempt to illustrate the political

dispute with descriptio
ns of the social conditions of

the Irish - principall
y

in the one city of Liverpool

where their influence and the reaction to it was

stronger than in most other British cities, is not here

always intended as an implicit criticism of local Irish

politician
s

or of O'Connor and the other Irish

politician
s

at Westminste
r,

though obviously some

comment of this nature cannot be avoided. The fortunes

of the Irish in such communitie
s

are of equal interest

to the career of O'Connor, but of more interest and more

significan
ce

when the two are taken in conjunctio
n. Such

a concentrati
on

moreover removes the distortions which

occur when their political activity has been regarded

as a sidelight on British politics. This has often

meant that in general histories of Britain the Irish

community has only been referred to in the election of

1885 when the 'instruction
s'

to them to vote

Conservati
ve

may have upset the British political

balance. Descriptio
ns

of social conditions from

generation to generation provide the counterpoi
nt

to

what often now appear very metaphysic
al disputes in

parliament and on the hustings. But such arguments

had their roots in social conditions such as occurred

in Liverpool. Ultimately it has to be argued that
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exiled Irishmen and their descendants knew what they

were doing.

The study of politics in British cities has in any

case been neglected by British historians, a point

made by Paul Thompson in his recent study of politics

in London in this period." American scholars, who have

been more prone to study both the history of cities

and immigration, because it has been more central in

the history of the U.S.A., have remarked that the

material to be dealt with could be ‘infinite.'

As Oscar Handlin remarks in his study of Boston's

Immigrants,

To limit sources is impossible, for ina

sense, everything that was written, read,

said, or thought in or about [the community]

is germane....And beyond the purely literary

materials lie an endless mine of physical

survivals...the relics of the old city and

those who live in it...°

The eaveecade that the historical-political
approach

has over the approach principally from the society, is

that it can be more particular and can lay greater

stress on motive. The historian is often indebted to

P. Thompson, Socialists, Liberals and Labour (London,
1967), p.2.

Oscar Handlin, Boston's Immigrants, 1790-1865 (Harvard,
1941), p.267. —
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the sociologist because the latter can draw attention

to general situations which might escape the attention

of the historian or disrupt his tidy narrative. Mr.

J. A. Jackson in The Irish in Britain provides many

such valuable examples. Here for instance he quotes

a description of an Irish family in Liverpool made

by a commentator of 1862.

There is at first a general relaxation of the

moral restraints which the public opinion of

the neighbourhood imposes on them at home....

A large proportion indeed have sunk

irretrievably into profligacy and crime; but

against these may be set the equally large

number who acquire habits of saving along with

the means to save, invest their money in trade,

take shops, become superintendants in warehouses,

and in various ways struggle up into the middle

classes of society....

The approach from a political standpoint gives

the centre of the stage more to the individual where

politics was of as much interest as was the pre-

occupation with the struggle into the middle class.

It can break down the generalisations in order to

Quoted in J. A. Jackson, The Irish in Britain (London,
1963). p.177.
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criticise them more sharply, it can highlight the

Irishman's self-consciousness of his own predicament;

an awareness upon which the historian can make very

little improvement. It makes the situation

recognisable in terms of motive, paradoxically making

the nationalistic difference of less consequence.

The ideal aim therefore has been to collect and

incorporate as much information on the particular

individuals involved in the 'hierarchy', from the mass

of Irish electors who were usually unsympathetically

described at elections, through the local officers of

the various Leagues who organised the vote and

appeared in reports of branch meetings, to O'Connor's

supervision of strategy in Britain under the direction

of Parnell or alongside Redmond. Some attention must

first be paid, however, to ae origins of the

organised Irish vote in Britain before 1880 and the

ingredients which went into it and were to sustain it.
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(I)

Trishmen in Britain 1840-1880

Migration from Ireland to England or vice versa

did not originate with the nineteenth century, this is

bound to be a truism in the case of two islands so

near geographically. Liverpool received its charter

from King John in 1207 because he thought it would

provide a more convenient and amenable port than

Chester for military expeditions to Ireland. Irish

migration to England may have caused more friction than

migration from Scotland or Wales in the middle ages or

in the Stuart period if only because Ireland was more

'foreign' though as far as the eighteenth century was

concerned Scotsmen were more obviously disliked by

Englishmen. Such migration was not wholly

disadvantageous; migration or immigration usually

never is. At the same time as edicts were being

published against Irish vagrants at the time of

Elizabeth, colonies of Irish merchants were being

established - such as those in Liverpool, and among

the immigrants were craftsmen, retainers and labourers. |

By the seventeenth century almost 2,000 Irish labourers

had settled in Liverpool. The eighteenth century saw

1. See D. B. Quinn, The Elizabethans and the Irish,
(Cornell, 1966). ae
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the advent of the migratory agricultural labourer

from Ireland.

Every year the families of hundreds of cotters

whose holdings could not support then,

‘abandoned their dwellings' and went ‘out to

beg the country', while their men wandered

across the Irish Sea seeking employment as

agricultural labourers. By 1820 many walked

annually to Dublin, crossed to Liverpool in the

steerage at 5/- a head and after tramping about

for months begging from parish to parish,

brought back to Ireland some 5...)

Others more particularly helped with the English

harvest. It must have been a common sight to see these

sturdy Connemara peasants in their tall hats and

frieze jackets as they lined up in fours on the

Liverpool waterfront before marching through the town

to the agricultural districts. Their presence was in

this case at least contractual and lacking in illusions.

Oscar Handlin, Boston's Immigrants, p. 42, citing,
Report of the Committee for the Relief of the
Distressed Districts of Ireland, (London, 1824), p.41,
and A Letter to a British Member of Parliament on
the State of Ireland (Dublin, 1825), p.45.
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As the 'Rocky Road to Dublin' has it;

The boys of Liverpool, when we safely landed,

Thought myself a fool, I could no longer stand it;

Blood began to boil temper I was losin!

Poor ould Erin's isle they began abusin',

"Hurrah my soul," ses I, my shillelagh I let fly.?.

Such incursions also coloured the popular imagination

of the Irish immigrant, though according to T. Coleman

in The Railway Navvies the Irish of a later migration

were more sinned against than sinning.* This later

migration, the tragic influx of the 1840's dwarfed all

others. It was the first large-scale migration into

Britain for centuries. At a time of great social

dislocation its effect on Irish-English relations was

catastrophic. Between 1801 and 1841, even before the

Famine, crop failures and clearances in Ireland were

directly related to emigration from Ireland on a large

scale. In the same period the population of Liverpool

Words of ‘Rocky Road to Dublin' in Golm 0 Lochlainn
(ed.), Irish Street Ballads (Dublin, 1965) p.103.
For an examination of Irish seasonal migration see,
Barbara M. Kerr 'Irish Seasonal Migration to Great
Britain, 1800-38', in Irish Historical Studies, Tans(1942s9, "DBs oep-seG,-ee
See Terence Coleman, The Railway Navvies (London,
Penguin, 1968), pp.25, 93-102, 173, 226.
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trebled from 77,500 to 280,000 and one quarter of this

increase was due to Irish immigration though there was

also an appreciable migration from north Wales and

Scotland. The city absorbed one sixth of all Irish

migration into Britain during that period and the

tendency was now towards settlement rather than

seasonal labour because clearances had deprived many

families of their small-holdings. These figures were

surpassed in the crisis years of the Famine. In 1846

280,000 Irish entered Liverpool, in the following year,

300,000 entered. In both years a little less than half

re-emigrated to the U.S.A. and some to the industrial

areas of Lancashire, Yorkshire and the Midlands. The

majority, those who could not afford the meagre passage

fare across the Atlantic and were too poor, weakened

and stunned to move from where they had landed, stayed

in Liverpool and the Merseyside area.

This dispirited and hopeless pattern was the rule

for the next twenty years. Irish migration into

Liverpool up to 1861 continued to form one quarter of

any increase in the city's population and even allowing

for subsequent re-emigration, one quarter of the

population of the city in 1861 was calculated to be

Most of these figures are taken from W. Smith, A
Scientific Survey of Merseyside (Liverpool, 1953),
pp.115-128. The establishment of exact statistics
on the number of Irish in Britain was to become a
political argument since the nub of the Irish position
was that these immigrants were inadequately represented,
AE oSinag PO Bete een nhaey SETaet Pe
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Irish-born. These statistics have become one of the

more gruesome cliches of history. After 1861 the

proportion of Irish born in the city tended to decline

and the year when immigration from all sources into

the city and migration from the city is said to have

balanced - and when the second and third generation

Irish outnumbered Irish born in the city, is 1911. But

these are absolute terms and attitudes survived long

after the peak of the immigration had passed. Irishmen

who were themselves just as likely to want to prove

their worth in middle class society were appalled by

some fatalistic attitudes engendered among the immigrants.

John Denvir, in his description of the Famine years,

said,

About half of them [the Irish] were in the

large towns, where they sank into a condition

of wretchedness it is appalling to contemplate.

To an Irishman who loves his country and would

take away the stigma cast upon her by her

oppressors of being the "Beggar among the

nations", it is hard to speak calmly upon this

theme.... |

It was initially the same case in the United

John Denvir, The Irish in Britain, from the earliest
times to the Fall and Death of Parnell (London, 1892),

p-. 157 (hereafter cited as The Irish in Britain).
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States, | but in Britain the impact and the protest

then and subsequently was muffled by the proximity of

the two islands. The history of the United States in

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has been one of

successive waves of immigration and each nationality

while fitting into the fabric of America had ultimately

the right to plead its case, a case often charmed by

distance. Irishmen who came to Britain were not

immigrants in the same complete sense. They were

moving from one part of the British Isles to another at

a time when the whole English or conservative case was

founded on a preservation of the Union. They saw

the culprit for their misfortunes as England, but they

were not as free to say so as the Irish who went to

the U.S.A. Moreover English opinion monopolised and

See Oscar Handlin's description of the immigrants to
the U.S.A.,

In the bitter atmosphere of poverty and
persecution the Irish had found little in life
that was not dark and nothing was hopeful. Their
utter hopelessness before the most elemental
forces fostered an immense sadness, a deep
rooted pessimism about the world and man's role
in it, manifested even..."on occasions of great
joy and merriment... in grief and melancholy."

Oscar Handlin, Boston's Immigrants, p. 125, citing
Robert Bell, Description of ag Conditions and Manners...
of the Peasantry of Ireland (london, 1804), p.17. Even
among the many emigrants to the U.S.A. and Canada,
that of the Irish has been recognised as having a
unique despair. See M.L,Hansen, Atlantic Migration
1607-1860, (Cambridge, 1940), p. 249, and Oscar Handlin,
op.cit., pp.46-51.
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overwhelmed any protests that might have been forthcoming

from inarticulate labourers. English commentators would

not have thought it relevant to ask for Irish opinion in

any case; respected moulders of opinion were

infrequently objective or detached. Hence Carlyle warned

of the perils of Milesian invaders living on air,

2 and Engels with more justiceanarchistic and mocking,

drew horrific pictures of conditions in 'Little Ireland’

in Manchester. Engels based his studies on

information provided by government blue—books and

reports - all of which were equally concerned with

describing the situation without feeling that they

should know of any remedy. Yet some attempt was made

to deal with the public health hazards in the large

British cities. Though often sporadic, local

initiative could often point the way. Liverpool was

the first city in the British Isles to appoint a

Medical Officer of Health, Dr. Duncan in 1841, for

Thomas Carlyle, Critical and Miscellaneous Essays
(London 1839, last ed., 1869), Vol. V, Essay on
'Chartism', chapter on the 'Finest Peasantry in the
World', pp. 325-423, especially pp. 348-9,

Frederich Engels, The condition of the Working Classes
in England in 1844 (London, 1892, rev. ed. TOEO
translated by F. K. Wischnewetzty), Chapter 2, 'The
Great Towns', pp. 23-74, and especially p. 58, pp.63-8.
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even before the Famine Liverpool was, 'Even judged by

contemporary standards... very unhealthy.' Dr. Duncan's

figures for 1841 showed an appalling public health

situation in the city with 56,000 people living in

courts and 20,000 living in cellar dwellings." Under

Dr. Duncan's prompting some attempt had been made to

clear these dwellings but such schemes were destroyed by

the Famine influx. Irishmen settled in the poorest

areas adjacent to the docks, at Dingle in the south end

of the city and in the Scotland Road area in the north

end of the city, while Orangemen from Northern Ireland

also settled in the adjacent areas of Everton and

Kirkdale. Many thousands here as in other ports of

disembarkation on both sides of the Atlantic died of

famine, fever and tuberculosis, a situation which did not

improve appreciably until the mid 1860's.

In such circumstances it was hardly surprising that

political activity among the Irish was primitive or

non-existent and that Englishmen saw the solution in

terms of keeping the peace. At the time of the Chartist

agitation in the late thirties Lovett had called for

Irish support for his London Working Men's Association

"Report of the Health of Liverpool during the Year 1841'
in Liverpool Public Record Office.
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Zia

from Irish workingmen. Feargus O'Connor had also done

his best to wean Irishmen away from more nationalist

interests. He wrote a series of 'Letters to Daniel

O'Connell' in his Northern Star deploring in particular

the way 'the people of Ireland and Irishmen residing in

England and Scotland [were prevented] from joining the

Chartists.'’ But outside of the West Riding of Yorkshire

this alliance met with little success. In Lancashire

irish immigrants supported O'Connell and his friendship

with the Anti-Corn Law League. When Feargus O'Connor

held a meeting in Manchester to protest against support

for the League in March 1842 it was broken up by

Irishmen. O'Connell for his part had difficulty in

combating the dislike his middle class radical allies

had for these Catholic immigrants.° Outside of such

nominal alliances at Westminster the two communities

found that they disagreed over both religion and social

habits. The Irish community was sufficiently large

especially in Lancashire, but also in London and the

poorer areas of every large British town to draw in upon

Quoted in D. Read and E. Glasgow, Feargus O'Connor
(London, 1961), p. 76.

See Angus Macintyre, ‘The Liberator' Daniel O'Connell and
the Irish Party (London, 1965), p. I47.
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itself, even though it had to.! Hence they took their

politics from Ireland. They turned out in great numbers

, to mourn the passing of O'Connell's coffin from Britain,

through Liverpool to Ireland and in 1848 during the

Young Ireland troubles, one Dr. Lawrence Reynolds, for

instance, opened an 'ironmongers shop' off Scotland Road

in Liverpool to sell arms.

From the 1840's until well on into the 1860's

Irish affairs were regarded as little more than an

anarchistic side-show.? There was some justification

for this view even after the launching of Isaac Butt's

Home Rule movement in the 1870's. For that entire Famine

generation the reaction of the Irish was confused and

instinctive. These attitudes persisted in the next

generation which was born in Britain. It is not hard to

see why, since according to James Sexton, who was born in

Newcastle-on-Tyne of Irish parents, the 'principal

spiritual and political inheritance' he and many like

 

See G. A. Beck (ed.), The English Catholics, 1850-1950
(London, 1950), Chapter on "The Trish Immigration’ by
Dennis Gwynn, where he cites a report of conditions in
Sheffield in the 1860's written for the Irish Nation
where, 'Not one of the women could speak English, and I
doubt that in a single home Irish was not the prevalent
language.' This essay draws attention to social conditions
among the Irish especially in the midlands industrial
areas, and the Church's attempts to deal with them.
John Denvir, The Irish in Britain p. 139, Cutlasses were
64d. and blunderbusses were 1lo/6d. Reynolds had to flee
the country.
One Irish pastime during this period was supposed to have
been, ‘Storming the Peelers.' See Liverpool Porcupine,
21 November 1879; 'Recollections of an old Liverpudlian.'
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him came into was ‘a bitter hatred of anything British. '"

The evolution of this feeling into the methods of

Fenianism was on a parallel with the development in

its birthplace in the U.S.A. and in Ireland. Sectarian

disputes between Catholics and Orangemen had already

caused enough trouble in large cities like Liverpool.

In 1861 the Liverpool Porcupine, a satirical journal,

one among many flourishing provincial weekly journals

at this time, had been pleased that St. Patrick's Day

celebrations had gone off with less trouble that year

than previously. Liverpool, it said, 'showed a

creditable contrast to certain other English and Irish

towns on the recent occasion' though there was

criticism of the 'foolery of drinking the Pope's health

before the Queen's.'* Now added to this was an

atmosphere of minor conspiracy and infrequent acts of

desperation. Irish communities especially those formed

by migratory construction workers were recruiting

James Sexton, Sir James Sexton, Agitator (London, 1936),
introduction, iii. See Chapter V, p.s10below, for the
attitude of the next generation in the nineties and the
early years of the twentieth century which does not
appear to have been markedly different.

Liverpool Porcupine, 30 March 1861.
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grounds for the Fenians. | This formed the background

to much overt political activity until well on into the

1880's when the Irish party had proved its worth under

Parnell. In retrospect these Fenian affairs may

have been as fascinating to the English as they

undoubtedly were to the Irish. In 1867 one Englishman,

or Irish loyalist visited Liverpool when 'the town was

in a state of feverish excitement in consequence of

a threatened Fenian rising'. He was, so he claimed,

mistaken for a conspirator and included in their plans,

Around a large square table covered with a

green cloth and groaning beneath the weight of

countless glasses and decanters, the strong

aroma from which did not indicate in those

present a liquid adhesion to the principles

advocated by the good Father Matthew, a dozen

or more men were seated. They were evidently

men of good social standing to judge from

their demeanour and comportment. What amazed

me was the number of pistols and other deadly

See James Sexton, Sir James Sexton, Agitator, pp.30-2,
for a description of how his father, who had become a
boss ganger, administered the Fenian oath in the
shanties of Irish workmen engaged on the railway
construction work between Liverpool and Saint Helens.
Earlier than this, in the 'forties and 'fifties, secret
societies, such as the 'Ribbonmen' had, according to
John Denvir, been active among Irish dockers in
Liverpool, see John Denvir, The Irish in Britain,
p.131.
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weapons which I Saws...

He lived to tell the tale and his remarks on the social

standing of the conspirators were often repeated in

memoirs of the period. Revolutionary organisations

made some demands on the intellect especially when

the Church was: opposed to such violent methods and

controlled the welfare of the majority of immigrants.

It also took a very determined nature to cross

contemporary concepts of property in Britain. Fenian

organisers at least, might be returned emigrants from

the U.S.A., might have served in the Union army and

were usually successful and politically conscious.

There was a mistrust of Parliamentarianisms in

nationalistic circles engendered by the place-hunting

of members of parliament returned for Ireland after the

passing of O'Connell, and its method and practice was

regarded as altogether too moderate by many of those

who had come through the Famine. Nevertheless terror

on such a small scale was quickly and inevitably dealt

with. The ‘infernal machine' might disturb the

complacent and provide spectral alarms but it convinced

few people that Ireland was fit for independent rule,

Liverpool Review, 26 October 1889; Joseph White,
‘An Awkward Predicament'. For claims about the
social standing of Fenian organisers, see also
E. Strauss, Irish Nationalism and British Democrac
(London, 1951), p. 150, F. H. O'Donnell, The Iris
Parliamentary Party, i, 317 and Brian O'Neill,
The War for the Land in Ireland, (London, 1934), p63.
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quite the contrary. Newspaper readers in 1867 in

particular were regaled with long reports of the

trial of Burke and Carey in London where it emerged

that the Fenians had planned a large scale operation

in the north west. This would have involved blowing

up the Liverpool docks and all the shipping in the

river in order to divert attention from a raid on

Chester Castle where arms were to be seized. The mail

train from London to Holyhead was to be commandeered

and the arms were to be transported to Ireland in time

for a general rising.’ This plan may appear somewhat

grandiose but there were sufficient recruits for the

exploit; they were in earnest. More serious, as far

as the large cities of Britain were concerned, were

demonstrations in support of Fenians which might draw

For a description of Fenian plans in the north west
see the Liverpool Daily Post,9 December 1867; report
on the trial of Burke and Carey. James Sexton's family
was involved in the raid on Chester Castle, see James
Sexton, Sir James Sexton, Agitator p. 32, as was
Michael Davitt, who was also by this time a Fenian
organiser. Davitt's family had come from Co. Mayo
to Haslingden, Lancashire, when he was a child. He
had lost an arm while working in a mill at the age
of eleven. He was arrested as a Fenian in 1870 and
served a term of seven years imprisonment. In 1879
he founded the Land League and was later to become as
active in Labour agitation as in Irish matters though
the two were often not that distinct. See below.
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large numbers of Irishmen together in the open. Such

was the proposal, again at the end of 1867, to hold

funeral processions in memory of the 'Manchester

_Martyrs', Allen, Larkin and O'Brien, who had been tried

and executed in Manchester in November for the murder

of a police sergeant whom they were said to have

killed while attempting to rescue a Fenian from a

prison van. Processions had already taken place in

Manchester, against the wishes of the local Catholic

clergy, and in Dublin. This would not do for

Liverpool,

Liverpool is a place peculiarly unsuited for

such demonstrations. It enjoys amongst

other privileges the possession of many rough,

reckless and rowdy Orangemen...they hate

anything savouring of Roman Catholicism, with

a hate as fervid as bigotry, ignorance and

stupidity are capable of conceiving....!

and Catholics had amongst their number, it was said,

‘a few who are not exactly lambs.' The fear was that

the procession would lead to the sort of séctardan

riot that had been one of the worst features of the

city earlier in the century, which must have out-

rivalled those in other townsin Britain. Comparative

Liverpool Porcupine, 14 December 1867.
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quiet had been achieved since the last serious outbreak

in 1838 by a magistrate's order which forbade

political demonstrations or processions by the two

factions within the city boundaries. The organisers

of the demonstration claimed that their interest was

purely religious, was to be held outside the borough

and was to be conducted more in sorrow than in anger.

One of a variety of posters stuck up on the walls of

Catholic churches or handed into the offices of the

local Tory morning newspaper called for such restraint.

‘Irishmen' it said,

assemble in your thousands and show by your

quiet and orderly demeanour your sympathy with

the fate of the executed patriots. |

The Tory newspaper reporting on a procession in

Cork on December 5 thought that the religious feeling

evidently displayed on such occasions was 'misdirected',

In any case the Catholic Church in Liverpool was firmly

against the procession and consultations took place

with the lord mayor on December 10 to prevent it.

The Catholic bishop of Liverpool, Dr. Goss, then made a

statement denouncing the procession. He was more

successful than the Church authorities in Manchester

Liverpool Daily Mercury, 13 December 1867.
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had been. Orangemen who met the lord mayor on the

same occasion threatened a counter-demonstration.

Whether the local ordinance was clear on the point

or not the procession was forbidden and the newly

formed and as yet untried police force managed to

disperse a small procession on the outskirts of the

town on December 15 with what the Liverpool Daily

Post,| the Liberal newspaper, said was a minimum of

force. Processions in Leeds and Glasgow had also

been banned and the organisers of the Dublin procession

were tried by the Irish Privy Council. What the

Liverpool authorities saw as a disreputable and shabby

affair and an undoubted threat to the peace of the town

had been stopped in time. Journals in the city

expressed general relief though benevolent pleas for

peace were mixed with threats and paternal insensitivity.

By one account, which was hardly different from the

attitude of the church leaders, such demonstrations

were criminal and harmful.

It may suit the purposes of a few designing

men who are plotters without being patriots [but

the result would be to] place in jeopardy the

peace of an English community in which thousands

 

Liverpool Daily Post, 16 December 1867.
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of Irishmen have found employment and a

home.....!

It was also thought that a funeral procession would

be unrepresentative, without wishing the matter to be

put to the test.

That the bulk of the Irish population in

Liverpool is infected with the mischievous

principles of Fenianism we do not for a moment

credit [But a procession would] indicate that

all Irishmen are anarchists and the opponents

of remedial measures for Irish grievances

would have their hands immensely strengthened...

The economic expectations from eecasionally censorious

well-wishers would also be harmed. 'Think', Irishmen

were urged,

what sort of winter we have coming on. Think

how hard the times will be with many of your

poor countrymen.... requiring the combined

energy [and] earnestness... [of | the benevolent

individuals and the charitable authorities of

Liverpool to take the poor population over the

coming winter....°

41. liverpool Daily Mercury, 14 December 1867.

2s. .Loid,

3. Liverpool Porcupine, 14 December 1867.
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Yet although the majority of the Irishmen in the

north of England, or in Britain generally, were

undoubtedly not Fenians and in fact had hitherto been

largely apathetic about such national and local affairs,

appeals to their commonsense as impoverished citizens

were hardly likely to diminish the feeling of horror

which generally greeted the execution of the three

Irishmen in Manchester. If the Anglo Irish dispute

did not abound in irony, much might be made of the

manner in which English altruism appeared and was

interpreted, as paternalistic and an insult to Irish

national identity. For the first time since O'Connell

the Irish had been addressed as one body, both in

Ireland and in England on a single issue which could

be easily understood. T. P. O'Connor who witnessed

the funeral procession in Dublin later regarded these

processions as the beginning of the Home Rule movement. |

Certainly the organisers had made much of their

constitutionalism with such formulae as 'a responsible

committee is appointed'.* The citizens of English

towns woke up in something like panic to the presence

T. P. O'Connor, Memoirs of an old parliamentarian
(London, 1929), ii, 144 (hereafter cited as Memoirs).

Liverpool Daily Post, 10 December 1867, addressed 'to
the Irishmen and women of Liverpool and surrounding
towns.
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of the Irish and the threat of their united action.

The Catholic church and its priests was still the

counsellor and guardian of Irish immigrants and in

Liverpool, at least, their most powerful spokesman

and authority. But there were signs that the Church's

tutelage of Irish working men was insufficiently active

on behalf of Irish political aspirations.

Where independent nationalist opinion did emerge it

was at first sporadic and composed of individuals who

were, to some extent, by social position if nothing

else, more independent of the Church than the average

immigrant. In national politics there was in the

late 1860's and early 1870's little inducement or

opportunity for an independent Irish position. Ireland

had gained little from the 1867 Reform Act and neither

had the Irish in Britain. In the latter case

especially, the act was disadvantageous to a transitory

or immigrant population in that it laid great stress on

 

For an account of the Church and religious issued in
Liverpool before 1880 see T. Burke, A Catholic History
of Liverpool (London, 1910) and see the speech of
Dr. Goss's in the Porcupine, 30 March 1861,

‘I am aware that it is said in some quarters
that I am too much of an Englishman, too much of
a Lancashire man, and that I am too much attached
to the town in which I live....I will say again
as I have said from the first, and will say to
the last, I am proud of being a subject of this
country....'
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householders and residence. Irish votes in Britain

were seen, even at this juncture, as a source of

strength to the ‘left wing' of the Liberal party. The

system established by the Act of 1867 whereby in three

member towns, such as Liverpool, electors were given

two votes, allowed considerable manipulation to be

practised by the party organisations. Joseph

Chamberlain in the West Midlands set an example which

Liberals as well as Tories could follow. Irish

influences were resisted and the possibility of their

returning a nationalist candidate was virtually removed,

especially as the majority might be subject to anti-

Catholic and anti-Irish fears and prejudices. This

was the case in Lancashire and Liverpool where the

' Tories might play on these fears to secure the votes of

working men, It was a pattern which remained

unchanged for generations. By the 1867 Act, Liverpool

returned three members to Westminster, two of whom were

invariably Tory and the minority candidate was a

Liberal or ‘radical’. The latter was returned with

For the Parliamentary candidates elected in Liverpool
before 1885 see, W. W. Bean, The Parliamentary
Representation of the Six Northern Counties of England
(Hull, 1890), pp. 299-340. This work gives biographical
details of the candidates. For a description of
campaigning in Lancashire in the 1860's, see P. Searby,
"Gladstone in West Derby Hundred; The Liberal Campaign
in S. W. Lancashire in 1868' in Transactions of the
Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, Oxl..

1999, pp. 139-66.
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Irish help in return for a tenuous understanding that

he would look sympathetically on Irish affairs. It

was never an easy arrangement. The Liberals of

Liverpool were characterised even in the 1890's as

Whig, ‘one of the most disagreeable types of the

species, stiff, stuck-up, they were cordially detested. |

The Tory party, however, was seen as having 'confidence'

in the people and the people ‘reciprocated the

sentiment.' Toryism was to remain a popular growth

after such a fashion. As Forwood, later the Tory

leader on the Liverpool council, described it;

workingmen are far from sympathetic with the

radical shibboleth for abolishing class

distinctions; nor are they advocates of the

doctrine of equality or evatemiaaeda a

republican sense. They understand the need of

being governed by men of superior stamp, and

their only complaint was; the leaders do not

- come among us sufficiently often.©

M. Ostrogorski, Democracy and the Organisation of
Political Parties, i, B90, For some reason these
Liberals were known as 'Red currant jelly'.

A. B. Forwood, 'Democratic Toryism', in Contemporary
Review, February 1883, Quoted in M. Ostrogorski,
Op. Cit. , 1, 280.
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The proliferat
ion

of Liberal employers in the

textile areas of Lancashire also almost invariably

led to the production of Tory workingmen
.

These were

still in a sense protesting against the effects of the

industrial revolution and such attitudes were hard to

shift. Perhaps they were only changed by the advent

of the Labour party in the last decade of the century.

The Tories appeared at least to offer a benevolent

community of interest without too much hypocrisy in the

relationsh
ip;

they were in this instance antagonist
ic

towards Irish immigrants who might threaten painfully

achieved wage-rates
.

Against such a background the emergence of Irish

candidates for office appears more directly democratic

since they had to cut across many established interests

in their own camp and in alliances outside of it.

The first Irish councillor to be elected by the Irish

in Liverpool was Lawrence Connolly who was returnedEeTaeeee Sos

in 1875. Connolly was born in Dublin in 1834 and came

to Liverpool at the age of twenty-thr
ee

as an agent for

the family firm of fruit merchants. He was, therefore,

out of the ordinary run of immigrants, or out of the

commonly accepted picture of immigrants
.

He was the

sole Irish representa
tive

and accordingl
y

his exact

definition either as a democrat or a nationalist was

unclear. The presence of such councillors appears
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equally to have puzzled and alarmed Tory commentators

and they were sufficiently alarmed to say that this

was going against the dictates of the Catholic church.

‘You Irishmen' one said,

who toast the Pope first and Her Majesty

second - hitherto have acted with your bishops

and priests, who, if theological, are at least

educated and in accord with the ablest laymen

you have. In the present state of affairs you

have deserted these leaders in order to compass

a visionary and worldly object...

Such patent insincerity was hardly likely to win

converts. But it was, along with long dead comic

figures such as ‘Bubble and his fellow Paddies' a

constant feature of the many objections to Irish

politicians. These politicians emerged later in

Britain than in the U.S.A. but the American example

was also held up as a warning for,

You Home Rulers, like the Irish in New York,

are electing inferior men because the best will

not stoop to your level, in doing which you

lower the respectability of the council and

4. Liverpool Critic, 7 October 1876
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bring it near to being a Tammany ring....'

Needless to say these were illusions with which some

Englishmen frightened themselves. Among Irishmen

who immigrated into England were some who weren't

'theological', however fashionable this had now become,

nor Fenians, nor ruthless manipulators. Such a one was

Justin McCarthy who had come to Liverpool to work as a

reporter on the Northern Daily Times, a forerunner of

tne Daily Post, and had been instrumental in setting

up the Liverpool Porcupine. He was in a sufficiently

objective position to regard Liverpool as provincial,

"a stepping-ston
e

on my way to London, '© an idea which

later appeared equally attractive to T. P. O'Connor.

Ibid, of the reaction in the U.S.A. as described by
Carl Wittke;

There is an Irish American type which still
represents the Irish political boss in the
minds of many Americans. The stereotype is
traceable to early leaders of the large city
organisations who helped to degrade municipal
government and make it a conspicuous failure
of American democracy.

Carl Wittke, The Irish in America (Louisiana, 1956),
p. 109. See also for the later period, Arnold Schrier,
ireland and the American Emigration (Minnesota, 1958).

Justin McCarthy, The Story of an Irishman (London, 1904),
pe. 102. McCarthy said that ‘most of the staff' of the
Northern Daily Times were Irish. Another prominent
irish home ruler who was working as a journalist in
Liverpool at the same time as McCarthy was Lysaght Finegar
He was born in Ireland in 1844, a protestant, collateral
descendant of Jonathan Swift, later he joined the
French foreign legion, fought or at least reported
against the Germans during the Franco-Prussian War,
was elected for Ennis in 1879, was called to the bar
and practised in Liverpool.
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Another ‘exception' was Andrew Commins who was born

in Balybeg, County Carlow in 1829, educated at Carlow

College, Queens College, Cork, and London University.

In 1858 he was called to the bar and then chose,

despite being offered the silk by the then Liberal

Lord Chancellor, to join the northern circuit,

"because he happened to be an Irishman allied with the

National Home Rule eycmeugct He settled in

Liverpool in 1860 and was regarded as a, ‘sound lawyer,

an eloquent pleader and a cultured litterateur'.|

His political opinions must have appeared sheer

perversity. '‘Respectability' imposed by the tenets of

English society, was often to fight with nationalist

sympathies in the careers of prominent Irish politicians.

Liverpool Porcupine, 29 July 1893 in the series,
‘Local Celebrities’ which gives a fuller account of
Dr. Commins' career. Dr. Commins was elected as
the senior M.P. for Roscommon in 1880 and re-elected
for South Roscommon in 1885, 1886 and in 1892 when he
opposed Parnell. He continued to reside in Liverpool
however. Many of the Parnellites unlike the majority
of the followers of Butt, continued to live in Britain
after they were returned for Irish constituencies and
this stratagem was to be continued after the fall of
Parnell. Commins can be seen as one of the relatively
wealthy Irishmen (or 'Carpet-baggers' as they were
sometimes called) recruited by Parnell who could afford
to take a seat at Westminster. (C.C.O'Brien, op.cit.,
pp. 32-3). John Denvir gives a list of nine nembers
of the Irish party who lived or had lived in Liverpool;
see John Denvir, The life story of an 01d Rebel (London,
1910). The members were Dr. Commins, Daniel Crilly,
| Lawrence Connolly, Michael Conway, Joseph Nolan,
|Patrick O'Brien, William O'Malley, James Lysaght
peaPseSe and Garret Byrne.
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But by 1875 such men were refusing to consider

themselves as honorary upper-clas
s

Englishmen
.

In

1875, too, an obscure and somewhat reticent Anglo-

Irishman, Charles Stewart Parnell, was returned to

Westminster for an Irish constituenc
y

and his advent

was to remove many doubts on this score.

Such political stirrings were those of a decided

minority. Yet already attention was being paid to the

national organisati
on

of Irish voters in Britain.

Since many of the new ‘activists' were usually

resident in Britain it might be argued that the Home

Rule movement later drew equally as much strength

from Britain as from Ireland. | John Barry, an

Irishman resident in Manchester, had begun the process

of linking local Home Rule organisatio
ns

in 1873. [In

1875 the Home Rule Confederati
on

of Great Britain, the

forerunner of both the Irish National League of Great

Britain and the United Irish League met in Manchester

and was attended by Dr. Commins and John Denvir,

another Resident of Liverpool who became secretary

to the Federation. This was the most successful

For a history of the Irish party under Isaac Butt see,
David Thornley, Isaac Butt and Home Rule (London, 1964).

For the early organisation of the Home Rule Confederation
see, John Denvir, The Irish in Great Britain, p.265
and F, H. O'Donnell, A History of the Irish
Parliamentary Party (London, 1910), i, I62.
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attempt so far to organise and unify the Irish vote

in Britain. Alliance with the Liberals, in Liverpool

at least, had proved unsatisfactory and at one stage,

in 1875, Commins had threatened to contest a seat

made vacant by the death of one of the Tory members.

The Liberals were to be just as unsympathetic as the

.. Tories to Irish candidates, even in local affairs,

especially as they had more to lose in the way of

votes. Whether or not the Irish should concern

themselves with municipal politics was to be a

continuous source of disagreement in the nationalist

ranks. But for the time being the Irish took this

opportunity to voice protests which might have been

denied them at Westminster. In 1876 three

Nationalists, Dr. Commins, Dr. Parsons and Dr. Bligh -

professional men abounded - put up for election in the

Vauxhall and Scotland wards of Liverpool. The

reaction of the Liberals, trusting in the drawing

powers of the old firm, was predictable.

The Home Rulers, flushed with success, have

braced themselves up for another struggle

for supremacy....The novelty of the Irish

National element consists in the fact that it

divides co-religionists, there being two

Roman Catholics in Scotland Ward and two in

Vauxhall Ward, as if they were fierce radicals

and rank rampant Tories. But while the
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Liberals - Colonel Bidwell and Mr. McCardle

bespeak the further confidence of the voters on

the ground of past faithful service, the Home

Rulers cast these considerations to the winds

and thrust forward their representation to test

the extent of power of Irish Nationality....'
But Dr. Bligh was certain to be returned for one of

the safe Scotland Ward seats and as it turned out the

other two nationalists were also successful. At the

same time as decrying the possibility of such

victories, the same sources denied that such an

eventuality would be of world-shattering importance

for the Nationalist cause. There was always some

truth in this if municipal elections were taken in

Liverpool Critic, 21 October 1876.

Ibid '...it is very amusing to read the intellectual
dailies on these municipal affairs, especially when
such a bugbear as Irish Nationalism is audaciously
obtruded upon the citizens. The [Liverpool] Mercury
yesterday with a deliberation which we certainly
cannot conceive, and an inertness of expression, not
to say conviction, which we cannot possibly realise,
assures us that much more than a mere municipal
election will depend upon the issue of this struggle,
and that should the Home Rulers succeed in securing
the election of Dr. Bligh, it will be immediately
telegraphed to Ireland and America that the first
seaport in the world has chosen a Home Ruler for its
representative in the local parliament, and an
effort will be made to secure a Home Ruler as the
minority candidate for the parliamentary representation
of the borough.'
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isolation. But as the 'seventies went on the Irish

had effectively begun to explore alternatives to the

Liberals. The sense of community in the city between

the two nationalities, apart from the complications of

immigrants of other nationalities was not very strong.

It would only be emphasised when it was thought that

the Irish were a nuisance or a threat. From the

outset the distinction was drawn between what would

benefit the town and what would not benefit Ireland.

For the first time the attitudes of both sides were

seen with something like clarity.

The Catholic church persistently sought to minimise

the difference between their congregation and fellow

townsmen, which was at least a laudable goal. | The

nationalists appealed to a sense of separateness which

corresponded more to social realities. The Irish

lived in their own part of the city. At the same time

as they were becoming more aware of themselves

politically, so more interest was taken in them, in a

voyeurist sense if in no other. In the 1870's it was

often incumbent on an intrepid journalist to venture

It was always a retrospective argument. It was later
admitted that the attitude of the English to the Irish
initially, ‘tended to throw [the Irish] back on
themselves.' Welsh Catholic Herald, 23 April 1910.
See below.
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into the Irish quarter because they were becoming

news. It was a type which was to become tediously

familiar though the first practitioners revealed

prejudices through surprise which later might be more

effectively hidden. There was nothing very admirable

to be seen by 'A Stroller' on 'A Sunday Evening in

Scotland Road.' But what he did see was transmitted

through a breathless invocation of sheer foreignness.

Some things, in profusion were noted:

I find that there are in this space twenty-four

public houses all of which seem to be doing a

roaring trade... [there is]a restless stand

at ease from end to end of the street, knots

of young fellows, some of whom receive a passing

notice which they seem to know...someth
ing

up...

at the end of the passage are knots of women,

whom the voice of my friend [his guide for the

night ] is sufficient to send like frightened

deer to their lairs....

Away from places of entertainment things might be

worse. Houses for instance where,

 

Liverpool Porcupine, 16 May 1874. For something
similar see the Liverpool Wasp, 30 April 1880, ‘An
Irish Wake'.
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ths floor has been torn up for chips... the

walls bare, no furniture....The door ever open.

The window not a pane of glass....Two women are

in this den; one a half black, she has a glass

of ale in her hand while the other has a flagon...

They ask us to join them in the carouse and

offer a drink of ale to us through the window

and loudly laugh at our refusal.

The report of the Medical Officer of Health in

1875 was at least not so impressionable but its

conclusions were the same. Additional information

was presented to the Council from this quarter in

order that they might see how best to apply the

Artisans and Labourers Dwelling Act to the Scotland

and Vauxhall wards. The improvement in the area since

the 1840's when Engels had taken it for an infamous

example was incontestable. But this was an extreme

yardstick and The Times in 1874 had been sufficiently

shocked by the health and criminal statistics for the

2city to call ‘leading citizens' back to their duty.

In the report of 1875, one locality,

See Liverpool Council Proceedings, 1874-5, pp.142-3
in Liverpool Public Record Office.

The Times, 26 December 1874.
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is known only too well to the Sanitary Officers;

being inhabited by the lowest of the Irish

population, and situated in the worst part of

what may justly be described as the chief

Fever district of the parish. |

Irishmen by this time were not totally taciturn

about these conditions, although they were so total in

their effect that for almost the whole period of Irish

immigration, spokesmen were not plentiful. Moreover

nationalism became the vehicle for social protest and

coloured the case of the poorest of Britain's new

citizens. One such effort to state Irish grievances

from a local base was made by John Denvir, the new

secretary of the Home Rule Confederation who was as

typical of educated and determined Irish opinion as

Dr. Commins or Justin McCarthy though perhaps more

politically motivated from the outset. In September

1876 he founded the United Irishman in Liverpool and

another of his ventures was 'Denvir's Penny Library',

a species of self-help which was intended to keep

‘Medical Officer of Health's Report as to the Area,
Population, and Death-Rate of two Districts of the
Borough' in Council Proceedings 1874-5, pp. 647-661;
p. 657. The quotation was from the report of the M.O.H.
for 1866 regarding one of the areas. 'Great changes' were
said to have taken place since (i.e. by 1875) by virtue
of the Improvement Act of 1864 and clearances between
1864 and 1871. The Report to the Council was in
addition to his routine Report on the City's Health.
It may have been prompted by the publicity given to
social problems by The Times article.
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pride alive when nothing in the environment encouraged

it. His newspaper carried a series on the ‘Irish in

Great Britain’ which was later, in the 'nineties, to be

published in book form and which attempted to set the

accusations of the English back upon the English. The

Irish,

were driven by the exigencies of their condition

to seek the means of subsistence in the lowest

paths of life and forced to mingle with the

poorest — which is in Great Britain what it is

not in Ireland - the worst class of society. |

This was a constant theme of Irish claims and is

sufficient to show the strength of economic assumptions

of worth, irrespective of nationality. It was a claim

that was later to sour, or infinitely complicate

relations between the Irish and movements of social

protest in Britain. Nationalism was something to

live up to; unifying the Irish vote was a mission

among ridiculing enemies. In this uphill job, frequent

exhortations had therefore to be made for the Irish

to ‘organise more effectively' and 'fight all along

the line'.° Weaknesses in the organisation were

United Irishman, 7 October 1876, John Denvir was later
to become a regional organiser of the I.N.L.G.B. and
editor of the Catholic Times.

United Irishman, 16 September 1876.
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therefore denounced more scathingly and admitted

more frequently than when the Irish vote had become

something like a reality. Deviations from this and

from the highest public conduct were not to be tolerated.

When some Irishmen broke up a meeting at the Manchester

Free Trade Hall which was to have been addressed by

Joseph Biggar, one of the few followers of Parnell's

active policy of obstruction, Denvir was only too

aware of the consequences. The prejudice of the English

would be strengthened, the Irish would be included in,

The Rowdy Irish, The Riotous Irish, The Disorderly

Irish, Irish Ruffians, Irish Blackguards,

Miserable Irish Factions, another Irish Row,

the savage temper of these low Irish, Irish

savagery, Irish scum, a nice people to govern

themselves, another Donneybrook fair, Irish in

all their glory, [and] the Kilkenny cats in

Manchester.

Neveeehelices despite the wariety of motives in the

new movement, few of which would have occurred to

Denvir or have been thought of as contradictory or

United Irishman, 23 September 1876.
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important, there was more astringency and directness

in the Home Rule case than in that of blasé Liberal

journals which aimed at continuing to help the Irish

by virtual representation. All 'progressive'

movements arrive out of mixed motives. What Denvir

wanted in practical terms was increased Irish

representation and a more vocal one at that. Rathbone,

the Liberal M.P. for Liverpool, might consider himself

' an Irish nationalist but according to Denvir he

would first have to come,

more in harmony with the wishes of his

constituents and he can have no doubt, in the

light of recent events, what are the political

views of the Irish in Liverpool.... | |

Irish councillors had made some impression and

their activity was remarked upon. A new rule as

proposed for the council that

only Home rule Councillors be allowed to rise

three at once and become seriously alarmed at

a harmless joke.

English opinion might not have preferred such

 

United Irishman, 26 December 1876.

 

Liverpool Critic, 25 November 1876; ‘Town Council
Standing Orders.
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political activity any more than the conspiracies of

the Fenians which still erupted from time to time.

In parliament the obstructionist tactics of F. H.

O'Donnell, Biggar and Parnell were at least

publicising Irish aims. Their cleverness lay in

turning procedures back on parliamentarians who had

used them as restraining devices. Though Isaac Butt

disapproved of this unmannerly form of conduct, the

tactics were overwhelmingly popular in Ireland and

amongst the Irish in Britain.| This was demonstrated

at the Home Rule Confederation conference which met in

{| Liverpool in August 1877 and which was addressed by

O'Donnell, Biggar and Parnell. It must have been

from occasions such as this that Parnell saw the value

of organising the vote in Britain more rigorously.

At this junction the function of the vote was still to

_ pressurise Liberal M.P.s in towns where it was assumed

that the Irish vote was strong - through the local

branch of the Confederation if possible. Parnell

became President of the Confederation in 1877, so it

was by virtue of the Irish in Britain that he gained

his first office on the way to the leadership of the

party. When speaking to the conference in 1877,

For a study of the impact of obstruction on parliament
see David Thornley, 'The Irish Home Rule Party and
Parliamentary Obstruction 1847-1887', in I.H.S.,
xii,(1960-D, pp. 38-57.
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Parnell saw no contradiction in claiming that though,

'they' did not wish to injure the liberties of the

people of this country (hear, hear and loud applause)

it was, 'the unabating determination of the Irish

people to be satisfied with nothing less than

legislative independence.'" Ultimately there was

no contradiction, it had been imposed from outside.

This independence nevertheless spilled over into their

attitude towards some manifestations of English public

opinion. A delegate from Glasgow spent most of his

time attacking the English press for 'some of that

impertinence, some of that abusive style which some

of these presumptuous English seem to be incapable of

getting rid of.' O'Donnell, though later revealed as

something of a social-climber, was equally sceptical

about the pretentions of English society. Wien

confronted with this the Irish,

did not appear on the scene with a small pipe

in their mouth and twirling a shillelagh,

saying, "Hello Pat, Who is afraid?" They

were quite up to the civilisation of the age.

Liverpool Daily Post, 28 August 1877.

Ibid. W. Madden of Liverpool called for, 'A more
vigorous policy.' The audience consisted 'mainly of
working men'. Much of the Convention was held in
private in the Adelphi Hotel.
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Demonstrations of this sort were a reassurance to

Irishmen's dignity, showed disdain for the aristocracy

and set out an aggressive policy which demanded

satisfaction. It was personified in all three

characteristics in Parnell who was just the sort of

figure to appeal to the Liverpool audience, whose

Liberal press was for once lost for words. |

In 1879 the death of one of the Tory members for

Liverpool provided the Irish with their first

opportunity to test their strength since 1874, Again

it was hoped that this would be independent of the

Liberals. Elections were times when resentment was

at its highest and old scores were settled in any case.

The Irish began by choosing A. M. Sullivan, a celebrated

Irish Nationalist ,° as a candidate and for the first

time this was treated with some respect by the

Liberals, it even being suggested that 'the majority

Ibid. ‘Liberalism ought not to be strung up or allowed
to run down according to the behavious of those who
are first subjects for its good offices.'

A. M. Sullivan had been a member of the Young Ireland
movement, had edited The Nation, been imprisoned for
an article he wrote on the ‘Manchester Martyrs' and
had written a popular history of Ireland. He had also
been called to the bar in 1877. Later he was to clash
with T. P. O'Connor over the Bradlaugh case. See
Chapter II, below.
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of the Liberals of Liverpool’ would ‘readily and

1 But thischeerfully' acknowledge his claim.

seems to have been a well judged form of coat—trailing

on both sides. By January 1880, Lord Ramsay had

established his claim to be the Liberal or progressive

candidate. He then proceeded to show all the signs of

a political schizophrenia which was to plague the

Liberals who wanted Irish votes for decades afterwards.

Rathbone, the sitting Liberal member affected a

dead-pan honesty. According to him,

The attitude taken up towards the Home Rulers

is clear, honourable and straightforward.

"Justice for Ireland" is a common cry which

Liberals and Home Rulers can alike rally to.°

This was especially true in that it was somewhat

vague and was bracketed with an innocuous subject like

devolution in English local self-government.”

In order to secure the Irish vote and the campaigning

Liverpool Porcupine, 3 May 1879.

Liverpool Porcupine, 13 September 1879.

Ibid., Rathbone also said that they would support any
Home Ruler, ‘In so far as he wishes to bring Home Rule
to our English boroughs as well as [to})... Irishmen.'
See also Annual Register, 16 January 1880, pp.5-7, for
a description of ees various attitudes on both sides, the
new role of the Irish vote and especially the doubts of
Lord Hartington on the Liberal side.
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support of Sullivan, Ramsay had to support a motion,

should he be returned, calling for an inquiry into

Irish affairs. It may have been feared that the

Irish would abstain en_masse since Ramsay had hitherto

proved lukewarm on the question of Home Rule. But

even such a limited promise as he had made instantly

blew the contest up into one arousing national interest,

so much so that Harcourt had to make reservations so

as not to implicate the whole Liberal party in Home

Rule. The contest however became a symbolic trial of

strength. The Tories were indignant at Ramsay's

‘trimming his sails' to catch the Home Rulers and

that vote was secured as a consequence. The Tory was

returned by, 'The Greatest Number of votes ever

recorded for any member of Parliament’, though his

majority was not as large as this would suggest. Once

again the Irish were the victims of the system of

voting established under the 1867 Act. Lord Ramsay,

such was the passion aroused by the election, was

congratulate
d

on his defeat, having thereby escaped

the, 'danger and iniquity' of being returned as a

The Christian Herald, 18 February 1880 which gives a
long over-coloured description of the election.
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‘delegate of Irish Home Rulers.' The citizens of

Liverpool were congratulated because they had sufficient

initiative not to be,

swamped by the hundred thousand Irish, mostly

Roman Catholics, who have emigrated from

Ireland and [to show ] that the Protestantism

which flourished in that great commercial

emporium...has not departed.....'

The by-election of January 1880 was a forerunner of

the general election called by Beaconsfield in March.

It marked to some degree a drawing together of Irish

and more vigorous, if still indefinite, Liberal forces.

Beaconsfield chose to make Home Rule the chief issue

in the dissolution, and though this secured much Irish

support for the Liberals, Gladstone did not oblige by

making this a prominent feature of his second Midlothian

campaign. It seems more likely that the Liberal

victory which gave them a majority of 137 over the

Conservatives arose from economic discontents.°

Nevertheless although bargaining for Irish support was

at a minimum compared to the election of 1885, some

 

Ibid.

See R. K. C. Ensor, England 1870-1914 (Oxford, rev.
ed., 1966), p. 64, for the election and the fillip
given to the Liberals by the by-election in Liverpool.
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self-awaren
ess

of their electoral power had emerged

in the seventies and had been applied in 1880. The

Irish party was returned at this election with 65

seats. Isaac Butt had died in 1879, seeing power

and attention slipping away to the more demanding

section of the party around Parnell. In May 1880,

after the election, Parnell was voted, by a small

majority, to the post as sessional chairman of the

party at a meeting in Dublin. * He was by no means

assured of the support of all sixty-five Irish members,

an appreciabl
e

number of whom were hangovers from the

Whig party of the 'sixties and ‘seventies while others

were veteran nationalist
s

often unready to accept his

discipline
.

He could rely only on some twenty-fou
r

definite supporters initially, nineteen of whom had

been elected for the first time in 1880 and who were

young and as yet untried enthusiasts
.

Neither was

Parnell able to look forward to much more than sympathy

from the Liberal majority. It was Liberal failings

and a fear of another famine in Ireland in the first

years of the new decade which substantiated Parnell's

See C. C. O'Brien, Parnell and his Party (2nd ed.,
Oxford, 1964) pp. 25-6. Out of 65 rk members,
44 attended the meeting, 23 voted for Parnell and
18 for William Shaw. John Dillon, who also supported
Parnell, was in America.
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determination to make all Irishmen independent of any

British party. In doing so he had to provide on his

own account a programme attractive enough to stop the

Irish movement disintegrating into clericalism on

the right and terrorism on the left. Hence, from

1880 to 1885 Parnell had not only to improve his

position within the party but he also had to appeal

to the wider Irish audience in rural Ireland, in

the U.S.A. and in Britain. To fT. P, O'Connor, one

of the new recruits of 1880, was delegated the task of

| organising the vote in Britain. In 1883 O'Connor

became president of the newly constituted Irish

National League of Great Britain, formed out of the

sold Confederation and which tightened up the national

‘organisation of the vote still further. The Franchise

and Re-Distribution Acts of 1884, in which the

Parnellites took a great interest, established one

member constituencies and made this vote easier to

organise. Phe enthusiasm for the Parnellite cause

was at its highest .and was expressed most dramatically

in the 1885 election. The League under O'Connor was

to continue as a nationally effective organisation in

Britain up to 1914, It will be one of the aims of this

study to examine its effectiveness, and to see what

sacrifices, if any, were made by Irishmen in Britain,

through their pre-occupation with nationalism rather

than in following a more social-reformist programme.
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'..ethe noisiest of them all'

Sir William Harcourt to his wife, 16 October 1881,

on T.P.O'Connor.

Thomas Power O'Connor was born in Athlone, Co. Westmeath

in 1849. His father was a billiard saloon keeper and his mother

the daughter of an officer in the British army .~ He appears to

have been a somewhat reserved and sensitive child though quick-

witted and intelligent. His parents were able to send him to

several preparatory schools including the College of the Immaculate

Conception in Athlone and then Queen's College, Galway. He

graduated from Queen's College in 1866 at the age of eighteen with

the degree of M.A. He had gained, according to O'Donnell who was

senior to him in the college, a fair reputation as a speaker and

had also been given the award of Senior Scholar in Modern Languages

and History .- This was something of an achievement in the Ireland

of the'sixties and bears witness to the-veswee for learning as

well as advancement held by his family. All this was still no

automatic recommendation to an employer however, and O'Connor had

no success in gaining preferment in the Irish legal profession, nor

1. Though this classifies him in one respect, F.H.O'Donnell saw

it differently, his more Irish definition of O'Connor's ante-

cedants was that O'Connor bore the name of ‘one of the five

bloods of Ireland'. F.H.O'Donnell, The Irish Parliamentary

Party i, Lok, There are frequent outlines of such biographical

material in O'Connor's career. O'Connor was himself greatly

instrumental in furthering this 'biographical' interest in

politics. See below.

2. He was thus one of the five Home Rulers in 1880 to come from an

Irish 'Catholic' university, i.e. other than Trinity College,

Dublin. For a breakdown of members of all Irish parties who

were University graduates in 1880 see C.C.O'Brien, Parnell andrarneitanX

_his Party



was he enthusiastic about the Church, the aim of many poor

scholars in Ireland at that time. This lack of opportunity

caused him later to be a constant critic of the educational

'system' for the poor in Ireland, a category in which he

possibly would not have included himself, and of the legal

system - though there were staye sufficient political reasons

to attack the latter.” For some time he was an official

note-taker at government commissions and state trials when

he taught himself shorthand, an aptitude which was to prove

useful when, through his family, he obtained his first constant

employment, a 'situation' with the Saunders Newsletter a Dublin

journal as what might now be called a cub reporter but which

then meant that the job was aipeid.” He had to prove himself

first. He described his average day as beginning,

1. See O'Brien Op.Cit., chapter 1 where he shows the difference

in background of the members of the Irish party at the

election of 1880. For direct biographical detail of the

careers of other members of the Irish party that is similar

to O'Connor's in the sensé that they were often 'self-made

men' see O'Connor's Parnell Movement (London, rev.ed.,

1889), pel75, et seq. O'Connor would tend to emphasize

this aspect of their career.

2. O'Connor described it as a 'good old stout State-and-Church

full-blown Protestant organ'. (Hamilton Fyfe, T.P.O'Connor

p30) This biography is often illuminating, as far as

attitudes go, though it tends to anecdotage and is often

based upon O'Connor's recorded recollections, as such it

is often misleadingly melancholic. See Chapters 1-5 for

O'Connor's early life.
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eeein the morning at the police courts, listening to all

the squalid charges there of drunkenness, petty larceny,

assault and the like, and...from there to a meeting of

the Board of Guardians, and then in the evening listening

to a play or a concert, and wound up the night with a

visit to the police officer to discover what murders and

what inquests had taken place during the day...

This was a routine which Hamilton Fyfe thought was one likely to

make or break a would-be newspaperman. It is likely that these

pressures were less intense in Dublin than in London during the

‘sixties and 'seventies. But in any case the occupation does

not appear to have been too uncongenial to O'Connor. It was

quite possible to have many of the habits of thought inculcated

by a liberal, romantic education and still be an enterprising

and determined practitioner of a craft.” But it was fatally

easy to come to ruin in a profession where so much emphasis was

placed on personal initiative and where one's fellow journalists

wanted to forget the fact occasionally, so that 'Many a promising

i. O'Connor frequently remarks upon his own naiveté as a

young man, especially when he first came to England, but

this should not be taken too much for granted, it was an

understandable reaction to his disappointments in later

life.
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young man was ruined mentally and physically by his aasbetatest

A journalist's position in society was by no means clear, and

this was bound to be much more a cause of concern in a society

that was ostensibly static whereas in fact much could be achieved

by appearances. Professional status, with all that that implied

in terms of approval was withheld from journalists because of

2
‘their lack of a unifying code and their confusion of standards'.

It was all the more necessary to be 'successful', though it may

have taken O'Connor sometime to realise this, through a mixture

of ingenuousness and idealism, for 'he would no more have thought

of applying for a situation as a leader writer than [he] would

have applied for the office of Commander in Chief'.” In 1870,

with little apparent forethought, O'Connor went to London. He

was never again to return to live in Ireland. This appears to

i. H.Simonis, The Street of Ink (London, 1917), pp-7-8 on

'Bohemianism'. It is extraordinarily difficult to

establish any sense of actuality in the case of the history

of journalism, a fact which was noted by M. Sainte-Beure

in Revue des Deux Mondes in 1842 as reported in an article

on the 'Modern Newspapers’ in the British Quarterly, April,

lv, 348, 'The history of journalism,' it suggested, ‘had

yet to be written; earlier accounts were ‘conspicuous

monuments of more or less distinguished names...the intervals

between these names [being] filled up with hasty sketches,

brilliant and vague and often inexact.' See bibliographical

note on ‘Journalism’.

2. See R.Pound and G.Harmsworth, Northcliffe (London, 1959), for

the difficulties of a journalistic career two decades after

O'Connor.

3. Hamilton Fyfe, T.P.O'Connor, (London, 1934), p.43.
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have been the case with many Parnellites - though the leaders at

least kept greater contacts with the home country. It was an

‘absenteeism' which was not in any case to prove disadvantageous

until after 1910. It was this exile of the subsequent leader

of the Irish in Britain, coupled with every Irishman's mission,

most justifiable in the nineteenth century to zmind Englishmen

of the true state of affairs in Ireland that later caused him to

be regarded as wholly typical of neither nationality.

In the 'seventies, however, O'Connor was involved in the

newspaper world. It was the latter end of what Kennedy Jones

has described as 'that strange period of quiescence when for

nearly thirty years Fleet Street was wholly deficient in new

enterprise's” The accent was on news, serious affairs and that

meant to some

e.eethe unremitting preoccupation with politics, which the

Victorian journalist ascribed to his public, necessarily

excluded from the morning papers diversions which the

eighteenth century journalist regarded as essential to

2
a self-respecting newspaper...

1. Kennedy Jones, Fleet Street and Downing Street (London,

1920), pp 83-84 referring to the period 1850-1880.

2. Stanley Morrison, The English Newspaper (Cambridge, 1932),

Pp 0281 °
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This is certainly the case if the example of The Times is

considered, as that newspaper set whatever standard there

was in journalism, and here,

«.ethe theory was that as every reader knew by experience

that every word in the paper was indispensible, he worked

his way through the entire solid and black print from the

first page to the last.e.”

O'Connor was a very small cog in this profession. So much so

that it is difficult to trace his career consecutively at this

time. He managed to effect an entrance into the staff of the

Daily Telegraph as a feature writer, translating news items.

From this he moved to a similar position selecting features and

news for the New York Herald. He was dismissed from the latter

during an economy drive.“ The years up to 1880 were in general

penurious for O'Connor and formed an apprenticeship for his type

of radicalism. His description of them gives the flavour of

le Ibid., p-279. Headlines were sparsely used and rarely informative

for most of the period up to the late 'eighties. The staff

hierarchy on The Times was rigid. It would have been, ‘an

unheard of thing for a member of the editorial staff to be seen

talking to any member of the commercial department.' (H.Simonis,

The Street of Ink, p.5.)

2. See Hamilton Fyfe, T.P.O'Connor, Chapter 3 especially pp 48-9.

He left the Daily Telegraph where he had been mainly employed

in translating foreign news items - most notably despatches

from Paris when it was beleagured by the Prussians. He thought

he had not been paid enough. While on the staff of the New

York Herald he had sent Stanley's letters from Africa on to the

New York office by ordinary mail instead of cabling them - an

economy of his own devising.



his later, somewhat effusive, but nevertheless consistent

attitude, for,

eeeit was not until I was thrown out of steady work and

went through several years of precarious employment and

infinite hardships that I was thrown in with that curious

population which dwells in Fleet Street, a population sad

and disappointed, often hungry and often very brilliant,

to whom fortune has not yet come or has already deserted.

For the first time in my life I was taken out of myself.

I began to know life's realities in their grimmest form.

If I have the power of understanding and a persistent

desire to make the lot of the poor somewhat brighter and

happier it comes from the fact that there is scarcely a

sorrow of theirs which I have not known in my own person

and in my own hearts..”

This was another extreme from the world of The Times. O'Connor

was a ‘penny a liner', or what in the previous century would

1. Quoted in Hamilton Fyfe, T.P.O'Connor, ped5+i. See eleven

letters from O'Connor to James Hooper between 30 May 1877

and 28 September 1882, MS 3460, National Library of Ireland.

These were sent from the offices of the New York Herald and

the Central News Agency as well as from private addresses.

The letters reveal O'Connor as something of a litterateur

and are concerned with literary ventures as well as one on

arranging a walking holiday in the 'Tennyson country.'

O'Connor's friends in the Lambeth Radical Association were

also often middle-class men of letters, S.Bennet had written

a book on Gladstone, a G.Barnett-Smith was also an author and

Alan Sampson was the editor of the Referee. See letters of

these to S.Bennett, MS 3460, N.L.I.
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have been known as an inhabitant of Grub Stresté- Often,

as in his brief time with the Central News as a member of the

reporters gallery in the House of Commons he might have come

near politics, but for the most part his livelihood was in

catering for a scarcely respectable appetite for sensational

essays in occasional magazines. But in 1877 as the result

of a vague commission to write a book on 'the great scenes in

parliament', he was to embark on a career of 'popularisation'.

Politics, described in a colourful, semi-historical, semi-

propagandist manner was the central feature of his working

life, unifying Nationalist politics on the one extreme and

the innovator in journalism and the man of letters on the

othere

Politics and journalism were suffering a shift towards

popularism. The 1870 Education Act, and the repeal of the

prohibitive duty on paper which preceded it were two factors

which would mark the end of that 'period of quiescence' observed

by Kennedy Jones in Fleet Street. Gladstone's duels with

Disraeli in the House of Commons during the 'seventies were

1. See H.Simonis, The Street of Ink, p.15 where he comments

on the 'viciousness' of sub-editors and says that the

practice died out with the advent of the 'Popular' press.

C.C.O'Brien, (Parnell and his Party pp 18-19) describes

F.H.O'Donnell in these terms. O'Connor at one time shared

rooms with O'Donnell and helped him find his first work in

journalism.
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awakening wider interest in the affairs of that occasional

debating society, an interest that may not have been satisfied

by the restrained attitude of existing political journalism.

The change that came over the British press as a consequence

has been described as 'a revolution perhaps more profound in

its effects than any other produced by the Industrial Revolution.'*

There were others who, once the main characteristics of this

popular journalism became apparent, were less enthusiastic,

comparing it even in terms of popular education of a time when

'no one talked of the Rights of Man without having read Thomas

Paine', and when 'Societies of working men bough books wholesale

as a reduced price’ .*

Whatever the merits of this 'revolution' it was infinitely

slowly realised. In the late ‘seventies O'Connor had some

foretaste of his later role when he worked under one of the

1. R.Pound and G.Harmsworth, Northcliffe, p.100 itemised as

‘low priced books and magazines, penny weekly papers,

leading on to penny and halfpenny newspapers...an incal-

culable community influence.'

Ze Quoted in M.Ostragorski, Democracy and the Organisation

of Political Parties, i, 401 Ostragorski argued that the

development of a popular press showed a degeneration in

popular taste. This is a corrective to the claims made

for the new press by O'Connor, W.T.Stead and Labouchere.

See Chapter IV below.
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first innovating editors, Edward Lawson, on the Daily Telegraph.~

O'Connor had also been for a very short while a sub editor on the

Echo, the first halfpenny morning paper in London, a venture

which did not prove economical in the ‘seventies. But it was

O'Connor's first book that established him - even though he was

never to consider himself financially secure. This work which

had originally been conceived of as a series of dramatic pieces

set in parliament, soon evolved into an interest in the career

of Disraeli. The study, involved O'Connor in three years work

in the reading room of the British Museum and was reported as

being 'the hardest and most exhausting' work that O'Connor ever

undertook.” Perhaps because of this and also because of

O'Connors new found interest in Radical clubs and politics in

de See Harold Herd, The March of Journalism, (London, 1952),

p-162. Edward Lawson, ‘borrowed continually from American

journalistic practice..eespecially in the use of numerous

headlines to introduce a big news story.’ In other respects

the Daily Telegraph was as conservative as its rivals. In

the United States the particular advocates of 'New Journalism!

were the New York Tribune, and New York World and the New York

Herald. There was little likelihood that their record of

trust-busting could or would be emulated in Britain. See

F.L.Mott, American Journalism, (New York, 1941).

Hamilton Fyfe, Op.Cit., p-56. He went through two hundred

volumes of Hansard. O'Connor's career covers five hundred

and sixteen volumes.
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the metropolis, the result was far from squeamish and

unprecedented in its denunciation of Disraeli, the dandy

and imposter. It may have first been issued anonymously

in serial form - probably as newspaper articles, but was

published in book form in time to provide electorial ammunition

for Liberal speakers in the 1880 election. Moreover, the

royalties from the book would furthermore virtually cover

O'Connor's expenses as a parliamentary candidate and he was

considering the prospects for nomination before the dissolution

of Disraeli's government.

Oitentorts introduction to Irish Nationalism was a hesitant

affair; the ambiguity of his relationship with the movement,

even that part of it which was led by Parnell, which having

no definite programme required less of a commitment so far as

policy was concerned, was to complicate his relations with

Irishmen and the electorate in Britain for the rest of his

career. His position was only a degree more ambiguous than

that of most Irishmen living in Britain. In his Memoirs he

1. The claim that it was serialised occurs in O'Connor's

obituary in the Annual Register 1929, p.1352. All

O'Connor's subsequent books were compilations of news-
paper articles. It might be thought that there would

be some fellow feeling between two men so concerned with

the outward show of politics, though the same could never

be said of their views on actual policy. See Hamilton

Fyfe, Op.Cit., p.57. Liberal newspapers praised the book
and Tory papers condemned it; also Robert Blake, Disraeli

(London, 1966), p.405, where he accuses O'Connor, along with

Froude, Goldwin Smith and the ChurchTimes, of anti-semitism.
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dates his first realisation of a sympathy with Nationalism, and

the beginnings of the Home Rule movement with the demonstrations

which followed the execution of the Manchester Martyrs in 1867

when he himself witnessed the funeral procession in Dublin.*

His free-lance activities in London also gave him the opportunity

to consider the Irish question, especially when he returned to

Ireland where he,

..ehad eyes only for the rags of the cabins, the ruined

houses, the desolated towns - all the other features in

the squalid tragedy of Irish ruin...“

But this was to some extent a retrospective view, the other

side of the attachment of men like O'Connor, A.M,Sullivan,

Justine McCarthy and Commins to the Irish cause. They sometimes

exhibited a natural caution. Nationalism could easily mean

alliance with the 'physical force! movement which their intelligence

rejected. Although patriotic Irishmen, they had to be convinced

of the value of a particular political party. They had all

started out on careers distinct from nationalism - which was a

full-time occupation among the Fenians at least. They were

1.  .P.O'Connor, Memoirs, ii, 134.

2. Hamilton Fyfe, Op.Cit., p.60.
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therefore out of the ordinary run of the mill of politicians

and in many respects superior to politicians who had served

Ireland previously. They were worth convincing.

It was inevitable that O'Connor, in common with many

Irishmen in the metropolis, knew more of the condition of

Ireland than of any other subject and this was often his

theme in the debating groups in London with which he had

become associated, much as Bernard Shaw who later had the

equally admirable ambition to educate the English, expounded

in his case on the extant works of Karl Marx. But as a rising

star and one, moreover, who could pay his election expenses,

he did not at once think of applying for an Irish constituency.

His period of enforced poverty, what another Irishman in the

same circumstances gave as an example of, 'a great many Irishmen

in England, very good fellows [taking up] with strange company',

had made him 'an extreme Radical' and what was worse for an

Irishman 'a delegate to a Bradlaughite Convention’ .? None of

this was an immediate recommendation to an Irish constituency

such as they were before the reform of the franchise, even if

de, F.H.O'Donnell, The Irish Parliamentary Party, i, 393.



O'Connor could be induced to accept such a nomination. His first

thought, was he was now Vice-President of the Lambeth Radical

Necociation,” was to try for a more amenable radical seat in

England. Sir Charles Dilke encouraged him to try for Dewsbury

in Yorkshire which suggested that he saw O'Connor as an electoral

asset even at that early stage in his career. O'Connor appears

to have approached Parnell asking either for the support of the

Irish vote in the Yorkshire constituency - a factor O'Connor was

quick to appreciate, or suggesting that he be given support in

Derry where there was the possibility of O'Connor's standing as a

Liberal in support of Home Rais.” The latter was the only

formula possible in the marginally nationalistic constituencies

in the north of Ireland, but such an agreement would, on past

experience of Irish Liberals, be far from making O'Connor a 'pledged'

candidate. Parnell, largely through the intercession of O'Donnell

1. M.MacDonagh, The Home Rule Movement (Dublin and London, 1920),

pe137, ‘easily the most advanced and aggressive body of the

kind.' O'Connor's acquaintanceship with a radical figure such

as Sir Charles Dilke dated at least from the publication of

his book on Disraeli. See O'Connor to Dilke, February 1879,

in Dilke Papers, B.M.Add.MSS 3910, f.252. 'I did my best to

have [the book] ready before the meeting of Parliament.'

2. Ibid., p.137. See Hamilton Fyfe, Op.Cit., pp 64-5 where he

remarks on how O'Connor passed over these negotiations as a

Liberal or radical in his Memoirs. O'Connor undoubtedly

felt that his later work for the Irish cause permitted him to

do this.
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Photo by G. V. Simmons, Athlone. From a print,

T. P. O'Connor, M.P., at the time
of the Galway Election, 1880.
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only agreed to support O'Connor as a pledged Home Ruler ina

Nationalist constituency - Galway city - where O'Donnell had

substantial influence. O'Connor agreed to these terms and was

returned along with a Lancashire cotton mill owner, narrowly

beating a Dublin publican into third place. He later admitted

that he had had the assistance of dead men's votes; Dublin

Castle put more faith in information that he had joined the

Irish Republican Brotherhead during this election and gained

their help and that this more than compensated for the opposition

of the 'Priests of Galway’.* This was some indication of the

chaotic allegiances of Irish constituencies compared to what

they were to become under Parnell's influence.

Neither Parnell nor that 'number of young men of whom little

was known except that they were recommended by him'* yet formed

a coherent party. It was to Parnell's advantage that some of

his followers had an air of 'desperate men' in a tradition of

European rather than British romantic nationalism. O'Connor was

foremost amongst those giving this impression. His appearance

when he first entered parliament at the age of thirty-two suggested

1. See Appendix 11 for an inaccurate police report on

O'Connor, probably written in the ‘nineties.

2. C.C.O'Brien, Parnell and his Party, p.25.
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an inspired and intense revolutionary. This was all to the

good as far as Parnell was concerned; the force of rhetoric

in Parliament would draw attention away from the physical force

movement still flourishing in Ireland, so long as the party

could be pulled together on specifically Irish affairs. Such

was the urgency of the Irish problem in the parliament which

lasted from 1880 to 1895 that though O'Connor veered between the

radical and the Irish cause, the latter finally triumphed.

It was no easy conversion however. Though later experiences

were to play their part in O'Connor's estimate of the difficulties

inherent in being an Irish politician, it seems likely that he was

aware of its dangers very early one He had, he claimed,

e+eread much and seen much of the misery which had pursued

with such unerring regularity those who had tried to serve

Ireland. I had seen too many, even in my own time go down

in poverty or despair and sometimes in dishonour, to have

any illusions as to what the position of a member of Parliament

ipeivent is

1. Hamilton Fyfe, Op.Cit., p.69. This was probably said after

the success of Sinn Fein and the resultant disparagement of

the Parliamentary Party. O'Connor's career up to that time

suggests that he was confident of being able to deal with

internal opposition.
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In any case, even in 1880 O'Connor was not regarded as being as

committed to the Parliamentary cause of the Irish as others among

Parnell's lieutenants. Although his return as a Home Ruler had

cost O'Connor a job which had seemed likely as parliamentary

correspondant of the Scotsman, he was reluctant to rely or appear

to rely on a parliamentary career for a livelihood. Timothy Healy,

a home ruler who had not been recruited in as indirect a way as

O'Connor, remarked with some extravagance and not a little

disparagement during that first contentious year of Gladstone's

parliament that O'Connor was receiving something in the region of

£1,200 a year for his journalistic work.” Healy saw himself as

Parnell's alter ego from the first and was not entirely at ease

with this new more exotic influence and he, William O'Brien and

Frank O'Donnell were all later to have reservations, most of them

inaccurate, about O'Connor's influence on Parnell but for the

1. Timothy Healy to his brother Maurice Healy, August 1880, in

T.M.Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Day (2 vols. London, 1928),
i, 98. Healy said that O'Connor was writing for the Irishman,

Vanity Fair, the Echo, the Pall Mall Gazette, was the London

correspondant for a St. Petersburg Newspaper and 'has his finger

in a thousand other pies.' Nevertheless, he thought that O'Connor

was, 'very likeable.' Healy had been an occasional, vitriolic

journalist and advocate, and was one of Parnell's earliest

volunteers rather than a recruit. He was acting at this time as

Parnell's secretary and, as he thought, organising genius. He

was elected to parliament in November 1880. He was to become

Parnell's most bitter opponent when the split in the Irish party

occured*over the O'Shea divorce case. He was the first Governor

General of the Irish Free State.
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moment the member for Galway was an unknown quantity .~ His

political allegiance was still very much with the only political

acquaintances he knew well, the radicals of London, the only body

to congratulate him on his election.~ It is likely that whatever

Parnell thought about the matter, O'Connor could see no discrepancy

between radicalism and the claims of the Irish. Not being privy

to the claims of high policy O'Connor was free to see the situation

of the artisans of London and other British cities and the situation

of the Irish as equal matters of injustice.

The ostracism inflicted on the Irish party as a consequence of

their '..eactive policy [of] absolute indifference to the opinion of

the House of Commons!” was a feature that O'Connor often remarked

upon. It was bound to effect him more than many members of the Irish

ranks, both because he was by nature infinitely sociable and because

his brand of journalism went far outside the Irish cases But it is

ss The Freeman's Journal, with the snobbery often associated
with nationalistic movements, said during the Galway election,
'Mr T.P.O'Connor we know nothing of. He is said to be a
journalist.' Freeman's Journal, 29 March 1860.

2. See four letters to S.Bennett of the Lambeth Radical Association
acknowledging invitations to a celebration in honour of O'Connor's
election in MS.4360 National Library of Ireland. The members of
this association appeared to be in little doubt that O'Connor had
been elected as a radical champion.

3. Hamilton Fyfe, Op.Cit., pp 78-9.
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also possible that to be a minority member of a minority party

appealed to his sense of the romantic. No other situation could

have contained his quixotic and idealistic temperament quite so ict

His maiden speech was however both constructive and responsible.

He was no stranger to the procedure of the House of Commons and it

was the assumption that Irish members were invariably wild men that

was to prove the undoing of many of their adversaries in debate.

His speech in answer to the address called attention to the situation

in Ireland, one which Gladstone's ministry had not been elected to

deal with and one which they, along with previous English ministries

were quite willing to ignore. O'Connor for his part accepted that

the debate was principally concerned with foreign affairs, that

Gladstone had come to power principally because of popular protest

against Tory support for Turkish Policy in the Balkans. The

comparison he drew, that 'it was the fortunatefate of the peasants

of Bulgaria and Roumelia that their country formed the battleground

of great nations [white] the Irish peasants were left to perish'=

was one which drew not even a protest from the government benches,

1. Hansard, 3, 252, 154, 20 May 1880.
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such was the lack of interest in whatever might be happening in

Ireland. Later O'Connor was the principle mover of an Irish

bill to deal with the case of tenants who were being evicted

for non-payment of rent. Officially this emerged with the

somewhat neutral title of The Landlord and Tenant Act, but O'Connor

had the forthrightness to call it a 'Fixity of Tenure Bill'.

Plain speaking began to be his forte, for, 'the Premier seemed

to be under the impression that the Irish members were inviting

him to an academic discussion of an abstract question', while

O'Connor believed that it was a clear case where the tenantry

deserved, 'that rightful compensation to which they had in equity

and justice every claim'.+

This attitude did not suggest that O'Connor had an overwhelming

regard for the dignity and tradition of the House of Commons. He

may have regarded these features as a hindrance, the mainstay to

which his political opponents appealed whenever the debate became

too uncomfortable. This was certainly something that he was aware

of later in his career. His impatience with Westminster was shown

when the chief upholders of privilege and restraint, the House of

1. Hansard, 3, 252, 130, 4 June. The campaign by O'Connor in
support of Parnell was sufficient for Forster to accept the
principle of compensation.



Lords, rejected the bill for the relief of the tenants even

after crippling amendments had been added in the House of

Commons. This was the beginning of a lifelong emnity between

O'Connor and ‘another place'. His reaction in 1880 was to

instigate what was almost a one-man campaign against the upper

house, introducing a petition from the radical clubs of London

against the continued influence of the House of Lords when ‘it

was inexpedient that public business should be at the mercy of

a body of hereditary and irresponsible legislators.'* This

is not to say that the motion, which O'Connor hoped to have

tacked on to the end of an Appropriation bill had much effect.

When he called for leave to bring it forward on August 27 the

Speaker 'could not see the relevance of such a motion’.

1. Hansard, 3, 255, 643-4. The petition was from the Tower
Hamlets Radical Club, the Westminster Democratic Club, and
the Lambeth Radical Association. O'Donnell opposed this

resolution with great indignation, more than that shown by

any English member. O'Connor was thought to be letting

the side down because, according to O'Donnell, the Home Rule

programme, ‘explicitly required' the participation of 'King,

Lords and Commons.' (Ibid., column 645). O'Donnell said
that four hundred delegates from radical associations were

received by O'Connor in the conference room of the House where

they assured him of, ‘their moral support in this great

enterprise.' (Irish Parliamentary Party, i, 483).
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But whatever the view of the Speaker, the Liberal party

and other orthodoxies, O'Connor was in earnest. Moreover,

because the House of Lords was a definite bar to any ameliorative

Irish legislation, as was quickly realised by Irish parliamentarians,

Parnell was quite prepared to lend his support, as he did ata

demonstration in Hyde Park a fortnight later. This demonstration

was organised by O'Connor and other radical spirits in the Irish

party, J.J.O'Kelly and John Barry the ex-Fenian, and was intended

to arouse both Irish and radical sentiment on this questions”

This was Parnell as he appeared in his 'popularist! phase and he

was undoubtedly attracted to the enthusiasm and hard-won self-

confidence of O'Connor .° It was also by no means impossible that

a policy of total protest would prove successful in the opening

months of a long awaited Liberal government. The collusion

between O'Connor and Parnell is apparent from the somewhat waspish

remarks of other members of the Irish party near to Parnell at

1. See The Times, September 6. The demonstration was held on a
Sunday. See also C.C.O'Brien, Parnell and his Party, pp.62-3
for a discussion of the radical-Irish alliance at this juncture.
J.J.O'Kelly was an even more demonstrative radical than O'Connor.
He had fought in France, Mexico and the United States and was a
friend of Rochefort and Clemenceau.

2. See F.H.O'Donnell, Op.Cit., i, 457. 'I always understood that he
[Parnell] liked best Mr T.P.O'Connor and Mr William O'Brien, and
was probably liked best by them in return.'
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this time. Healy, O'Brien and, of course, O'Donnell all thought

with varying degrees of accuracy and seriousness that O'Connor's

influence was unfortunate. William O'Brien appeared to regret

that, 'all that was known (or indeed asked) about his politics was

that he had lived long amongst English radical associates and was

supposed to be one of the rising hopes of that party," and Healy

considered that 'he is more of an English radical, and only stood

for an Irish constituency because he could not get elected for an

English one'.° But O'Connor's own position is shown in his part

in the debate on the constabulary in Ireland which he used to air

the question of the relations between the Irish and the radicals

and where he rejected a maxis of John Bright's, made ten years

earlier, that there was a ‘connecting link between the working men

of England and the aspirations, wrongs and claims of a nation that

le William O'Brien, Recollections (London, 1905), pp 244-5,
although he admits that once eeeitiee was accepted more

into the Irish party he became 'one of [its] most dashing

outlaws. O'Brien also thought that 'Parnell had less to

m
e
,

do than is generally supposed with the choice of his lieutenants.'

This was at least true in the sense that Parnell had to work with

the material to hand, those who could, for instance, afford to

take a seat in parliament. William O'Brien had become known

as one of the most brilliant journalists in the Irish party.

He had been associated with the Fenians but had severed his

ties with that organisation in the mid-seventies. In August

1881 he founded United Ireland.

Healy to Maurice Healy, August 1880 in Letters and Leaders of
My Day, i, 98. ‘This has the advantage of being a contemporaneous

account. Though unfair to O'Connor, it might have represented

the attitude of more thoroughgoing nationalists in the party.
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appealed to the same working men of England for redress.' The

contrary was true according to O'Connor, 'The hopes of Irishmen

were more auspicious' and he had his doubts about the radical

cause if it were to be a purely English one.

He wanted to say that a Radical like himself - and he

thought he was as good a Radical as any hon. members

opposite; he knew he was considered too good a Radical

by some of his Irish friends:...had a right to expect

upon this question [the cutting of the constabulary

estimates] affecting England and Ireland, that there should

be some proof of sympathy from the Radicals of England

when the Radicals of Ireland were fighting for their

constitutional liberties of their country. When Radical

English questions were supported in that House he had

always supported them, sometimes greatly to the risk of

his own popularity with his constituents. He had been

very much disappointed he must say at the silence from

those benches...

English Liberal members from the Marquis of Hartington to

Henry Labouchere saw this outburst in terms of obstruction, which

in a sense it was, though more indirect than the methods employed

1. Hansard, 3, 256, 127-222. August 26.
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by other Irish members on this question.| It was still a valid

argument which was left unanswered. It was the first indication that

O'Connor realised that he had to reconcile the Irish case and radicalism

and it was to be the chief feature of his career that he never wholly

lost hope of reconciling the two. This was to be his contribution

whatever the grand strategy of the party or such of thabustribers that

Parnell wished to disclose.* Accordingly, O'Connor was undaunted by

the procedural niceties of the Speaker or a governing party that showed

little sign as far as he was concerned of living up to its principles

and he returned to the attack a few days later. His motion once more

was to the effect that it was 'no longer expedient that all measures for

the improvement of the people of England, Ireland and Scotland should be

at the mercy of a body of legislators hereditary and irresponsible.'”

Hartington, the Home Secretary, answered with the unanswerable argument

that 'it was hardly convenient' to discuss a matter of such importance

at half-past three in the morning and that few legislative assemblies

could have ever been called upon to make such changes in such a

Labouchere for instance protested to the Chairman of the committee,

"the hon. and learned member for Meath has brought in those buns'.

The member (A.M.Sullivan), explained that, 'I thought we were in

committee of supply.' (Ibid. Column 233).

C.C.O'Brien's case is that such an alliance might 'create an increasing

stock of unpopularity for each of them.' (Parnell and his Party p. 63).
This is an argument for Parnell's tactics in one particular instance. It

was not inevitable, it was not the case in the second half of the

‘eighties and it would not deter those like O'Connor who wished to

persuade the electorate. Political forecasting was moreover sufficiently

primitive, and thought of in public as hardly disinterested enough for

a gentleman politician. The alliance could therefore remain practical

politics.

Hansard, 3, 256, p. 946, et seq. August 31.
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precipitate and, the suggestion was, eccentric a fashion. Though

tolerant of the latter the House was not disposed to lower its 'tone!

to accommodate a serious discussion of the matter. O'Connor regretted that

Sir Charles Dilke was not in his place on the government bench because

it might have then been possible to quote at him 'some passages from the

days of his wildness'. It was appropriate that O'Connor should so

effectively confuse radical speeches and action. The radicals might

formally have gained a great asset in O'Connor, since according to

William O'Brien, ‘nobody since Chamberlain's radical days [had] arisen

to give the predominance which his [O'Connor's] masterful powers of

debate and strong personality might have won for them.'! As it was,

O'Connor was able to criticise from the outside which is always a much

more formidable if not natural position for this brand of politics. Once

having joined the Irish party, he found, and was to continue to find,

the official brand of extremist liberalism tame stuff.*

In his own party however he was marked down by a particular group,

which formed the majority, if not the most sophisticated section, as a

radical of radicals; he had admitted as much to the unsympathetic benches

opposite to him. This was soon illustrated by the question whether

William O'Brien Recollections p. 245. The fact that this was written
in 1905 shows that O'Connor's role continued to appear ambiguous.
On the other hand Healy, O'Brien, and O'Donnell all broke from the party
and wrote memoirs justifying their case.

In September he reported to the Southwark Radical Association on the work
of the session and decried the fact that only fifteen members had voted
for the abolition of the House of Lords, that only one sixth of the
Commons had bothered to attend on this occasion and that many members
‘ran away' because the motion was proposed by an 'Irish Home Ruler'.

Though that Parliament had been 'called the most Radical Parliament that
ever sat', ‘it was not Radical enough for him', one reason being that
there were ‘only five working men M.P.s,' see The Times, 13 September 1880.
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Charles Bradlaugh, the atheist elected for one of the Northampton

seats ought to be allowed to affirm, instead of taking the oath and so

take his seat. This affair was not of any great relevance to the Irish

party but this was one occasion when they were parliamentarians as well

as nationalists, and a wide divergence of views - as much as split the

English parties was the result, with the added factor that Irishmen had

longer memories where religious matters were concerned. Once

again O'Connor was straightforward, if not foolhardy, in his opinions

this time on 'a Divinity which sent the sufferers in the Tay bridge

disaster to a sudden and terrible death because they were breaking the

Sabbath (ont) 3" His own party were least likely to see the irony

intended in such progressive announcements, or the justice of his anger

at ‘attempts to draw him into a profession of belief' since they might

have imagined they already had one. Although he might believe that 'the

part of champion of the faith had been played out in Ireland' and that

"He had been sent there on political grounds, and these only,' the

member for Louth, Philip Callan did not agree with him and their

difference: of opinion led to a fist fight during the same debate.” O'Connor

was hard put to remain detached, while reporting scenes of opposition to

Bradlaugh by the Irish in his column for the Pall Mall Gazette.

eee a great deal of the speaking was done by Catholic members

Hansard, 3, 52, 378, et seq, 24 May 1880.

Freemans Journal, May 25. Quoted by Walter L. Arnstein in The Bradlaugh
Case, (Oxford, 1965), p. 209.
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from Ireland, who strongly opposed Mr. Bradlaugh, mostly on

Religious grounds...e The two Mr. Sullivans, Mr. O'Donnell,

Mr. Daly and several others sprung to their feet and with

triumphant looks waved their hats wildly and cheered loudly

while Mr. Barry, Mr. Finigan, Mr. Biggar and some of the

other Parnellites who had supported Mr. Bradlaugh sat in their

places with knit brows and vehemently exclaimed "Shame! Shame!"

eeeeMr. A. M. Sullivan dashing in excitedly to his place on

the opposition side exclaimed to the group of Conservative

‘guerillas' on the front bench below the gangway "We have won", |

This was an instinctive and creditable reaction on O'Connor's part. It

was to typify him in some Catholic circles in time to come when he

found, perhaps to his dismay, that religious and national issues were not

always so easily or conveniently separate.* What such affairs also

showed was how brittle was the control exercised by the national idea

and how one of the chief personal ambitions of many Irish politicans

might be that an Irish legislature would give them the chance to fight

their own battles without an amused audience. O'Connor's own

independence of mind is also worthy of notice. It was perhaps for this

reason that Healy objected to Parnell's support of O'Connor over this

issue, claiming that, 'He is using you' > The idea of anyone using

T. P. O'Connor Gladstone's House of Commons (London, 1885), pp 22-23.
The Pall Mall Gazette articles were pulled together to form this book.
The debate occurred in June.

See below on the Schools' question in the election of 1885, and on
the same question during the Unionist Education Act of 1902 and
under the Liberal governments of 1906-1914.

Quoted in Hamilton Fyfe, Op. cit., p. 102.  
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Parnell is sufficient to substantiate Parnell's view that the opposite

was the case. The fact that Parnell's party became very much less

interested in the struggle over Bradlaugh's rights as it dragged on

through the following years is an indication of how paramount Irish

affairs were in Parnell's eyes, over procedural difficulties of the

Imperial parliament and it was here that O'Connor's undoubted talents

were to be used.'

Yet the involvement of O'Connor in such a matter of principle

indicates his wider interests in politics. He was both feeding and

helping to create an interest in politics in his journalistic work.

The form which this interest took coincided with democratic interest. He

began to write for the Pall Mall Gazette, then under the editorship of John

Morley, a future Liberal cabinet minister, in May 1880, a few weeks after

parliament met. He defined his terms, how this was going to be

parliamentary reporting with a difference. He acknowledged that, there

was,

[--- the large question whether...descriptive accounts of

parliamentary proceedings are a good or an evil thing....]J

[if this was taken for granted there was a deficiency to be

remedied since ]the reporting columns of a newspaper do not give

an accurate and rarely a vivid picture of what takes place ina

legislative body. Columns appear of speeches which have been

delivered to empty benches.(| What was further required was,

See W. L. Arnstein, The Bradlaugh Case,pp 221-222. Arnstein remarks
on Parnell's 'reversal of position' and the disenchantment of O'Connor,

Biggar, O'Connor Power, Barry, etc., without acknowledging that the
Parnellites were not at Westminster to help either Bradlaugh or the
'Liberal' cause.
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‘Some idea of the man who made [the speech] his manner of

speaking, his appearance, his character, his creed.

Hence the importance O'Connor attached to the drama of the Bradlaughite

controversy apart from its moralistic content.“ This is on a par with

O'Connor's frequent and somewhat ambivalent professions of loyalty

to the constitutional spirit of the House - at least in the early months

2of the session. He was not overawed or respectful. His experience as

a reporter in the press gallery and the rhetorical ability gained by

years of debate in front of that most critical of audiences to be found

in London public houses, gave him a certain imperviousness to atmosphere,

to opposition, and to procedure if it suited his purpose. There was

no suggestion that he held the same sort of sneaking awe for the aristo-

cratic sections of the Conservative party as OWonnell. In drafting his

motion attacking the House of Lords he had defined them as being

"selected for their eminence as lawyers, for party convenience, or from

administrative failures'. This was deleted through the censorship of

the Speaker, though O'Connor put in a plea for the rights of literature

T. P. O'Connor Gladstone's House of Commons, pel. See also below for

O'Connor on 'History'.

As Arnstein says O'Connor devoted several pages of his Memoirs to the

Bradlaugh incident. But far from this giving the affair undue

attention it only highlights O'Connor's general interest in

personalities and characterisation. These, in anecdotes make up the

bulk of the Memoirs, this could be typified as 'journalism'; it was

certainly popular.

For instance in the debate over the constabulary estimates he 'should

be very sorry that any protracted sitting should detract from the

dignity of the House.' This was to forestal criticism of obstruction.

English members might not be able to notice the difference once an

Irish member rose to speak.
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by saying that that motion thereby 'lost much of its grace and form.' |

In confronting the Tories he was to use ridicule to the virtual exclusion

of anger. In this he was to a large extent independent of both English

and Irish attitudes. His resort was to objectivity or, at the least,

saeteonadiey
"'. This was more than the over-enthus

iasm of a new member -

such as Disraeli, whose biography he had just completed, had once shown.

Whether his appeals were for and to the Irish tenants, from which class

he came, or to the radicals of London in whose company he had gained

his expertise, his arguments were often skilled and meticulous. But his

appeal as in the case of many a good radical before him was to the

audience outside the doors of parliament. As a popularist and a

journalist he treated them with equal respect. This was to prove an

invaluable asset to the Irish party, at least during the ‘eighties, and

especially effective in organising the Irish vote. O'Connor had the

energy to address himself to these various interests but did not thereby

help to concentrate his own talents.“

All the features which made O'Connor an ambiguous, independent

Hansard, 3, 256, 946, August 31.

At the risk of making too much of O'Connor's purposefulness, it can

be shown that O'Donnell appreciated the diverse talents O'Connor

brought to the party. O'Connor in his view was, '..eby far the

ablest man in the new political combination. Better at popular

oratory than Sexton, without his prosiness, less pungent but less

rasping than Healy, devoid of the pomposity of Dillon and the frenzy

of O'Brien'. F. H. O'Ponnell Irish Parliamentary Party, i, 462. O'Donnell

was disenchanted with Parnell and the Parnellite party by the time he

wrote this. The fact that he could still see such qualities in

O'Connor suggests that they were also moderate enough to appeal to the

English public.
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figure in parliament were those which caused him to be, in his own words,

', identified more prominently than my colleagues with the Irish in

Great Britains He was a recent immigrant himself, though the term was

usually restricted to labourers. Though he had not specifically championed

the cause of his poorer countrymen as yet, his agitation on behalf of

the radicals and the London artisans might have appealed to such

immigrants. Parnell could see the advantages of such a stance though it

was not strictly original to use agitation in England to gain support

among the exiles. It is likely moreover that Parnell had greater

personal attachment to O'Connor than to any other of his lieutenants.

O'Connor could appreciate Parnell's detachment though not following him

blindly on matters of policy, and Parnell could respect O'Connor's

professional expertise while still being able to trust him; they were

sufficiently Aissintlar.= Healy and even O'Brien might prove too prone

to regard themselves as leaders whereas Parnell was probably correct in

ee)estimating that O'Connor, ‘had gone as far as he would ever go, in the

political arena. O'Connor's forte was thus to be an organiser, or more

particularly, one who could hold an organisation together. But in the

latter part of 1880 and into 1881 he was given the task of leading

Memoirs, ii, 6.

O'Connor's reservations came out more strongly after the Parnellite

split of 1890-1891, though they were well founded and show no

signs of being thought up on the spur of the moment. See O'Connor's
Parnell, (London, 1891), for these reservations.

Quoted in Hamilton Fyfe, Op. Cit., p. 101.
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the opposition to coercion in parliament. |

He anticipated an attempt by the Liberals to introduce coercion

in an article written for the Contemporar
y
Review in December 1880 where

he warned his readers what the consequence
s

would be. Ireland, he

said was now organised, through the Land League - in which he was an

officer - and 'the lessons of 1847 and 1848 [had] taught the legislators

of 1879 and 1880' that landlords would take advantage of the situation

‘to push the most extreme assertion of their rights'; but that now,

‘a nation of slaves' had been transformed into 'defiant freemen'. This

was the language and the sentiments a purely Irish audience would like

to hear: it had a substance of truth. But O'Connor was more concerned

to alleviate the situation, not rake over past antagonisms
.

His

article was for Englishmen, possible allies. Although 'the temptation

yak strong to reply in hot and passionate words to the violent and even

wicked language which have been employed against that body [the Land

League] ...I shall resist the temptation ...througho
ut

this article I

shall confine myself to the frugal statement of fact.!

He then went on to describe Liberal fascination with coercion

as possibly a plot instigated by the Tories, since 'the English press is

almost exclusively supplied with English news by the partisans and

F. H. O'Donnell says that Parnell, 'saw the advisability' of putting
O'Connor in charge of the Irish News Agency (or Press Agency) which
was established in 1886 to supply popular newspapers with more favourable
information on Irish matters than was usual. (F.H.O'Donnell, The Irish
Parliamentary Party, i, 463). Although O'Connor undoubtedly advised the
Agency from time to time it was, in fact, controlled by another Irish
M.P., J.J.Clancy. O'Connor had sufficient work on his hands by then,

organising the vote in Britain, and with his own journalistic ventures.
He was occasionally mentioned in the Journal of the Home Rule Union

which published material from the Irish Agency. See Chapter IV below.
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mouthpieces of the Irish landlord party.' (That is the Irish Daily

Express correspondan
t

who wrote for The Times) and further to this

journalistic battle he was able to comment on the weaknesses of newspapers

generally. This was one occasion when the political issues came first.

In these days the fate of nations depends on the exigencies

of newspapers. It so happened that Irish agitation in

its most acute stage coincided with the rise of parliament

and the set-in of the 'Silly Season' and he deplored

'the depths of their [newspapers] credulity, and the

lightness of heart with which many of them now proposed the

abrogation of the Irish pdople' sc...

It was perhaps too obviously an appeasing article, appealing to

imponderabl
es

like the sense of justice and free speech. Arguments

about coercion ought to have concerned themselves with these things,

which were valued as much in Ireland as in England. O'Connor's

first speeches when the House reassembled in January were along these

lines, trying to gain the sympathy of an audience concerned with law and

order though it seemed filled full of false information by comparing how

that concept was applied in Ireland to how it was understood in England.

He was in a fortunate position to know because, ‘Every day that he had

lived in England, breathing a free atmosphere, he became more and more

indignant at the manner in which his country had been treated by the

1. The Land League and its Work', in Contemporary Review, December 188,
XXXVIII, pp 981-999.
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English goveKiment’.' Ten days later he was protesting at the manner

in which the 6ill was being introduced and he also claimed that the

policy was decidedly unpopular in England, 'condemned by large and

enthusiastic meetings in Birmingham and Newcastle on Tyne [and by]

a large number of clubs and associations'. In view of the latter -

this 'strong and widespread condemnation' - he asked whether Gladstone

would not suspend discussions on the Bill so as to give an opportunity

to the working classes to give their opinion. This provoked the

interruption of the Speaker who made the strange objection that O'Connor's

motion ‘assumes the Prime Minister is responsible for the opinion of the

country’ .“ Parliament could not claim that much of a democratic

character. An Irishman might even interpret such reactions as

meaning that to use Parliament at all effectively was a treasanalia act.

This was what O'Connor maintained throughout the debate, that the Bill

was designed to ensnare, 'the people who had merely been engaged in a

constitutional and legal agitation,' and that he and Dillon had on

occasions been attacked by Irishmen on the ground that 'they [had]

1. Hansard, 3, 257, 1053, 20 January 1881. The debate was on the control
of public meetings, a subject dear to O'Connor's heart, and to those

of any Irish member who had had meetings they were to address in

Ireland proscribed. This had happened late the previous year to a

meeting O'Connor was to address in Drogheda.

2. Hansard, 3, 257, 1747-1748. A list of the progressive clubs was given

in the debate. These must have comprised most of the Liberal clubs

in London, since the capital was traditionally more radical than the

provinces. It was by no means a negligible expression of opinion.

O'Connor kept up his contacts with such circles to such an extent

that he was later able to speak for them in the Star. See Chapter III.
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seemed to lose sight of the main principle of self-government for

Ireland'. They were only speaking on the Bill at all because they still

had some hopes of ‘moderating its cruelty.' |

The Act was passed on February 25, not the sort of act synonymous

with Liberal ideals; one to maintain order.* O'Connor was quick to

use ridicule if it could embarrass the Liberals further. This was an

effective weapon, perhaps the most effective against progressives since

they are the more accustomed to use it. Hence in January he drew the

attention of the House to a disturbance in Leigh, Lancashire, to

20,000 cases of aggravated assault, 20,000 cases of

unlawful assembly, 20,000 cases of resisting legal authority,

20,000 cases of intimidation, 20,000 cases of malicious injury

to property and 2,000 cases of injury to the person - in all

140,000 outrages in the course of a single day and whether

in the circumstances, he [Forster] would introduce a Peace

Preservation Bill placing the liberties of the people

of Lancashire at the discretion of the Chancellor of the

Duchy of Lancaster....”

Forster could only attain the heights of dead pan delivery in

suggesting that the question be more properly directed to the Home

1. Hansard, 3, 258, 712, 733, February 11.

2. See the Pall Mall Gazette, 5 January 1881, for instance, for which
O'Connor was still contributing a column of parliamentary reporting.
On 'The'Cost of Coercion', the newspaper's leader was urging, ‘at
least let us have no jauntiness about it... the Irish members are
‘men who are doing their best to protect their country against the
deprivation of its guarantees for personal freedom’. Presumably the
Pall Mall Gazette was not included in the newspapers which had followed
the example of the Tory press.

3. Hansard, 3, 257, 1748, 31 January 1881.
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Secretary.

O'Connor was quite eager to attack the enclosed minds, the

weariness of English members when confronted with the subject of Ireland.

He was effective in illustrating the heresy that the same laws of police

conduct and possible reactions applied in Ireland as in England. The

evidence collected by the government to justify the imposition of

coercion which was published in Bluebook form provided the material for

a clever and obstructive roasting of the ministerial benches. On

March 1 he unleashed in them a comic tour de force that would be

hard to surpass for sustained, if manufactured, contempt and mischief.

Quoting from the Bluebook at great length he found crimes to justify

coercion such as, 'maliciously spilling a barrel of coal-tar'. The

Coercion Bill was in this light a 'stage confectionary bill' ‘land

reform, which according to popular rumour has been developing oa the

revolutionary mind of the Prime Minister' was to:come when peace was

restored, coercion would last ‘until the two parties were ready, like

stage lovers, to fall into each others arms, and commence the comedy of

professing their mutual affection and cordial agreement in rintiple.

The passing of the first reading of the Coercion Bill did not stop

Irish opposition in committee. O'Connor was foremost in these debates,

always trying to draw the eulupcion of the House to the realities of the

Situation, throughout March and up to the introduction of the Land Bill

in the summer. He appeared to hold a particular enmity for the new

role of the judiciary. 'The judicial ermine of Ireland covered a corrupt

Hansard, 3, 258, 2005. This was matched by his apology for his long-

windedness. 'His ignorance of the new rules [caused] his wandering
a little astray.' 3, 258, 553, February 10.
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enemy of the begpiet - and most of all the Privy Council, which combined

the functions of judicature and executive in Ireland which 'if it were

done with regard to Basutoland, the Radicals on the opposite benches

would rise and condemn it.' Such attacks not only served to make Forster's

life a misery but enabled the Irish party to emerge as greater champions

of democracy than any other group in the House. On one occasion O'Connor

compared the right of combination in Ireland, whether in the Land League

or for Parliamenta
ry

purposes with 'the unquestione
d

privilege of the

working classes of this country...t
o

combine to form Trade Unions,' a

fair analogy which showed where his sympathies lay, especially as the

rights of Trade Unions were not universally regarded as so secure. His

support of the Land Bill from June onwards was of a decidedly hesitant

kind, again he stressed the need to deal with arrears, which he assured

the House, 'Would do more for the pacificatio
n

of Ireland than half a

dozen Coercion Acts and 50,000 soldiers or police.' Thenconfron
ted

with

Gladstone's fearful exposition of the cost of such a move to the British

taxpayer, O'Connor's estimate of the character of Englishmen, especially

M.P.s was that they showed,

'pharisaica
l, self-compla

cency --»Land] congratulat
ed

themselves and lifted their hands in admiration at their own

generosity [with] other people's property [or that of] Irish

Landlords, which was of course, no dearer to English Liberal

Ministers than their own lives or property.'~

1. Hansard, 3, 259, March 8.

2. Hansard, 3, 263, 323, July 7.
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In attacking the reluctance of the House to deal properly with

Ireland, O'Connor was not averse to referring to the property interests of

its members. But his views on this were not as extreme as those of some

in his party, or in radical circles generally - even at this youthful

juncture. 'He [O'Connor] could not admit the principle that wages and the

relations between employers and Labour could be regulated by the direct

interference of the State.' | There were other radical remedies in

his view and his advocacy and his attitude towards the economic

capitulation of emigration was an extreme enough attitude to recommend him to

the tenants who were being evicted.“ The preoccupation of O'Connor with

events in Ireland during this session was not characteristic of him later,

neither was such a frequency of attendance at the House, or so many

interruptions on his part in its debates. It had not taken him long to

find his feet or to establish himself. He had been defined as an Irish

politician, but this was never to be an adequate title, More especially it

Hansard, 3, 262, 1164, June 23. The Unionists were later to be more
ready to use state power to alleviate conditions in Ireland, to 'kill
Home Rule by kindness.' O'Connor's attitude remained in theory more akin
to that of the Liberals, allowing the tenantry of Ireland the conditions
to better themselves. The irony of the situation was, as Chamberlain was
to find, that the state in Ireland was identified with English rule
whatever its neo-socialist characteristics. Independence meant the
adoption of the policy of the Home Rule party many of whom put their
trust in individualistic economics. This latter characteristic of the
party emerged most strongly in disputes with Irish and English socialists
after 1910. See Chapter VII below.

See Hamilton Fyfe, Op. cit., Chapter 5. 'A Spring to the Front' O'Connor's
tongue in cheek method for the most part disarmed opposition, at least
that is how it can look in retrospect. It was not a thorough safeguard
for as Harcourt, the Home Secretary, wrote to his wife on October 16,
‘Forster goes on bagging his leaguers and Dillon and Sexton are now in
the mantrap. I am sorry he missed Healy, who is now the most dangerous
and T. P. O'Connor, who is the noisiest of them all.' Quoted by A.G.
Gardiner in his Life of Sir William Harcourt, (London, 1933) i, 431.
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had confirmed his popularity.|

O'Connor's popularity among the Irish in Britain was by this time

perhaps as strong as it had been among the radicals of London, or the

Irish who had long known him there. But when O'Connor attended the Land

League of Great Britain Convention in Newcastle he occupied a no more

prominent place than Dr. Commins of Liverpool, and although this

organisation had been strengthened, its fortunes were of less immediate

concern than the situation in Ireland or the crisis at Westminster while

Parnell himself was not present.” The prospect of the use of the Irish

vote, such as it was at this time, was far distant. Justin McCarthy took

the chair, as he was to do later when the purpose of the party itself was

unsure, and the conference, predictably was absorbed in the question of

coercion. Joseph Cowen was the most vigorous in opposing the

Government's policy and was cheered by ‘thousands of persons! .? Parnell

saw more urgency in attending the Irish National Convention which met in

Dublin shortly after this in September, just before his arrest and

imprisonment in Kilmainham, and the latter conference dealt with the more

specifically domestic issues of landlordism and rent. But the addition

1. O'Connor was running a campaign on the suspect condition of emigrant

ships following reports of conditions when such ships arrived in New

York. These questions were addressed to Chamberlain, the President of the

Board of Trade, on many occasions between May and August. Chamberlain

considered that such charges were unfounded and also that 'there was no

doubt that the shipowners would not voluntarily adopt any precautions...

which the government had in view.'

2. Liverpool Daily Post, 30 August 1881. The Post might have been expected

to report Dr. Cammins' speech since he was a prominent legal figure in the

locality and a force on the Council. It may have been the case that his

nationality was more apparent than his local loyalties and that

provincial newspapers still did not consider meetings of the League of

much importance (or the press may have been excluded from the meeting,

as frequently happened).

3. Annual Register, August 1881, p. 211.
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of the formula 'and Labour and Industrial Union' to the Irish organisation

in Britain was perhaps some indication of how Parnell saw the popular

function of the British League, or how he was at this stage prepared to let

it develop. Some of this new emphasis might also have been due to the

influence of O'Connor. At any rate the tendency was further developed

in a mass meeting at Hyde Park on October 23, just over one week after

Parnell's arrest, where a predominant
ly

Irish crowd was joined by

democratic and socialist associations
.

In the evening the crowds were

led in procession to the House of Commons to 'yell defiance at the

British Constitution
.

'|

After the intense activity of the 1881 session, O'Connor perhaps

felt that he had to look to his finances, although other members of the

party might have considered him a wealthy man. His reputation in the

journalisti
c

world was such, or he might have thought it such, to

justify him making a lecture tour of the United States. Parnell however,

before being imprisoned had asked him to make this tour on behalf of the

cause of Home Rule. O'Connor agreed to make this sacrifice which had for

him the additional danger that the prolonged absence which such a political

tour involved might disrupt his journalistic contacts in London.*

The great advantage of this tour, apart from the necessity for funds, was,

Ibid (23 October 1881), p. 79. The crowd was estimated at 40,000.

That O'Connor's work was attracting attention in the most respectable
circles may be seen in Morley's advice to Stead to 'keep a sharp eye!
on O'Connor's parliamentary reporting for the Pall Mall Gazette,
Letter of Morley to Stead August 1 1881 quoted by F. Whyte Life of
W.T.Stead (London, 1925), pp 85-6.
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in Parnell's view, that O'Connor would be able to keep the Irish

American extremists in some sort of brders! This was no easy task,

O'Connor may have considered himself a radical but he was far outstripped

in radical nationalism by such Irish Americans as Patrick Ford the

editor of the extremist New York Irish World. Yet the tour was to last

six months and to prove an unqualified success, after O'Connor's early

hesitation over his manner of public speaking. American newspapers

were more interested and more sympathetic to rebels and they took an

interest in O'Connor's personality, describing him as, in O'Connor's

phrase, uniting 'all the physical graces of an Apollo to the intellectual

and oratorical gifts of a Demosthenes,' or, less flatteringly, as

'rotund.' He was 'the first platform orator who had come from the old

country', he was diplomatic and adaptable and his interest in the

theatrical and political personality must have been more attuned to the

greater demonstrativeness of American politics. Although he was at first

unnerved by the intense silences of American audiences who listened to

lectures, rather than agreed with speeches as they did in Ireland and

England, he was soon adept at, ‘laying seige to the pockets of our

exiles,'< and at Pueblo, Colorado where he had to stay overnight, brass

1. Hence Parnell's delegation of authority to O'Connor, he would, 'represent

my views and those of the Irish organisation.' Parnell to Patrick Ford

October 1 1881 quoted by F. H. O'Donnell in Irish Parliamentary Party,

i, 154. m3

2. T. M. Healy, Op. Cit, i, 39. Healy joined O'Connor in November.
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bands and processions were called out in his, surprised, honour. His

tour took him from coast to coast and was possibly made more successful

by an intransigent manner towards Britain and by the coincidence of the

arrest of more Irish leaders in Europe. O'Yonnell who, in common with

most English politicians disapproved of a member of Parliament making such

tours in a foreign country to talk about British problems, made O'Connor

out to be an extremist among the Americans.

there [in America] he preferred to make no concealment of the

Parnellite intention to destroy and not to reform the new

Land Act. From California to Kansas, from Kansas to

Chicago and New York he spread the joyous news that the

tenants were refusing to pay rents.... The Ribbon Fenians in

America wanted their Irish news hot and Btrdhe. ie.

Such a point of view may have been general in England. O'Connor's

tour of America, in common with later tours were to attract these

accusations of hypocrisy. It was the price the Irish movement had to pay

for going outside parliament and appealing to Irish history as

exemplified by Irish emigrés in the United Seated, But so long as

there were no definite breach with the American Irish O'Connor could be

‘constitutional' in promising infinitely that the Irish would be effective

in parliament - as is shown by Patrick Ford's interpretation of O'Connor

on the land troubles,

Mr. O'Connor did not propose to be satisfied with the

F. H. O'Donnell, Op. cit.,ii, 48. Healy was more charitable. Describing
O'Connor at Sam Francisco, he wrote, 'Our meeting here netted £3,000,

thanks to T.P.O'Connor. He has a winsome way of coaxing subscriptions
from the audience.'
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reduction of rent; that point was conceded, the way

would be open for absolute independence of landlordism and the

restoration of Irish national independence.... ’

A fairer estimate would have been that of Healy that, ‘American

politics like English politics are a source of division among our

countrymen',~ and that O'Connor had to tread carefully. In America

O'Connor could, however, be more free in expression, though the matter

would be reported in some devious and perhaps scarifying fashion in

England. Moreover he owed no allegiance to the English Executive,

only to his own idea of constitutionalism within the Irish movement. Yet

this was sufficient to win at least a stalemate instead of a declaration

of militancy at the Chicago Convention of all the U.S. branches of the

Land League which was held from November 20 to December 2 - largely on

O'Connor initiative. Undoubtedly the American experience had enlarged

O'Connor's estimate of his own abilities, particularly as a speaker.

Perhaps this was mostly due to him, for once, being taken at face value

instead of having to meet an inevitable social hostility. He was made

The history of how this was eventually reported in England illustrates
the difficulties of any Irish politician who was not extremist. It
was first published in some form in Patrick Ford's Irish World,
an editor who would extract as much as he could and more from O'Connor.
An account was then published in the Irishman a Dublin newspaper
on 14 January 1882. It was then incorporated into a Unionist election
pamphlet 'A Guide to the "86", chiefly contributed by themselves
(Irish Loyal and Patriotic Union, London, 1886), p. 8 in Pamphlets;
Irish Question, Cohen Library, University of Liverpool. These examples
originated from a speech O'Connor made at a whistle stop in Dubuque,
Towa.

Healy to his brother Maurice, 13 November, 1881, in Letters and Leaders
of My Day, i, 139.

See also Chapter VI below for the differences he saw between the Irish
in America and those in Britain.
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aware of the possibilities of 'personality' if it was properly treated;

politically he was ‘impressed by the American method of railroading

Convention without debate." | These were all 'American' influences which

were to shape his attitude to English politics. The phenomenon of a

party organised within Britain on Nationalist lines bore striking

resemblance to the organisation of new Americans by American parties.*

The accusation was always made in England. The Irish never welcomed the

comparison.

O'Connor returned to England via Cork and Dublin in May 1882,

to a situation that in contrast to the optimistic euphoria of the United

States seemed to have worsened. His own sister had been imprisoned

because of her activities for the Ladies Land League.” The assassination

of Cavendish and Burke in Phoenix Park, a consequence of the sort of

extremism he had been negotiating against in the U.S.A. - had greatly

exacerhated relations between the English and the Irish. It was usually

recognised that the members of the Irish party were not implicated in the

1.Judging by the emigration figure alone the U.S.A. was a more desirable

goal for Irishmen who emigrated throughout the period 1880-1914.
(See chapter V below and Introduction). It was not only political
reward in England which O'Connor sacrificed to the Home Rule movement.
Healy wrote on the same occasion, 'I shall have trouble to get T.P.
O'Connor to come back with me.' (Healy to his brother in Letters and
Leaders of my Day, i, 144).

2.This is especially apparent in the 'nineties when the League was
fighting to survive and maintain its hold on the Irish in Britain.

See chapter V below.

3.0'Connor had himself cabled Parnell and offered to return and undergo

arrest with the other Irish leaders but Parnell thought he was too

useful in America to sacrifice. See The Times, 4 April 1882.
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plot and for the time being no direct accusation was made against

them.* The leaders of Irish public opinion in the provinces were

as horrified by the aval as O'Connor and this did seem to be the ;

more general reaction of the Irish in Britain. Unlike the case of

the Manchester Martyrs, one 'murder' had not been compounded by

another. This was also some indication of how politically mature

these Irish communities had become - at least in seeing the advantage

of support from English opinion, in a way that the Irish in Ireland

could not do. One consequence of this was to be that the nationalism

expressed by their spokesmen was always to appear muted beside the

indigenous Irish product.

The results were, nevertheless, the same in parliament as if

this sympathy had not existed. A radical such as Labouchere who

had remained consistent in his friendliness towards Ireland and

O'Connor in particular, was bound to admit that his personal opinion

and that of the Prime Minister were not of much consequence in face

of popular outrage.“ As far as O'Connor was concerned he was back

1. The driver of O'Connor's train to London approached him and

told him Irish members were not considered to have anything

to do with the plot. Hamilton Fyfe, Op.Cit., p.100.

2.  Labouchere to Chamberlain, 17 May 1882 quoted in A.L.Thorold,
The Life of Henry Labouchere, (London, 1913), p.l62. He

describes a talk he had with Healy, who was the next day to

meet in private with Parnell, O'Connor and Sexton, and continues;

'I have told him [Healy] that in the Prime Minister they have a

friend, but that they must take into consideration his position

as leader of a government where possibly all are not as well

disposed and as the head of a country where there is a popular

outcry for stringent measures.'
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in the position of chief apologist for a country where,

the conditions of life seemed more limited....even the

expressions on the faces of the [Irish] people were a

disagreeable contrast to the look of high and proud

hope which I now regard as the typical and almost

universal expression on the American fucose”

He was also once more back in a situation where he had to protest

against the muzzling of free speech, against the Prevention of

Crime Bill introduced by Trevelyan the Chief Secretary for Ireland,

and Lord Spencer the Lord Lieutenant, as a direct consequence of

the Phoenix Park murders. Once aeein,:

The moment this Bill passed, every word he might speak,

every article he might write, every agitation he might

engage in must subject him to the good will and pleasure

of Lord Spencer. Therefore he spoke to the noble Lord

with the deepest reverence and wespect...~

O'Connor's activity in Parliament during the 1882 session took the

form of delaying actions, and his campaign against the Crimes Bill

1. Hamilton Fyfe, Op.Cit., p.98.

2. Hansard, 3, 269, 1683, May 25.
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was detailed, dubtle and provocative, an attempt to impress

the House with what was to him a truism, that unrest in England

could be met only by ameliorating legislation, not by coercion.~

The result of this agitation for O'Connor was seen most clearly,

with respect to the Irish movement in Britain, at the Convention

of the Land League of Great Britain which met in Liverpool in

August, under the presidency of Dr. Cummins and with the additional

support of Biggar and Denvir. At this conference the name of

the organisation was changed to the Land and Labour League and

this additional formula attracted more attention than a similar

addition at the conference of the previous year. This time the

League added to its interests 'a new plank for the benefit of the

1. Ibid., 271, June and July. See especially where O'Connor

suggested that the bill was aimed specifically at ‘constitutional

agitators.' (column 1051); and where eleven members of the

Parnellite party were suspended, including O'Connor. Dillon

was suspended even though he wasn't present at the debate

(column 1127). His speeches in Britain were along the same

lines. ‘Crime in Ireland should be put down,' he said, ‘but

not by crime'. See a speech of his at Stockport reported in

The Times, 10 October 1882. O'Connor was also taking part

in the Land League agitation in Ireland at this time. He was

supposed to have received £2300 from Land League funds in August

and September 1882, (see Appendix 11, police report on O'Connor)

though this 'accusation' should be treated with great caution.

It seems inordinately high compensation even for O'Connor's

loss of earnings.
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labourers'.7 Alliance with labour was in the air and was to

continue to be a tantalising possibility, irrespective of Parnell's

strategy, both because of O'Connor's advocacy and as a means of

attracting recruits to the Irish organisation. As it was, the

body of the organisation, if not the policy makers was composed

of labourers and this was its electoral strength.

There had been some signs that O'Connor had been more concerned

with the fate of exiles than any other leader of the Irish party.

In the 1881 session and since his visit to the United States he had

paid special attention to the enforced plight of the emigrant - though

chiefly the emigrant to the United States. He had objected especially

to the amateur and permissive schemes developed by the Liberal

government in 1882, calling them schemes to aid 'the emigration of

peasantry in Ireland in order to become bondsmen in America’ or the

‘White slave in America’, as distinct from those who managed to. become

1. Daily Post, August 14. "Representatives of the press were

excluded and the proceedings were conducted, if not very quietly,

at least very privately'. It would be necessary for a movement

which was building up its following to conduct its proceedings

with some privacy, unlike the position later when policy was

decided and publicity was needed and there was (with the notable

exception of the 1885 election) the tacit support of the Liberal
organisation. At this stage, though, their conduct could safely

be regarded as 'noisy', and their decision on a title for the

organisation could be given as an example of how 'the vanity of

the leaguers got the better of their correct sense of the use of

terms.!
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‘prosperous and happy'.+ This was on a par with the preponderant

part he had taken in examining the government's reaction to an example

of a familiar occurrence, anti-Irish riots in Britain - in this case

those which took place in Tredegar in South Wales during July 1882.

Here 'not only men, but women and children were attacked by the mob" ,~

and O'Connor in demanding a fuller inquiry than might otherwise have

been thought necessary was breaking new ground. He was championing

the rights of the Irish in British society, a problem that he seemed

prepared to admit existed.

At the public meeting which he addressed after the Convention

he extended the dispute with parliament which was 'no longer a conflict

about land..eit was the battle of a great cause'. The American Irish

1. Hansard, 3, 272, 1228-1233, July 31. In the course of this

debate O'Connor had to tone down what he at first called

"capitalists and others' in the U.S.A. who were part of a

scheme operated by a Mr Tuke which the government was intending

to aid. In face of the laisser faire arguments of the M.P.

for Salford and of Trevelyan he had to admit that 'these large

employers' were 'the greatest friends of the Irish emigrant.'

His attitude to Irish labour in Britain was not to be substantially

different.

2. Hansard, 3, 272, 442-3. Harcourt, the Home Secretary, while

saying that the riots were 'serious and disgraceful’ also confided

that 'there has been for some time a strong feeling of exasperation

against the Irish population' and that 'one of the unfortunate

results of violence and intimidation whether in England or in

Ireland [was that] it does produce consequences to innocent people

for which it is difficult to compensate them.' The authorities

were thus putting the responsibility back on the Irish and the

Irish leaders.
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were included in this and it was suggested that in joining battle

the Irish in Britain would also find a greater self respect when

‘Irish names might stand in equal glory with English, Scotch and

French names. (Loud cheevs)."" Unity was everything, division was

‘the great secret of their failure in the past’. Now a united

Irish party would unite the world Irish. Parnell's lieutenant

could here make as many appeals as he liked - it would do no harm.

The Irish audiences for O'Connor in Liverpool and other large cities

were given a wider sense of loyalty than to their own parochial area.

To many of them it might have appeared true that they belonged to a

world-wide movement. However much national allegiances were disparaged

in localities where the Irish were strong, as an interference and an

irrelevance in English affairs, the Irish could still see nothing as

attractive to take its place.

In many ways the years from the imprisonment of Parnell to the 1885

election were, as most commentators remark, a period of doldrums as

far as the activities of the Irish party in parliament were concerned.

The reason appears to lie first of all with the attitude of the Liberal

The evident popularity of this thought was matched by popular songs.
Either

'If they ask you what your name is

Tell them it's Molloy

There's no shame, where's the blame

In an Irish name my boy?!

Or the more combatative;

'Tell them that you're Irish
You're bred on Irish soil

Your father was a Kenny
And your mother was a Doyle.'

Songs of this nature were usually American in origin. Irishmen in
Britain tended to stick to the classics.
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government and its apologists who had, according to T. M. Healy,

"conveniently got rid of controversy by promising everything that we

require and never giving it... For years assurances have been

offered us by many writers and speakers that it will all come out

right after a while, and that we must wait until our ideas changes* |

Healy's exasperation was easy to understand, as was his impatience with

the whole constitutional idea on occasions when, ‘We cannot believe

that anything is yielded from a sense of justice, if it were so why

has the sense of justice halted eighty years?' Yet such an attitude

was dangerous to the very existence of the Irish party considering

the extremist alternatives and their consequences. Fenian outrages

continued to upset the work of the Irish party during these years.

Division was, as O'Connor remarked, the chief enemy of the Irish cause - |

English observers took no particular pains to distinguish even between

the Whig and Parnellite members in parliament when it suited their

purpose to highlight a traditional factionalism. Yet disillusion, of

the sort that was to set in during the 'nineties was hardly a problem.

In the first place the oracular qualities of Parnell's leadership

were probably enhanced by his imprisonment in Kilmainham. The

movement was still youthful and there was still, it was believed,

much more scope for agitating for fairer parliamentary representation

which would itself greatly increase the numbers and influence in

parliament. Moreover, the Irish Parnellite members did maintain a high

level of criticism of the government. O'Connor spent more time on his

T. M. Healy in Fortnightly Review, 1 November 1882, XXXII, 625-633.

This article was a justification of 'obstruction.'
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journalistic activities, but only in comparison with the inordinate

amount of time he had devoted to parliament when he opposed the Coercion

Bill of 1881. ' On matters of detail O'Connor, in common with his

colleagues, kept up a continued harrying of the government. Even

Forster, who had been forced by the Irish to resign the Secretaryship,

was still not allowed to misrepresent the condition of Ireland:

'There never was a case,' according to O'Connor, ‘which the

right hon. gentleman [Forster] did not say was an

exaggerated one, if it was put forward by an Irish member.

[Forster] taking a rose-coloured view of the situation, said,

in vague general language that the hon. member's views were

not well formed; vagueness and generalities were all very

fine but they were standing face to face with the shadow of

famine.sse”

The Irish were still members of parliament, although British

opinion might have had doubts about their conduct. They still had to

represent the wishes of their constituents - much of their time was

taken up with individual questions of rent, eviction and administration.

See Hamilton Fyfe, Op. Cit., p.- 101. Where he regards O'Connor as

more of a journalist in later life and maintains that this was how he

was regarded by his fellow M.P.s. In actuality the amount of time he

spent in parliament varied enormously. In total it was probably greater

than that spent for instance by that English chronicler of the

parliamentary scene, H. Lucy, though the latter also regarded

O'Connor as primarily a journalist. When O'Connor was editor of the

Star, his sub-editor and the staff thought that he devoted too much

time to parliament. See Chapter IV below.

Hansard, 3, 274, 1958, 23 November 1882. This followed an

interjection of Forster's into a long detailed argument of O'Connor's

on the question of rent arrears.
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Nevertheless, there was great pressure on Irish members and there

was also often a contrast hetween what was promised by the

attendance at parliament, and what it was possible to achieve. Irish

members, especially O'Connor who had a foot in both camps, veered

between sophisticated artistry over tactics and, when the control

broke, what was seen as anarchy. The new rules of procedure were

designed to meet both these eventualities. But, however necessary the

English members thought them, to O'Connor they could only appear as

‘putting down a weaker minority,' and therefore he was not careful to

show the House respect. There was, 'no sacredness' in the rights

of the House; it was to be characterised as the refuge of

‘irritable temperaments, of narrow minds, of intolerant dispositions'=

And it was in such a fashion that he was delegated to reply to Forster's

further attacks on Parnell. It seemed to him, in his exasperation

with parliament that,

There were times when the English were seized with a spirit

of blood frenzy (Qh! Oh!)...Now there was a blood frenzy against

the Irish people (Oh! Oh!). He knew very well what he was

saying was true and they knew it too. It was when the tide

ran high, especially if it were a foul tide that political

tricksters trimmed their sails. Political adventurers were

always able to gain advantage in crises such as that,

especially if their malignant passions were concealed with

an unctious exterior and under a tongue apparently rugged

and manners so boorish that good nature suggested them to

Hansard, 3, 274, 327, on the new rules of procedure.
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be artificial....

Such word-portraits, accurate or not, were hardly likely to appeal

to the members of the House. In being 'personal', O'Connor was

in this case being bad-mannered. But he was only partly addressing the

House of Commons and this outburst represented only one extreme of

Irish impulsiveness. At the other extreme it was necessary to

co-operate with the Liberals, and one paramount example of this was how

O'Connor gained their support for a Bill to provide better housing

for the labourers of Ireland. This class had as yet no political

power though there was, 'general agreement with regard to [their]

unhappy condition’ .* The Bill had originally been sponsored by

Parnell, J. G. McKenna, Callan and Lalor, but it was left to O'Connor

to pilot the Bill through its second reading and committee stages.

It had been modelled on Disraeli's Artisans Dwelling Act and though

poorly drafted according to Trevelyan, and presented at short notice,

it obtained the government's cautious approval. It was of so moderate

a character, extending the British Act to all urban areas in Ireland

with a population of 12,000 or more, that O'Connor was able to

claim that 'it would not interfere with the rights of any class in

Ireland.' Yet O'Connor was given the credit by his colleagues for

gaining this limited extension of public responsibility for property

and persons in Ireland. The principal opposition came from Unionist

members from Ireland, King Harman the member for Dublin County

Hansard, 3, 276, 659, 22 February 1883. See also Hamilton Fyfe,
Op. Cit., pe 100. Parnell had asked O'Connor to reply to this

attack by Forster which is seen as the first round in the attack

upon Parnell.

Hansard, 3, 279, 1240, May 30.
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and Gibson the member for Trinity College. Yet even the latter paid

tribute to O'Connor's power of persuasion when he was induced to

withdraw an amendment to the Bill. To get the Bill through, 'T.P.

lobbied and buttonholed every landlord opposed to it and cajoled them

to consent... I credit to T.P.'s genial blarney its becoming jewt

This was the other side of O'Connor which suggests that he could be

popular even in the House of Commons. The concluding debate on the

Bill occurred just before the League Convention at Leeds in October

at which O'Connor was made president.

Because the rank and file supporters of the League were working

men it was as much his radicalism as his nationalism that recommended

him to them, and which distinguished him from most other Irish M.P.s.

During the April which preceded the Convention, O'Connor indicated that

he had not forgotten this side of his political make-up. In the

debates on Royal expenditure he thought that the Government's estimates

would be ‘received by the general public out of doors with a surprise

and interest' and Gladstone's summary of the day's proceedings

intended for the perusal of Queen Victoria can hardly have been made

easier by his enquiry whether, 'Among the strident supporters of

extravagant expenditure on the Royal Palaces...there was any member

of the government who still adhered to Republican principlee,*~

T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Day, i, 193-4. Though at the

same time Healy thought he himself was the brains behind the bill.

He also thought that O'Connor 'never won praise for what led to

the transformation of the Irish landscape.'

Hansard, 3, 276, 1065, March 29. This was an obvious dig at Sir

Charles Dilke.
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His attack on the budget was even more severe. It was, 'a rich

man's budget ... to support Royalty and the numerous progeny of

Royalty in this country ...to support the Royal yachts...out of

the sweat and blood of the toiling workers of this country. He

failed to see any single thing done for the artisans of this country

or Tréland.' | He could demonstrate his freedom of action where such

matters were concerned, once more attacking Forster;

If he [O'Connor] were an Englishman and a Radieel and a

member for a working class constituency, he would shed so many

tears for the people who lived in the slums and alleys of

this country that he should have little left [for foreign

affairs].°

The same matter of priorities had confronted O'Connor over whether

to concentrate on Ireland or the condition of the working class.

O'Connor at this stage perhaps did not know, or care, about the

difficulties of putting political beliefs into effect. Since he

had had no opportunity to legislate for either cause, he was not

backward in attacking the poor record of the government on social

legislation. The 'Condition of England' question could be used by

Irish members like Biggar, O'Connor and Callan as @ stick with which

to beat the ministry. All policies could be lumped together as

popular or otherwise. The Irish members were genuinely impatient

with the inactivity of the government, more so than the English members,

Ibid, 1576-1580, April 5.

Ibid, column 1581. Forster sat for a Bradford seat. He had been

trying to speak on the subject of Bechuanaland.
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since, in the Irish movement generally, it could be interpreted as

proving the ineffectiveness of parliament. Whatever the balance between

tactics and conviction on O'Connor's part, it was sufficient to

identify him with the popular Irish movement in Britain and make him

appear an ideal president of the League. The Leeds convention, which

met at the end of September, was a very pragmatic affair at which the

institution of an effective executive, composed of members of the

parliamentary party, showed how the delegates were looking forward to

the next election in parents Parnell was already sketching out the

ingredients which would give him the bases of power from which he

could go on to argue with the aristocrats of both English parties.

One of these ingredients was that he 'conferred...on his trusted

follower [O'Connor] the direction of the Irish vote [in Britain].'

As yet O'Connor was untried in such an executive capacity, but it

was to be a position he was to hold until 1918 - and even afterwards

in various guises. O'Connor may have hoped to express both Irish

and radical sentiment through the League but in any case, from 1883

onwards his immediate role in that organisation was to drill the Irish

vote in Britain to such an extent that it could be used as a means of

putting pressure on the British parties for the sake of Home Rule.

The Executive was - O'Connor, President, Biggar, Vice President,

James O'Kelly, treasurer, John Redmond, secretary, and Justin

McCarthy, Thomas Sexton and Tim Healy as ordinary members. See

Freeman's Journal September 29-30, and Daily Post, October 1.

O'Connor, Biggar and O'Kelly could be termed radicals within the

party and in the larger arena of British politics.
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Two Elections 1884-1886

The interest in the election campaigns of 1885

and 1886 lies in the coincidence of a wider democratic

franchise and the central issue of Ireland. These two

campaigns taken together demonstrate the practical

application and management of politics in the late

nineteenth century. But at the same time both

elections were anticipated to be ones which would

decide great issues, passions were aroused which

management to a large extent merely served. Moral

questions abounded, most important, and the one which

has been often noted, Parnell's ambiguous relations

with the Liberals and especially the Tories. O'Connor

was involved in this without knowing the full extent

of Parnell's negotiations, in organising a suppressed

portion of the new electorate for ends which in 1885

and 1886 were not achieved, nor perhaps ultimately in

their best economic interest. These questions have

arisen because the idealism characteristic of the

Irish nationalist movement presents such a contrast to

normal or necessary politics.

The Liberals had disappointed O'Connor throughout

the early years of the decade as they were to

disappoint Irish hopes up to 1916. By 188% this had
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hardened into a determination to fight from within the

Irish stronghold. His ties with radical clubs were

less strong, whatever their mutual expressions of

sympathy. ° Throughout 1884 and into 1885 he was

concerned with Irish issues. Some of these could still

be of a radical nature. O'Connor, unlike the other

extreme of the Irish members, the anti-Parnellite whigs

like Mitchell Henry, ‘at present sivine hinselt in

Algiers', brought up such hitherto unlikely questions

as the grievances of the Irish over education and

continued his battle over the terms on which Irishmen—

were obliged to emigrate. But there is no doubt that

the most absorbing topic to O'Connor and the

Parnellites throughout 1884 was the coming reform of

O'Connor was able to re-establish his links with London
radicalism when he founded the Star in 1888. See
Chapter IV below.

O'Connor frequently held up the textbooks used in the
National schools of Ireland to ridicule. ‘The Irish
he said, 'should not be asked to read books insulting
to their own nationality.' One of the examples he
quoted was that, 'The people of Ireland are a clever,
lively people, formerly very much given to drink, and
very ignorant; but now it is believed they are one
of the soberest nations in Europe.' (Hansard, 3, 283,
1047, 17 August 1883). These debates were enjoyed by
the House and especially by Trevelyan, the Irish
secretary to whom they were directly addressed. It
was an occasion where O'Connor's literary ability
could directly support the nationalist case.
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the franchise and this was not, even in O'Connor's

case due to any overt radical beliefs. He later saw

that, 'To turn out the Gladstone government at that

time was the chief business of the Irish party and the

|best thing for Ireland O'Connor in deserting a

radicalism which had no use for him was undertaking a

much more popular cause in organising Irish effort

for the coming election.

The 1883 Convention; the establishment of an

Executive for Britain and the effective presence of the

Irish at Westminster had had its effect on the

localities. In Liverpool John Denvir once more began

a newspaper this time to support parliamentary action

under the leadership of Parnell called, appropriately

enough, the Irish Programme, and in local terms to

refute any accusation of second class citizenship that

came his way.” The paper was soon advocating that,

T. P. O'Connor, Parnell p. 158. This is an apology
after the event, written during the 'Union of Hearts'
with the Liberals. The corollary of this was that it
was necessary to assert the independence of the
Parnellite section of the party. O'Connor could be
enthusiastic over this new strategy for its own sake,
as a demonstration of Irish power. See W. L. Arnstein,
The Bradlaugh Case, p. 213, where he ascribes the defeat
of the Affirmation Bill in May 1883 which would have
allowed Bradlaugh to enter parliament to the 'Irish
vote.' See also R. C. K. Ensor, England 1870-1914,
pp. 86-87, for how radical legislation was forestalled
by Ireland during this ministry.

The first issue was on 19 January 1884; it was a weekly.
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all Irishmen are invited to join the Irish

National League, the organisation having the

approval of the Irish race and whose head is

Parnell.... |

O'Connor in his condemnation of education as

practised on Irish school-children had been outraged

that they 'should be asked to read books insulting to

their own nationality.' It was not hard to see that

one of the main ingredients in Parnellism was social

in origin. Denvir, equally, continued to draw in the

literature of Ireland in his newspaper to refute

condemnations of 'the character of the Irish people’

especially their supposed criminality in Liverpool for,

While offenders having Irish names were not...

out of all relation to the number of people in

Liverpool, they are chiefly of a class who have

never seen Ireland and have become contaminated

by their surroundings in this country.....°

It was an argument he had used before; something

had to be said. But it was not strictly consistent

with the wish to swell the ranks of the National

League, who were still, as O'Donnell was perceptive

Irish Programme, February 16

Ibid.
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enough to point out, chiefly of the labouring class.

Moreover the chances were that any recruit to its

ranks would not be Irish born. The numbers of Irish

born in Britain had reached a peak of 600,000 in 1861

and had since then tended to decrease. Between 1871

and 1881 the number had remained stationary at 370,000

and this was to decrease further; ' this decrease was

disguised by reference, whether conscious or not, to

"good' and 'bad' Irish, for Irish M.P.s in Westminster

claimed to be campaigning for the enfranchisement of

two million of their 'race' in Britain. Even

allowing for some restrictions in the ultimate

franchise gpiaiaes: it had to include a considerable

proportion ofsecond generation Irishmen, if not a

majority over Irish born. Denvir's attitude, which was

in many features typical of Irish spokesmen, was

thoroughly illogical. Yet very little had changed for

the better in the case of these often long-settled

immigrants, or sufficiently little for their attitudes

to be dispassionate.

These figures, based on Census returns, are tabulated
in'G, A. Beck (Ed.) The English Catholics, Ch. IX,
Denis Gwynn, 'The Irish Immigration’, p.o80 ff. In
1931 the number of Irish born in England and Wales
was 386,000. See Appendix 1.
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One immediate consequence of this was that Denvir

4 onecalled for, 'an Irish M.P. for Liverpool,

who would have nothing to do with English Catholics,

‘as antagonistic to Irish claims as they are to their

Protestant fellow-countrymen, 'nor with the Liberals.'

Denvir was already following the party line, even in

1884 he was deploring the common occurrence of

defection to the Liberals and urged that henceforth no

pledges should be given, ‘until Mr. Parnell has spoken.

Economic interest of a sort, tradition, and the chance

te

to spite the Tories had in the past recommended the

minority radical candidate for Liverpool, and even in

1884 the prospect of a 'labour' candidate for one of

the Liverpool seats, if he was not also ‘one of the

Liberal supporters of the government' was treated with

some caution. Such a candidate would be, ‘most

acceptable to a large number of Irishmen'. This early,

if vague support for labour was enlarged upon with the

beginning of a campaign for better safety precautions

for dockers, ‘chiefly Irishmen', in September. These

irish Programme, May 10. This was after reporting
Parnell and O'Connor at the Westminster Palace Hotel
where they had looked forward to increased Parnellite
representation in Parliament.

Irish Programme, 27 September 1884, Italics in original.
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Irishmen,

with less opportunities than their neighbours

and with a vast amount of prejudice to contend

against [were] often able to come to the front

in the race of life when they have even half

a fair chance.

Their remedy was that,

if they attended in the land of the stranger to

their religious duties as fastidiously as they

did at home, if they shunned intemperance and

if they joined more heartily in the work of the

Irish nationalist organisation in their midst

(it could not help but] ...exercise an elevating

and purifying influence upon their everyday life,

however hard it may hae

In moral earnestness this was not very different

from the promptings of non-conformity, with the

attendant all-pervasive doctrine that some could be

saved by their own efforts. Yet there was little love

lost between Chamberlain and his unauthorised campaign

which was raising a cry of 'The Peers against the

Te Lbs.
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People'| which O'Connor did not, for once, support.

The Irish were, and continued to be, a decidedly

underprivileged part of the British community; that

they weren't part of the radical crusade was,

considering that their position was far worse than that

contested by middle class radicals, a fault of omission

at least, on the latter's part. The 1885 campaign

was to unite the Irish in terms of nationality, but

it also brought together the poorest strata of British

society - it was preferable to being the tail of the

whig dog even though Chamberlain was not over-

enthusiastic for their support. Obstruction had shown

the limits of time available in parliament, Paeee

had to come first.

O'Connor stressed the over-riding claims of Home

Rule at the Land League of Great Britain Convention

which met in Dublin on September 7, for, 'an Irish

 

R. C. K. Ensor, England 1870-1914, p. 88 see also
E. Strauss, Irish Nationalism and British Democracy,
p. 136, 'the English middle class radicals had equally
little use for Irish landlords and for Irish cotters.'
This is a justified emphasis. Strauss's Marxist
interpretation of the Irish struggle is frequently
illuminating though sometimes too sweeping. For instance,
it is hardly true to say that 'from the point of view
or the British authorities, and even from that of the
British working classes there was precious little
difference between the various types of Irishman who
invaded the country |Britain].' The 'authorities'
knew who to prefer between Oscar Wilde and Lord Carson.
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Parliament once more making laws for the Irish nation

in the Irish metropolis,'’ and all other motions were

made subservient to this. It wass at this conference

too that there was the first unequivical call for,

‘the organisation of our strength in England and

Scotland so as to make the Irish Vote a controlling

force in English electoral contests.' This was also,

according to O'Connor, 'not only a Convention of men

resident in England and Scotland, but of men who dwell

in those alien lands but are Irish to the backbone.'

Denvir in the Irish Nationalist said the same thing,

"the Irish struggle has passed beyond the bounds of

the shores of Ireland, it is no longer the struggle of

a country it is the struggle of a race.'* The Irish

in Britain were being regarded in the same way as the

Irish in America, not for their monetary assistance

or even because they might prove a dangerous faction

in the Irish movement, but because of their own

insistence.

Denvir's attitude was propagandist but the advent

Daily Post, September 8.

Irish Nationalist, September 13. The name of the
magazine had been changed from the Programme
in August.
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of Parnell to the leadership of the organisation

controlling the LLGB. branches clearly made the Irish

organisation in localities like Liverpool more self-

sufficient. This was still in contrast to Fenian

extremists who had been active on Merseyside and

gained all the headlines throughout the ‘eighties, |

and the Roman Catholic church which had joined with

Irish organisations hitherto in denouncing extremism -

especially at the time of the Phoenix Park murders.

Both groups were to lose political influence with

the ascendancy of Parnell.

See William Forwood, Recollections of a Busy Life,
(Liverpool, 1910), pp. 85-86. Forwood was the
leader of the Conservative party in Liverpool. One
example of the Fenian scares of the ‘eighties was when
he had to escort the Prince and Princess of Wales
through, 'that portion of the town inhabited by the
Irish' and 'therefore decided to quicken the pace.'
See also pp. 88-90 for Fenian threats to shipping
in the port.

See the Daily Post, 8 May 1882 et seq. 'their [the
Church's ]representatives have been in entire unison
in condemnation of the terrible deed'. A forerunner
of a League Branch, a branch of the National Foresters,
‘denounced [it] in the strongest language we can
express.’ On May 14 the Rev. Fr. Murphy, president
of the Catholic Young Men's Society ‘amid great
enthusiasm quoted the words of the great liberator that,
"liberty was dearly bought at the price of one drop of
blood" ', At the same time, however, branches of the
League were deploring coercion in Ireland, one
spokesmen saying that, ‘Irishmen were [now] as much used
to coercion as they were to eating potatoes.' Daily
Post May 15.
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The Parnellites' attacks on the Liberals continued,

O'Connor once again taking up the case of Irish people

in England when he forced Harcourt, the Home Secretary,

to investigate an anti-Irish riot which had taken

place at Cleaton Moor in Cumberland. It was not

sufficient in this case for Harcourt to quote the local

magistrate or disclaim national responsibility."

Franchise reform was something which the Parnellites

could take advantage of while never having to be

enthusiastic advocates of the bill as a whole. Irish

members could plead their special cases, as they did

“ O'Connor addressedon public platforms in Ireland.

his constituents in Galway on the matter in September

and spoke at Athlone, his birthplace in October. But

his real interest was in Irish franchise in Ulster

and in Britain where the forces of Unionism might be

outmanoeuvered or lose some of their, to him, unjust

advantage and he spoke to this effect, not without

some difficulty in northern Ireland at the end of the

Hansard, 3, 290, 1118,. July-15.

Healy and O'Connor for instance spoke in this vein
at Dungannon where Orangemen staged a counter-
demonstration. Healy Letters and Leaders of My .
Day; 2, 197.
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year,| arranging to come and speak at Liverpool for the

first time in his official capacity in December.

Local Irish leaders such as Denvir appeared to

welcome the visit of an official second only to Parnell

and with his full authority, 'to see for himself the

working of the organisation in the district and how it

best can be more widely spread among the general Irish

12
population. But if they hoped he would make their

position easier with regard to those most dangerous

of factionalists, the Liberal-Catholics, they were

disappointed at least on the evidence of O'Connor's

public pronouncements. He recognised,

"....- painful differences which existed

At Belfast on December 29 O'Connor almost exulted that
the Irish had, ‘succeeded in retaining her full number
of seats under the Redistribution bill'. His argument
where Ulster representation was concerned was not, he
said, aimed at 'a victory over their fellow countrymen'
but against, 'the party of landlord oppression and
tyranny.' He also spoke, he said, as a nationalist,
not on religious grounds, 'He spoke at a meeting
presided over by a Catholic priest.' This may have
been aimed at charges that he was anti-clerical, but
it was precisely the sort of presence that Unionists
in Ireland objected to. For this speech see Irish
Nationalist, 4 January 1885.

Irish Nationalist, November 28. Denvir's paper made a
point of supporting O'Connor's literary activities,
the biographies of members of the Parnellite party
which he wrote for the Freeman's Journal and his
biography of Parnell. The importance of well-formed
opinion was stressed in editorials of the Nationalist.
See for instance that of July 19 'We feel that if we
have a mission at all it is in securing correct
information concerning everything affecting the social
and political well-being of the Irish population of
Great Britain.’ The usual complaint was made that even
Irish papers received their information from hostile
sources.
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between their countrymen in this district,

[but] as President [of the INLGB. |] it was his

duty to maintain an impartial and judicious

position. He could only lay down the policy.

How this [was] carried out was a matter over

which he could have little control.'"
This ingenuousness was one way to delegate the

problem, it was not an accurate definition of the

powers of the president as he was later to interpret

them. He had no wish personally to have to bother

himself with parochial issues and it is quite possible

that the local officers of the league would have been

the first to protest had he made any serious signs of

doing so. The latter would be able to settle the

matter by a quiet word or other means. This was obvious

by their addresses to him during the meeting where

passions ran high. The chairman spoke of how in the

past, 'Mr. O'Connor and the executive had been

deceived by these men [the factionalists ] but now they

were wide awake and quite enlightened on the subject.'

In the previous municipal elections in the Autumn of

1884 there had been a confused situation in Liverpool

centring around the candidates for the Vauxhall and

The Irish Nationalist, December 13

( 4
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two Scotland Wards. Denvir, remembering how Parnell's

‘manly doctrine of holding himself aloof from British

factions' was not followed by Irish voters who had

voted, to no avail, for a liberal candidate during a

by-election in the city in 1882, was ostensibly making

the best of a bad job in affirming that such a policy

was possible in Ireland but not in Britain.| In the

municipal contest Lawrence Connolly, the first

'‘nationalist' candidate elected to the council and one

McArdle were now ‘joining with the enemies of Ireland

to defeat the Nationalist candidate! Apparently

Connolly was able to convince the local Parnellites

of his good intentions, but not McArdle,

this grossly illiterate man, whose bombastic

attempts at oratory, and use of words and

phrases of which he knows not the full meaning,

shows that he is unaware of the extent of his

own ignorance, actually aspires toa

[parliamentary] seat among... the magnificent

group of young Irishmen upon whom, in our day,

the mantle of Irish oratory has fallen.....°

For the 1882 by-election and Parnell's instructions,
see the Daily Post, 6 December 1882.

Irish Nationalist, October 25.

Irish Nationalist, November l.
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These electric terms were only different in degree:

from those used in national politics. The difference

was marked by the new interest of Parnell's young

Irishmen in Anglo-Irish populations, but not what the

latter had conceived as politics. O'Connor and the

Executive had not expressly forbidden involvement in

municipal elections - this was some indication of their

lack of interest. It is hard to see how O'Connor could

have stopped the mimicry of thre national organisation,

though apparently Liverpool was the only place where

such in-fighting was so intense. Though there is no

clear indication of the 'policy' of either Connolly

or McArdle the fact that 'several hundreds of Irishmen

who no doubt loved their country could be found....

to vote for one who had been unfaithful to our Irish

1
cause was not only alarming to Denvir and Byrne, the

successful candidate. It showed the strength of the

Old loyalties, to a local Liberal party supported by

‘the local clergy.

Attitudes to labour were somewhat different. It is

unlikely that either of the renegades were aiming at

anything as auspicious as an 'economic' vote. Orthodox

nationalists were, however, equated with ‘working men'

irish Nationalist, November &.
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who would vote, ‘in the right cause'. It was also

quickly denied that McArdle had had anything to do

with helping 'the starving dock labourers'’ some

years previously. Nationalist organisers were not that

far removed from the dock labourers who formed the

majority of the Irish population on Merseyside and

there was a community of interest between nationalism

and economic depression that was no doubt irrational

but which never wholly separated ne its two elements.“

Hence the attention paid to the complaints of one of

the first Dockers Unions in Denvir's publication,?

even though this was of a somewhat moderate nature

expressing gratitude for the interest shown by two

‘popular and influential' shipewkers.> Party lines

were not however drawn on any economic issue. Before

the franchise was extended the 'poor' could expect as

much, if not more, from the benevolent Toryism of the

area as from more 'democratic' Liberal or Irish

irish Nationalist, November 1

See Chapters V and VI for the continuance of this
alliance or, as it looked to sceptics, confusion.

The 'Stevedores's, Quarry Porters and Dock Labourer's
Union.' This may have been the Union which James
Sexton originally joined which was a branch of the
American Knights of Labour. See J. Sexton, Sir James
Sexton, Agitator, p. 79.

irish Nationalist, October 18.
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leaders. | Their own efforts in this direction were

still spasmodic. Dock labour the 'Ismaelites' were

as unorganised as any other 'unskilled' labour at this

time, each area or practitioners of a special technique

belonging to a separate society. The Workingmen's

Compensation Act hardly applied to this branch of

industry, certainly not to dockers working on board

ship. O'Connor as the leader of the Irish in Britain

might have sympathised with his fellow countrymen's

plight but as always it was a question of priorities

and freedom for Ireland came first. Other voices were

listened to with some respect but were voices crying

in the wilderness. Parnell's flirtation with a policy

of 'widening the area of our agitation... appealing to

the great masses of the population of England and

Scotlana'© was not persisted in. Michael Davitt had

advocated this union when speaking at Manchester and

Liverpool in the summer of 1882 as he was to continue

See R. C. K. Ensor, England’ 1870-1914, p. 129,
Alderman Forwood had launched a scheme for financing
municipal investments out of a £2 million issue of
stock, which he had had sanctioned by a special
government Act. Much of this money was used for slum
clearance. At the same time Relief Committees were
accustomed to supporting as many as 500 families a week |
in the dockland areas. See Daily Post February 24,
"Shocking distress at the South End.

Quoted by T. W. Moody in 'Michael Davitt and the
British Labour Movement 1882-1906', in Transactions
of the Royal Historical Society, 5th Ser., Vol. i112
I953, pp. 55-76, p. 58.
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to do for his whole career, but Parnell's change of

emphasis effectively postponed the question. The

break was not emphasised on Parnell's part because the

argument must have had great force for the Irish in

Britain. Hence the labour candidate for Kirkdale, one

of the new parliamentary divisions, was still regarded

with some tolerance even when he revealed himself as

a supporter of Gladstone, and warned pointedly that,

The labouring men of Liverpool would do well to

watch the action of the tenant farmers [of

Ireland] and see if they would show the justice

to their labourers that had been shown to them...’
O'Connor had shown at the Chicago Convention in America

that he was vehemently opposed, as was Parnell, to the

sort of solution of the Land problem put forward by

Davitt, namely nationalisation. It was in the last

resort seen as an academic question which Ireland would

discuss when Ireland had her parliament. Nevertheless

he met some of the objections that the Irish party was

concerned only for the tenant farmers by his activity

on the Labourers Bill which he was taking through its

last stages in the House, attempting, unsuccessfully

irish Nationalist, November 22, 'A Labour candidate
on Irish affairs’.
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to have unemployed labourers brought within its scope.

He interpreted the Irish problem in an individual Way,

as did Davitt who was for a time reconciled to the

alliance with Gladstone in 1886. In 1885 however it

was necessary to support Parnell with some single-

mindedness. Though the Kilmainham treaty between

Parnell and the Liberal government was enough to

convince James Sexton, the future dockers' leader of,

"the essential conservativism of Parnell on the social

issue,' it was the first sign of a comprehensive

programme to which to rally for Sexton had, '...seen

the utter hopelessness of the Irish physical force

movement.... that is the Fenianism with which he had

grown up. He came at the same time to have the same

idea of the 'syndicalism' of current dock labour

unionism. He was a member of the American Knights of

Labour which had gained adherents among the dock

labourers in Liverpool and in 1885 he was involved in

a one day strike which was a ‘lamentable, woeful, total

failure.' Though this may have contributed to Sexton's

conversion it makes the attraction of the "constitutional

movement where I imbibed most if not all of my

progressive ideas' appear all the stronger. Organisation

J. Sexton, Op. cit., p. 80. The subscription to the Union
had been 3d. per week. W. Hamling, History of the
LiverpoolTrades Council, (Liverpool, 1948), p. o2.
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of the dockers in Liverpool which had started out so

fitfully and which was 'to make all the difference to

the general effectiveness of the working class

movement [in the city yi" could be carried out by the

same men who adopted Parnellism as purveyed by O'Connor.

What was aimed at was an independence, a national

identity and it was presented by O'Connor and the

leaders in the localities in these terms - not as any

sort of alliance. Whigs and Tories 'had made Ireland

their battlegrouna'< according to O'Connor. The English

should not be surprised if the compliment was returned.

Independence was the theme of Irish politics in

Britain for the 1885 election. Impatience with the

Liberals had been turned to advantage. The Irish

could appear to be uninterested in bargaining, turning

disparagement back on its perpetrators.

Both the great political parties at times

evinced a strong anxiety to disavow anything

like an alliance with the Irish...[The Irish

were ] equally anxious that anything like

B. D. White, History of the Corporation of Liverpool,
(Liverpool, 1951), p. 104.

O'Connor at Birkenhead on December 7, Irish Nationalist,
December 13.
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alliance with the English parties was regarded

by their constituents with dislike and

suspicion....

It is worth stressing this independence because it has

been confused with two other issues, alliance with the

Tories and, via that alliance, confusion between the

Irish party and the interests of the Roman Catholic

church.

It is obvious that in the debates in committee on

the Redistribution Bill what interested Parnell and

O'Connor, who were the chief Irish participants was

the representation of the Irish in Britain. O'Connor

first broached this subject on March 10. The anomalies

arising out of the creation of single member

constituencies when compared to national interests

allowed him and Parnell to make some telling contrasts.

O'Connor asked what provision had been made,

Hansard,3, 280, 816-817.

For a view that links the Irish party directly with
Catholic and Tory interest during this election see
C.H.D.Howard, 'The Parnell Manifesto of 21 November
and the Schools Question', Enestsh Historical Review,
CCXLII, (January, 1947), pp. 42-51.

Although O'Connor welcomed the fact that the franchise
in Ireland and England was to become equal, ‘for
practically the first time in the history of the two
countries' Nationalist, December 13, the Parnellite
party might have realised that, if population density
was used as the criterion, the number of members
returned for Ireland ought to have been reduced.
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for the representation of the Irish minority in

England and Scotland which numbered 2 millions.

To the one million of the ‘loyal Minority',

[i.e.'the Protestants of Ulster’ ] they had

given seats varying, as estimated, from 17 to

a

and on the point of religious representation he made

the claim that only one English borough returned a

Catholic at that time, 'of such a milk and water kind

that he could hardly recognise him as a representative

at sii.”

It was recognised that this was special pleading;

this was the purpose of debates before a Reform Act.

But they were more so in this case because the Irish

were hardly on speaking terms with the Liberals and

nervous of the Tories, despite Parnell's subsequent,

fruitless negotiations with Lord Caernarvon, and

perhaps less negotiation took place behind the scenes.”

Hansard, 3, 295, 670, March 10.

ibid Later in the debate he admitted that, 'to return
a Catholic for an English constituency... might be
regarded as a practical impossibility'.

Nevertheless, though O'Connor was impolite to the Tories
in public, to 'Mr. Chaplin, the son of an Irish
landlord (hisses)', he revealed to a gratified audience
that a hundred Tories had not opposed the second
reading of the bill and that some of these had
afterwards told him that 'it was because there were
irish voters in their constituencies. (Applause).
irish Nationalist, December 13.
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Both the Liberals and the Tories realised that Irish

support was in the balance and took Irish claims

seriously, or at least treated them with respect. The

power of the Irish in Britain which the debate was

concerning itself with, might be an important factor

in their own constituencies. The government did not

progress beyond a studied neutrality however. Dilke,

the president of the Local Government Board and, it

might have been thought, a one time radical ally of

O'Connor's, thought that 'those best acquainted' with

local conditions should decide the issue. 'Some

representation' he conceded, 'will be secured by the

Irish minority but I cannot say what,'! and from this

he refused to budge, even in the dress debate staged by

O'Connor on March 24, It was indeed hard to make

resounding pleas for justice on the basis of population

figures that could be argued either way. Although

O'Connor considered that the Irish population were

entitled to 18-20 members which would tally with their

proportion of the population, ‘they would be very well

content with a very slight approach indeed to the same

amount of representation which the so-called loyal

minority in Ireland claimed. '© But this had as little

Hansard, 3, 295, 1695, March 19.

Hansard, 3, 296, 449, March 24.
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effect as his justified assertion that the English might

save themselves trouble by being fair, inducing 'men

of the Irish race... to take an interest and actually

participate in the question' instead of being driven

to 'the dark recesses of conspiracy and the still

1 O'Connor's appeals whichdarker recesses of crime.

were usually made in a near empty house“ only aroused

the ire of Irish members who were assured of losing

their seats by the new franchise. Sir Patrick O'Brien

who was one of these said that he (O'Brien) was not

speaking to the country, O'Connor on the other hand,

--- had a world-wide reputation. His words were

winged and went far beyond the House; therefore

it was easy to understand the wide range that his

observations took. -. Wanting a special |

grievance without which he [O'Connor | could not

speak with that platform smartness or command

that attention which he could with a grievance

[he was trying to] manufacture a grievance out of

Ireland having 103 members... [ O'Brien] would not

reply to observations which were only made for

electioneering purposes...

ibid ,column AST,

O'Connor observed the entry of government supporters,
‘at breakneck pace, panting and puffing' to take part
in the vote.

Ibid, column 445,
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Whatever the motive behind this attack it was

accurate; O'Connor had no other alternative. The only

other procedure, that of arguing the case in a particular

area, as O'Connor and Parnell had done for Rotherhithe,

West Ham and Southwark in the debates in March, had

led Dilke to refer them to local knowledge and the

impartiality of the boundary commissioners in the

mapping out of each division. This was also to be the

crux of the government's argument in the more intense

debate that took place on the future representation of

Liverpool on April 10. When the results of the

Commission had been published in January the Nationalist

reported the Commissioner as saying,as if apologising

for a French Constitution,

from what he had heard, their scheme seemed to

meet the approbation of all parties fairly well,

in as much as each admitted that, after his own

scheme, that of the Commissioners was best...

Certainly the Commissioners task in Liverpool can have

been no easy one with conflicting Nationalist, Liberal

and Conservative interests to take into account.

But it seemed very much as if Irish representation

was minimised by the drawing of the new boundaries.

Scotland Division was given to them,* Exchange Division

Nationalist, January 24.

An Irish witness wanted the Division re-named 'Ireland'
or 'Parnell' Division, but this was refused.
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which bordered it to the south was a marginal case,

divided between the Irish and Liberal or mercantile

interest. Moreover once the Commissioners' report had

been accepted, it would prove very difficult to reverse

that judgement; any pressure exerted to this effect

would appear blatantly impartial. But this is what

Parnell and O'Connor tried to do. Parnell hoped that

the representation of the Irish in Britain, Irish

‘either by descent as regarded the first generation

or by birth,' would be a matter for the serious

consideration of the government and that the case of

Liverpool would be met ‘in a fair spirit.' But

proposals for the alteration of the boundaries of

Exchange Division were met with anything but a fair

spirit. The local Tories had very strong arguments

against such proposals. One was that they were on the

side of integration. Whitley, the junior Tory for the

city,

always looked on the citizens of Liverpool as

a united people... [he] felt he had ...also

represented the interests of the Irish section

[and would] regret very much if a line of

demarcation were drawn between English and Irish

 

4. The latter chiefly being important for their 'business'
vote.
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living in the same city....1

This was repeated by the senior Conservative, Lord

Claude Hamilton later in the same ot who looked

to the future, since,

it was felt that the enmity which had existed

at all times between the Irish and the English

people in the city was dying out; and that

efforts were being made in Liverpool, as

elsewhere, to promote the most kindly feeling

between the two races....°

This case was virtually unanswerable. On a social

plane it was desirable that the Irish should co-operate

with their English neighbours - and it was the aim of

much authoritative Catholic opinion at the time.?

Hansard, 3, 296, 1364, April 10.

Ibid, column 1369.

See for instance the Tablet, editorial of 31 October
1885, 'even if his [the Catholic priest's] congregation
be practically all of Irish nationality, we cannot
altogether leave out of account his relations with the
surrounding English population, or help asking whether
it is well he should deliberately build up a barrier
of separateness between them and those he must hope to
convert.' The editorial also spoke of 'two nationalities
lying side by side, the immigrant and the native
population, sundered and deeply divided in all
political hopes.' It was clear that such journals
dealing with official Catholic opinion did not
automatically favour the nationalists. A general
distinction is possible between Nationalist and
Catholic newspapers though it was claimed that the
latter, ‘depend for the most part on the Irish people
for support.' The distinction is all the more apparent
in this case since the editorial appeared in the eve
of the League convention which was supposed to decide
Irish electoral strategy. See bibliography for
Catholic newspapers.
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The Tories were the 'holding' power in Liverpool and

a very strong one. O'Connor and Parnell did not wish

to offend them unduly by suggesting that their ideal

picture was a complete fabrication, though Healy

when he took part in the debate had no such scruples. |

The Tories for their part did not want to appear

oblivious of the many outlines of the need for

representation for Irishmen in Britain, composed in

Healy's words of ‘lower classes, and from that very

fact... entitled to every protection from parliament.'

In other words, as they were able to put it, 'They

did not allude to the general arrangements as to the

representation of the Irish in England... simply...

what was put before the Committee - namely the

representation of Liverpool! O'Connor and Parnell

might be convinced that the Irish in Britain existed

as a separate entity but not the English parties.

The Liberals, Dilke and Samuel Smith, the radical

member for Liverpool refused to help, the former again

pleading the superiority of local knowledge and the

latter, not unnaturally, because the redrawing of the

Exchange boundaries would make the Liberal cause

Healy noted that ‘the noble lord's official leaders
were conveniently absent.' Hansard, 3, 296, 1368.

Lord Claude Hamilton, Ibid, 1369.
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anywhere in Liverpool a forlorn hope. | It was even

suggested that everybody would have been satisfied

by the standing arrangement, 'but for a few exceedingly

astute and clever agents [who had been sent ] from the

headquarters of the organisation [headed by Parnell ]'

O'Connor had to come to the defence of his chief.

Perhaps Parnell had already designated Exchange as the

sort of constituency which could conveniently be

assigned to Captain O'Shea, and was in the process

embarrassing O'Connor for, 'Parnell had nothing to do

with the organisation in England and Scotland. He

See Hansard, 3, 296, 1361. O'Connor's forecast here
that ‘nothing was more confusing and nothing could be
more demoralising than to have the Irish vote
continually appealed to at elections', turning them
into 'Dutch auctions' in which 'pledges were kept and
sometimes were broken' were born out particularly in
future contests in Exchange Division. It was all the
more ironic that O'Connor was to be the one forced to

' take charge of the Irish side of these affairs. On
April 29 Liberal attitudes were more bitterly
attacked by the Irish. On that occasion Shaw Lefevre
noted that the Irish born population of England and
Wales was half a million and that the two million figure
freely used by the Irish was a calculation of these and
those of Irish descent. Samuel Smith spoke of his,
'friendly relations with a large portion of the
population of Liverpool.' This allowed O'Donnell,
never a friend of Liberals to single out these
"thoughtful' reminders as examples of 'the bigotry
and prejudice of the English race and that curious
mixture of qualities which made them incapable of
understanding any other race in the world.' Hansard,
4 ae OTLEs
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{ O'Connor ].was sorry to say that he had the' entire

responsibility of that organisation.’ Once that was

made clear he also had to plead that the organisation

was as democratic as any English one, claiming that,

‘The Nationalists in Liverpool were astute enough to

ae matter for themselves.' O'Connor was left

in the uncomfortable position of arguing a just if

idealistic case but being accused of party manipulation

when he came down to particulars. | O'Connor and the

Irish were nevertheless arguing for the realistic

acceptance of democratic principle that 'the best way....

of creating and fostering a healthy feeling between

the different classes of the population was [to give

each class] a full share of its rights.' To Tory,

and to a lesser extent Catholic, charges that the Irish

party were creating differences where none had existed

On April 29, when O'Connor made a last attempt to air
the question, he did so in 'a perfectly candid spirit',
to achieve, 'a better chance of carrying another of the
Divisions of the city.' If it had already been decided
that he was to contest Scotland Division he can hardly
have wished to be the sole representative of the Irish
in Britain. It is doubtful that Parnell had
expressed any possibility that O'Shea would contest
the seat at this stage. For Parnell's negotiations
with the Liberals to secure the nomination for O'Shea
see C.C.O'Brien, Parnell and his Party, p. 170.
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the Irish party could say that it was the Tories who

were stifling public expression,
and were paternalistic

and undemocratic.
But for the time being, for the 1885

election these judgements were held in reserve,

English observers, particularly the Liberals

were quick to notice the role of Irish politicians

like O'Connor in the 1885 election campaign. The

Liverpool Porcupine saw him as something of a literary

man and was ostensibly much impressed by his style,

'... quite unaffected and unpretentious' as it was,

‘extempore and ... streaming hot from the brain, one

great earnestness energy and power." Yet this was

also by the same token an indication of his democratic

leanings, ‘In his influence over his audience he nearly

equals Mr. Chamberlain, but he lacks that gentleman's

compactness and precision of phraseology though he

treats him with the burning irony with which he treats

his opponents.' This election was to test the

effectiveness of the Irish vote and on it also O'Connor's

reputation to some extent depended. Parnell in

accepting his help as a well-known journalist, might

Porcupine, November 21 ‘Who's T. P. O'Connor?'. The

reporter may have been over-awed by the rhetoric,

O'Connor virtually took over the interview.
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also have been expectedto have made some allowance

for O'Connor's own ideas and freedom of action. As

in the approach to radicalism and as in the debates on

re-distribution it is possible to see that O'Connor did

not entirely welcome Parnell's interference in this

sphere. Parnell's attendance on the campaign in

England added some prestige to the affair as well as

whipping up enthusiasm to an extent where English

opinion became alarmed and their politics appeared more

of a Dutch auction. O'Connor could have managed on

his own; campaigning in England was made that much

more difficult.

Parnell was involved at this time with negotiations

with the Tories and his own domestic affairs. Though

this gave his lieutenants some opportunity to show

their initiative it meant that they could not know

for certain, until late on in the campaign, which way

the Irish vote was going to be used. Up till the end

of October the ‘inner circle' were merely given the

task of examining possibilities which still might have

meant alliance with the radicals. The Irish party

Though relations with the radicals were not cordial

in the last debates of the parliament and O'Connor in

a debate concerning John Bright and parliamentary

privilege attacked those Liberal members who owed

their seats to Irish voters and threatened that they

would, 'vote against all Liberal candidates at the

next general election.' Hansard, 3, 300, 276 Ile
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was still antipathetic to Chamberlain, | but as late

as October 18, Labouchere, ever hopeful and one of the

few radicals to stick by his support of the Irish

cause, was reporting to Chamberlain that Healy could

give no firm idea of the policy of the Irish party

on alliances,

a committee consisting of Sexton, T.P.O'Connor,

etc., had been appointed to look into

federation generally and to report terms, but

Parnell hardly spoke to his followers upon

political matters beyond such as concerned the

Irish elections.....°

Until the Glasgow Convention of the British league on

They opposed the tour of Chamberlain and Dilke to
Ireland in August 1885, which ‘wantonly insulted' the
English politicians according to Strauss (Irish Nation-—
alism and British Democracy, p. 177). The Irish party
felt aggrieved that only after five years and with the
prospect of an election did these two radicals
consider finding out some facts for themselves. The
Irish party were also entitled to think of themselves
as the representatives of the facts in Ireland though
this was what the nationalist dispute was about. The
Irish party had equally little use for Chamberlain's
educational proposals, they would only complicate
relations with the Catholic church.

Labouchere to Chamberlain October 18 quoted in A.L.
Thorold, The Life of Henry Labouchere, p. 237.
Labouchere was a friend and journalistic confidante
of O'Connor. He was later exempted from the ban on
Liberal candidates. Overtures had been made by
Herbert Gladstone through Healy for an Irish alliance
with the Liberals.
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October 31 all that could be said was that the Irish

were reserving their judgement. The Tories, according

to the Liverpool Irish Herald a newspaper that appears

to have emerged only for the election, might take a

lesson in politics from the Irish. In English

politics, 'the caucus wire-pullers' were bringing

political life in England to a very low level. But

quite the reverse is done by the Irish Convention."

This was a statement of opinion masquerading as fact

which is difficult to substantiate. Much was expected

of this Convention. 'Under the presidency of the able

and eloquent member for Galway' it was expected that

the conference would decide the ‘policy which our

Party is to adopt at tne forthcoming election,' by

Irish opinion as far away as Liverpool. But in effect

all that O'Connor did at Glasgow was to prepare the

delegates for the fact that they would have to take

orders. He was still examining the ground and

Liverpool Irish Herald, Denvir's Irish Nationalist
had folded at the beginning of February 1885. He had,
he said in the last edition on February 7, been,
‘carrying it on single handed with but small resources'
and he proposed the launching of a limited liability
company on a national scale to finance a newspaper
for the Irish in Britain. Nothing came of the plan
though proposals for such a newspaper were made from
time to time in subsequent years.
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attempting to estimate the strength of their vote

in each particular area.'| This was still a difficult

thing to do, especially if delegates exaggerated the

loyalty of their own area. Emphasis was still placed

upon the fact that the Irish were to enter into no

alliance whatever until instructed to do so by the

central executive. As in the redistribution debate

O'Connor claimed that guidance was being given to

branches because so many branches had asked for

information. This seems to have been the case with

the Parnellites in Liverpool. The sending of delegates

and the instructions of a central council were to be

welcomed, ‘in an area such as Liverpool where there

suas many branches' and as a consequence, divisions,

‘which during the late years have kept Irishmen |

asunder’ and caused 'many regrettable incidents. '*

H
S
E
R

It appears also to have been at Glasgow that the

planning of the election was worked out. John Redmond

was to be responsible for Scotland. John Barry for

>

See the Irish Tribune, October 5, on meetings after the
formal business was concluded. Much of the real work
must have been done in closed session since it was of

a delicate nature.

 

Liverpool Irish Herald, October 3l.
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London and T. P. O'Connor for Lancashire.

Until it was absolutely clear which way they would

vote there was no point in preparing their political

enemies. It would also take some influence to make

them vote Tory; if this was to be the policy it was

perhaps better to wait until the last minute. The

fact that the Irish waited so long before declaring

themselves is evidence that they were taking an

independent line. It was this which also made not

voting Liberal a tolerable proposition. The Irish were

being guided but all the evidence is that it was the

sort of guidance they welcomed.

The election aroused great enthusiasm among the

Irish in Lancashire. O'Donnell who was still Vice-

President of the League in Lancashire and Yorkshire

gives a view of the county as it might have equally

appeared in the eyes of English gentlemen, 'all the

towns [were] swarming with Irish workmen within fifty

C.U.D. Howard regards Cardinal Manning's airing of the
Schools question on October 24 and the fears for
Chamberlain's Programme as the first broadside of the
election and Catholic pressure at work. C.H.D.Howard
‘the Parnell Manifesto and the Schools Question' E.H.R.
(January, 1947), p.45. It seems more likely that
Manning's opposition to the Liberals was coincidental.
What mattered most was what the Parnellite leaders said.
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and a hundred miles of Liverpool. - Shaw-Lefevre the

Liberal who had challenged O'Connor's estimates of the

Irish population at the 2 million figure in the

redistribution debate, pointing instead to the figure for

Irish born in the population, was not underestimating

their strength in some areas. In Lancashire and London

he too believed that the Irish would be able to

exercise their ‘traditional flair' for politics.© In

Liverpool itself the call was all the stronger to rally

round Parnell and the political party. Local

differences were more vehemently attacked and in the

heat of the moment the Executive's dislike of municipal

paickeca was applauded.

So much depends on the result of the general

election that it would have been deplorable if

our preparations for securing the return of the

FF. H. O'Donnell, The Irish Parliamentary Party, i, 436.

The Irish were of course the first 'national' or 'racial'
group to organise after the traditional 'Anglo-Saxon'
parties but the chief evidence for this supposed talent,
which may have been merely a matter of contrast, had
been in the United States where there had been fewer
obstacles than in Britain. For Shaw Lefevre's attitude
and analysis see, C.H.D.Howard,Op.cit., p.42. Shaw
Lefevre after his intervention in the re-distribution
debate appears to have been trying to out-—Herod Herod.
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two nationalist candidates for Liverpool were

discouraged by mere municipal contests. The

Executives are therefore deserving of praise for

their foresight in restraining the branches from

interfering in such matters. Of course any

Irishman who thinks fit to go forward on his own

responsibility is at perfect liberty to do so;

but he should not be surprised if he does not

receive the co-operation of the local

organisation.....-

The local organisation in Liverpool by 1885 had

assumed the character which it was to retain up to 1914

at least. There were twelve to thirteen branches of

varying degrees of strength and faction. The strongest

being in the parliamentary divisions of Scotland and

Exchange. All were busy through November passing

resolutions expressing their independence of English

parties.

Liverpool Irish Herald, October 31

See Chapter IV, below. :

See Liverpool Irish Herald, October 31 or Daily Post,
1-11 November. For example ‘Abercromby Branch and the
South branch of the Irish National League...keep
themselves unpledged until the proper time arrives, when
Mr. Parnell will give the signal in which way and in
what [manner] will best suit the interests of Ireland,
Daily Post, November 9.

The Liberal Daily Post while minimising the
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Liberal reverses in the municipal elections and

commenting upon the 'frequent proceeding' of ‘one

Irishman [opposing ] another'' was perhaps perturbed at

the election prospects. The climax of their fears and

Irish enthusiasm was reached in the middle of November

when Parnell himself came to direct the campaign in

Liverpool. He was present at the League Hall in St. \\

Anne Street which was in Exchange Division, to open the

campaign. It was according to the Daily Post 'an

imposing and magnificent demonstration of the Irish

electors of Liverpool. The attendance was so great that

the reporters were over-crowded.' And joy was unconfined

when Parnell reached the meeting, 'received with the

utmost enthusiasm, the whole audience promptly rising to

its feet, waving hats and handkerchiefs and cheering

lustily for several minutes.' The uncrowned king had

come once again to this outpost of the 'Sea-Divided

Gael' and he was there to remind them of this heritage,

emphasise their nationality and hold out hopes which the

Liberals had been unable to satisfy. 'Fellow countrymen'

he began, striking the right note at once,

I cannot describe to you the pleasure and

gratification it gives me to be once more

amongst you in Liverpool. You have many times

Daily Post, November 7.

s
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gathered together in your thousands in this and

other halls in this city for the purpose of

cheering and assisting me in the difficult work

we have in hand and now...the goal seems to be

drawing near....

Their importance was emphasised,

in each of all these [Liverpool] Divisions and

I believe that, recognising that truth they will

hold themselves aloof from all English parties

(Cheers) just as your Irish members in the House

of Commons do, and that you will give your votes,

apart from all local considerations, on the side

on which it may seem that you may most advantage

the cause of Ireland (Cheers). That Ae what I am

here to ask you to do, that you shall regard

yourselves solely as Irishmen, on whom a great

trust and responsibility rests at this moment.

1. Daily Post, November 11

2. Ibid, Compare Parnell speaking to London Irishmen earlier
in the year.

It was a happy omen for Ireland that she could be
so well represented in London, and it gave him the
greatest encouragement and pleasure to see
Young Ireland in such strength around him (Cheers).
the youth of Ireland unable to find support,
sustenance and a career at home...they could not
afford to neglect these wrongs...a problem for the
consideration of patriotic Irishmen wherever they
might be found....However he was happy to say that
Ireland still survived (hear, hear)...and this
gathering certainly showed that Ireland...
survived in foreign countries.' Parnell at

Westminster Town Hall, March 15; O'Connor also spoke;
Daily Post, March 18.
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There was the added inducement that in Liverpool,

‘in more than one of these divisions we seem, so far as

I have been able to gather figures to be in a position to

return a candidate of our own to parliament.''

But Parnell still made no announcement on which

English party they were to oppose. Instead he satisfied

his tumultuous audience by introducing O'Connor as the

candidate for Scotland Division. This desirable position

had been the subject of some speculation. Instead of

going to a Liverpool-Irishman as had at one time seemed

possible and which probably would have occurred without

the advent of the Parnellite organisation, the one safe

Irish seat in Liverpool, let alone in Britain was quite

properly given by Parnell to the President of the Irish

National League of Great Britain. It was not put forward

or accepted in quite such terms of realism. Parnell,

offered for your acceptance tonight Mr. T. P.

O'Connor as your candidate (prolonged cheers) we

were convinced (Cheers and 'Where is Dandy Pat

ye
now?' that this gentleman, from his services,

Ibid, The Commissioners had established nine divisions for
Liverpool which were from South to North, East and West
Toxteth, Abercromby, Exchange, Scotland, Everton, Kirkdale,
Walton and West Derby. The divisions Parnell had in mind
were Scotland, Exchange and Kirkdale.
Patrick Byrne, the councillor who had fished for support
and attracted a great deal of opprobrium as a result. See
Daily Post November 26. He was something of a dresser.
e may have at this time become the proprietor of the
‘Morning Star' public house which was later to be used as
committee rooms for the Irish party. See Chapter VI below.
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and his signal ability is well qualified... he

will poll every Irish elector who is able to go

and vote. It is unnecessary for me to talk to

you about Mr. O'Yonnor. He has been my colleague

for five years in the House of Commons and I

have never found a more faithful friend...as an

able comrade to fight by my side in the thick of

the battle.'

The Irish in Britain, in conclusion, were not

forgotten,

in sending him over from Ireland to you, we

regret his loss but recognise that you in England

contend under difficulties superior to those

which we now have to face in Ireland (hear, hear)

[and] offer the ablest and best man we can find

in the country for [this] special and important

service.

O'Connor for his part 'presented the thanks of the

meeting for the presence of Mr. Parnell there. It was

a strong proof of the importance he attached to the

Irish race in Liverpool.' But subsequent events in

Liverpool were to take the edge off O'Connor's

enthusiasm for the actual support there of his chief.

This was at least his private view. He must have thought

that Parnell had come merely to introduce one, or

possibly two candidates. But it is likely that Parnell's

interest in Liverpool was from the first directed at
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finding a seat for Captain O'Shea, something which he

kept very much to himself. | An aloofness that was often

an advantage to him as leader of the Irish party on this

occasion complicated an already complicated situation

where it was necessary for Irish strategy to be clear

cut.

O'Shea's candidature was first rumoured on November

16, and even the Post was not very enthusiastic,“ even

to what might have been regarded as a fellow Liberal.

The following day it was announced that Parnell intended

to fight the same division - Exchange. This would give

him the opportunity of clearing the ground. 0O'Shea's

candidature was not formally announced until 21 November,

only three days before the election and by then he was

welcomed as a possible Liberal victor.

he appeals to the electors ...as a follower of

Mr. Gladstone [and] to his Irish fellow

countrymen, and says that he is sure he will not

ask for their support in vain....°

See C.C.O'Brien, Parnell and his Party, p. 170 for
Parnell's negotiations with the Liberals over Exchange
Division,

Daily Post, November 16. 'He[ O'Shea] with great skill
endeavoured to run with the hare whilst hunting with the
hounds...sitting on the ministerial side but keeping up
social relations with Mr. Parnell and his party.'

Daily Post, November 21.
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O'Connor, for one,was not so sure. He was involved

on much more straightforward campaigning on Merseyside

and in the Lancashire area. On the 18 November he had

issued a manifesto, the first of many in his political

life, which deserves to be quoted at length as

illustrating some of the care which was being lavished,

or looked like being lavished on the organisation of the

Irish vote. ‘To the Irish Electors of Englandand

Scotland' it began, and continued in the same auspicious

vein.

The Irish electors in every Irish centre in

England and Scotland have pledged themselves to

await the advice of Mr. Parnell and the executive

of the National League of Great Britain. The

advice will be conveyed so as to reach every

Irish elector in time for the election [ and will

be sent jin the first instance to each branch of

the League where a branch exists, and some

leading and well known Irish elector where no

branch exists. It will be signed by Charles

Stewart Parnell and Mr. T. P. O'Connor... [these]

will immediately have the advice of Mr. Parnell

and Mr. O'Connor embodied in a circular. The

circular will be signed by officers of the

branch [or the well known elector] where no

branch exists. The circular will then be

delivered by post or hand according to the
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circumstances of the locality and the discretion

of the local Irishmen. Where practicable the

advice of the executive might be made known by a

handbill distributed at the church door but this

should be a supplement ...not a substitute.

Attempts were made at the last election and will

probably be repeated at this to mislead the Irish

electors by spurious announcements. The Irish

electors are warned to pay no attention to any

circular or notice which is not authenticated by

the signatures of Mr. Parnell and Mr. O'Connor

and of the officers of the branch, or beestaa

and well known patriotic Irishmen.... The branch

should keep its own rooms open all day for the

purposes of supplying all information and any

Irish elector in doubt on any point should seek

information from the branch and from that alone....

Every branch ought to be provided with a list

of the Irish voters in its own division and

should be able to communicate with promptitude

the advice of Mr. Parnell and the executive to

every Irish voter and to bring every Irish voter

to the poll. Each constituency ought to be

divided into districts; members of the branch

ought to be apportioned among these districts;

and each man be held responsible for the

necessary communications to, and the polling of
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This manifesto was following the recommendations of

the 188% Convention but would still have to be

implemented in terms of an efficient organisation which

would have, to a large extent, to prove its effectiveness

during this election. Such manifestos were some

advertisement of the fact that Irish politics in Britain

could and should be treated separately, but this is not

to say that it convinced all English observers. In

Liberal areas the effectiveness of Irish independence

could be minimised while attention could be focused on

the qualities of the Liberals, their past help to the

Irish, particularly in the north west of England. For

example, '... whatever they may think of the candidates

--.of the Liberal government ... it is surely

unnecessary to recommend the candidature of Mr. Muspratt

(for Widnes) to the Irish electors' for he had 'consistent-

ly and persistently opposed ... every form of coercive

legislation and has been a courageous advocate of Home

Rule for Ireland. In such a complex situation where

Quoted in Daily Post, November 18, it was signed by
O'Connor as President and John Brady as Secretary of the
INLGB. The headquarters of the League for the election
were in the Temple Hotel, Dale Street in Liverpool.

Daily Post, November 18.
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old loyalties still applied O'Connor had to be very

careful in putting forward new allegiances. In London

constituencies as well as in Lancashire - the two most

crucial areas - 'guarantees', the traditional religious

guarantees asked of a Liberal candidate were still

demanded and were still forthcoming. | Where this old

allegiance, which was bound to be still latent and

perhaps potentially more powerful in a more democratic

election was cast too lightly aside as had happened at

Warrington, where the Chairman of an Irish meeting

referred too vindictively to 'their late friends...

chiefly Liberals who thought they had a right to an

See C.H.D.Howard, 'The Parnell Manifesto and the Schools
Question’ E.H.R. (January, 1947), p.49. The divisions in
London were Hackney South, Bermondsey and Southwark
West. The ease with which such guarantees were given,
indeed the eagerness suggests that the Liberals were
anxious to avoid making the Schools or religious
questions issues during the election and that Irish,
contrary to the impression given by C.H.D.Howard's
thesis were hardly anywhere organised against the
Liberals because of these issues. Guarantees were
equally forthcoming in the north. Samuel Smith, the
former radical minority member for Liverpool, who stood
during the election for Abercromby division was, 'as
fully convinced as the most zealous catholic of the
dangers of establishing and perpetuating a godless
system of education in this country' Daily Post,
November 143. There is no need to imagine that such
guarantees were Uniformly specious. Chamberlain was not
the Liberal party though he did on this one occasion
provide additional electoral ammunition against the
Liberal party in isolated cases.
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explanation [ and] did not know what had come over them

[the Irish] '. O'Connor was for keeping things as

neutral as possible, stressing instead Irish independence

and he still kept a cordial line open to his friend

Labouchere and through him to the ear of Gladstone. In

Ireland he said the position was more straightforward.

It was now conceded on every side that Mr. Parnell

was bound to go to the next House of Commons with

an overwhelming majority of Irish representatives

at his pack. |(cheers)

In England there was the need for caution. He

advised them to show that they were Irishmen

first and above all things; and that they were

determined to give that vote which would be

most calculated to advance the interests of

Ireland and to bring about the day of their

liberation and resurrection.

This was a call for sacrifice and discipline, it was

almost as an afterthought from which his audience could

draw their own conclusions that

During the five years of a Liberal government

they had had coerciou and during the six months

of a Tory government they had not had coercion

 

Daily Post, November 18.
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but liberty in that country.

It appears as if O'Connor had such reservations with

regard to a Tory alliance, or a declaration for the

Tories, which he was later to affirm was the case, and

that the Irish alliance with the Tories was purely

tactical. Appearance and reality were more confused

among this election than hitherto among such a fluidity

of allegiance. Labouchere had formed the opinion

that O'Connor was 'strong for supporting the Tories'

as early as November 12,1 But a clear indication of

this was not given with the publication of the

notorious manifesto of November 21 which outlined the

instructions for which the branches had been waiting.

Here again it is worth quoting at length since it

gives an insight into the levels on which the election

was fought. It began forthrightly enough, 'The

Liberal party was making an appeal to the... electors

on false pretences,' and continued even more strongly

on the record and the future programme of the Liberal

party.

To Ireland more than any other country [ the

Liberal party had ] bound itself by solemn pledge

and these it most flagrantly violated..

Labouchere to Chamberlain, November 12, quoted in A.L.
Thorold, The Life of Henry Labouchere, p. 242, ‘and so
far as ( Labouchere could Steer the working of
Parnell's mind up to the present it is not certain that

he will go bald-headed against the Liberals.'
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Lenacting] a system of coercion more brutal than

that of any previous administration Liberal or

Tory...as if Ireland were Poland and the

administration of England a Russian autocracy...

The last declaration of Mr. Gladstone was that

he intended to renew the very worst clauses of

the Coercion Act of 1883...The Liberals began by

renouncing the Established Church, and under the

name of free schools made an insidious attempt

to crush the religious education of the country,

to establish a system of state tyranny and

intolerance, and to fetter the right of conscience,

which is as sacred in the selection of the school

as of one's church. The two last cries of the

Liberal party are the so-called reform of

procedure and a demand to be independent of the

Irish party...a new gag and the application to

all the enemies of Radicalism...of the despotic

methods and the mean machinery of the Birmingham

caucus. The specious demand for a majority

against the Irish party is an appeal to crush all

anti-Radical measures in Parliament, then to

propose some scheme to Ireland doomed to failure

because of its unsuitability to the wants of the

Irish people and finally to force down a halting
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measure of self-government upon the Irish people,

methods of wholesale imprisonment by which

acceptance was sought for the impracticable Land

Act of 1881. Under such circumstances we feel

bound to advise our countrymen to place no

confidence in the Liberal or Radical party, so

far as in them lies to prevent the Government of

the Empire falling into the hands of a party so

perilous, treacherous and incompetant.''

Exceptions were to be made only in the case of

Joseph Cowen of Newcastle-on-Tyne, Storey of Sunderland,

Thompson of Durham and Labouchere who sat for a

Northampton seat. Pledges or guarantees were no longer

accepted for as O'Connor said when interviewed on the

implications of the manifesto, they were,

‘not binding to the Liberal party as a whole

[and |he had found that such pledges were only

given in constituencies where therewere large

Irish populations. '©

Reaction was more than mixed, even outside the ranks

of Liberals who had 'pledged' themselves on Home Rule.

Healy, who was supposed to have signed the manifesto

Quoted in Daily Post, November 23. It was signed by
T., P. O'Connor, Justin McCarthy, Thomas Sexton, T. M.
Healy, J. E. Redmond, J. J. O'Kelly and J. G. Biggar.

Daily Post, November 23.
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considered it, ‘flailing verbiage’ and maintained that

the first he knew of it was when he read it in a Dublin

evening paper. O'Connor admitted at the time that ‘every

precaution had been taken to keep [the manifesto] secret

until the branches had been informed' but that even so 'no

harm was done'. Healy's judgement was fair; but the tenor

of the manifesto, even though it was full of inconsistencies

which the Irish leaders were later at pains to disown, suited

its purpose which was to ginger up the branches on the eve of

the election. It was hardly extreme language according to

the political conventions of the time, an extremism of

language which other parties must have thought brought in

dividends. But it may have been regarded as such because

it came from a new source, was somewhat amateurish and

insincere. Whether it was the work of O'Connor or not it

looks as though his enthusiasm for organisation had run away

with his long term judgement, for the manifesto, this concrete

"proof' of Irish sympathies did perhaps more than anything

else to permanently alienate the radicals. The Irish party

T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Da sigeOks

See below for O'Connor on the manifesto and radical reactions
during the first home rule bill debate.
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could not afford to make binding resolutions of this kind.

Even in Ireland they would never be specific on the

details of Home Rule, in England they had less room to

manoeuvre than the English parties. It was too much of a

gamble on the results of the 1885 election.

But others than O'Connor were gambling on the

results of the election. Parnell had arrived back in

Liverpool on November 22 and spoke to a large gathering,

including an overflow meeting at the Concert Hall in jy

Lord Nelson street. His main theme was still 'the

position of my fellow-countrymen in England and Scotland'

and the additional argument left over Pree the

redistribution debate that, 'The political parties in

Liverpool might reasonably have been called upon to give

us two seats here, namely Scotland and Exchange, without

a contest'.’ It was not until the following day,

November 24, which was nomination day, that it was

revealed that Parnell had withdrawn Phen Beehouee in

favour of O'Shea. He gave as his reason that, ‘With

two Liberals and one Tory in the field he had no chance

of success.' John Redmond was also nominated for

Kirkdale, thus ending a torrent of speculation as to

what he was doing in the Parnellite antouraze.

That such decisions had been left to the last

minute is an indication both of Parnell's agitation and

Daily Post, November 23.
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the care he thought he had to take. But it

undoubtedly gave a bad impression of Irish purpose in

Liverpool and shows how ignorant Parnell was of the

strength of the Irish in England and how careless he

was over the use of this restricted power. O'Connor was

later to profess himself astounded to find Parnell back

again in Liverpool when, 'I was quite in a position to

deal with the situation there and with that in Great

Britain generally, and Parnell's presence for that

purpose was quite unnecessary.'| But it seems equally

likely that his strongest emotion at the time, before

any mention was made of a scandal between Parnell and

O'Shea's wife, was embarrassment at being bracketed

with O'Shea. Parnell was playing his usual game of

giving no explanations; it worked so long as he was

successful. In the few days that remained up to the

poll on November 25, Parnell, O'Shea, O'Connor and

Redmond presented a united front and a considerable

Memoirs, ii, p. 7, O'Connor makes minor errors in
recollecting these episodes. He speaks of Parnell
‘nominating’ O'Shea, whereas Parnell never allowed
himself to appear that closely linked with O'Shea in
public. O'Shea put himself forward and Parnell
withdrew on nomination day, merely at first advising
the Irishmen of Exchange that, 'If you desire to vote
for O'Shea as an Irishman and a Catholic, I see no
reason why you should not do so.' Perhaps in this way
he was able to take the official Irish organisation in
Liverpool by surprise. He was more subtle than O'Connor
allowed. The relationship between Mrs. O'Shea and
Parnell was known to the chief members of the Irish
party as early as 1885 according to O'Connor. There is
a description of the 1885 election in Liverpool which
talks of a ‘rabble of Irish voters' in Augustine Birrell,

Things

Past

Redress, (London, 1937), p. 104.
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degree of optimism. O'Connor,

All over the country... saw signs which were

perfectly astounding, both of the discipline

among the Irish people themselves and of the

terror their discipline and their strength were

causing in the ranks of the enemy (loud cheers).

He did not feel at liberty and he had no desire

to make any allusion to personal or private

communication, but, confining himself to the

statement that, intimately as he had been

compelled to make the acquaintance of centres of

the Irish population in the last two years, he

could say that he was getting every day a new

notion with regard to new places and was finding

in the most hole and corner and the most out of

the way places in the country, Irishmen who

were not only anxious to be told what their

leaders desired them to do in the case of

Ireland.....

O'Connor more than the other three saw the campaign

in terms of Britain. O'Shea although standing as a

Liberal was almost as exclusively concerned with merely

winning Exchange, as Parnell was to win it for him. This

was no easy task, even for Parnell and given the

Daily Post, November 24.
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pecularities of the Division. O'Shea's meetings were

not a great success. He might not, for all Parnell's

help have been particularly popular with the Irish

electorate. | Redmond in Kirkdale provided an equally

unfortunate case of where the Irish vote had been

mishandled. The Liberal candidate was still James

Samuelson, a Lib-Lab. He had the support of the

largest and most active Liverpool dockers' union who

brought the matter to the attention of Parnell, claiming

that Samuelson 'has been a trusty friend and champion

Lof labour ] and was deliberately chosen as the labour

‘ egandidate before it was decided that he would receive

also the support of the Liberal party.'© Samuelson would

have qualified as one of the 'New Radicals' about whom

Labouchere showed such concern, but Samuelson, unlike

O'Shea was not exempted from the manifesto. It was

particularly unfortunate because, if we are to take

heed of O'Connor's later estimate, Kirkdale was a

"hopeless' case as far as Redmond was concerned. It

 

He was on one occasion questioned, What about Kilmainham?'
and he went on to defend his record as an intermediary.
On the eve of the election Parnell even went so far as
to say that, 'all.the eminent Catholic priests he had
consulted' approved O'Shea's candidature.

Daily Post, November 24.
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must have required a good deal of self-discipline

indeed for such 'Irishmen' as Sexton, 'born and nurtured

in an anti-Tory atmosphere' | to vote as the Executive

directed in such cases. Parnell made no bones about the

loyalty which he demanded.

I ask youl he said] to disregard every

' consideration ...[ except for ]the sake of your

country...[that ]the particular trade to which

you may belong may be benefitted, or that the

particular candidate is a popular man [should

not influence you] ...however much it may go

against the grain of many of you to vote for the

Conservatives... you will do so on this occasion

because you have faith in us...if advantage is

taken of the present moment...[it will]

terminate the strife of centuries. '©

Accordingly, when Parnell addressed dockers at the

dock gates in Kirkdale, the type of meeting which was a

feature of O'Connor's and Redmond's electioneering also,

he claimed that it was Samuelson's case that was

hopeless. Furthermore,

he defied anyone to point to any single act of

J. Sexton, Sir James Sexton, Agitator, p. 82. The
manifesto according to Sexton was however. intended, 'To
prove that the Irish electors lin Britain] were in
favour of Home Rule,' that is to say 'Irish residents
in England and their descendants.'

Daily Post, November 23.
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the Irish party during the last five years

which had worked against the interests of the

English working classes and the English

democracy.

When speaking in Scotland Division Parnell also asked

‘the English working men in that audience' to agree with

him that the Irish working men in the city had not

been given their fair share of representation, which to

a purist might have begged the question, whether or not

nationality cancelled out class interest. Even O'Connor

at this time claimed that he 'never gave a vote on...

class questions, believing it was not his right to

interfere, and because he had the larger question of

Ireland to fight for."

Ireland was the central issue and the organisation

was to function on its behalf alone. Enthusiasm was at

its highest in this election. Even a somewhat sour

description of polling day in Scotland Division where,

‘no one unacquainted with Liverpool elections would have

imagined that history was being made in that uninviting

region,’ had to admit as much.

Mr. Parnell...in the earnest and thorough

Manner so characteristic of him, drove about

Daily Post, November 25. O'Connor's reply came when he
was questioned on the 'public house' question. He
remained a neutral on the matter of 'drink'. The
latter was looked on as one of the worst social evils
of the Irish in Britain. See chapter V below.
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in a carriage and a pair of greys accompanied

by Dr. A. M. Bligh, Mr. P. O'Brien and Mr. L.

Connolly, encouraging the voters....wherever he

went he was received with loud cheering by the

people... nor were his efforts unrewarded for

there was a large number of volunteers ...the

Catholic clergy being especially active....it

was impossible to pass through the streets of

the Division meeting constantly Mr. O'Connor's

[supporters ] with their shamrocks in their

buttonholes ...without feeling that the greatest

energy was on the side of the nationalists....

The election results for Liverpool were declared on

November 26 and were not very conclusive. O'Connor was

overwhelmingly successful in Scotland Division, O'Shea

was narrowly beaten in Exchange and Redmond came bottom

of the poll in Kirkdale.© O'Connor's success had been

Daily Post, November 26. Irish voters were especially
warned off Abercromby Division where Samuel Smith was
standing and helpers were concentrated on the three
‘Irish' divisions.

The figures were Scotland Division, O'Connor 2,824,
Woodward 1,474; Exchange, Lawrence Baily (C) 2,964,
Captain O'Shea 2,900; Kirkdale, G.S.Baden-Powell (C)
3,301, Samuelson 1,981, Redmond 765. Although Samuelson
would not have won Kirkdale even without Irish intervention
his poll is some indication of Labour hopes in the division
which was to continue to be a testing ground for Labour.
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anticipated all along,| though for the rest of the

candidates in Liverpool there was often enough doubt

for the interested parties on the English side to betray

some hesitancy. O'Connor himself kept quiet about the

effect of the Irish vote for the meanwhile, though this

did not stop an outburst of psephologistic evaluation

such as accompanies present day elections, from other

quarters. O'Connor was writing up the campaign in

England for the Dublin papers, who showed for the first

and only time an interest in the political power of

their fellow countrymen in England, similar to that

shown by Parnell. The Conservative Dublin Express was

neither impressed nor grateful. It noted with

satisfaction the victories of Conservatives in Liverpool

but dismissed Irish help, even though the Irish vote in

Liverpool was 'pretty sure to be the strongest [in

Britain]! Otherwise Parnell was told that he had been

‘too clever by half' since he opposed the Tory party

in Ulster. He probably knew, according to this paper

The Porcupine, November 21 put the foregone conclusion
of the division into the vernacular, ‘Will anyone have
the po-liteness just to thread on the tail of my
ulsther please?'

Parnell left soon after the result of Exchange had been
announced - which had perhaps been his main concern.
Although pausing to champion further re-distribution
in favour of the Irish in the city, he was never to show
much interest in the Irish vote henceforward.
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that the Irish vote in most English towns was

worth very little. He may have calculated that

he could diminish Mr. Gladstone's majority by a

very small extent, but the O'Connor circular was

chiefly intended to create the impression that

an alliance really existed between the

Conservatives and the Separatists....

This was the implacable Toryism of Ireland. In

England nothing was done by the Tories to suggest that

there was no alliance at all between them and the Irish

voters. Irish policy remained consistent throughout

the election and became more specific as the election

progressed. On November 40 the manifesto was held to

still apply and O'Connor was described as arranging

meetings ‘which Mr. O'Connor and the other Irish

parliamentarians' were to attend,'in the interests of

2 and this was underlined bythe Conservative party,

a reminder sent out to all branches in Divisions which

had not yet gone to the polls from the headquarters of

the National league by the secretary John Brady, which

declared flatly,

that the Irishmen of your district will stand

Dublin Express, November 26.

Daily Post, November 30.
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by Parnell's manifesto and vote straight for

the Conservative candidate, adding another to

the already numerous victims of our countrymen

in England and Scotland....

The manifesto had hitherto appeared in the light of

advising Irishmen whom not to vote for, but in the heat

of the election this subtlety disappeared. O'Connor

and Parnell may or may not have been calculating to a

nicety how many seats they could afford Gladstone to

lose and this may have rested on the calculation that

they had a disciplined minority in most industrial

constituencies.* But the experience of Exchange Division

where instructions were not made clear and where the

illiteracy of many Irish voters counted in the defeat

of O'Shea, .© did not hold out much hope of a change

of policy in mid-election. Tories in many areas used

the help of the National League clubs and wherever there

was an Irish vote, 'The Tories proclaimed the depth, if

Daily Post, December 1

This was O'Connor's claim in the first Home Rule debate
where he maintained that he and Parnell were in ‘almost
daily communication' and that if it had seemed that the
Tories were becoming too strong they would have advised
"those who follow our counsels' accordingly. See
Hansard, 3, 306, 868, June 3 1886.
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not the sincerity of their attachment to Ireland. |

And even in this O'Connor was to have some trouble,

notably in the industrial areas around Manchester. Hyde,

where the Porcupine had first encountered and remarked

upon O'Connor was to prove too loyal to the Liberals,

as was Gorton. Both constituencies had held out longer

than most in petitioning O'Connor, the League and

Parnell for permission to vote for the Liberal. Other

constituencies in the north west had declared their

displeasure at the way the policy had been resolved.

When a meeting at St. Helens had become too enthusiastic

for the Tories and the education issue, John O'Connor

the M.P. for Tipperary declared that, 'He should not

endeavour to put too much blame on the Liberals, nor

should he praise the Tories too much, but should simply

address them on a question of expediency at the

present moment. '@ At Widnes the Conservative was

decidedly unpopular. Dr. O'Keefe the local president

of the National league considered that he [ O'Keefel

Hansard, 3, 306, 878 'the Tory party' he said 'made a
return, honourable or dishonourable as the House may
choose to consider it, but bountiful and explicit for
the assistance thus given them.'

Daily Post, November 23. Manning when pronouncing on
this contest had advised principally the Irish electors,
to vote for those who supported 'the things laid down
by the Church of Rome'. The same religious incentive
was offered to the Catholic Irish of Preston.
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had been, ‘treated after the manner of a schoolboy'

that the Conservative candidate treated the matter with

'the most supreme contemptuous silence' but 'that they

agreed to abide by the decision of [ the Executive] .'

In Gorton, as late as Vecember 1 the executive was

refusing to allow an exception to be made. But in this

case the Irish voters refused to accept strategy rather

than tactics. O'Connor when he visited the constituency

was met with, 'a cannonade, at the instance of some

Liberals' which was ‘one of my unpleasantest experiences

during the election.'’ The Irish vote here was,

'Betrayed' that much O'Connor said he could see at once

and the 'cup of shame and disaster in Gorton received

2its last drop.' The local branch at Gorton was

disbanded to encourage the others and for parading in

triumph for the Liberal when the result was announced.

When local branches did defy their instructions there was

no other course than, as at Hyde, to attack them in terms

Hansard, 3, 306, 878

Dublin Evening Telegraph, December 3. The Irishmen of
Liverpool at a meeting of the central branch of the
Irish National League also condemned, 'the disgraceful
conduct of the sham nationalists of Hyde, Gorton and
Northwich' and also calculated that 'the Irish people
in those places will take generations of loyalty to
remove the stain thus caused.' Daily Post, December 17.
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that they were ‘intimidated into disloyalty to their

country.’ In the atmosphere of this election O'Connor,

who bore most of the responsibility for the vote, was no

doubt less than objective. It was a particularly

embarrassing position for O'Connor to have to take up.

Where Irish voters disobeyed instructions it was to

vote for popular Liberals and although local considerations

always have to be taken into account in nineteenth

century elections and the recalcitrant Irish were ina

sense opposing instructions from the centre, it does

suggest that rather than any enthusiasm for the Tories

the only admixture to nationalism was the economic

considerations of the more popular wing of the Liberal

party. O'Connor admitted as much when enlarging on the

effectiveness of the campaign he had conducted in the

north west. Though the rebellions were 'but exceptional

cases to the splendid discipline and the extraordinary

unity of the Irish party throughout the country,’ he

recognised the sacrifice loyalty demanded for,

in Widnes for instance, nearly every Irishman

is in the employ of Mr. Muspratt the Liberal

candidate, or some Liberal friend of Mr. Muspratt,

and he himself belonged to the best type of

Liberal. ...in Darwen there was the same self-

sacrificing patriotism. Mr. Potter, the Liberal

candidate, was a large employer of Irish labour,

and a few Irishmen on that ground recommended the

Irish electors to vote for him; but the Irishmen
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of the district refused to listen to these

servile counsels, and it was they unquestionably

who returned Lord Cranborne, [the Tory por

Liberal reactions to the election were sceptical

though with varying degrees of sympathy. Many

disbelieved in O'Connor's effectiveness, which was an

easy thing to do, in the case of the complex situation

in Liverpool at least. '‘'A well informed correspondent'

of the Pall Mall Gazette, which had at one time been

glad to employ O'Connor for his political sagacity as a

reporter, begged to be allowed,

to ask Mr. O'Connor ...how he calculates that

whereas in the Irish wards of Liverpool the

Parnellite vote was in one united with the

Liberal against the Tory candidate, in the second

given to Mr. O'Connor against a Tory, and in the

third given to a Parnellite candidate who stood

along with a Tory and a Radical ...(the Tory vote

being hundreds more than the Radical and

Parnellite combined) that the Irish vote secured

six seats for the conservatives in the wards

where the Irish vote is not worth a rap.

Freeman's Journal, December 3. Edward Russell the new
ToryM.P.forBridgeton Glasgow wrote a letter to The
Times, in which he affirmed that the Irish vote went
solid for the Tories and that there were no defections

to the Liberals, nationalists, or for Henry George and
his Scottish land and Labour League socialists.'This was
contrary to The Times view. See The Times, December 3.

Pall Mall Gazette, November 13, O'Connor was bound not to

say that it was Parnell's fault.
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But Liberal response did take other forms. Chamberlain,

who embodied the radical alternative which O'Connor had

left in abeyance believed that, 'never in the history of

electoral conflicts has such great and such unworthy

pressure been exerted on the voters as during the election,'

and characterised his opponents in an alliterative manner

common at that time, as ‘Priests, publicans, parsons,

Parnellites and protectionists'. It was some comment

upon the fluidity of the situation created by Irish

electoral tactics that a radical such as Chamberlain could

defend his Programme against a 'clericist' like O'Connor

when in the previous parliament O'Connor had received no

help from the liberal ‘Left wing'. But Chamberlain in

his own disciplined territory in the west midlands was

more independent and could afford to be more single minded

than O'Connor who had to take into account the Irish vote

nationally. O'Connor for the elections of 1885 and 1886

had to be purely a strategian, and an Irish politician.

 

Chamberlain at Leicester in Daily. Post, December 3. He,
at any rate, took the Irish vote seriously. It had
lost the Liberals, 'a great number of constituencies,
especially in Lancashire.' Parnell's power did not go
altogether unremarked in Liverpoolwhere there was a
splenetic outburst at the fact that, 'Submissive to his
[Parnell's] despotism are not only Irish priests and
peasants, but English nobles of high degree, of ancient
lineage and unstained escutcheon cringe before hin.'
Porcupine, December 5.

He did not disguise the fact that he was returned for ‘a
constituency Irish and Catholic in Liverpool' and the
emphasis was on the Irish even in the columns of The
Times; see his letter to The Times, December 19.
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Parnell's conversation with Healy on the role of O'Connor

was proving correct.

Although the Parnellites gained overwhelming support

in Ireland and returned 85 members to the new

parliament, the overall picture was still unclear.

Parnell's negotiations with Lord Caernarvon, though

largely well intentioned on Lord Caernarvon's side

were no promise of the Tories introducing Home Rule,

merely a promise to remove coercion. It is doubtful

how sanguine Parnell could have been of this alternative.

The detailed attitude of the new allies was still to be

investigated though even when Lord Salisbury formed a

government the debate was still one of whether Home Rule

was to be accepted by one of the two great English

parties. Parnell on the one hand wanted assurances from

either party, on the other disapproved of any initiative

being taken in this direction by any members of his

party. O'Connor had maintained contact with his friend

Labouchere throughout the contest and in many ways this

was to prove the most profitable line of negotiation

left open to the Irish party. Labouchere could afford

to be quite detached on the election results, as well

as being very perceptive. He thought the Tory-

Parnellite co-operation had been a mistake since he

thought that the only hope for Home Rule was a Liberal

Majority: ‘Sufficient for them to say that they are not
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acting under Irish dictation.'| He was quick to point

out how the Tories, once the urban constituencies had

voted, turned against Parnell in the rural contests.

The Tories he said, ‘will shilly-shally with the Irish

for a year or two, then turn against them, and seek to

obtain the support of the moderate Liberals by an anti-

Irish policy.'* He had suggested as much to O'Connor

during the election, but O'Yonnor had time neither for

this nor the 'new radicals' so much praised by

Labouchere. There had been an immediate and possibly

short-sighted programme to fulfil. Moreover it could be

said that the lesson of the desertion of the Irish from

the Liberals was needed to make Liberal majorities, such

as had existed from 1880-1885 more amenable to the

demands of the Irish.

However accurate Labouchere's view of the situation,

O'Connor was still involved in day to day matters and in

the tactics of propaganda. In the middle of December he

even defended Home Rule in the columns of The Times

hitherto and subsequently no great friend either of

O'Connor or Ireland, dealing with how self-government

would effect imperial ties, or the 'burdens of Empire.'

He was, on his own initiative proposing a solution on the

Canadian model, without representation at Westminster and

Truth, November 26

Ibid, December 3.



distinguished this, not very clearly, from Isaac Butt's

plan.| This was the sort of middle-man business that

O'Connor did best of all the members of the Irish party.

He was able to remark that, 'A good deal heibeen said

of the loss to Irishmen of their share in the glories

and greatness and the privileges of Empire' and was

able to see the truth of this in the case of 'a certain

number of brilliant and capable Irishmen' even though he

thought the general argument, 'all mere words'. He too

was ina position to see that ‘those who chose to

emigrate would find in England the same acceptance

which that country is always willing to give to those

who are willing to serve her with ability.' Although

styling himself for the moment as an Irish nationalist

rather than an advanced radical® and advertising his

election for a constituency, ‘Irish and Catholic in

Liverpool', his approach to argument was more broad-

minded and took in more diverse topics than that of

most members of his party. Parnell who may have been

waiting for Gladstone to break his long silence and

make suggestions on Home Rule was not too pleased at

discussions among his followers as to the form Home

Rule might take. Writing to E. Dwyer Gray, the

 

O'Connor's letter to The Times, December 19.

Compare Dod's Parliamentary Companion entries for
O'Connor, 1880, 1885, and 1886.
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proprietor of the Freeman's Journal he said,

So far as public discussion of opinions on our

side have gone it has been certainly

mischievous and tending to show that we ourselves

are not agreed upon what we want. Justin

McCarthy only claims the same relation of a

state of the Union towards the Liberal

Government ...while T. P. O'Connor wants to be

‘like Canada' and appears to make a vital point

of the representation of Irish members in [the]

Imperial parliament ceasing; while Davitt in

the Pall Mall of yesterday agrees to the

continuance of the Lord Lieutenancy as a vetoeing

authority....-

In other words, although agreeing more with the

definite form of Home Rule advocated by O'Connor than

the proposals of Davitt he wanted a moritorium upon

expressions of the alternative forms of Home Rule, and ~*~

except for a few lapses this is what he obtained. It

was not always so necessary to outline Home Rule with

any precision. Perhaps it was not merely fortuitous

that when Parnell's authority broke he introduced

discussions of the terms of any subsequent Home Rule

bill as grounds for argument. Aims beyond the one

single aim were never clear, ultimately the authority

 

Parnell to E. Dwyer Grey, 24 December. Quoted by T.W.
Moody in his 'Parnell and the Galway election of 1886'
in I.H.S. IX (1954-5), p. 323.
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had to be that of Parnell's judgement.

O'Connor had arrived at the position of an authority

in the Irish party, a foremost journalist and a political

'theorist' in his own right. Whatever the results in

electoral returns, results that were not obvious to the

Liberals or Tories, O'Connor was seen as the greatest

influence on Irish affairs in Britain, linked on one

occasion in the popular imagination with Randolph

Churchill in the guise of ‘Randolph Gulliver’ and

Lord Salisbury in the guise of Don Quixote. O'Connor

also published that same year, The Parnell Movement

a compendium of his work for the Freeman's Journal and

Gladstone's House of Commons from his journalism for the

Pall Mall Gazette. He was the most important

propagandist, in these works at least, and as far as

Britain was concerned, for the Irish party. His main

contention set out in these works, to display the worth

of Irish politicians, was echoed by Labouchere in the

new year. An Irish parliament, according to Labouchere,

would be composed of

sensible and practicable men...responsibility

would soon complete their parliamentary

education [there would be ] no confiscation

no unjust legislation towards minorities...

extremists would be few in number because the
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Irish are by no means extreme in their views... |

These sentiments formed a common ground between

Gladstone, Labouchere and O'Connor, but their application

was more difficult. O'Connor was regarded as an

intermediary who had the ear of Parnell, and was more

accommodating than the other Irish leaders if not as

2 Probably most of O'Connor's influenceinfluential.

was already concentrated in Britain. It was difficult

to arrange negotiations with Parnell at this particular

time however because the Irish leader was involved in

another attempt to find a seat for O'Shea. Unfortunately

for O'Connor the seat in question was O'Connor's old

seat in Galway - for which O'Connor had also been

returned during the election.° Parnell had made things

 

Truth, 7 January 1886

See Labouchere to Herbert Gladstone February 2. Viscount
Gladstone Papers, B.M.Add.MSS 46016, f.1. Here O'Connor
is portrayed as being nearer the bosom of the Liberal
party than the other Irish members, he 'came to see
me [Labouchere yesterday before going to Ireland to ask
whether I could give him the latest information
respecting Ireland or Parnell...’ Labouchere also thought
that silence was the best policy for the moment;; how
this was done, that is

_

keep things quiet was ‘always
to get first Healy, O'Brien and Harrington and to a
lesser extent T. P. O'Connor...'

A full account of this will be found in T.W.Moody
‘Parnell and the Galway election of 1886" I.H.S. 1.X.
(1954-5), pp. 319-28. er
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difficult enough in Liverpool by sacrificing himself

and the Irish vote for the sake of O'Shea. O'Connor

was even less likely to be in favour of this second

imposition. His distaste for the whole project was

apparent from the first. But though he suggested that

he and Healy should resign in protest if O'Shea was

accepted, this resolution did not last long for he was

soon, according to Healy, 'on [my ]doorstep imploring us

against the enterprise which he himself had launchea.'"

The reason for this change of heart was that Parnell

had made O'Shea's candidature a matter of confidence in

his leadership. O'Connor refused to join Healy and

Biggar in their campaign for another more acceptable

nationalist candidate and he was as shocked as any other

member of the party at Biggar's disclosure of the

relationship of Parnell with Mrs. O'Shea. Such was his

distaste for faction and reluctant admiration for Parnell

that he, the ex-member for Galway was campaigning in

Dublin® from February 8 for Parnell and O'Shea and went

to Galway with Parnell for, as far as he was concerned,

a mercifully short time, to speak for Parnell against a

murderously hostile crowd. O'Shea was elected but the

 

T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Day, i, 239,

O'Connor was quoted as saying, ‘Parnell has intimated

that his leadership [is] at stake in [the] Galway
contest.'

See T. M. Healy, Op. Cit., i, 243.
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opposition to him was an indication that a party newly

formed for idealistic reasons could be dangerous material

to work with.

Besides demonstrating that O'Connor was one of the

few convinced gradualists in the Irish party, the

incident convinced Labouchere, who possibly was not

aware of Parnell's motives that the Irish party was,

"plus royaliste que le roi.' This was also in line with

his earlier estimate that the lieutenants of the party

had to be dealt with as well as Parnell, though care must

be taken not to inform him given that, 'They never tell

him.'© But the lieutenants might have consulted Parnell

if they had been able to find him. Many members of the

party complained that during this period Parnell was

frequently absent from committees of the party, keeping,

as it turned out later, appointments with Mrs. O'Shea.

In his absence they could do little more than keep all

options open. O'Connor was more than ready to treat with

Labouchere upon any proposal that Gladstone might put

 

Labouchere was characteristically practical when it
came to such matters of principle among Irishmen.
'Too much has been made of the O'Shea incident.'
The failure of O'Shea to pledge himself to the Irish
party was, according to Labouchere, of little moment
‘Since he promises to do so.'

Labouchere to H. Gladstone, February 2. Viscount
Gladstone papers, B.M.Add.MSS 46016, f. 1.
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January had been on legislation Gladstone might introduce

which O'Connor, prepared to go into more detail than

Parnell, Gladstone or even Labouchere, maintained would

at be acceptable to the Irish members unless

accompanied by a large measure of Home Rule. Even on

the question of a new land bill, ‘they would only

assent if it was made part of a whole scheme in the

Irish settlement... and that he O'Connor ... was

pledged to Home Rule in counter distinction to the plan

of Grand Councils." None of this may have been exactly

to Parnell's liking but garrulity was the other side of

O'Connor's persuasiveness and if Parnell would not

negotiate then somebody had to, if only for the sake of

appearances. It was in complete contrast to O'Connor's

action during the election campaign to be so placed

and some of this is apparent in O'Connor's injunctions

to Irish voters during the negotiations leading up to

_ ibid, Labouchere reflected that ‘it would be time to
protest when they [the Irish] learnt that anything else
was intended.' Laboucnere was able to give some .
encouraging news of Gladstone who could be as
inscrutable as Parnell. ‘It looked as if everything
was going quiet and that Glladstone] was having his
way.
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Gladstone's introduction, on his own initiative, of the

first Home Rule bill in April 1886. The Irish position

was now one of ‘extraordinary delicacy' though it was

still necessary 'in the midst of the great struggle' for

‘Irishmen in Great Britain to keep steadily at work in

this cause.' Negotiations were, as usual, not a matter

for public consumption, though he had enough respect for

news, and their importance, to hint very broadly of their

existence. In the meantime he reverted to hopes which he

had first expressed in 1880-1881 for ‘permanent friendship

with England. "7

Gladstone's introduction of the Home Rule bill on

April 8 was perhaps the most dramatic parliamentary

occasion of the second half of the nineteenth century.

It provided everything an orator could wish for. Though

The Times, April 5. O'Connor at Kennington INL. There is
littIe doubt that O'Connor relished negotiations and the
contrast of a necessary aura of secrecy.

See J. Pendleton Newspaper Reporting in Olden Time and
Today, (London, 1890), p.102, reat? every newspaper
ad sent out the instruction, "Gladstone, first person,

verbatim." Twelve, sixteen, even twenty reporters formed
the corps of some newspapers and the half hour 'turns'
were suspended for three, five or ten minute 'takes'...s9
that when Mr. Gladstone resumed his seat at eight é
o'clock in the evening, having spoken since thirty five
minutes since four o'clock in the afternoon... nearly
the whole of his speech, sent either by telephone or
messenger was in the offices of the London morning papers,
and was on the wires for the country... the speech...
was nearly all in type in Manchester, Leeds and Edinburgh
before midnight.'
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the details of a bill had not been worked out finally,

it was the principle of the bill, self-government for the

Irish people, that the champion of Italian and Balkan

nationalism was introducing. As such it needed no help

from the Irish leaders, or the sanction of Parnell, it

was an English initiative. A parliamentary occasion like

this was not lost on O'Connor, as his later descriptions

of the scene were to show. He had anticipated and

prepared the way for Irish veneration of Gladstone =

especially that of the Irish in Britain, ‘they would

sooner receive it [Home Rule] from the genius of Mr.

Gladstone than from the tardy necessities of any second-

rate pedlars in politics'’, O'Connor was moving into

a much more comfortable position. He could revive his

democratic and Irish interests. It was on the 'spirit'

the 'principle' of Home Rule that O'Connor rested his

case and he was so amenable to the tactics of Gladstone

that one Liberal Unionist wanted to know, '...whether

there is any understanding between Her Majesty's

Government and Hon. Member for Liverpool, [any]

The Times, meeting at Kennington, April 5. This was
perhaps the start of O'Connor's overt adulation of
Gladstone. See also Gladstone papers, B.M. Add. MSS.
444907, £.365. O'Connor to Gladstone, 9 June 1888, where
O'Connor enclosed resolutions passed by the American
branches of the INL. conveying the thanks of citizens
'poth of American and Irish descent' for his 'noble
efforts for Ireland.'
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supplementary areas of communication." " Hartington and

the Whigs came to suggest an adjournment, instead of the

second reading proposed by Gladstone and despite O'Connor's

protests, at these ‘unscrupulous tactics' the power of

the Unionists or undecided members was such that an

adjournment debate was allowed. It was O'Connor who,

on June 3, was given the task of speaking first, to

outline the reasons why the Irish thought there should be

a second reading.

O'Connor's part in the debate was a very difficult

one. The prime necessity was to get the adjournment

quashed and, therefore, he could not afford to antagonise

those whose case was that they hadn't made up their minds,

a spirit of conciliation that Parnell did not appreciate.

O'Connor judged the situation in the debate correctly,

"but nobody was able to say how strong Unionist

opposition in the Liberal ranks would be. '@ It was an

occasion when argument might work. It was no occasion to

be provocative. For as O'Connor later remarked, the

1886 debate was an occasion when,

Hansard, 3, 306, 848, June 3. John Manners.

T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Day, i, 254.
'T. P. O'Connor made a speech suggesting compromise. This
offended Parnell who said to me [Healy] during a
division, 'It isn't T. P.'s bill we want; its this
bill...' Nevertheless T. P.'s judgement was sound, and
I told Parnell so, but he [0'Connor?] was unable to
forecast the Unionist Liberal strength.
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-..you went into the lobby at 12 o'clock [and ]

you were told that Smith was all right, Jones

was all wrong, and Robinson was wobbling. Then

at 6 o'clock Smith was all wrong, Jones was all

right and Robinson was still wobbling.....!

Even the arch-enemies from within, Chamberlain and

Trevelyan were to be regarded as reasonable men able to

be convinced, or at least their arguments were examined in

some detail. This was important because Chamberlain and

the Liberal Unionists, and most Tories who had obtained

Irish votes at the preceding election had declared

themselves in favour of some measure of local government

for Ireland. It was necessary to try to hold them to

these admittedly vague promises, while at the same time

keeping Irish claims intact for a future occasion or for

the election which would immediately follow the carrying

of an adjournment. O'Connor's case was that, 'We should

first decide whether we should have a legislature at all

before we discuss what the legislature is to be like .*

It was a masterly performance. He relieved Chamberlain

and Trevelyan of the responsibility of being more Irish

than the Irish by maintaining that, 'No Irish farmer

---at a County Mayo fair, drives a harder bargain for his

cow than does my hon. friend (Parnell) for the rights of

his country,' a comparison that may have made many of the

Irish members wince. If Chamberlain was sincere in his

Inthedebate on the third Home Rule Bill, see Hansard,
Oy Diy (olde SL aid 31S
Hansard, 3, 306, 848, June 3, for the debate.
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desire to give Ireland self-government and in denouncing

the form of the legislature now proposed, an opposition

characterised by O'Connor as, ‘a thing that the sturdy

Liberalism of Birmingham would not pick out of the gutter' -

then they ought to prove it in voting for the principle

of Home Rule on this occasion. It was not so much

Chamberlain that O'Connor hoped to convince, it was the

unknown number who might follow him. His attacks on

Chamberlain were by no means vicious, for when confronted

with Chamberlain's plans,

I do not know which to wonder at, the prolific

recklessness or the heartless cruelty of this

worst of legislative parents, who no sooner has

laid one of his children on the doorstep, and

furtively deposited another in the Foundling

Hospital, than he is producing another inmate for

the Epileptic and Consumptive Hospital.

It might have been an undergraduate debate of the

more mandarin kind. Even Chamberlain's more detailed

proposals were made to look like a piece of no doubt

wilful eccentricity. 'If we rose to the heights of our

sires, if we were but equal to the great arguments, if we

revolted against the Prime Minister's offer, what' asked

O'Connor, ‘would be our reward -'

"enquiries," said the right honourable and

revered gentleman "as to Railway and Canal

bills and Gas and Water bills ought to be

conducted in Ireland by Irish tribunals."
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It was Chamberlain who was made to appear

obstructionist, the Irish as reasonable and undemanding

and with plenty of patience. He also did not spare the

official Conservative opposition, who in this debate were

particularly vulnerable considering their equivocal

attitude in the previous election. O'Connor went into

some detail about constituencies where the Conservatives

had obtained and encouraged Irish support. He admitted

that perhaps he had been too enthusiastic; the manifesto

he considered was over-emphatic but, ‘if the style was

dithyrambic, it was due to the fact that Irishmen at that

time were under the spell of [Lord Randolph Churchill J...

‘and his style has a tendency to the Byzantine.'" But this

did not detract from his list of Tory culprits, a

catalogue that appears to have highly amused the House and

to have taken the Tory front bench by surprise. The

latter probably considered that O'Connor would sooner

forget these incidents.© But, on the contrary his

O'Connor also said that this would be the excuse, ‘if
the author of the manifesto was speaking to the house at
this moment' which indicated that O'Connor was not
responsible for the manifesto, or not all of the manifesto,
or that it had now entered the graveyard of political
miscalculations.

The divisions concerned were Bolton, Leeds East, Kilmarnock
Burghs and Stockport. Each of the members for these
divisions had to defend their conduct as did Randolph
Churchill. See Chapter IV below for the continued debate
on this. The Conservative front bench spokesmen were
Randolph Churchill and John Manners. Some of the
accused ‘conspicuously looked annoyed and disgusted.'
Daily Post, June 4.
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pringing the affair out into the open made them appear much

more a matter of mere tactics as far as the Irish were

concerned than the excitement of the election had made

them appear. He even claimed that the Irish party

organisers were more in control of the situation than had

actually been the case,

I see some advantage in a weak Conservative

administration...many might think that our party

did their best to produce a strong Conservative

government [but] not even for the sake of Ireland

would [either he or Parnell] have taken upon

themselves the responsibility - I will say more,

the shame and guilt - of subjecting the people

of England and the Empire to the terror and

horrors that daily assail the country whenever

it has the misfortune of being governed by a

strong Conservative administration.

This was undoubtedly a gloss; matters had not been that

well thought out or executed. O'Connor may have thought

that he had had some evidence of Tory sympathy, he was

not aware of the subtleties or attitudes behind Parnell's

One Liberal Unionist, probably representative of the
majority, was undeceived, and remarked that in view of
the extreme terms of the manifesto, his and his colleagues

opposition to Home Rule was more consistent than either

the policy of O'Connor or Gladstone. This was true in

so far as the Unionist case had been clarified. Manifestos

were taken seriously; to see how the mechanism worked is

a twentieth century sophistication. Ibid, Column 884,
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negotiations with them. His hands were now freer but

he could always claim that he had always acted for the

‘principle' of Irish self-government. His main desire

was for reconcilement; not only did he dismiss the

paranoic fears of a revolutionary Ireland emerging ene

this bill, but he also broke the balance of his

parliamentary act in a final appeal that might succeed

where all others had failed.

From the skeletal walls of their ruined hovels,

from the wreck of their hopes and lives, from

ditches in which they and their wives and

children lie shivering, the evicted tenants of

Ireland have lifted up their hands and the wail of

their voices to us and the only answer we have been

able to give them is to ask them for Ireland to

suffer and be patient, and be strong. To these

poor wretches hunted even from their black cabins,

the Prime Minister asks you to send a message of

hope and the Rt. Hon. member for West Birmingham

bids you send a message of despair. The democracy

of England asks you to vote for a second reading

of the bill in the name of reconciliation with

Ireland and the Irish race at home, and in all

the lands where the want of such a message has

scattered its millions tells you that the vote

on the bill and the cause obliterates for ever
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their hatred of England.....’

The adjournment, nevertheless, was carried. Yet

O'Connor, ‘entirely in favour of adjournment [since ]

the Dictatorship of intrigue and incapacity is over' had

now a Clear call to the Irish electors on the basis of

Home Rule in one form or another. Although O'Connor had

protested 'whether the struggle is to go before the

country with its mind enflamed' and that there was yet

time for 'reconciliation between the different sections of

12Liberalism, he had warned Irish electors to be prepared

for another election when he had addressed them at

Kennington in April. There is little doubt that the

issues had now become clarified, and that now O'Connor

could be both nationalist and a democrat. In his first

consideration of the bill in May he had noted the support

of the 'labour representatives in the Liberal party' and

Ibid, column 883, 'The character of the coming Ireland'
he said 'would owe much to the character of the peasantry
who 'belonged to' one vast, widespread universal
petit-bourgeoisie...forgot to avarice, his industry
degenerates into drudgery, his wisdom into cunning;
and above all things he has the hatred, the dread, the
despair of the revolutionary. 'Nothing could be more
objective than this, unfortunately futile attempt to
lull Unionist fears. Neither was its picture entirely
fanciful.

This policy had been advocated by the Freeman's Journal,
June 2, to 'gain time to promote an understanding with
the Liberals who sympathise with Home Rule and let the
country know the issues if there is to be a dissolution.
See also Michael Hurst, Joseph Chamberlain and Liberal
Reunion, p. 33, where Gladstone is said to have admitted
that the debate on the 'principle' of the Bill was a
delaying action.
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interpreted this then and later as 'the mandate of the

British Democracy" O'Connor's speech was also received

by ‘radical cheers' and Bradlaugh announced that there

were, 'good reasons why a radical could do nothing else

than vote for the second reading, since the people of

England and Ireland were in favour of it.' Sucha

clear-cut policy was to the advantage of O'Connor, whose

campaigning and whose constituency was in England.

But the complications that were to arise in the 1886

election were due to divided loyalties in the Liberal

ranks. The emergence of Liberal Unionists was something

which could be presented in extreme terms on either side,

and this diverted any attention the Tories might, at

their peril, have wished to draw to Irish electoral

tactics. O'Connor had himself greeted any suggestion of

Liberal-Radical defectors allying with the Tories with

some horror. This was echoed by radicals like

Labouchere who attacked, ‘paper Unionist candidates who

are to receive Tory votes, or Tory candidates who are to

receive Paper Unionist votes; or in other words, by

Hansard, 3, 306, 384, May 28.

He castigated Chamberlain by suggesting that it looked
as though, 'we have come to such a pass in English
history that Radicals might not be afraid of rejection
at the polls because of a Tory alliance.' Ibid, 3,
306, 864.
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making in every way the majority of the Liberals in

the constituency from having a voice in the

representation.'" This opposition to Liberal Unionist

conscience was most intense in the provinces especially

in Liverpool where the Liberal organisation had to fight

for its existence at the best of times. The president of

the Liverpool Liberal Association resigned to become the

‘whip and organiser of Chamberlain of Brummagen' and was

warned that, 'the blood of Gladstone is upon your head. '©

Forwood, the organiser of the Liverpool Conservative

party anticipated, correctly, that, 'a very large number

of the electors who are normally opposed to us, are, upon

this question in entire accord with our party' and that,

‘other burning political questions will no doubt be left

in ghewaige: us regards the next parliament.'?

The election did have many of the features of a

plebiscite but with no moratorium placed on silence. In

many respects it was a more bitter campaign than that

of 1885 which had held out more possibilities for change -

to the Liberals of a large 'democratic' majority, to the

Truth, 17 June 1886

Porcupine, June 12, on the 19 it also issued a 'Paen'
for the death of the Liberal association' and regretted

that this should happen especially after a 'democratic'
Redistribution Bill.

Daily Post, June 5.
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Tories of office with Irish help, and to the Irish of

a Home Rule bill, perhaps even from the Tories. The

1886 campaign consisted of an exchange of accusations of

bad faith, particularly where a Liberal Unionist was

standing. A Liberal Unionist stood against O'Connor in

Scotland Division after the Conservative, the same Mr.

Woodward who had stood against O'Connor in 1885 had
4

withdrawn. But this was late on in the campaign, and

initially much speculation was made on the safety of

O'Connor's constituency, based largely on the calculation

that as slum clearance progressed, at no doubt a

microscopic rate, O'Connor's support would dwindle -

familiar election material but in essence similar to

larger 'economic' charges that were to be placed at

O'Connor's door. O'Connor himself did not arrive in

Liverpool until June 27 so sure did he appear to be of

his constituency. Until then he campaigned for Liberal

On June 27. Liberal Unionist Associations were bound to
be unsure of themselves outside of the west midlands
and reluctant to be seen co-operating with the Tories.

See Irish Times, June 20. 'An authority, who has made the
subject a close study for some weeks past has come to the
conclusion that, in the present registry of the
division... the Parnellite candidate had not the
ghost of a chance of re-election.' One of the Unionist
organisers in Scotland division charged 'O'Connor has
done nothing for those who differed from him - he had
nothing in common with them - and he had received his
support in the worst parts of the town, where insanitary
property had been pulled down.' Daily Post, June 24,



candidates in London constituencies speaking ‘every

night'. He probably felt that it would be invidious of

him to campaign in Lancashire for candidates he had so

strongly opposed in 1885. There was not the same

necessity for stringent organisation as in the previous

election, probably because the Irish organisation had

developed to the extent of being accustomed to vote as

the Bxecutive advised. The issue for the Irish was

straightforward and the issues were presented as a matter

of justice, not in the manner of strident nationalism.

O'Connor would not presumably want to conduct the 1885

campaign in reverse. On June 17 the Executive had

published instructions to twenty-five members of the

Irish party which delegated them to various parts of

Britain. Liverpool was made the responsibility of John| {

Redmond and Manchester of John Barry, the latter being

credited with being, 'more intimately connected with

the Irish organisation in England and Scotland than any

other member of the party." O'Connor was not given, or

did not award himself, any particular area, instead he

carried out a roving commission. When the Executive did
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The other designated areas were Glasgow under J. J. O'Kelly,
Yorkshire under John O'Connor and J. P. Power, Cumberland
under John Deasy who was ‘familiar with work in the
north of England' and Northumberland under A. O'Connor.
Local Irish leaders were to assist, especially Dan Crilly
in Northumberland and Dillon was also expected to speak
widely in England. It was a united effort with the
Liberals with the 'Home Rule Association' formed on
the English side and an ideal arrangement as far as
O'Connor was concerned.
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issue direct instructions they were in marked contrast

to the call to arms published in 1885. In this case,

The Executive have decided to recommend the

Irish vote in your Parliamentary constituency

to support the ministerial candidate. It is

deemed unnecessary to point out to you the

considerations that have impelled the Executive

in this decision; and the question at issue

being of such momentous importance to Ireland,

we express the most fervent hope that not a

single Irish vote in England and Scotland will

fail to be recorded at this election....|

Home Rule meetings had been held in Liverpool '

throughout June in the various League halls. Irish

enthusiasm was undiminished, the prospect of Home Rule

from their point of view seemed all the closer.” When

O'Connor arrived in Liverpool he found that he had

intruded upon a battle between Orangemen and Catholics,

long obligatory in the city but hidden during the

Daily Post, July 3. This was signed by O'Connor.

Many votes of thanks were passed 'to Mr. Gladstone for
his noble efforts to heal the feud so long existing
between the two countries,' and corresponding
attacks on ‘so-called Liberals and Radicals'. See
Daily Post, June 12, resolutions of Abercromby Branch
INL.
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‘alliance’ of the previous election. His opponent's

meetings were broken up by the ‘rough element' however

much that opponent, Mr. Harle, 'wished the reporters to

understand that Mr. Parnell had expressed his desire

that they [the Unionists] should have a fair hearing.'

His voice was drowned in, 'a storm of groans' and 'Cheers
4

for Parnell.' O'Connor spoke on June 25 and again on

July 1 at the Albert Hall in Virgil Street when he was '

to remark that,

the supporters of his opponent were a large

collection of the bitterest Orangemen in

Scotland Division...the enemies of every good

reform for England, Ireland, Scotland and Wales,

and who retained in their religious principles

an amount of bigotry that one would have

supposed would have died in the middle ages, and

who in their political principles were deadly

enemies of even the smallest concession to the

demands of Ireland and the rights of the people

either of the United Kingdom or any other

There were ‘extraordinary scenes' according to the
Daily Post. Demonstrations of favour were a common
feature of elections in the nineteenth century but here
they were intensified by the religious/nationalist issue,
on any occasion 'party songs [were ] rendered with
considerable vigour.' Daily Post, July 1. For the whole
process of partisanship in elections see M. Ostrogorski,
Democracy and _the Organisation of Political Parties, i,
4 — e
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country. (Gheeray.c os

His campaign was hardly as pugnacious or national-

istic as it had been in 1885 however. This time his

'chief' in the election appeared to be Gladstone as much

as Parnell. Gladstone the 'Grand Old Liverpudlian’ came

to speak for his Home Rule proposals at Liverpool on

June 29, 'eighteen years since he had last delivered a

12
speech in his native town. On reaching Liverpool

O'Connor had written to Gladstone expressing his

gratitude for Gladstone's help, 'In the outstanding

labour through which you have already passed' and trying

to manage the rest of Gladstone's campaign for him.

O'Connor had been ‘pressed hard to join in the request to

you to make one speech in London... I have just come from

there and having addressed several constituencies iL

can testify that there is the same unabated enthusiasm

[for] your policy and the same fervent affection for you

5
personally as in many other parts of the country.

Daily Post, July 2. On July 14 there was a Home Rule

riot’ in Manchester and disturbances in Salford, Sligo

and Belfast. There were riots and disturbances against

the Liberals in Exchange on 5, in Scotland and Toxteth

divisions throughout the election, in Dublin on 7 and

worst of all in Belfast on 15. O'Connor later demanded

an enquiry into the riots in Belfast. The elections

were perhaps too close to Orange day on the ll.

Porcupine, June 26.

O'Connor to Gladstone, June 27, W.E.Gladstone Papers,

B.M. Add. MSS 44498, f. 68.
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Gladstone for his part reciprocated the affection

in his speech at Liverpool and other Irish league

branches in the north west who had been constrained to

vote Tory in the previous election were only too pleased

to return to their previous allegiance. A meeting of

the St. Helens branch voiced a general sentiment in

saying that in 1885,

they had to sacrifice two principles...the one

a principle of gratitude to a fellow townsman

and put in a foreigner...and the other principle

was their liberalism, because Irishmen could not

associate themselves with Conservativism unless

it was done in support of their national

principles.'

This time they could support a liberal who 'from

honest conviction [supported ] the Home Rule scheme of

Mr, Gladstone. '@

The immediate results of the 1886 election were

nevertheless a disappointment for the Liberals and the

Irish. The Liberal, Dawson, gained Exchange Division

and O'Connor was returned for Scotland Division. O'Connor

may have been gratified that the Tory press which had

anticipated his downfall had been confounded, it could

At Henley's Circus on June 28, Porcupine, July 3.

Daily Post, July 3.



also be presented in victorious terms to his constituents

that,

many an Irishman and Irishwoman and in fact Irish

child ...would sleep so much happier that night

and there were many of Ireland's enemies who

would not...because there was an Irish nationalist

representing an English constituency....."

But though this showed O'Connor's return in 1885 was no

freak result, the hold of the Tory Unionists on Liverpool

at least had not been weakened. This fact aroused the

usual heart-searching in the Liberal ranks and such

injunctions to the faithful as ‘Organise, organise,

organise.'© The strength of the local Irish parties

was also considered in some quarters to have been

"greatly over-estimated', not only in Liverpool but

‘throughout the country'. In Manchester only one seat,

the Northern Division was won for a Home Rule candidate,

the three Salford seats had returned Conservatives as

in 1885. Lancashire in general had gone Unionist and

almost the only ministerial areas to come through safely

were the traditional Liberal areas - the Scottish

industrial belt of Glasgow and Lanark, the West Riding

Ibid.

Porcupine, July 10. The Porcupine being a ‘humorous'
paper was much more expressive of grass-roots opinion.



of Yorkshire, the North East and the London Radical

boroughs. | Some indication of the rejection of

Gladstone's policies can be seen from the fact that in

the three divisions where the Irish had voted against

the orders of the Executive in the previous election,

Gorton, Hyde and Northwich, Liberal candidates were

defeated by Conservatives or Liberal Unionists and not

one of the Divisions where O'Connor had claimed that the

Tories received Irish support returned a Gladstonian

Liberal. Opinion in Ireland, and a more general opinion

seemed to be that 'the Irish vote in English constituencies

This was the basis for a denigration of the Irish vote
which appeared in the Daily Telegraph on July l. ‘It
would be an easy matter to distribute Irish electors
throughout the country so as almost completely to
neutralise them on the one hand, or on the other to
give them almost everywhere a casting vote. Neither of
these hypothetical distributions exist...in those parts
of the country where the Irish electorate is strongest
the Liberals predominate. In these places, therefore,
it cannot hope to effect any change in the existing
balance of parties.' The fact that parliamentary
constituencies did not represent the distribution of any
appreciable number of Irish electors had been the chief
cause for complaint during the Redistribution Bill
debate and continued to be the chief complaint of the
INLGB. But it would be fair to say that the Irish vote
would only operate as an independent factor when it
did something as unnatural as vote Tory.

Perhaps the 'rebel' constituencies in the north had
no Irish organisation left or this might be a case demomtrat-
ing ©» O'Brien's otherwise speculative assertion that the
Irish vote was liable to arouse sufficient antagonism in
English constituencies for its influence to be largely
nullified. See C. C. O'Brien, Parnell and his Party,
p. 194, n.4.
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has been a weakness rather than a strength to the side

which relied upon it." But this was something of an

exaggeration. In 1886 the Liberal vote was itself

split and the country too unfamiliar with the idea of +.

Home Rule. O'Connor and the tactics used by the League

had played a great part in winning over the Liberals

even if these tactics were less pure in spirit than

those which were to be observed in Ireland itself and

even though they partook of the aura of machination

which covered all negotiations during these hectic

twelve months. The Liberal party under Gladstone had

to see the justice of the Irish case irrespective of

electoral advantage in the short term. Whatever the

effect of the Irish vote in 1885 and 1886 (and in the

long term and in other instances its effect was to be

more decisive) O'Connor could take some credit for

having converted a great English party, one which he had

nearly joined, to his own view. He had less cause to

defend the crucial importance of the Irish vote, and

devoted less and less time to it, as Parnell had earlier

dropped the whole question of his countrymen's influence

 

'A Prominent Nationalist' reported in Dublin in Daily
Post, July 6. This is close to C. C. O'Brien's opinion.
It is unwise to draw inferences from the election of
1885 when all parties were experimenting with a new
electorate or in 1886 when the electorate was faced with
the one issue of Home Rule rather than the number of
Irishmen who might or might not be elected to Westminster.
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in England. O'Connor had less need to concern himself

with attacks on the League's effectiveness in the years

that followed since these came from convinced enemies

of Home Rule and the Irish vote had served one great

purpose even in 1886, as a propaganda instrument. The

results for the Irish party in Ireland had, moreover,

been every bit as encouraging for Parnell as the results

in 1885, with the additional advantage that they were

now in the mainstream of English politics. The years

which followed, up to the Parnellite split, were the

least hectic, and probably the most enjoyable of O'Connor's

political career since they obliged him to do what he did

best - advocate the basic interests uniting the Irish,

be both a radical and a nationalist, and educate the

"democracy' in the 'Union of Hearts.'
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IV

Respectability 1886-1895

A politician need not be too conscious of the motives which

. control his day to day activities, even if, like O'Connor, he

aspired to be something of a theorist. The contrast between

appearance and reality which dominated the decade after the

Unionist victory of 1886, perhaps the normal euphemisms of

Victorian politics were augmented by the contribution made by

O'Connor in a voluminous outpouring of meditations upon the

spectacle of politics. He was the most 'practical' of politicians

yet he combined this with a journalism based on an evocative

reporting of parliawent. He paid less attention to the

organisation of the Irish movement in England as his journalistic

fortunes improved. This was an acceptable process when personal

advancement was such a necessity. He could argue that most of the

real work had been done for the Irish organisation and all that

was required now was consolidation. He delegated responsibility

in the Irish National League to the secretaries. It may

truthfully be said that he found detailed consistent work of

any description irksome and this was to prove disadvantageous in

O'Connor could be all things to all men. Hamilton Fyfe makes the

point that, 'Throughout his later life O'Connor was looked on as

a famous journalist who had sat for a long time in parliament

without taking a large part in its proceedings. ' Hamilton Fyfe,

T. P. O'Connor, p. 101. Other journalists saw O'Connor's

career in a different light. There were bound to be times when

O'Connor was more active in parliament, as for instance in the

negotiations on the Home Rule Bill from 1910-1914.
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his journalism. In 1888 he became editor of the London Star in

the Liberal Radical interest. This is not only of interest in the

light it sheds on the issues that were disturbing Britain in the

second half of the 'eighties but also demonstrates the close and

irrevocable ties which had grown up between such Irish politicians

as O'Connor and the Liberals. The organisation which he

commanded also shared these feelings towards the Liberals, which in

1891 were to turn them against Parnell. But in view of the

failure of this Liberal-Radical-Irish agitation when it reached its

culmination in the second Home Rule Bill of Gladstone in 1894, the

Nationalist organisation in Britain was to appear to have less

relevance as a democratic organisation in view of the increasingly

urgent economic plight of the Irish whom O'Connor represented.

There were indications that O'Connor, after the 1886 election,

did not wish to be any longer held down to the sort of detailed

election work he had undertaken for Parnell in 1885 and 1886. At

the League Convention which met in Liverpool in November 1886 both

he and John Barry tried to make it a point of discipline in the

Irish party for them not to interfere in municipal contests.

These affairs appeared only divisive to the Executive. It was now

moreover liable to prove a bone of contention with the local

Liberal organisations and the Executive did not have, more

correctly did not want to have, the 'local knowledge', the

‘unfair responsibility' of 'choosing among friends,' since these

municipal contests, 'paralyse and dissipate our power in
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parliamentary elections (cries of No! No! and cheers).' | Lt

was a delicate matter, to take from the officers of the League in

the localities the practical and often advantageous expression

of their political zeal, and two councillors from Liverpool,

Donnell and O'Hare, opposed the resolution. The most that could

be done was to refer the matter back to the Executive and the

strength of the opposition was sufficient for O'Connor never to

raise the matter again.~ What O'Connor preferred to do was to

re-emphasise the national struggle without making the conference

too much of a post-mortem on the previous election. They were

at least ‘properly satisfied' and 'in the one election our

strength was a little more apparent than in the other,' and he

claimed that overall 99% of the Irish voters had followed the

advice of the Executive. Their own house was in order, failure

could be attributed to the, 'disruption and division' of the

Liberal party - a point which he did not enlarge upon. Though it

was better to be ‘united in wrong than disunited in right (cheers)...

the Irish race both in England and the United States had acquitted

1. Daily Post, November 8. He also touched on the divisive effects

of the interference of 'Catholic' interests as in the case of the

Catholic Registration Society in Cardiff.

The following year it was agreed that Irishmen should take part

in Municipal contests.



themselves well.' After a history of division in Irish National

organisations characterised by, 'that vehemence and force which

occasionally distinguished minorities, especially if they were

Irish (laughter) ... their affairs nowwere conducted in that spirit

of eoliaknanee and fair play which he |0'Connor| was glad to say

were the modern characteristics of all Irish deliberative

assemblies. (Cheers)'. |

Things were much less complicated for OConnor, there was a

democratic alliance with a common enemy and there was no bar on

his radicalism. His persistent claim now was for the support of the

English working class. Now that the Liberal party had taken Home

Rule to its bosom they were liable in some quarters to rival the

Irish party itself in advocacy of the Irish cause, especially as this

was the area in which the separated brethren had 'deserted the great

Liberal leader. '* O'Connor allowed that in the past 'the

Daily Post, November 8. O'Connor speaking at the public meeting
which usually followed Conventions - at Lord Nelson St. Concert Hall.
John O'Connor at the same meeting said that, 'It had been reserved for

the Irishmen of Liverpool ... to plant the banner of the Irish party
in the midst of the enemy' where they formed the Irish 'second line'
those ‘at home' being the first line and those in the U.S.A. being the
third line. If the organisation of the Irish in Britain continued
apace it would, he said, allow them to 'dominate the destinies of Great
Britain herself.' See also Liberal Home Ruler, October 23, where it

was said that the adoption of Home Rule by the Liberal party had
‘removed the unpleasant relations which had at one time existed between
the organisation INLGB. and the Liberal party.

Liberal Home Ruler, July 17. See also C.C.O'Brien, Parnell and his
Party, D.226, for the attitude of Labouchere. O'Connor still saw
Labouchere as a valuable intermediary with Gladstone. On 21 August
1886 he wrote to Labouchere asking him to intervene with a speech on
an amendment which he (O'Connor) was proposing to the Tories Land
Purchase Schemes. O'Connor at this stage saw such schemes as ‘large

additions to [the ] already serious burdens' of Irish farmers and

British taxpayers. He thought that such schemes had also 'got the

Liberal Unionists into a difficulty' and that Labouchere's

intervention would increase these difficulties by forcing the

Unionists to decide on the Land Purchase proposals. See O'Connor

to Labouchere, 21 August 1886, Viscount Gladstone papers, B.M.Add.

MSS. 46016, F.121.
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Irish people were bound to fight the Irish cause on National lines!

but that the situation now was appreciably better.

The Irish people owed a debt of gratitude to the working

classes of the rest of the country - Irish landlords were

more unpopular than even in Ireland. Nationalists would

soon have to protect the Irish landlords from the English

Radicals... The English working class would be disappointed

if the Irish people did not make an honourable and manly

struggle for their homes and families...1

This was in fact thanking the English working classes in

anticipation of the next election result; it was to be the

propagandist platform pursued by O'Connor, a propaganda that was to be

at its most effective in the years leading up to Gladstone's last

ministry. But it was no longer a case of O'Connor crying in the

wilderness for his own special brand of radicalism, obvious as the

unity of interest had been to him since 1880. The National League

convention was advertised in a London newspaper as showing that

Irishmen,

most of them strangers to one another, can, in orderly

businesslike manner, dispose of a years work in one day

Land that as a consequence] 'it is safe to assume that

three hundred Irishmen, selected for their trained experience

in public life, or their thorough knowledge and touch with

Ae The Times, September 3; O'Connor speaking at Shoreditch on the
rejection of Parnell's Tenant Relief bill.
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the committees which select them as representatives, would

and could transact the affairs of the Irish population in

equally businesslike faabieas ss.

For the first time and because of the 'spirit and perseverance

of the Irish race in its claim for restored nationhood' the Irish case

as a constitutional movement was being put before English readers with

all the enthusiasm of those making a new discovery. It was becoming

familiar and respectable to Liberals and was a proper subject for

impassioned pleas for the rights of nationalities - of the sort

granted or denied to Germans, Italians and Poles. This was to some

extent a minority view, or one expressed most in minority newspapers.

Newspapers rose and fell mirroring political movements much more

closely in this period, not having to appear 'Independent' if they

were in any sense left wing. It was importantat this juncture for

such newspapers not only to state the case for Ireland but to minister

to the loyal heart of the Liberal party.

It has been the boast of the English press that it afforded

a perfectly free platform whereon all public questions might

be impartially discussed...[but where Ireland was concerned,

1. Liberal Home Ruler November 13, or alternatively,

So like her three-leaved shamrock, we

Shall laugh up to the sun,

And England, Ireland, Scotland, three

At last shall be but one.

'New Irish Melodies' no. 2 'the Shanrock' by Dr. W. C. Bennett
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they] do their utmost to exclude from it all that is most

valuable in a constructive sense and admit all kinds of

criticism whether fair or unfair, thoughtful or hysterical,

it has mattered not, so long as it has been hostile.

Tested by every constitutional method, there can be no doubt

that the Irish people en masse demand the right to arrange their

own affairs in their own island. ...Mr. Parnell and his

colleagues are persistently misrepresented in the press. [It

would be the task of this newspaper] to place the Irish case

before the English people, to remove English misconceptions....

The split in the Liberal party and the work of education that was

still to be done in view of its electoral results convinced more than

the radical wing of the Liberal party of the new importance of

persuading the voter. Since the 1884 Reform Act it had been seen both as

an excuse for the Liberals and a necessity. In purely party terms the

new situation that had arisen in the press world was to the dis-

advantage of the Liberals. What had appeared as a majority of Liberal

papers in the north and the midlands was perhaps no longer the case,*

Liberal Home Ruler, July 17. By the time of the convention of that

year this paper was complaining that, ‘London newspapers have abstained

from comment on the National League Convention at Liverpool and the

subsequent public proceedings of the delegates.' Liberal Home Ruler,

November 13. London papers however much they may have represented

advanced radical opinion in such cases were not national newspapers.

The Conventions were reported at length in the Freemans Journal,

in the Diamond press, by the newspapers of the town in which a

particular convention met, and as a matter of course in such provincial

newspapers as the Daily Post which were catering for Liberal as well as

Irish interest. The greatest growth in the strength of the League

was between 1883-1886. See C.C.O'Brien, Parnell and his Party, p.274.
See 'The Conservative Provincial Press' in National Review, July,

August 1885, pp. 634, 818. Here the author of the article deplored the
lack of a strong Conservative press in the north and midlands. This
situation had, he said, existed since 1874 when the country was Liberal
and 'they were the aggressive party.' In the west midlands at least the

defection of the Liberal Unionists had weakened this Liberal advantage.
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especially as Liberalism, so its apologists frequently maintained, relied

more on its arguments and well-informed opinion than did the Unionists.

The power of the press and the reformed franchise had quickly been

seized upon in the self-regarding world of London journalism, as had the

supposed effectiveness of London journalism compared to that of the

provinces. Both W. T. Stead in the Pall Mall Gazette and Labouchere

in Truth welcomed the prospects before them with different geaaSeen of

what the situation would allow but both, as 'Radicals' were

enthusiastic about the democratic processes involved. Stead was

enjoying 'Government by Journalism' an extended metaphor which appeared

to have some basis in fact only because journalistic practice was

changing at a greater rate than the practice of the mother of

parliaments. As a result, newspapers, .

are nearer the people... The House of Commons, elected once

in six years, may easily cease to be in touch with the

people. A Representative and...his constituents [may have]

as little in common with Mr. Parnell and the citizens of

London. The member immediately after his election leaves

his constituency and plunges into a new world with a

different atmosphere, moral, social and political. But

an editor must live among the people whose opinions he

essays to express.....- |

Everything was to the detriment of parliament according to

Stead. Labouchere on the other hand, in two articles published

 

1. In Contemporary Review, May 1886, pp. 654-670.
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earlier than Steads' had denigrated the role even of the London

editor, to the advantage of the radical politician.

London editors have been in the habit of laying down the law.

[They have been] either Conservative or exceedingly moderate

Liberals... [in future] it will not be sufficient for a man

to tell us he is a Liberal in order that we shall have

confidence in him. We must know what he means by the term

Liberal.

and further

The paramount influence of the Tories disappeared with the

appearance of the penny press; the paramount influence of

the London dailies has disappeared with the appearance of

numerous local dailies in the metropolis, and of dailies

in any provincial town of any ines

These polemical and pedagogical articles, expressing attitudes

rather than fact indicate nevertheless important ingredients in the

political journalism of the period. From the ‘eighties until well

on into the twentieth century journalism was manufacturing a myth

of instant history which however ephemeral it was and however

readily it was dismissed, provides by virtue of that very ephemerality

Truth, 5, 26 November 1885.c.f. Stead 'As a rule the Liberals look
to the provinces, the Conservatives to the metropolitan press.'
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a necessary counterpart to political history.| The union of

politics and journalism was in the air or had been re-established.

Frequently debates in parliament would arise or be ended on reports

received from newspapers, an understandable state of affairs when

the telegraph and the journalist on the spot were rivalling

ministerial sources of information, and often questions were

avoided on the plea that the minister in question had merely read

the same newspapers as the honourable member. O'Connor in the first

session of the new Tory parliament spent as much time defending

Dillon and the speeches he was reported to have made and in

denigrating the Home Secretary and bookseller W. H. Smith for a

supposed boycott on Liberal newspapers as in arguing against the

new Tory Coercion Bill in committee. In the same parliament the

old and never to be forgotten charges which had been brought against

O'Connor by The Times when he was supposed to have consorted with

with extremists at the Chicago convention were repeated.“ The more

For an outright refutation of the claims of journalism during this

period see M. Ostragorski, Democracy and the Organisation of Political
Parties, i, 409. It was claimed he said that in Britain 'as a
channel of political information... the newspapers contribute to the
enlightenment of the public. [But in] inspiring hatred and disgust

for the opposite party...have so far perverted their [the public's]
taste as to make them think every political article written with
moderation insipid... [but] the public no longer has its old belief
in the leading article... [the public increasingly] read the
newspaper for its non-political views and often vote with its
opponents.' This is a necessary corrective and shows at least that

the appearance of scepticism has a long pedigree. Ostragorski's comment

came at the end of a long period of such political journalism, in

1896 and he quoted the case of one city where he said there were three

prosperous evening newspapers where the opposing party always won

elections. In Liverpool the Liberal press predominated but the
Tories always won elections.

Hansard, 3,313, 162, 1 April 1887. In the debate on the supposed
"boycott' by W. H. Smith, O'Connor brought the claims of journalism

directly into the House for, 'If hon. gentlemen had to make their
living by literature they would know a little more about the subject

and would not be so bland in their treatment lof it].' Ibid,3,313,
1764, April 22.
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notorious charges which The Times made against Parnell, accusing

him of complicity in the Phoenix Park murders were laid at the same

time on April 17. Newspapers were beginning to act in a semi-

judicial and semi-political fashion, almost usurping the traditional

practitioners of these arts in the process.

O'Connor who had a long standing dislike of The Times, and

especially its Dublin correspondent, the editor of the Unionist

Dublin Express for the jaundiced view he gave of Irish affairs, was

impelled by a speech of Randolph Churchill's in October which

maintained that the Tories had given no pledge against coercion, to

carry the fight into the columns of The Times itself. He proceeded to

unearth the anti-coercion and even Home Rule pledges made by

Conservative candidates not only in 1885 but also in 1886. None of

his charges were convincingly answered by the Conservatives concerned.

O'Connor was largely accurate in calling the Tory position hypocritical,

'that namely when you denounce coercion or any other political

doctrine you are to be understood not as denouncing that which your

readers understand by these words, but something altogether different

which... you keep... in perpetuation locked up in your own heart'

was met by the pseudo-sophisticated final word of a 'cynic' who

repeated yet again that O'Connor had been seen in the same company

as Patrick Ford, John Finerty and Father Sheey 'dynamiters and

apostles of murder' in the offices of the Irish World, in New York,

and had kept the same company in the Chicago convention. Now the

Situation was somewhat different, now that O'Connor 'patronises
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ex-ministers and privy councillors and [they] welcome his support,'

and that in these circumstances it was 'shameless for one with such a

record to rebuke others for inconsistency and change of faith.' |

Co-operation with the Liberals was certainly running strong in

the Irish party and O'Connor was leading the way. This time it was

condoned and encouraged by Parnell as instanced in a banquet held at the

National Liberal Club in London in July cementing the Liberals and the

Irish publicly.* Throughout 1887 O'Connor had supported Liberals in any

areas where there was an Irish vote - in Exchange (Liverpool), Burnley

and Northwich. Articles which he wrote for Dublin newspapers,

especially those for the Freeman's Journal were augmented for

syndication in America and according to Trevelyan who was still at this

time a Liberal Unionist, he was also writing for ‘all the north country

Liberal papers'.? The biographical sketches of prominent members of

 

The Times, November 8. See correspondence in The Times, October 25,
27, 31, November 1, 8.

See C. C. O'Brien, Parnell and his Party, p. 27

Trevelyan to Chamberlain 17 February 1887, in Chamberlain Papers,
J.C. 5/70/26 Quoted in M. Hurst, Joseph Chamberlain and Liberal
Reunion, p. 281, where he talks of 'a clever amusing letter, full of
rhetorical and literary gossip, which the correspondent of the
Northern Echo writes daily... under the guise of an English radical
the author is running down the conference [of the National Liberal
Federation then taking place at Leeds] I am told that he is T. P.
O'Connor.' It is difficult otherwise to pin down O'Connor's
‘occasional' political journalism. Though some accounts say that
this was voluminous, it can only have been of passing interest
to O'Connor himself.
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the Irish party which he wrote for the Freeman's Journal were

published in book form as the Besseldovenent; revealing them as

human, were thought fit to 'teach the Liberal electorate throughout

Great Britain' and ‘establish a personal tie between the Irish

leaders and the English masses, as powerful for good in its way as the

personal influence of Mr. Glsdatenast= In this work O'Connor was

presenting himself once more as ‘Possessing a deep sympathy for the

English masses having taken a prominent part in English Radical

movements' and having 'the necessary experience of the dearth of

knowledge amongst English people on Irish affairs.' But the alliance

with the Liberals went further than the radical sympathies expressed

by O'Connor in 1880. The Times was correct in pointing out O'Connor's

friendship with leaders of the Liberal party - especially Labouchere

and Morley - even if its motives were mixed. The Liberals for their

part now saw O'Connor in a different light from the rest of the

fanatically dedicated ranks of the Irish party when it seemed ‘only

T. P. O'Connor [is] in rude health and he is nota patriot. '~ O'Connor

with his wider interests in literature and politics was disposed to

cultivate such friendships and his somewhat impetuous marriage to

Elizabeth Paschal an American widow had brought him into contact

with a wider London literary or 'good' society than he had enjoyed

Liberal Home Ruler, August 21 1886. The book would 'dispel the

accumulatedprejudices heaped [up] by the Dublin correspondents of the
English press.'

A.G.
Gardiner, Life of Sir William Harcourt, ii, 49.
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even as a journalist. In either case it was a great deal more

diverse than the monastic life enjoyed by Healy, Dillon or O'Brien.

He had all the qualities now for a idades of metropolitan

radicalism. The definitions were somewhat vague as Labouchere had

noted earlier, but O'Connor was after big fish, or financiers to back

a newspaper in London, where the Liberal party had most need of such

support, their aid in journals such as the Pall Mall Gazette and

Truth which both had limited circulations was not consistently 'loyal'.

Just what sort of editor or journal the Liberal orthodox had in

mind was not clear, but the necessity for such a paper was admitted.

Negotiations for the initial capital were being conducted as early

as August 1887 between Lord Ashton and O'Connor with Labouchere

as an intermediary. But they appear to have run into difficulties at

first through the expense involved, some £40,000 - though this now

seems a ridiculously small sum with which to start a newspaper. |

Lord Morley, who appeared not to know of O'Connor's and Labouchere's

scheme was discussing with Andrew Carnegie the possibility of financial

aid coming from that quarter for a Liberal paper. There was not

sufficient opportunity for two such newspapers and O'Connor became

discouraged even though some of his borrowed capital had already

been invested. Morley dropped his scheme through the intervention

of Labouchere and the field was left clear to O'Connor. His

T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders of my Day, i, 276. There had been
"trouble with Williamson' and 'the project is practically off.'

Healy to Maurice Healy 27 August. The only popular radical newspaper

in London had been the Echo, which had been founded in 1868. See
H. W. Massingham, The London Daily Press (London, 1892), p. 177.
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press was set up in Stonecutter street off Fleet Street and O'Connor

and his wife moved into a flat above the printing house so as to be

near the scene of operations. The first edition of the Star

appeared on 16 January 1888 and caused a huge sensation and was a

bigger success than even O'Connor had anticipated, selling out at

140,000 copies on its first day. It was met, if we are to believe

the self-advertisements which O'Connor ran in the paper, on the

American model, with scenes of near riot in its favour.

Many of the ideas which guided the look and policy of the paper

must long have been germinating in O'Connor's mind. Whether this

was the sort of paper which the Liberal backers - Lord Ashton, Sir

John Brunner the industrialist, J. J. Colman the mustard maker and

influential East Anglian Liberal who had been M.P. for Norwich since

1871, and Sir James Whitehead the 'liberal' lord mayor, would have

preferred is another matter. Central to the new paper was, ‘Our

Confession of Faith' a radical declaration of a type that has since

become familiar which almost filled three columns of leader writing

on the front page and which laid down in as pragmatic a way as a

manifesto issued by the INL. the forthcoming attitude of the paper.

This was to say,

a policy will be esteemed by us as good or bad as it

influences for good or evil the lot of the masses of the

people... the poorest of the nation, and of the poorest

and most helpless among them. The charwoman that stands

in St. Giles, the seamstress that is sweated in

Whitechapel, the labourer that stands begging for work
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outside the dockyard of Saint George's in the

East....'!

It declared, the year after the more blatant organs of

national propaganda had been obsessed with Queen Victoria's jubilee -

the vote for which O'Connor and other Irish Nationalists had

opposed at Westminster - that the 'martial triumphs' of a foreign

policy 'which annexes even an empire' were 'a thing to weep over,'

‘If it do nothing towards making the life of these people brighter

and happier.' Such an unashamed declaration was something new to

English journalism, especially in a London evening newspaper -

though the latter had begun to be less stolid than morning papers.“

There was something in it of American journalistic practice, especially

when it 'declared war' on 'The House of Lords, the Property Vote,

the monopoly of Parliamentary life by the rich,' and declared that

‘it is foolish to deny that vast social reforms imperatively demand

treatment.' Such challenges had been set by American editors such as

Pulitzer in the World as early as 1883. O'Connor's experience of

America undoubtedly contributed towards this sort of presentation and

he admitted as much to Stead in an interview for the Pall Mall Gazette

on the day before publication though he did make some reservations

2with regard to the more sensational aspects of American practice.

 

Star, 17 January 1888.

See Hamilton Fyfe, Sixty Years of Fleet Street, (London, 1949), p.42.
'None [of the evening papers] had large circulations. They catered

for middle class readers who liked articles with a literary touch,
gossip and humour ... a lighter fare generally than the 'mornings

cared to offer.'

Pall Mall Gazette, 16 January 1888 'I am not a believer in columns of

headlines, because I think merely that they are a waste of space; but

in many respects the American paper will be my model.!
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He was well aware of the scepticism with which a somewhat moribund

Fleet Street would greet such depiasatious and of how, in Pulitzer's

case, the fine sentiments had not been fulfilled.

Many journalists outside of the editorial ranks welcomed the

advent of the new paper, merely wondered how long it would last.

O'Connor was quite clear that the paper had been 'brought into

existence by the disgust, contempt and hate which the...desertion of

the Liberal cause by so-called Liberals has created among all the

Radicals.' This view may have been shared by Stead, it was most

certainly held by Labouchere who, more conscious of its political

implications, pinpointed with some accuracy the readers the new

paper would appeal to,

Largely the artisans and I suppose that the vast majority

of the artisans who do spend a half penny per diem on a

newspaper would be Gladstonian, for the Conservative),

and still more the Unionist, working man, is not an

intellectual being, and does not seek arguments for his

political views in newspapers and other such channels of

information, but accepts them, as part and parcel of the

beer or coal tickets which he receives from Primrose

Leaguers and other such persons....

O'Connor was not creating a mass newspaper of the type later

to be associated with Harmsworth, though the Star is the immediate

ancestor of that type of paper. His audience was still the radical

Truth, January 19. Even the Spectator approved after a fashion for.

'It is folly to give men votes and then ask them to brood in silence

over even imaginary wrongs.'



artisans of the capital whom he had first encountered in the late

‘seventies. It is difficult however to demonstrate just where the

paper was new and the first example of the 'new journalism'.

Examples of this type of journalism had risen and fallen in the

‘eighties| and it was inevitable that the paper should be an amalgam

of old and new methods and ideas. The confession of faith had

declared that,

In our editorial department we shall find no place for the

verbose and prolix articles to which most of our

contemporaries still adhere.... We believe that the

reader of the daily journal longs for other reading than

mere politics. |

But the balance between politics and the rest was something of

a matter of a change in emphasis. Undoubtedly there was a real

change in approach on the part of O'Connor and he had gathered together

a staff to carry out this 'lighter' and more combative journalism

which was probably unparalleled and unequalled since in brilliance.

Apart from journalists who were to reach the highest points of their

profession in the later years of the century and the early years of

the twentieth century, there was H. W. Massingham one of the greatest

and most awkward of radical journalists ever to inhabit Fleet Street,

Richard Le Gallienne as book reviewer, Clement Shorter and A. B.

Walkley as drama and literary critics and two bright rising stars,

a young clerk from the Colonial Office, Sidney Webb and a penniless

Irishman, George Bernard Shaw, both hired at first as a speculative

1.See Chapter II above.
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and kindly gesture by O'Connor.| The prominence of literary, dramatic,

above all 'personal' anecdotage did lighten the front page. O'Connor

himself had a column, as well as writing any leader on Ireland, which

was called 'Mainly About People' - never muck-raking but never any

great respector of neekohs This can easily be contrasted to the old

style of governance of editors

who supposed that journalism could go on as it was without

danger. They raised their eyebrows at the suggestion that a

newspaper should be readable... The notion that pains should

be taken to attract readers who were interested in matters

outside politics, they dismissed as absurd - the Social

Programme - that was more ridiculous...”

and the collection of news was no longer to be,

the antiquated idea that long reports of speeches and trials

were essential and that for the rest of the staff of a

newspaper should just sit and wait for what news was

sent ine

But given O'Connor's, 'tremendous interest in people' and ‘impatience

with the tradition that it was vulgar to pose them in the limelight

See Hamilton Fyfe, T. P. O'Connor, pp 144-145. Shaw had seen the
possibilities from the start. See his Diary where the first mention
of this is for 30 December 1887 'Called on T. P. O'Connor' Diary of
George Bernard Shaw in Library of the London School of Economics.

See for instance the Star, January 23, 'The Prince of Wales and Justin

Huntley McCarthy M.P. are learning to play the banjo.'
 

Hamilton Fyfe, Sixty Years of Fleet Street, p. 42.

Ibid, p. 50
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of the press', the importance of politics and the power of the

editor in this direction was just as strong. O'Connor's interview with

Stead shows how it was now more than ever considered a necessary

function of an editor to control and pass judgements on immediate

political affairs. Though Stead was liable to be more convinced of

this than O'Connor, | editors in general 'regarded themselves as the

guardians of public interest against the ambition of the politicians

on the one side and the hysteria of the mob on the other’ their

papers were 'the vehicle of an enlightened and instructed public

opinion.?* O'Connor would not have had it any other way but his

radical position and an ensuing lack of a conservative attitude to

news caused a slackening of editorial dictatorship over the staff.

In consequence some saw editorial 'irresponsibility' in the advocacy

of extreme views and the employment of people with such views.

Dissension with orthodox Liberalism soon arose and highlights the

contradictions inherentin Liberalism at this time.

Editorial policy with regard to Ireland was clear cut and,

by contrast with what was to occur in other spheres, not in dispute.

The statement of policy on this had been that 'regarding all racial

Pall Mall Gazette, January 16. O'Connor showed Stead two separate

staircases to the editors office, in case 'Mr. Parnell and Mr. Buckle

take it in to their heads to call on him at the same time.’ O'Connor

also took the opportunity to point 'sadly to the window which

overlooks a disused graveyard.'

Wilson Pope The Story of the Star (London, 1938) p. 23. Pope worked

on the Star under O'Connor and became editor of the paper in 1920.

His comment shows how difficult it is to be specific about changes in

journalism since he also believed that this sense of responsibility

‘largely perished before the development of the commercial press.'

The criticism that the Star's backers made of O'Connor was that he

was not commercial enough.
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hatreds as barbarous' they had no sympathy for ‘a policy which

perpetuates these hatreds.' This was directly aimed at the repressive

policy of Arthur Balfour, the new and surprisingly bloody-minded

Irish Secretary. It could be interpreted as the sort of party

political purpose for which the paper had been founded. This was the

side of policy for which O'Connor was directly responsible, and which

would do most to reconcile the venture to the ranks of the Irish

party. But even this could be interpreted too widely - attacks on the

Liberal Unionists, such as Lord Hartington who,

should be driven over to the Tories [as] ... he has the

guile or the impudence, the dull, stupid mind, the hatred

to change, the contempt for the people, the faith in

brutal methods of government which are the essential marks

of the Tory mindsiwcs

were something new in vehemence. They were hardly likely to appeal

to Liberal backers who were near Hartington in social standing and

outlook, if as yet more decided than him in political allegiance.

This was not providing the sort of Liberal programme which might

heal the wounds in the Liberal party, especially as the fear was

becoming general that after the Home Rule crisis of 1886 'the Gladstonian

party would not be able to hold its ground..-its respectable members

[having] become Unioniste. '* But from the first O'Connor had a

disconcerting habit of linking extreme radical movements in England

with troubles in Ireland. The advent of the Star coincided with

Star, January 18.

M. Ostrogorski, Op. Cit., i, 343.
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demonstrations in Trafalgar Square on the so-called ‘Bloody Sunday'

when Sir Charles Warren 'the self-conceited bully who had

introduced martial law into London' ordered the dispersal of a

large socialist and radical demonstration. The arrest of Burns and

Graham, two of the Socialist speakers was compared in the Star to the

imprisonment of 'scores of Irishmen who are going the straight true

way to set their country free.'' In the same issue O'Connor revealed

that Wilfred Blunt at a country house party had expressed his

intention of going to speak in Ireland, Balfour, a fellow guest had

replied 'I shall lock you up like the others'. As Blunt was a

shareholder in the paper this may not have been well received. Yet.

for the most part Ireland was not a bone of contention in these

quarters, it was a matter on which the Gladstonian party was

outwardly united. There were doubts if it was ‘possible to arouse

the interests of the working classes for any cause which does not

touch their own interests directly' hut however valid these doubts

may have been, the paper which raised them, one which had been newly

established by Liberals to tackle Home Rule, was only concerned to

show 'the capacity Lof the working people] for enthusiasm in a right

cause for its own sake.' It was correct in pointing to a new

spirit in the country on the issue, however long it was to last,

In the north of England at least... progress has been

more decided than we could have expected... they are never

 

Star, January 19



weary of receiving information about Ireland.

In factory’ and in workshop a revolution has been

accomplished... old feelings of distrust, dislike, hatred

or at best indifference, have disappeared before the

terrible facts that have been placed before them...

On the Socialist or extreme Liberal side - these terms were to

remain fluid - there was still some hesitation. Keir Hardie had

stood as an independent candidate for labour at a Lanark by-election

in April 1888, and while Parnell and the official Irish party had

supported the Liberal candidate, Davitt had supported Keir Hardie.*

Socialist speakers in London such as Burns annoyed many Irishmen at

Hyde Park and at public meetings by characterising and condemning the

policy of the Irish party.? Where O'Connor could not avoid the issue

he declared against Labour ‘intervention' in electoral contests

because it disrupted the Home Rule vote, an apologia that nevertheless

annoyed many from the outset. His original declaration in the Star

had said that 'remedies styled Socialistic, we shall not either

accept or oppose... because of any epithet that is applied to them'

was a courageous enough statement in its way. But when it came to

electoral tactics he was determined to be 'practical'. The Executive

of the INL. published a manifesto in April advising Irish electors

 

Journal of the Home Rule Union, June 1888.

See T. W. Moody, 'Michael Davitt and the British Labour movement',

T.R.H.S., p. 65-66, and C. C. O'Brien, Parnell and his Party, p.227.

See Burns papers Diary, B.M.Add. MSS 46310, f. 34. At Sydney Hall
‘Several Irishmen [were] much annoyed at my denunciation of [the]
Irish leaders declaring against Keir Hardie for mid-Lanark.!
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in the Mid-Lanark election to vote Liberal and during May and June

association with Labour was disparaged in Star leaders. The Home

Government branches of the Irish National League in Glasgow which were

under the leadership of Richard McGhee were condemned for declaring

for Labour' and John Wilson the president of the Labour Electoral

Association, and ex-M.P. for Durham was interpreted in the Star as

saying that Home Rule was still the dominant issue in national

politics.“ O'Connor continued to work in the official Liberal

interest, as reported in the Star in March when he spoke at a meeting

organised by Swindon Liberal Association. More than a suggestion of

paternalism was apparent in the description of the audience.

The meeting started promptly at seven; for these working

men that are listening with such keen and almost pathetic

interest to the story of Irish wrongs, have to start work

at six o'clock every morning for themselves and their

families and can't afford to be up at night....°

Throughout 1888 and 1889 every by-election would be followed, usually

successfully in the interest of the 'progressive' candidate. O'Connor

and his paper was not radical enough for some as a consequence. This

was henceforward to be a besetting sin of any new radical paper in

 

. Star, May 7, 'The New Labour Party'.

Star, June 7. 'The Labour Party and Elections'. After saying that
the Labour party had no designs on the mining constituencies of the
north-east Wilson was reported as saying 'Home Rule certainly remains

the greatest question in the north.'

Star, March 1.'A splendid reception is given [to O'Connor] but before
he is able to start on his speech he is interrupted by the incident
that has now become inevitable at every meeting of earnest radicals, '

three cheers for the Star' - its politics are just the kind of

politics the Swindon men want.'
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some self-righteous quarters. Annie Besant protested that the Star

was not doing enough for her campaign as did other members of Liberal

clubs who were in fact Socialists. George Bateman of the Holborn

Liberal club wrote to ask if,

the interests of the workmen [were] to be pushed aside for

the convenience of the political parties... show us you are

progressive by adopting a Labour programme ...if the

interests of ...labour can only be pushed by splitting the

Liberal party then a little splitting must take place.' |

Such protests were the work of a very small minority, but one which

knew the value of propaganda and one which was campaigning at a time of

great and growing industrial unrest. O'Connor might not have understood

or fully sympathised with such idealism and can be portrayed as something

of an innocent, hiring Sydney Webb and imploring him 'not to antagonise

the socialists' thinking somebody with a Colonial Office background

was bound to do just that, and unaware of Webb's doctrine of ‘permeation’.

In the same way he quickly took Shaw off the writing of political notes,

or rather refused to accept them, a disconcerting outcome for Shaw who

was attracted to the Star by the belief that he alone was capable of

writing the leader and most of the politics for that paper. ne Shaw

remembered it in his whig fashion O'Connor 'told me that, man alive, it

would be five hundred years before such stuff became practical political

journalism. '© Yet O'Connor's rallying cry for the portion of hew

Star, June 19.

George Bernard Shaw (Corno di Bassetto) London Music in 1888-9,(London,
1937), Intro.p.v. See Shaw's Diary for January and February. He

resigned from the Editorial staff on February 9, because O'Connor

persisted in altering or refusing his political notes. He was moved

to musical criticism. There is a typescript syllabus, dated 5 June 1896,
in the Shaw collection (correspondence with the Fabian Society) in which
O'Connor proposed to lecture on 'how soon it was checked' i.e. Fabian
permeation of the Star. This may have been wishful thinking, after

the event.
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journalism for which he was responsible, which was published in

1889 in the New Review after he had had time to think about it,

defined his own position as being that,

If tomorrow I were convinced that the two political

parties were as united against labour as they were

[once] against Ireland I should certainly have complete

sympathy with the school of politicians who think that a

Labour party should take up towards Liberalism the same

attitude as was assumed by Irishmen towards Liversiielc

This was the proper attitude for an editor or politician of some

responsible standing to take. In contrast to Hyndman who questioned

the usefulness of an alliance between radicals and social democrats

condemning the 'vagueness and confusion' of radical politics, the Star

was able to ask what special kind of socialism there was with which

radicals could have nothing in common and by this time, in April 1889,

evidenced 'twelve months of serious propaganda' as having ‘done for ever

with laisser faire'.

Yet even this accommodation was probably the work of

Massingham and Webb, a forerunner of the ‘Radical Programme' Massingham

was to introduce in 1891. They maintained that the Star was 'Not for

 

New Review, October 1889. 'The New Journalism'. It did, however, take
O'Connor a long time to be convinced of this, while Ireland was still
an issue. As he said in the same article, '...in this work-a-day
world, a man must make up his mind to be one or other of the two
political parties that divide a country.'
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Home Rule Alone' however indissoluble O'Connor thought Ireland was

with other things. At times of increasing eviction in Ireland

the Star would increase its coverage, O'Connor might declare that

‘the lull in the fierce discussion of the great controversy of the

Land was but temporary, Land] that is the great guarantee of the final

success of Home Rule. It is always with us never settled but always

demanding attention,' | and the campaign against Balfour would reach

a new peak of virulence. But an English newspaper and one more

confined to the metropolis than was to be the case later was bound

to regard English and London affairs as of equal, usually more,

pressing importance than what happened in Ireland. In the last

resort Londoners were admitted to 'take more interest in a cat shot

in Fleet Street than the overthrow of the King of Timbuctoo.'*

London at this time was said to be 'ruled by one of the ...most

corrupt oligarchies that ever disgraced and robbed a city! The

matter had been aired in a debate in parliament before the Star

was founded* and O'Connor then announced that one of the aims of the

paper would be to combat this and a feature was made of a ‘War on

Corruption' much in the American style and details were given of whom

to vote for to combat the menace at each municipal election.” This

Star, Leaders for January 3, 9, 25. These are typical, as are

complaints against imprisonments and evictions. See ©. C. O'Brien,
Parnell and his Party, p. ell.

Pall Mall Gazette, January 16.

Star, ‘Confession of Faith,’ January 17.

Hansard, 3, 311, 913, March 1, 1887.

Other campaigns were concerned with specific labour troubles such as

the strike of the match girls in July 1888 and the London dock strike

of 1889 or against fraudulent companies. There was also a column the
‘Labour World' which followed less dramatic disputes in the provinces with

a sympathetic eye. From June the Star also incorporated American practice

in setting and headlines. See Stanley Morrison, The English Newspaper,
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reached a climax in the first general municipal contest to take

place in London after the foundation of the Star, in January 1889,

the success of which according to the Star was followed by a ‘Socialist

Manifesto' for the guidance of the new councillors. |

O'Connor was still not greatly perturbed at what were still

extremist complaints and very hesitant ones at that. He was convinced

that he was witnessing the onset of a new era in society, a quite

pardonable belief in an editor given such a powerful new newspaper.

He defined it in this way, somewhat hopefully and euphemistically, but

as a good publicist,

Fifteen or twenty years ago it was held that a large

number of evils from which humanity suffered were inevitable

and incurable and you were hardly regarded as a learned or

scientific person in those days unless you had a certain

subdued satisfaction that the majority of men were

miserable and were bound to remain so to the énaece®

Star, 31 January 1889. 'The first council for London was largely
nominated in the office of the Star and at all public gatherings of

Liberals its name was mentioned and cheered.' See Wilson Pope, The

Story of the Star, p. 19.

 

Star,O'Connor speaking at Bethnal Green, January 12; Municipal

contests, and local government received much attention throughout

1888 and 1889 largely due to the implementation of Salisbury's
Local Government Act. This was the case in London at any rate.

O'Connor disapproved of its application in the rural areas and took

little notice of its effect in the north.
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This was a different and more sophisticated attitude than

O'Connor adopted when speaking on a purely Irish national platform in

favour of the Liberals as he was to do shortly afterwards in a by-

election contest in Exchange, Dixorséci.. or as when he was presented

with a complimentary banquet by the National League. But in London

which he had by now adopted as his native city, he had become a

literary and political lion of some importance. His flat above the

Star offices had become, much to his wife's approval, the 'progressive'

centre of London life liable to be filled with 'a great crush of

British and Irish M.P.s and representatives of science, art and

beauty,'~ a pre-eminent position which was amplified by his article for

the New Review which was regarded as the definitive account of the 'New

Journalism'. His prestige had never been so great.

Others were not so enthusiastic about this. O'Connor had too

easily assumed the good wishes and tolerance of his backers and that

‘the large resources placed at our disposal, the larger resources at

our command, enable us to start our newspaper on a more stable

foundation than has happened to almost any other journal on its

 

The by-election was first fixed for January and then deferred till
July. O'Connor took no part in a seaman's strike which lasted from
April to August 1889 or a dockers' strike which lasted from November
1889 to May 1890 and which was finally settled through the
intervention of Michael Davitt.

Truth, 4 July 1888. Including Shaw who had an extravagantly literary
friendship with O'Connor's wife the most notable feature of which on
her side was asking him why he didn't make more money. See Shaw's
Diary June 27 in London School of Economics Library and Mrs. O'Connor
to Shaw 17 September 1888 (Shaw papers, B.M.Add.MSS 50502) 'Why are
you so poor...a man as brilliant as you are should be making a
fortune.' Mrs. O'Connor wrote an autobiography, I Myself, (London,
1910). Her marriage to (Connor was not a great success and they
eventually separated.
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inception. ' | The paper was a financial success from the first, but

hardly, as had been hoped by its backers, ‘politely Liberal and in

all other respects conventionally commonplace. '@ On almost every

issue they found O'Connor's attitude and the opinions expressed by

Massingham unsatisfactory. Sir James Whitehead in his capacity as

Lord Mayor of London was not likely to welcome articles on corruption

in the metropolis. Untitled, but ambitious, Liberal businessmen did

not want to abolish the House of Lords. Lord Ashton who knew less

about journalism than about strict economy wanted O'Connor's salary

cut to £800. William O'Brien who was a less generous journalist

than O'Connor had no great love of orthodox Liberals, typified those

such as backed O'Connor's venture as, 'Pharisees' who 'feared and

intrigued against anyone who took its [Liberalism's] professions

seriously.” Much of their objections, apart from the sympathetic

attention paid to labour troubles at a time when 'London, well-to-do

London, wassuffering from herve’ was due to O'Connor's belief in the

personalising touch. The Star, under O'Connor, persistently attacked

Joseph Chamberlain and the 'machine politics' of Birmingham. O'Connor

carried this dislike into the House of Commons where he caused a

sensation in a Chamber which had come to regard Irish members, unfairly,

Star, 17 January 1888.

H. Fyfe, Sixty Years of Fleet Street, p. 44.

Ibid., p. 45.

Wilson Pope, The Story of the Star, p. 9.
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as capable of anything, by calling Chamberlain, 'Judas', | which was

an advance on his being called a 'Glass-eyed Kaffir'~ but it led even

other radical newspapers to suggest that O'Connor should confine such

epithets to his newspapers.” It was not the first time O'Connor

had been involved in unparliamentary demonstrations, but it was the

most serious and O'Connor had to apologise to the House. This did not

stop him suggesting that he was unrepentant in the Star. But although

O'Connor could not credit the fact it was determined that he would

have to oe the post as editor. He was often distinctly blind to

the effect he was creating and in this respect not among the greatest

of politicians. As he defined it in his article for the New Review,

'There was a day when every allusion to the personal

appearance, the habits, the clothes or the social life of

any person would have been regarded as an impertinence, and

almost as an indecency [the public would have] no idea of the

background in politics ...you saw [politicians'] names

frequently in print...but of the man behind these public

utterances you were told uetuing.'*

 

O'Connor again called Chamberlain 'Judas' in the debate on the Second

Home Rule Bill, See Hansard, 4, 15, 724, 27 July 1897. He had to

apologise again. In the Star the Birmingham political machine was

said to perpetuate, ‘all those dishonest acts by which popular

opinion is suffocated and artificial opinion is manufactured.' Star,

6 March 1888.

This was only one example of a habit of political imprecation in the

newspaper. Balfour was 'Caligula', the proprietor of The Times ‘a

forger' and its editor 'a ruffian', Hamilton Fyfe, T. P. O'Connor,

pe 100.

 

Radical Leader, 4 August 1888.

New Review, October 1889, 'The New Journalism'.
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Unfortunately, and as he was to believe was the case with

most innovations, those who were being instructed took a lot of

convincing. In any case the distinction he drew between this and

gossip was not very vigorous, resting as it did on tact, and which he

was not always. sure to apply himself in the case of people, or

institutions like royalty, which he disliked. His attacks on the

pensions awarded to Alexandra, the widow of the German Emperor and upon

the conduct of the Prince of Wales was of a type that had been unseen

in English journalism since Regency days, or at least the early years

of Queen Victoria's reign. To justify this emphasis on the personal

in terms of historical value was equally naive. He anticipated that,

«eethe historians of the twentieth century [would find

invaluable] a graphic account of some night of heat and

passion in which Mr. Parnell made one of his historic

utterances with clenched teeth and pale facey.....

Even his invocation of Macaulay and Carlyle” failed to give

this claim substance, even though it indicates the all-pervasive

interest in politics which O'Connor did his best to satisfy and

stimulate. It was a rationalisation, a self-justificatory argument.

It did mark a change in the reporting of politics and one which was not

altogether welcomed when it reached its apotheosis in the golden age

Ibid.

It was never a very profound argument. He obviously preferred not to
go very deeply into the pessimistic implications of Carlyle's
‘History is the essence of innumerable biographies'. See J. R. Hale,
Lhe Evolution of British Histiography, (London, 1967), Introduction,
Po tls
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of Northcliffe.

Such a policy conditioned O'Connor's role as editor in the

paper. It was as if he was merely engaged in writing the chief column,

he 'would have liked to [have gone] on writing without reference to the

clock and Parke [Massingham's assistant] who had to get the paper to

press, could do nothing until the editorial page was safely locked

up for the day. Massingham, whom it is claimed was largely

responsible for the day to day management of the paper, paid full

tribute to O'Connor's energy as a writer, especially during the

reporting of something which was liable to catch his interest such as

that of the Commission on Parnell and The Times.* But frequently

in this context he was accused of paying too much attention to his

3duties in parliament. In fact O'Connor's pre-occupations with

Ireland could all afford to have a journalistic quality when the whole

of Ireland appeared to be fighting The Times. O'Donnell who had

severed his connection with Parnell in 1884, brought an action against

The Times in July 1888." Discussion on Parnell's case in Parliament

and in the Commission proceeded throughout 1888 marked by high points

like Parnell's denunciation of the letters implicating him in the

Wilson Pope, The Story of the Star, p. 25. Parke became editor of the

Star in 1891 after the resignation of Massingham and is generally

credited with its greatest success.

H. W. Massingham, The London Daily Press, p. 181.

J. W. Robertson-Scott, "Wetand Me , (London, 1956), p. 139.'T. P.
spent most of his time in the House and the paper was really run

by [Massingham]'.

Star, July 2.
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Phoenix Park murders as forgeries. | O'Connor brought an action for

libel against The Times on the implication that se too was involved

in the murders - as did John Redmond.“ O'Connor was also helping the

Irish cause in the Star by attacking papal interference in the issue

of nationalism, a support that was very valuable.” But above all

his theme in the paper, and the one for which it was welcomed in other

radical quarters was that the unity of the Liberal-Irish ranks must

not be apie.t This was the theme that he propounded at the League

Convention in October 1888. He was,

for Labour candidates, and for the most varied claims that

can be put forward on behalf of the working classes'

[but it was not] better at this crisis to lose with a

labour candidate than to win with a middle class candidateSee

In Parliament on July 6.

See Journal of the Home Rule Union, August 13. Probably the clearing

of Parnell under the 'Times Protection Bill', the Star's definition of

the commission to enquire into the Times allegations, (Star, August

11) took the momentum out of these actions, though the commission did

subsequently condemn speeches which had been made by members of the

Irish party.

Star, April 25, '...they take their religion from Rome; but they take

their politics from Ireland'. For the Church and Ireland at this

time see C. C. O'Brien, Parnell and his Party, pp. 213-25.

See Radical Leader, September 1, which comments approvingly on the

'Hibernian'element in the Star and maintains that Ireland was the

'Belgium' of British politics. It re-iterated that Ireland and

enlightenment on that subject was what such papers had been founded

for. Therefore it was disposed also to condemn Webb's ‘supposedly

advanced' programme as designed to, 'drive all the moderate Liberals

into the ranks of Toryism' Radical Leader, September 8. O'Connor

spoke at by-elections in Colchester in December and at Govan in

January 1889 on the same lines. He was also involved with the

travelling political vans financed by the Star, one forerunner of the

Clarion vans, and spoke from these at Leominster and Kennington. See

Journal of the Home Rule Union, October 1888 and March 1889.

Radical Leader, 1 September 1888.
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But this middle of the road policy was not the one that

appeared most obvious to the Liberals who were backing the paper.

His very pre-occupation with Ireland and parliamentary affairs left

Massingham with a free hand and although Massingham was not entirely

in the thrall of Webb and Shaw, his policy was anathema to the backers.

In O'Connor's virtual absence he supported the strike of the London

dockers for 'the full round orb of the dockers tanner' and organised

a strike fund for them in 1889. O'Connor| and the Parnellites, could

not help but support this strike, not to be outdone by Cardinal

Manning, who at times approached the position of dockers' spokesman.

‘In working for the rights of Labour in Great Britain' they were

according to O'Connor, working 'largely for the masses of the Irish

race' which in this case was 'intensified' because according to the

way the National League calculated many of the dockers were ‘exiled

sons of Erin' .* But Massingham had little time for these national

parallels. He went further and evolved a Radical Programme which

challenged the leadership of the party and the central position of

Home Rule. Massingham had the greatest respect for Gladstone and

Morley but felt that the aim of their party too should be to cater for

the new working class electorate and that Morley should show 'the

enthusiasm for the east-end docker which he has rightly developed

In common however with Cardinal Manning, who was decidedly more of a
leading figure in this dispute than any member of the Irish party,
Manning, ‘would call on the Irish Catholics in the docks and they
would hear his voice.' J.R.S.Leslie, 'Henry Edward Manning' (London,
1921), p. 197. Those with no overt political allegiances could
intervene more effectively in particular disputes.

At the League Convention in Manchester in September 1889. See Daily
Post, September 4.
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for the Connemara cotter.' | This was the fore-runner of a programme

based on the ideas of Henry George, the Fabians, and the New Trade

Unionism which he was to work out in 1891. But in the meantime

O'Connor was editor and was called to task. By the turn of 1889-1890

a campaign to remove O'Connor, which had been latent among the backers

and shareholders was reaching fruition. O'Connor, used to the niceties

of political negotiations, which for all their complication had a

generally recognised code of procedure was at a disadvantage facing the

subtleties of literary radicals. His defences were less secure and

he was inclined to have to take matters personally. Shaw, who left

the Star even as music critic early in 1890 for a more lucrative

post on the World, undoubtedly saw O'Connor as something of an

anachronism, whose mind 'never advanced beyond the year 1865, but

this was a trait which O'Connor had to share with almost every

leading politician of the time in Shaw's eyes and was to be expected

of a prophet in a hurry. O'Connor could only see that,

I do not think you treat me quite fairly [but] that does

not alter my regard for you, and I make large allowance for

the latitude in their private relations of those who preach

the fraternity of all mankind.....”

In New Review, December 1889.

G. B. Shaw, London Music, p. 5, see also Shaw (George Bernard)

Collected Letters, Ed. Dan. H. Lawrence. His view that O'Connor

had 'Fenian sympathies' and a ‘hearty detestation of the English

nation' was wilfully imperceptive. Shaw was never a politician

although he did at this time want to stand as a Liberal for Chelsea

in the London municipal elections. ‘Calling [him]self a Social

Democrat'. See Shaw papers, B.M., 9 April 1889. (The Shaw papers
are not at present classified). This is however an indication of the

fluidity of political allegiance on the 'radical side' in the late

‘eighties.
O'Connor to Shaw, 15 May 1890, B.M.Shaw papers, B.M.,Add.MSS 50512

(provisional).
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This was more generous than the didactic frame of mind which

arose from self-styled socialists. With Massingham he was not prepared

to make as many allowances since he considered the latter to have

"treated me so badly that I would not feel comfortable at the same

table [as him].'' Though determined to make a fight of it against his

‘enemies', the ground was cut from under his feet. He vetoed

Massingham's advocacy of the eight hour day which was embarrassing

Liberals who were opposing the government's Miners' Bill. Massingham

resigned and then appealed to the shareholders and was so persuasive

in his own defence that he succeeded in precipitating O'Connor's

resignation and had himself re-instated as editor.” O'Connor was

given compensation of £15,000 which appears generous until the

enormous economic success of the Star is taken into account. One

consequence of the journalism which O'Connor embodied, more

‘interventionist' in politics than hitherto, was that editors were

much more dispensable. It had been a chastening experience for O'Connor

and was hardly likely to make him sympathise with the new fashion among

progressives.

Nevertheless after such a period of intensive and

personalised in-fighting it must have been something of a relief for

O'Connor to enter once more the comparatively peaceful pastures of

O'Connor to Dilke, 1 April 1890. Dilke papers, B.M.Add. MSS. 43914, £.229.

See Hamilton Fyfe, Sixty Years of Fleet Street, p. 45, for a
description of the financial settlement.
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politics proper. But strains in the Liberal alliance were to follow

him and the Irish party in the following months. The Liberal alliance

looked as healthy as O'Connor's journalistic record, for except for

special friends or the more knowledgeable in Fleet Street, few knew

the extent of O'Connor's disagreement with the proprietors of the

Star. By-election results in England|indicatea that the alliance was

working and that Englishmen and Irishmen were for once concerned

with the misgovernment of Ireland and Parnell's absolution by the

Commission and the discrediting of Unionist prejudice which had

encouraged accusations against him, further enhanced and gave substance

to the 'Union of Hearts’.

The fact that O'Shea had filed a divorce petition naming Parnell

as co-respondent was, in the context of the near adulation now given to

Parnell no indication of the storms which were to come on this matter.

The petition was filed on January 24, pre-dating the final verdict of

the Commission whose proceedings had been dragged out to include

examination of, as far as the British public was concerned, irrelevant

aspects of the Phoenix Park murders. Parnell seemed unassailable.

Most of the leading members of the party had long been aware of his

relations with Mrs. O'Shea but such was the power he now exhibited in

his detachment that they were prepared to continue being only vaguely

troubled. O'Connor when editor of the Star compared the O'Shea case

with that of the forgeries and put the blame for both on a mendacious

See C. C. O'Brien, Parnell and his Party,p. 226. There had been
ten liberal gains against one Tory gain in by-elections since 1886.
O'Connor had taken part in many of these by-elections. O'Brien's
estimate that an election early in 1890 would have given Gladstone

a massive majority is undoubtedly correct.
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be done over this new case at the National League convention which was

held at Newcastle in November 1890 .° At this stage the strongest note

of criticism was to wait and see how the petition was met, and till

then they rallied round Parnell with perhaps more of a show of

unanimity than had been exhibited when the first allegations over the

Pigott letters had been made.”

In these circumstances the proposal that some leaders of the

Irish party should leave the British Isles to collect funds in the

United States was in no way out of the ordinary. Funds were

desperately needed after a long period in which the party had been

supporting the Plan of Campaign and Britain was never such a

profitable place to collect money off PPisheens! O'Connor, the most

well liked of the Irish speakers in the United States, joined the

other delegates, William O'Brien, John Dillon, T. D. Sullivan and

Timothy Harrington at the beginning of November.” He spoke to the

Star, 8 January. This was before the petition was actually filed.

The particular paper referred to was the Yorkshire Post.

See John Denvir's report to J. F. X. O'Brien, 19 December. O'Brien.MSS
National Library of Ireland. Denvir 'reported' that the majority

of the branches were ‘against' Parnell. Most of the members of the

Executive including John Brady were later to be revealed as

Parnellites and were removed. As yet the dispute had not developed

sufficiently for these divisions to indicate more than general

sympathies.

See for instance the Star, 21 May 1890 where Parnell makes a

plea, rare for him after 1886 for the rights of the Irish in Great
Britain.

 

At the Convention of 1889 it had been suggested that branches should
be less 'exacting' and that Irishmen 'with no great love for
political meetings' could still subscribe to the League. Daily Post,

September 30; Nolan speaking for the Executive.

Daily Post, November 6.
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Junior Reform Club in Liverpool before he left, on the purpose of his

mieaion.. On the 15 November it was announced that O'Shea's petition

was to be uncontested, and the verdict went against Parnell and Mrs.

O'Shea.

O'Connor's attitude both before and after the result of the

divorce petition was an uncharacteristically reticent one. The

speaking tour which had gone so well for the first two weeks of

November had turned into a near rout with American pressmen be-

leaguering respected members of the Irish party in their hotel rooms

asking for statements on the divorce. The Irishmen for their part

were trying to make sense of what was happening in the committee room

set aside for the use of the Irish party at Westminster.~ Upon first

hearing that Parnell would not defend the divorce petition O'Connor

was the prime instigator of a message of support sent by all the

delegates which was sent to the committee rooms where Parnell's

leadership was under attack, and this did much initially to attract

support for Parnell.” It was Parnell's revelation of his interpretation

of the negotiations with Gladstone at Hawarden in 1889 which convinced

most of the Irish party in England and all of the delegates except

Harrington that Parnell could no longer be the leader of the party,

See The Times, 40 October 1890.

For the history of the Parnellite split, see F. S. L. Lyons, The
Fall of Parnell, (London, 1960) and C. C. O'Brien, Parnell and his
Party; Chapter IX.

Hamilton Fyfe, T. P. O'Connor, p. 160. Dillon was more dubious.
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that the alliance with the Liberals was more important than his

leadership. Dillon and O'Brien were the most determined in this view.

Harrington was already convinced that Parnell was the only one who

could preserve the unity of the party: O'Connor while adding his

name to those who opposed Parnell was less inclined to comment on the

situation. He was the most 'Liberal' of the delegates, perhaps the one

most favourably inclined to the alliance in the whole Irish party.

But he was a member of the Irish party whom Parnell regarded with most

affection and it had been he who in 1885 had been entrusted with the

campaign to emphasise the independence of Parnell and his party from

Liberalism. He also felt perhaps that it was dangerous to pass

judgement on the case whilst in America, though even so the mood of the

delegates and their opinions could change from hour to hour and day to

day as they examined the scant information afforded by telegrams from

Seiden What had begun as a welcome relief from journalistic intrigue

had turned into what O'Connor most dreaded, a faction fight within the

party.

F. S. L. Lyons, The Fall of Parnell, pp 113-4. A telegram to this

effect and a longer declaration initially meant for American

consumption appeared on November 3.

An example both of this vacillation and the still strong ties of

loyalty O'Connor had for Parnell is an American interview

O'Connor is supposed to have made which was reported in the Daily

Post on November 20 where he said 'the Irish envoys knew that the

people at home were resolved to keep Mr. Parnell as head of the

party. With regard to the Gladstonian Liberals he believed that

they would act at the present juncture according to their

convictions on the Irish question.'
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The split appears to have disorientated O'Connor more than the

other Irish delegates. As there was still a need for funds, even more

of a need now that the majority against Parnell had to be consolidated

and given out as the proper party to which contributions should be made,

O'Connor stayed on in the United States when all the other delegates

returned. He could thereby cement the organisation in the United

States and re-establish his own position and work out his own opinions

more clearly. He had been defined as a leading antiPasnerite from (

the first, co-opted in absentia on to their governing ody| and in his

capacity as acknowledged expert on opinion among the Irish in Britain

said that from their point of view Parnell's continuance as chairman

of the party was impossible. He also followed a circumspect line in

advising O'Brien in the so called 'Boulogne negotiations' which were

concerned principally with trying to settle with Parnell the question

of the 'two' parties' finances. As one of the leaders of the party

O'Connor had to take sides and give advice but there is little sign in

his case of the vindictiveness of Healy or the determination of Dillon

and O'Brien - merely resignation. When he returned to Britain in the

F. S. L. Lyons, The Fall of Parnell, p. 154 along with the other
anti-Parnellite delegates on December 8.

O'Connor to William O'Brien, 19 December 1890 in Gill papers, National
Library of Ireland. Quoted in F. S. L. Lyons, Op. Cit., p. 191, n. 1.
Though strictly speaking there could be no such a thing as an ‘expert!

on such a contentious issue which still had to be put before

Irishmen in Britain. It represents O'Connor's reluctant preference
and considerable influence with these voters as much as anything.
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spring of 1891 after his work in America had been completed, he

affected to be surprised at the 'cheerfulness of you fellows', the

anti-Parnellites in the House, when first talking to Healy and Sexton,

and professed that he still had the opportunity of ‘making up [his]

mind'. Healy had at once to remind him that he [O'Connor] had

Signed the anti-Parnellite manifesto in Aubeical

Healy also recorded that O'Connor returned to Britain via

Southampton because he was wary of confronting his constituents in

Liverpool. The Irish party in Liverpool had been arguing the case for

and against Parnell ever since the first notice of the divorce. In

January 1890 there was no noticeable division on the matter, nothing

had been proved or, as it looked, could be proved against Parnell.

A meeting of most of the prominent men in the local Irish movement

was held on January 6, when rumours of O'Shea's divorce were

circulating. Lynskey outlined what was accepted as a history of

Parnell's beneficent influence on the Irish movement even in that city,

to a large and enthusiastic audience. He (Lynskey),

could well ask his fellow countrymen to pass that resolution

of confidence in Mr. Parnell who was the only man, in and out

of Ireland who was able to carry on the war to which he had

set himself to accomplish [applause]. Some time ago when

Mr. Parnell came to Liverpool they saw him surrounded with

the noblest and best of the men in the city, who acclaimed him

1. T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Day, ii, 359. Healy also cites
O'Connor's Parnell, p. 206, where O'Connor says he was 'never for one

moment other than an opponent of Parnell'.
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and entertained him. How things had changed in a few years!

He remembered the election of 1885 when the Irish people

in taking Mr. Parnell to the Temple where the Irish

National League was then held had to form a bodyguard to

protect him from the English people....it was a credit to Mr.

Parnell's courage, astuteness and statesmanship that he had

won over this people [the English] to his side and that he

had induced the greatest leader that England or any other

country had produced to take up the Irish cause (applause).

He [Lynskey] was at the Reform Club when Mr. Parnell was

there....it was an inspiring spectacle to see him stand

talking among the merchants and magnates of Liverpool who

did him as much honour as they could doa Kings!

To loud applause the O'Shea case and the petition were denounced

as ‘another slander against Mr. Parnell's reputation.' Nothing could

be more explicit in showing how strongly Parnell's influence had

contributed towards developing the self-respect of the local officers

of the League, and by another stage of transference, the Irish people

of the city. Situations of near riot against the Irish were now

safely regarded as things of the past. This was probably a fairly

general attitude amongst Irish local politicians at that time. But

the meeting which Parnell had addressed on 19 December 1889, referred

Lynskey at John Mandeville Branch INLGB. Athol Street, Daily Post,

January 16.
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to by Lynskey - one of Parnell's rare appearances on a public platform

at that juncture, occurred immediately after his Hawarden conversations

with Gladstone." There was no denying the rapture, almost embarrassing

rapture with which Parnell was then being greeted by English audiences.

O'Connor who saw him in Liverpool on the same occasion as Lynskey

mentioned that Parnell was reticent about his conversations with

Gladstone. What would happen when the whole business of being treated

as equals by the Liberals was put in jeopardy by Parnell's subsequent

disclosures and interpretation of the Hawarden meeting remained to be

tested.

Irish co-operation with the Liberals in Liverpool had

proceeded at a great rate in the years 1886 to 1890. It was anticipated,

perhaps by O'Connor, in the Star that Liberalism, becoming more

democratic would come into its own in the city,

that rich, proud Liverpool, with its concentration of the

aristocracy of capital within its borders should ...be

talking of adding...more Labour representation to its

parliamentary representation, is a sign of the $EWOEsi ne

However anticipatory this was it was some sign of the times that

the Liberals, with Irish help and on the crest of a wave of popularity

succeeded in winning the Council in November 1890 - a phenomenal and

never to be repeated result in the only city in England consistently to

vote Tory in the second half of the nineteenth century. Irish

See Star, December 20; Parnell had on this occasion made the mistake

of referring to 'My country' whereupon the audience reminded him, ‘Our,

Our’.

 

Star, January 31.
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enthusiasm was at its highest for a municipal contest during this

election, thereby disproving O'Connor's conviction as expressed at

the 1887 convention that intervention in municipal affairs did

themselves and their Liberal allies harm, an opinion that was deplored

by notable Catholic leaders like Cardinal Manning, who wanted to

encourage Irish participation in the civil life of their adopted

country. | The advantages of such a combination for the Irish were

that it gave them a position and influence as politicians which they

had never experienced before outside their own circle. An ideal

Situation such as this preceeded Parnell's attack on the Hawarden

proposals, the Liberals and the English generally by little more than

a month.

When the results of the divorce case became known it was still

not only possible, but proper for Irish politicians in Liverpool and

elsewhere to maintain that this made no difference to their understanding

with the Liberals. At that point it was still up to the Liberals to

prove that there was any need for an alteration in their alliance. The

Irish position had been hard-won and would not be lightly sacrificed

to pressure from either direction, especially in view of the continued

Apart from being practice for national events, the Irish when they
could be persuaded to take part in municipal contests, gave them a

colour and excitement foreign to English local politics, 'owing' in

one instance at least in Liverpool to, 'Mexican Joe (Colonel Shelley)
an Irishman of equestrian distinction, taking to the field in his
war-chariot on the nationalist side.' Daily Post, November 3,
describing an election in the Scotland Wards. Manning deplored that,

'The million of Irish Catholics in England are alienated from our
laws and legislature ...land that]...our own [the Catholics]
incapacity to mix in the civil life of the country...spring from

hostility, suspicion and fear.' quoted in G. A. Beck, (Ed.), The
eogaton Catholics, Chapter IX by Dennis Gwynn, 'The Irish Immigration',

P-cOO- Manning in 1890.
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hostility of the Tories or Unionists in Giverpocls. Initially the

leaders in Liverpool, in common with O'Connor and the delegates in

America maintained that, 'Mr. Parnell has done too much for the Irish

people to go back on him now'.* Like the delegates they were not clear

what was happening in the Irish committee rooms at Westminster.

Representatives of the non-conformist conscience could easily be found

in the city who were ready to make snap judgements on the moral issue,

‘for that much homage must be paid to public morality. It is worse

than useless to distinguish between personal character and political

leadership.” But even among the Liberals there were some objective

voices who held just as much to the contrary, 'incontinence [is] only

a sin when found out,' and that 'if inchastity were a bar ..-how many

4
members of Parliament would be qualified to hold their seats?! As far

as the Irish were concerned he was still not simply a ‘leader of a

party' as the English might believe but 'What Tell was to the Swiss,

What Wallace was to the Scotch, What Washington was to the Americans’

See Daily Post, 18 November 1890. Balfour speaking at the Philharmonic

Hall was surprised to discover, he said, that Liverpool had a greater

number of Irish residents than any other city in the British Isles

next to Dublin and Belfast. He then agreed with Forwood that while

some of these residents 'take an active and beneficent part in the

life of the city' there were 'some Irish at all events who were not

yet convinced of the true path on which the prosperity of Ireland is to

be sought.'

O'Connor reported in Daily Post, November 21.

Dr. Parker of the City Temple in Daily Post, November 19.

Porcupine, November 21, giving also precedents from classical mythology

and citing the case of Sir Launcelot. For a discussion of the Liberal

attitude to political and other morality see John F. Glasier,

'Parnell's fall and the Non-conformist Conscience' in I.H.S., XII,

(1960-1), pp 119-138.
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and, most recognisably 'What Nelson was to the English.'! One

Lancashire branch of the League expressed what a lot of Irishmen in

England might have thought in that, they,

sincerely regretlted] the incidents which have befallen Mr.

Parnell, but fail to see what the question of morals has

to do with the question of politics...so long as Mr. Parnell

has the Irish cause at heart....°

Parnell's action over the Hawarden negotiations and Gladstone's

rejoinder - the latter universally approved by the Liverpool Liberals on

November 28, undoubtedly changed the attitude of the branch leaders,

causing in some cases according to the Post 'black despair...Land]

deep indignation against Mr. Parnell.'3 Unfortunately it was not easy

to convey what Parnell's action meant to the rank and file members of

the League. There was not in any case any 'representative' meeting of

the branches, merely the normal branch meetings which one by one

appeared to endorse opposition to Parnell. There are indications that

some of these meetings were stormy affairs and in one case - in Bootle,

an alternative motion was put,

regretting the position in which Mr. Parnell has placed

himself [but refusing] to join the Tory and Radical so-

called moralists in their attempt to drive him from his

P. Kierney president of the J. Biggar branch of the INIGB. ina

letter to the Daily Post, November 22; resolutions of a similar

nature were passed in branches in the north west during the last week

of November.

Daily Post, November 26; the resolution was passed.

Daily Post, December 1.
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position as leader of the Irish people.....'

which, it seems, was narrowly defeated. It is probable that there was

a majority of articulate, politically conscious members of the INLGB.

in Liverpool and elsewhere now opposed to Parnell. How representative

this was of Irish feeling in Britain it is hard to say. The great

attraction of Parnell had been his 'extremism' and independence to an

exiled minority - as shown most, if only by contrast in the election

of 1885. The 'respectability' which he had unwittingly brought to

local Irish politicians, a respectability he himself disdained, and

the development of the organisational powers of the League since 1885

now worked against him. At one time he could use the League's

machinery, through O'Connor, to vote with or against the Liberals and

he might still have believed he could indulge in such tactics, but the

process of organisation had gone too far. A ‘right wing' figure, as

Parnell was according to militants such as Davitt, was likely to

appeal to Irishmen on a strictly nationalistic issue. But those

masses of the Irish people whom Manning had thought little concerned

with English politics were in fact engaging in their first 'economic' ¢,

politics in the London dock strike, in the Liverpool dock strike which ‘:

occurred almost at the same time during 1889-90 and the seaman's strike'’

of April-August 1889. These strikes involved a large proportion, if

not a majority of Irishmen, involved like their fellow British workmen

in disputes in semi-organised employment. It was not conventional

Ibid. The Davitt branch, Richmond Row also had, ‘a prolonged and
stormy meeting. The Post reported the meetings of each branch in the
Merseyside area and even farther afield with unusual depth and no
case of a successful 'rebel' branch was acknowledged.
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politics, but it was politics. This was diverting their attention

from Home Ruleasapriority. It is some indication of the confusion of

allegiances that the divorce crisis revealed that Davitt, who alone

of the Irish leaders was concerning himself directly with Labour

negotiations and who settled the Liverpool dock strike in April 1890,

was the first to demand Parnell's retirement, even before the political

implications emerged from Parnell's subsequent actions."

The anti-Parnellites had only the cause of Ireland to put

forward, not the figure which they had once spoken of in the same terms,

having recourse to vindictive attacks on Parnell which heightened the

controversy and characterised it on both eides.* O'Connor may have

been correct in saying that the majority of Irish opinion in Britain

was neither Fenian, nor would tolerate Parnell, but it took a campaign

of anti-Parnellite Irish M.P.s speaking at local English branches of

the League to publicise the fact. Memories were long enough in some

cases for it not to be possible to reverse the eulogies of Parnell

so recently indulged in. This process reached its culmination in

February when Justin McCarthy, the new party chairman spoke,

appropriately enough at the Reform Clubs of Manchester and Liverpool

and was presented with extravagent addresses of loyalty. The Liverpool

address was presented in the uncomfortable and undemocratic

The demand for Parnell's resignation was in Davitt's Labour World

on November 2.

Daily Post, December 1. One of the first expressions of this was

"they had had enough of Parnell, who was a cold, stony-hearted man,

and had no sympathy with the suffering tenants --eLhe] was in a den

of infamy in London.'
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surroundings of a boardroom of the Reform Club by the local

secretaries of the twenty Merseyside branches of the League who, in

the address, gave the reasons for their loyalty.

Because we are true to the lessons and thinking of Irish

Nationality, to the holy cause which has been handed down to

us by our fathers, and on which baffled and beaten though it

may have been, the stain of dishonour has never rested yet.

Can we forget the example of an Emmet? Can we wipe out the

burning words of Thomas Davis? Above all, can we, Irish

exiles in England, forget the pure young lives of Allen,

Larkin and o* Bitten: that were freely offered up to teach us

and to teach the world how Irishmen should live, and if need

be, die for the old land. - Our teachers are the illustrious

dead - our martyrs and patriots of every age, and we shall

not, dare not, shame the heritage they have left aS ace

When O'Connor eventually came to speak in Liverpool late in

March, the ground was fairly well prepared for him. He had vacillated

as much as local Irishmen. it was something which he had, under-

standably, avoided. This was not because of the troublesomeness of

his constituency, for at least one branch had expressed ‘our

unabated confidence in our trusted and patriotic representative'~

Daily Post, 3 February 1891. Sexton and Nolan, two other Irish M.P.s

had been in Liverpool on November 31 and talked at the first meetings

as other members of the majority party did throughout the country.

Parnellite members do not appear to have intruded into INLGB. territory.

Daily Post, December 15, North branch. O'Donnell says that O'Connor

hesitated to visit his constituency at this time, but elsewhere

maintains that his Liverpool constituency was more docile, less trouble

to an M.P., than any Irish constituency would have been.
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but because the affair had been such a personal blow to him. The chief

members of the party had to take more responsibility for taking sides

and reversing their decisions than the rank and file members of the

party. Someone such as O'Connor who believed in the interest of

individuals and personality in politics so strongly was able to imagine

the consequences of this change of front. He admitted to his

constituents at once that,

I have the advantage of having been absent from these

scenes of personal and close conflict which beget bitterness

and hard language...» _

And he did not wish to join in, disapproving of 'some of the

articles which appear in the British press' and speeches which were

made from certain British political platforms by, ‘ranting and

calumnious pharisees...shamsters and camp followers.' He did not even

pretend that 'the main Liberal body' had had his 'complete agreement' in

this respect. His objections he said, quite fairly, were political

for Parnell's manifesto,

broke down the whole course in which we have been working

for Home Rule. It was an appeal to racial hatred and

distrust... a violent attack upon the Liberal party, the

Liberal leaders and especially Mr. Gladstone - if we receive

Home Rule from England because we hate England and want to

use Home Rule for the purpose of injuring England [we ought

to accept] "the policy of men with arms in their hands".

The Times, 26 March 1891.
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This, which was not intended to be a prophecy, was contrasted

with a belief in Gladstone and the Liberal party behind whom 'stood the

great masses of the English working classes' a group whom Parnell had

disowned and to whom Parnell had shown 'a worse vice than political

credulity, namely political ingratitude.' The Liberals were the Irish

party's only hope. It was a strong, reasoned and restrained defence of

his and the anti-Parnellites position, but it cannot have been

universally convincing. A Parnellite declaration which a number of

Irishmen tried to have debated at the same meeting was suppressed with

'scuffling and kicking in the gallery:*” O'Connor assured those

branches which he visited on Merseyside in the following days, which were

now all officially on his side that trust ought to be maintained in the

Liberals, but this still had to be put to the proof.

The strength of the local officers and their conservative

attitude was borne out at the League Convention at Newcastle in May.

Resolutions from the Liverpool Central branch that Parnell was 'morally

and politically unfit for any trust or confidence, '* were moved by

John Denvir and Crilly and they were passed. O'Connor was not present

for once. He probably felt that the Convention was convinced enough

of the unsuitability of Parnell without adding his presidential sanction.

Further indication of the outraged attitude of the officers was the

resolution calling for the resignation of any Parnellite or ‘recalcitrant!

As The Times was pleased to report on March 27. The proposer of the
resolution which affirmed that, 'Mr. Parnell's statesmanship and

matchless qualities as a leader are essential to the safety of our

cause' was a Mr. Goodfellow.

Daily Post, May 18.
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member of the League. The coming struggle with the Parnellites was

as important as the Liberal alliance. Something of the intermediary

stage the League had reached between being an Irish organisation in

an unfriendly country to being a limb of the Liberal party can be seen

in the delegates' view of their own position at this conference, they

‘who had dwelt a considerable portion of their lives in Great Britain

had some special right to be heard at this moment.' At the same time

they pledged continued support for the Liberal party but not, as was

proposed by Taggart, a delegate from a Liverpool branch, for

Labour candidates ‘at eiesent®.

This was the attitude which was to prevail in the majority

Irish party up to the election of 1892. O'Connor was less concerned

with the day to day business at Westminster, even with politics as

a whole, the experiences of the previous two years having perhaps taken

away a good deal of his enthusiasm in this sphere. His role like that

of many members of his section of the party was now conservationist.

Furthermore in May 1891 he had founded a weekly, the Sunday Sun with

some of the capital awarded him on leaving the Star. This paper became

in turn the Weekly Sun in 1893 and a daily, the Sun, on the very day

the conditions on his founding a newspaper, one of the terms of his

settlement with the Star, had expired in June 1893. These ventures

in themselves kept him away from parliament and in the atives he

introduced in these papers he showed less interest in political affairs

and placed more emphasis on the literary,“ the "book of the week' in

1. Ibid.

2. See Hamilton Fyfe, T. P. O'Connor, pp 163-4.
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particular a skilful precis rather than an attempt at criticism

became O'Connor chief interest in these papers. His political

philosophy was expressed in terms that ‘literature paid even with the

most democratic audience.' Otherwise his few political activities

before the 1892 election were hardly indistinguishable from those of

the Liberals. O'Connor is his political meetings was ‘putting the...

issue before Irish men ...and showing that Parnell's name was nothing

but a symbol of disunion.'“ The failure of Parnell's by-election

campaign in Ireland was greeted with relief and pleasure by the

Liberal press. By the time of the 1892 Convention the 'practical'

course, as far as the majority of Irishmen in Britain was concerned was

to support Justin McCarthy and the majority party, there was no other

course for Ireland, although many did deplore at the same time, the

‘wretched personal squabble' which had divided the partys? Co-operation

with the Liberals was to know no bar, in municipal contests support was

to be given to 'Gladstonian' candidates with very little reservation.

As O'Connor had said the previous April when speaking in Scotland

Division, Gladstone was pledged to bring in a 'large, generous and final

pleasure' and in the case that he and the Liberal party did not do so

which O'Connor found ‘impossible to imagine except for argument'

Justin McCarthy's party would 'soon bring even a powerful Liberal

administration to its senses.' The '‘honour' of the Liberal party and

Hamilton Fyfe, Sixty Years of Fleet Street, p. 47.

Star, 18 June 1891.

Daily Post, 6 June 1892 Resolution from the West Toxteth branch.
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‘political necessity’, | would oblige them to introduce a Home Rule

Billi.

Such in effect was the tenor of O'Connor's election campaign

which only on occasions made any reference to Parnellism in Britain.

At the end of June he was speaking in Sheffield and then in Liverpool.”

Their enemies were not only ‘open foes, hereditary enemies' but

‘Liberal traitors'. On the one hand was 'Mr. Gladstone with perpetual

freedom for Ireland'and on the other 'the Conservatives with perpetual

slavery'. There was little to distinguish the campaign, it was if

anything more parochial than usual with accusations of religious

intolerance levelled against the Irish and denied by O'Connor. ‘Tory

meetings in Scotland division were broken up ‘either by Tories displeased

with Mr. Bigham's exceeding Radicalism or by Irishmen disgusted with

Mr. Bigham's ultra-Toryism.' Enthusiasm for O'Connor and Davitt, who

was also speaking in Liverpool was unbounded among the Irish and the two

of them had to escape on one occasion out of the back door of the

Adelphi hotel in order to avoid the embarrassing favours of an

‘assembled multitude [amusing] themselves with cheering for the friends

of Ireland and groaning for her foes.'°

O'Connor's energy after being elected was however undimmed. On

July 8 he spoke at Flint, Wigan, Widnes and Runcorn, on July 9 at

The Times, 6 April 1892.

Sheffield on 16, Liverpool on 19. See The Times, June 17, 2.

Porcupine, June 25, 'Mr. Davitt's cab home.' 'Persons who want to
catch Tay Pay and the illustrious Michael...have to be up very
early in the morning.' Compare the attitude of this paper in 1895,
see Chapter V below.
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Stretford and Sale, on the following day at North Lonsdale and then

prepared to enter the inhospitable rural areas of Norfolk, Suffolk

and Essex to address the agricultural labourers in the Liberal interest.

In Liverpool the Liberals, the attacking party, anticipated 'the most

serious attempt yet made to shake the Tory ascendancy in the second

city of the Empire' a large enough claim, neither justified

geographically or politically.

Though the last Gladstone administration formed in 1892 had only

a small majority on the question of Home Rule, it was pledged so long i/

as Gladstone was in office to pass the Bill. This majority was

sufficient to have the Bill passed through the House of Commons but when

it was presented to the House of Lords in September 1893 it was

rejected contemptuously by an overwhelming siejority.- The possibility

of this had not of course been overlooked by the Irish. At the

Bradford Convention of 1892 O'Connor, for instance, had thought that the

passing of Home Rule 'might take two elections' against the House of

Lords. His optimism appeared unbounded however and during the

parliamentary struggle itself he confided to the approval of the next

convention which met in London in May 1893 that 'They were hardened and

tough soldiers in that form of conflict and had been able to resist all

the forces employed against them in the past.'°

But it was an anxious sign at this same conference that he had

to pay a great deal of attention to the financial position of the

R. C. K. Ensor, England Leek pp. 210-11. The first and second

readings were in February 1893 and April 1893.

Daily Post, 22 May 1893.
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organisation and had also to answer demands for a more strident labour

programme with the claim that 'They were an Irish National Organisation,

but they veto ebbentiaiiy a labour organisation,' but that to Irish

workmen 'the liberation of his country was the first question.' These

were the most obvious signs to date of the controlling influence of the

Executive. The same cautionary practice was observed in the struggle

for the Bill in parliament, where the majority party had to agree not

'to criticise the bill too sharply’ and in O'Connor's case this was

obvious from the few and brief interjections he made in the debate.~

The Parnellites did not have to face the same difficulties and John

Redmond's major speech on the bill proved what could still be done from

a position of independence. McCarthy's party were tied to the Liberals

to such an extent that when the Liberal leaders other than Gladstone

proved reluctant to go to the country over the obstructionist policy of

the House of Lords,” they, including O'Connor, the bitterest opponent of

Dillon papers, minutes of the Irish party February 13 1893 quoted in

M. A. Banks, Edward Blake: Irish Nationalist, 1892-1907 (Toronto, 1957)
p. 52. The meeting was attended by Blake, Healy, Dillon and O'Connor

and was convened on the same day as they had heard Gladstone's speech

outlining the terms of the bill.

See Hansard, 4, 16, 1808, 1 September 1893. Where O'Connor defended the
retention and increase of the numbers of Irish representatives who were

still to attend at Westminster. These would not be English-Irish he

said, that is,for example,Irishmen from London because, ‘Ireland would

be foolish to send here a lower or meaner class of representative than

she sent to College Green, and she would send to London men having

their roots in Ireland.' This was an uncharacteristically tactless

slip. It may have by this time represented his real view for

political and social views could never be exactly synonymous in the

19th century. It demonstrates, in any case, how ‘conciliatory! Irish

M.P.s were prepared to be to achieve some sort of Home Rule Bill.

Labouchere had anticipated another election to fight the Lords and

had urged moderation on the Irish because, 'the Tories count on the

Irish being headstrong unpractical persons' Truth, 21 July 1892. But

moderation was now becoming too habitually asked and expressed by the
Irish party.
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the Lords from the early ‘eighties, tacitly agreed to follow the matter

no further. Gladstone resigned the following March and Rosebery, an

extremely reluctant Home Ruler at the best of times, headed a

government that bored the English electorate until August 1895.

Despite the efforts of Liberal allies and the claim of Ireland

for justice, acknowledged in by-election successes especially in

1889-1890 the 'progressive' forces had been returned to parliament with

a majority of only 40 over the Unionists in 1892. The nominal victory

of 1892 was to open up contradictions in an alliance that was on the

Liberal side unsure how to reconcile authority and practicality with

progressiveness. The small size of the Liberal majority in England was

a sign that many had defected to the less seditious ranks of the

Liberal Unionists despite all the propaganda encouraging them to stay.

The sacrifice of Parnell on the Irish side reawakened within their own

ranks an uncertainty about how far constitutionalism should be taken

and there was common to both Parnellites and anti-Parnellites an

uncertainty about Labour representation and social protest which

threatened to cut them off from mass support.” After a decade of

intense party feeling over Ireland, 1892 marks a time when a

R. C. K. Ensor, England 1870-1914, p. 208

See John F. Glasier 'Parnell's Fall and the Non-conformist Conscience'
in I.H.S., XII, p. 138, 'the non-conformist power was actually on

the decline because of the growth of the Labour movement and the decay —

of religious sentiment.' In terms of power this would be a fairer

comment to make of the second half of the ‘nineties and the first

years of the new century. But the decision to continue an alliance

with Liberalism which in most respects the Irish party found congenial,

since the attitudes behind non-conformity and Irish Catholicism were

Ae markedly different, was taken at the time of the Parnellite
split.
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constitutional settlement could have been effected, unless as was

directly contrary to the conviction of O'Connor and the National

League's beliefs, it was an issue that aroused too many unconstitutional

emotions. The split over Parnell was a tragedy which led the Irish —

party into a wilderness of too much respectability and too greata =

constitutionalism. The most enthusiastic members of the National

League were now rebellious spirits tainted with socialism. The

‘nineties were to entrench some of the worst features of political

circumstances which seemed weighed on the side of doing very little

about real issues.
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Vv

Social Realities 1895-1905

The 'nineties have gained something of a reputation

for a literary flowering in Britain. Observers see

them,' in retrospect as the last days of the old society

with its well-bred prosperity, ceremonial ways and

unquestioning acceptance of the existing order which it

seemed to think eternal and unchanging." It was to this

literary society, in London, that O'Connordevoted his

chief attention in the dog-days of Rosebery's government

and in the Unionist ascendancy up to the landslide

victory of the Liberals in 1906. The contrast with his

constituency and their concerns appears all the greater.

O'Connor was not alone in this for Radicals of the type

of Labouchere who were too convinced for Queen Victoria,

had mellowed to the extent of not welcoming labour

intervention in the election of 1892 because, like

O'Connor, he saw this splitting the progressive vote.

His attitude, and one that was most probably shared by

O'Gonnor was that there was little practical need for

such a party. In Labouchere's words,

I greatly doubt whether any large proportion of

artisans approve of a Labour programme in

contradistinction to a Radical programme. I

have seen this or that small association, and

4. J. A. Spender, Life, Journalism and Politics (London,
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this or that individual,
put forward some

proposal in regard to Labour, but nothing has

ever shown me that the mass of the artisans

are for itis

Such an attitude was representative of the left

wing of the Liberal party in considering electoral

tactics. It was liable to be exaggerated rather than

diminished as a result of the ineffectuality of the

Liberal government after Gladstone's retirement. Such a

concentration on 'practical' politics continued to

characterise the established progressive political

organisations, including the National League when they

were in opposition. This was partly also a reaction

against a ferment of political theorising which was now

finding expression in the north of England rather than

London. Such contrasts as these afford, have always

provided an ideal opportunity for an examination of

social conditions and attitudes towards these conditions.

Truth, 14 July 1892 on Keir Hardie's election for West
Ham, ‘Owing to the Radicals having voted for him... in
contradistinction to Socialists.'
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The distance between political ideal and reality had

increased. | The social position of the Irish in Britain

and their political ideals can be seen in something

like isolation.

O'Connor had had to meet the question of Labour

interest first in 1889 at the time of the London and

Liverpool dock strikes, when as has been seen at the

Manchester convention in September he expressed

‘intensified' sympathy for these 'exiled sons of Erin'.

This was as far as he was prepared to go.° At the 1893

Convention he even went so far as to portray independent

Labour representation as a 'difficulty' the Irish

organisation had to face, on a par with lack of funds,

though at the same time claiming that the Irish

organisation was a Labour organisation to begin with.

Once faced with Labour demands pure and simple his

reaction was to hold his own organisation together. This

confusion of aim and advocacy was to follow him for the

3rest of his career.

For indications of the lack of correspondence between
the parties and labour interest for instance see the
correspondence between John Burns and Chamberlain where
Chamberlain affected not to understand the claims of
socialism and remained unconvinced. See Burns Papers
19 September 1892, B.M. Add.. MSS 46287, f. 314.

See Chapter IV above

Daily Post, 22 May 1893. 'They were an Irish National
Organisation, but they were essentially a Labour
organisation.'
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The contrast was apparent in the political themes

of his newspapers. On introducing the Sunday Sun he

was able to say that, ‘Our convictions on most public

subjects are pretty well known'“ as indeed they were, in

that they were a continuation of his contribution to the

Star. When this journal became the Sun in June 1893, he

enlarged on this. The ideal was put this time ina

negative form, in keeping with the hesitations of

Liberalism at that time. He was,

disinclined to believe that it is a natural

immutable law that the workers must always toil

with no better prospect before them than the

earning of the bare wage in the days of their

strength and mere dependency and misery as the

heritage of their old bee.

The difficulties were to come over how these

disabilities were to be removed. He did realise that the

nub of the question lay in labour representation or

described it as such in the first issue of his new paper.

In a period of, 'great social upheaval and a great social

question' labour stood, he wrote, 'to some extent beyond

and outside the conflicts of the two great parties; and

as yet outside the programmes of the two programmes

accepted by the party organisers!" His demand
 

Hamilton Fyfe, Sixty Years of Fleet Street, p. 47.

Sun, 'The Gospel According to the Sun', 27 June 1893.

Ibid.
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specifically to the Liberals was therefore that more

labour candidates should be given seats in working class

constituencies, otpedially if this meant that they could

replace, 'bad' employers, an extension of the Lib-Labs.

He could defend the ambiguous attitude of his own

organisation by calling on the Liberals to set a good

example.

But his reservations are as apparent as those of

Labouchere. He, O'Connor, was hot a demagogue' he

would hold with, 'no gospel which appears to me a

panacea for all human woes. If ever I were to preach

such a gospel the words would stick in my throat. I am

a reformer in politics, but not one that believes in

the disappearance of all sorrows from the human lot.'"

This was not entirely consistent with some of the demands

O'Connor had made for social justice, but it does chow

how he was now prepared to distinguish himself from

socialists or what he may have considered sdeielinte

to be. At the same time this fitted in with a newspaper

policy which was less political on his part. He wanted

now to produce first of all a 'good' newspaper and

claimed that it was ‘absurd' that any newspaper should be

supported ‘on its political easPatdona alone.' Both he

and the public had wearied of the advocacy of causes at

 

Ibid.
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first linked with new journalism in the ‘eighties, It

was still only a relative cooling-off period, but one which

saw nothing like the campaigns as conducted by the Star

under O'Connor and Massingham. The emphasis was now upon

popular features and this process increased and became

more non-committal with the advent of the Harmsworth

press. O'Connor had had to face the consequences of

political advocacy clashing with political management.

He may have restricted his opinions in the social

questions of the day and justified Shaw's criticisms

of his vintage radicalism - though these criticisms

did not seem applicable to the time they spent together

on the Star. But as a politician he could not altogether

avoid questions other than Home Rule. His championing

of the Liberal cause and what then occurred, the

dissatisfaction with the Liberals in the 'nineties must

have taught him that a complete identification between

his life in Fleet Street and his life at Westminster

was unworkable. As a result his interest became more and

more restricted to literary ventures which whatever their

other virtues had the advantage of being politically

neutral, some respite from the political arena. Literary

ventures and an all pervading Imperialist sentiment

which even O'Connor could not ignore made him for the

time being at least abdicate from much radical protest

circles where a world-renowned journalist might feel
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out of place in any case. This left all the more

contrast between his work as a politician, president of

the INLGB. whose duties he was inclined to take lightly

and the social condition of the Irish in the localities.

In Liverpool, except in the Irish areas, O'Connor

was still something of an unknown quantity. The very

fact that he represented a division of the city for

Irish Nationalist ends was outrageous to the Tory

ascendancy and could be represented in the worst possible

way. He had come to Liverpool in the blaze of optimism

inspired by the 1885 election. He had become an

international figure. Some allowances had to be made

for the latter, to satisfy an interest in personality

and politics which O'Connor had done much to stimulate.

Liverpool's Legion of Honour, a series honouring local

men of importance had to include him, even if he was not

a local man but 'a journalistic citizen of the world.'

Yet in 1893 long after the last full-throated cries of

Irish obstruction had died out and when O'Connor was

supporting the government of the day he was still,

prominent among those Home Rule Irishmen who

interrupt their opponents with yells and howls

and retard the work of that great assembly by

using the most offensive epithets in their

extensive vocabulary..."

4G B. Guiness Orchard, (Ed.), Liverpool's Legion of Honour,

De 529.
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Social snobbery in the provinces was a world away from

London literary life and it was little wonder that O'Connor

preferred it that way. But these attitudes were ones that

O'Connor and most Irishmen had to come to terms with in

7 Inthe, ‘golden age of conscious and overt snobbery.

any other place but Liverpool the problem might not have

been so acute but the very numbers of Irish born and their

descendents in the city complicated the social and

political situation. Elsewhere smaller numbers of Irishmen

or a flourishing Liberal tradition might have encouraged

easier social co-operation between the progressive parties.

The working population of Merseyside was moreover

untypical in its make-up. It was composed preponderantly

of dock labourers and seamen, both rebellious groups

difficult to organise into any acceptable trade union ‘

structure, when the organisation of unskilled labour into

large new unions in more stable industries was no easy

matter. Added to this was the scourge of nationalism,

as some trade union organisers were beginning to think -

especially as, according to some authorities, the Irish

in Liverpool, 'those who remained'... ‘tended to include

the least successful and least enterprising among the whole

 

Cc. C. O'Brien, (Ed.), The Shaping of Modern Ireland, p.168

See B. D. White, AHistory of the Corporation of Liverpool,
p. 4.
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body of immigrants.' | Among dock labourers religion had

always divided their organisations into something

approaching a 'caste' system. Their efforts at trade

union action had nicheete not been immediately successful,

or successful enough to encourage wider membership.

Havelock Wilson who had founded his Seamen's Union on a

national basis in July 1887 and had set up a branch in

Liverpool in November of that year continued, with good

reason, to be dubious about the strength of the Union. He

opposed the strike which took place in April 1889 which

was unofficial and unconstitutional, recognised it finally

to keep the union together and himself brought the

strike to an end in August of that year by a subterfuge.

The dock strike which broke out at the end of 1889 was,

according to Sexton, begun by the agitation of Richard

McGhee and Edward McHugh, two 'middle class' disciples of

Ibid, It could be argued that the more adventurous would
go to the U.S.A. but this could be argued for any
European community at that time. The Irish community did
tend to be more internationalist or transatlantic in
outlook and paid a corresponding lack of attention to
English affairs. See F. Bower, Rolling Stonemason, (London,
1936), p. 70, where as a seaman he stayed in New York
with 'a Liverpool Irish family, he a docker or a long-
shoreman as they call them in the United States.' This
accounts for the interest O'Connor took in emigration
conditions.

J. Sexton, Sir James Sexton, Agitator, p. 69. Apart from
'craft' fraternities such as coal-heavers and grain-loaders
and the old division between stevedores who worked on board
ship and dockers who worked on the quay, Sexton says that
the north-end dockers had a large proportion of Orangemen
while the southern system was predominantly Catholic.

W. Hamling, A Short History of the Liverpool Trades Council,
p. 19. Sailors had long been regarded as a riotous element
in the population. In the 1860's the uarneleree av caused.
by the American civil war had led to serious disturbances.
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Henry George from Northern Ireland. The action was

‘deliberately inspired and fostered' again according to

Sexton by the employers in order to bring trade unionism

into disrepute.

Whatever the effect of trade union organisation on

the fortunes of the working class in Liverpool, and these

generally appear to have been beneficial however gradual

the process was ,° the early ‘nineties were a period of

acute distress in the city. The national level of

unemployment had risen from 2% to 9% between 1890 and 1893

and in Liverpool in 1893, 5,000 families were in receipt

of relief from a Central Relief Society. The winter of

1894-1895 was especially severe owing to a strike of

Lancashire cotton workers and a corresponding decline in

the volume of shipping. Employment in Liverpool was on a

casual basis both in the docks and in the shipping

industry and this in turn qualified the nature of the

remaining processing industries. They were all dependent on

J. Sexton, Op. Cit., p. 93 and W. Hamling, Op. Cit., p. 21.

See Margaret B. Simey, Charitable Effort in Liverpool in
the Nineteenth Century, p. 141 and D. B. White, History
of the Corporation of Liverpool, p. 103. Both pinpoint
the organisation of the dockers as one factor which was to
help to alleviate distress.

M. B. Simey, Op. Cit., p. 115.
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trade and precarious in the extreme and attempts to

combat recurring and increasingly savage bouts of

unemployment, at least by local effort, seemed increasingly

futile. Apart from stubborn individuals like Lee Jones

who set up a food kitchen in Limekiln Lane, off Scotland

Road| to deal with the worst aspects of poverty, the

confidence of former charitable organisations and

individuals was shaken by the enormity of the problem. The

old Liberal families: no longer played the part they had

done in such ventures but 'ceased to consider nothing but

their pleasures'. The working people themselves were

beginning to resent obtaining by charity what they thought

they had a right to and were not averse to ‘abusing'

charitable schemes, especially those distributing meal

tickets since they had little respect for the origins

of such schemes.

The Irish party in Liverpool were obviously closely

identified with a situation which involved their people

predominantly. Their alliance with the Liberal party was

on its radical edge. Until 1906 the only working class

 

M. B. Simey, Op. Cit., p. 119. Lee Jones was born in
Runcorn in ist and educated at Liverpool College. In
1895 he set up the Liverpool Food Association in Limekiln
Lane which in 1898 became the Liverpool Food and Betterment
Society and in 1909 the League of Well-—doers.
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candidates on the council were also Irish Nationalists, (f

though the claims for this honour were always contested. |

J. C. Taggart who was the most vociferous of these and

who had made his presence felt at League conventions on the

labour issue was elected to the council in 1895 and was

most notable for opposing Forwood's rebuilding schemes in

the Scotland and Vauxhall wards while insufficient

allowance had been made for rehousing.* The involvement of

the local officers of the Irish organisation in local

issues of some complexity was sufficient to make them

impatient of the squabbles in the Irish parliamentary party.

They thought that if they were sufficiently mature

politically to co-operate with Liverpool Liberals it should

have been possible for national politicians to sort out

their differences. They suggested as much to O'Connor at

the convention of the League which met amid so much social

e.g. Simpson and McDougall who were elected in 1879 as
independent, working class and 'teetotal' candidates and
then engaged in a campaign of obstruction such as had been
popularised by Irish Nationalists. B. D. White, 'A History
of the Corporation of Liverpool, p. 109. Another, ‘the
first numicipal Labour candidate' was said to have been
elected for West Derby Ward in 1889. W. Hamline. Op. Cit.,
pe aes

Since 1885 two groups of buildings, the Victoria and
Juvenal buildings had provided 371 dwellings while 2,200
houses had been demolished. B.D.White Op. Cit., p. 134,
ds te soneex? was born in Co. Tyrone in 1861. His family
came to Gateshead where he was educated. He came to
Liverpool and started work as a labourer in Tate and
lyle's sugar refinery. He later became an estate agent,
ad. P. and an alderman.
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distress in the ae of Liverpool in May 1894. The

conference considered the dispute which had arisen in the

party between Dillon and Healy. No doubt O'Connor

deplored this, all he could do was maintain that Irish

M.P.s, ‘could be relied upon as one man,' and that loyalty

should come first, at the same time that he was trying to

remove Healy from the Executive and replace John Brady,

a suspected Parnellite, with J. F. X. O'Brien as secretary.

There was even no alternative to the Liberals with whom

the Irish party and their cause was 'indissolubly bound

aps A Liverpool delegate demanded, ‘some very plain

speaking' for, 'the cause of Ireland was suffering very

much from [these] dissensions'. O'Connor's only remedy

was that other alternatives would not work, the enemy

without, the socialists and the I.L.P. did not 'take a

wise view in seeking to upset the only party from whom

they can expect progress."
/

There was not, unfortunately, outside of the pages

 

Daily Post, 14 May 1894. O'Connor also published a
manifesto in July urging support for the Liberal party
which he said had 'never taken up any great cause without
carrying it on to victory.’ John Brady it had been
alleged had used the INLGB. offices in London for
Parnellite meetings at the start of the controversy.
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of O'Connor's Sun, a newspaper which was now in economic

difficulties, much sign of this progressive aspect and

socialists remained unimpressed by promises of what the

Liberals would do. Socialist organisations in Liverpool

which made up in ingenuity and enthusiasm what they lacked
A

in numbers organised unemployment demonstrations and

Clarion soup vans in the hard winter which followed the

Liverpool convention, the more official charitable

agencies, such as the Guardians of the Poor reporting

that there was no unusual distress.° Some Liberals, like

Russell the editor of the Daily Post who was considered

to be as radical as O'Connor started a campaign against

social conditions.? Others had proved less consistent

even to the Irish cause, let alone 'extreme' social

The first provincial Fabian Society had been founded in
Liverpool in 1890. There were soon seven branches in the
area, with their own magazine, the Labour Chronicle.
The first I.L.P. branch was set up in June 18 six
months before the first National Conference of the I.1L.P.
see H. Pelling, Origins of the Labour Part » (London, 1954),
p. 115. The local leaders were Bob Manson and John
Edwards. It did not as a rule attract the Irish, see
W. Hamling, History of the Liverpool Trades Council,
pp. 28-32, and E. Larkin James Larkin (London, 1965), p.6.

W. Hamling, Op. Cit., p. 29.

See Daily Post, 12 February 1895 quoted by M. B. Simey,
Op. Cit., p. 116. Such reformist campaigns were not
uncommon however.
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remedies. The great Liberal merchant families of

Liverpool, the Brocklebanks, Gaskells, Browns, Gamblers

and Outrams, who had never been very democratically

minded in their own city had been dismayed at the \

excesses of disloyalty evidenced by Justin McCarthy and

the Home Rule bill of 1892 and in face of the dangerous

rabble-rousing tendencies of Liberalism had gone over to

the Tory party with Chamberlain. | By the time of the

election in the summer of 1895, this process was complete,

‘having hived-off the more respectable from the weak ranks

of Liberalism in the city. The Porcupine also changed

its coat moving from a general scepticism to a far from

humorous Imperialism. ‘Recent events', it said, had,

emphasised the alliance between the Conservative

party and the old Liberal party... honoured

citizens who, though associated with a democratic

party of so-called reformers were as loyal to the

Constitution and the Empire as any modern

Conservative can be. The old Liberal party is

defunct... the men of light and learning have

formed themselves into the Liberal Unionist party,

the remnant have joined the unholy compact with

the Irish Nationalists. The electors of Liverpool,

S. Salvidge, Salvidge of Liverpool (London, 1934), and

see Ostragorski, Op. Cit.,1, 2/79. These families were

the ones that were known as 'red currant jelly' and

were ‘cordially detested' in comparison to democratic

toryism in the city.
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cosmopolitan as they are, have not forgotten that

they are electors of no mean city... and that an

English one [who all opposed anything] alien

to all that is dear to an Englishman... with the

exception of perhaps Scotland Division where

the enemies of England abound....

This was the background against which the 1895

campaign was to be conducted. The Liberal interlude may

not have proved much, it was the opposite of rebellious,

but it was too much for some political fantastists to

bear. Instead of the occasionally jovial but brief

indifference with which O'Connor had been regarded hitherto,

the picture of O'Connor degenerated into the worst which

political commentary could provide with 'the most

offensive epithets in their vocabulary.' O'Connor was

a 'carpet-bagger,' most American comparisons were

considered odious, he had,

the hardihood to present himself to his native

constituents and ask them to return him to

parliament again. For a public man to ingratiate

Porcupine, 1 June 1895. To anyone with above average
interest in politics the change of face would be apparent
since the same cartoon blocks were used as during the
election of 1886, the captions having been changed to
drive the point home the opposite way. See Porcupine,
13 July 1895.
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himself into the graces of a body of half-washed

and wholly uneducated men and women... then

to wink the other eye in the back office of the

Sun is a scandal..../

Such sentiments were if anything an advance on those

which the Irish were regarded before the advent of Parnell.

Now allied with ridicule which had itself become callous

there was a hatred of Irish political organisation. The

breakdown of the alliance with a large section of the

Liberal party worsened the conduct of public affairs in the

period up to the first world war in this respect. But to

the Socialists who campaigned in Liverpool in the summer of

1895 and were attacked by Unionist Irish protestants ,~ the

guardians of the Queen's peace, the Irish and Liberal

parties can have seemed hardly preferable. O'Connor's view

might have been that,

though other parts of the country might waver

the sturdy Liberalism of the north of England would

lend them assistance....°

But there was little sign of this in Liverpool. dHe

Porcupine, July 6.

W. Hamling, Op. Cit., p.29. Socialist speakers were
persistently arrested and fined for obstruction.

Daily Post, 3 June 1895. At the INLGB. conference at Leeds.
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himself appears to have been one of the centrai movers in

the disputes at the top of the Irish party and had been

involved in a dispute over soliciting funds for the

Irish party from prominent Liberals. 3 At the next

convention, at Leeds, he had to oppose a motion calling

for the expulsion of William O'Brien. The Irish

executives self-regarding disputes added to the disillusion

felt in many parts of the Irish provincial organisation

one symptom of which was the decrease in the funds of the

INLGB. In the course of the election O'Connor only

stopped in Liverpool long enough to satisfy himself that

the organisation was satisfactory in his own constituency

and he then proceeded to Ireland. se He must have

anticipated the Tory victory nationally; after such an

inconclusive Liberal administration it was hardly

surprising.

A Tory victory did not appreciably alter the social

question - socialist scepticism was justified. Neverthe-

less if only the essence of the socialists' case is

See M. A. Banks, Edward Blake: Irish Nationalist, pp.88-9
and p. 117. One of the Liberals in question was Lord
Tweedmouth. There had been allegations that O'Connor
and the Executive had instructed Blake to 'sell' seats
in the north of England for £200 each. This again shows
that the Irish vote was treated with some respect even
in private dealings between politicians.

Daily Post, 24 July 1895. The Porcupine, on August 3,
said that there were accusations of corruption in
Scotland Division which Lynskey would have to answer.
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admitted, that it was a battle of illusions on either

side, it was still true that at the time when Home Rule

appeared imminent the position of less favoured groups

such as the Irish appeared more hopeful. During the long

period of Unionist rule from 1895 to 1905 the hypnotic

effect of colonial ventures muffled the urgency of social

problems and made them appear as the Tories and Liberal

AeUnionists alike considered them to be, intractable.

thorough-going example of the state of the English social

conscience at this time was the attention given to the

demon drink, and here, in evidence given before a liquor

commission of the house 'Scotland Road was held up to view

as showing in its squalor and wretchedness a vivid picture

of the effects of the curse.' A fuller account was

featured in the Daily Graphic in December 1896 in the

manner of a present day exposee of extravagant vice. In

the 'nineties such titillation was provided by the horror

of poverty through association. Scotland Division was

described in the breathless way which had long been the

favourite method in this area, with its,

 

Tory democracy was not as direct as even Liberal overtures
to 'working class' candidates. See a speech of Stafford
Northcote in the House of Commons, 22 March 1895 where
he said that the working classes since 1884 'knew
themselves to be masters of the situation' and preferred
middle class or upper class candidates. For the effect on
radicals who turned to Socialism as a consequence of
Liberal lukewarmness see, for instance, Alex. M. Thompson
Here I Lie (London, 19373, pp 34-35. Thompson was
Robert Blatchford's partner on the Clarion.
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murky alleys, the roadways stinking with refuse,

the broken windowed, broken doored houses...

rooms where the third plague of Egypt stalks

unceasing....

Whether Irish councillors could recognise anything

in the description or wish it made, they must not have

relished descriptions of the people of the district,

a combination of the familiar and the exotic.

The Liverpool slum does not differ in many

particulars in appearance, in dirt, in smell from

its London [counterpart ] But the people differ

in appearance. They are genially spoken of by

their fellow townsmen as the 'Low Irish' and

they combine the habits of the Irish peasant

pigging in his hovel with those of the unemployed

or partially employed docker or lumper, or

unskilled labourer in a large town...

x

Daily Graphic, 21 December 1896 ff. The article examined
Scotland Ward, Paddy's market and, in the edition of the
following day, the South End. That it seemed that the
‘neighbourhood spent its time going from one [public
house ] to another' on Saturday night was also due to the
fact that Scotland Road was a place of entertainment for
returning seamen, similar to Ratcliffe Highway in London's
east end, or the Bowery in New York. See P. O'Mara,
The Autobiography of a Liverpool Irish Slummy, (London, 1934.
and 8. Hugill, Sailortown (London, 1967), for descriptions
of this and an understandable nostalgia. One of the
difficulties that Thomas Sexton came up against when
campaigning for Labour was that the dockers ‘resented this

exposure of their poverty'. In view of such press reports

'moral' content it was an understandable reaction and one

which was to last. See bibliography. (T. Sexton, Sir James

Sexton: Agitator, p. 167).
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But this was an outsider's attempt to be honest.

The Irish were 'dirty' and on Saturday nights ‘riotous

and quarrelsome' but 'they do not quite look like the

English poor, a phenomenon partly to be explainedi by the

shawls which all the women wear flung over their heads,

and partly by the large proportion of them who go bare-

footed.' They were different too in their, 'cheerful

good humour' and ‘occasional pensiveness'. Others were

not inclined to notice the difference. Liverpool,

according to this journalist dda: net seem, 'to bother

itself very much about the question’,

They are perhaps a little unduly conscious that the

slums will bear comparison for squalid disrepute

with those of any other town in England - indeed

the cabman who drove me through some of the

streets of the South End took an honest pride in

pointing out the worst streets in them - but on

the whole the authorities are inclined to pooh

pooh the question.

The attitude of the writer, the Liverpool authorities and

the Irish were all evidence that the Irish community still

was considered, and considered itself, separate. This

would have been true of any time from 1848, but it appears

all the more remarkable after such a lapse of time, the

hope inspired by the Liberal alliance in 1886 had

disguised the fact of the separation. At this particular

time the absence of any effective radical, let alone
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socialist, alternative made poverty appear that much more

inevitable, but poverty in the mother country of the

Empire was worse than this,it was shameful, the culprits

being those who were experiencing it. It only added

to the indignity that there were signs of disloyalty

among the dockers and sailors of the city.

O'Connor could be taken as implicated in the

anarchic state of his constituency" and the first stirrings

of criticism in this respect occurred in the middle years

of the decade. He was not as active in parliament as

formerly, both because of his JountialdseSon because

the weaknesses within the Irish ranks and the general

maturity of Irish politicians prevented that extremity of

opposition that had once been the case. He did attend to

his work on the Executive even though it might take the

form of intrigue. Healy considered that O'Connor was

carrying on a 'vendetta' against him and that this was why

He often is by those who remember the area in the 1920's

and 1930's, but it is also one of the consequences of such

a long political career in that he was overtaken more
than once by succeeding generations of younger politicians

who considered themselves to be more practical.

H. W. Lucy, Later Peeps at Parliament, (London, 1904),
p. 404, who thought that O'Connor had missed his chance

because of the time he had devoted to journalism. But

O'Connor in common with other Irish politicians had taken

a self-denying role as regards office.
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he, Healy, was removed from the Executive of the INLGB.

in October 1895 and then from the parliamentary committee

of the party in November 1895." O'Connor's work in

selection committees where candidates were decided and his

action over recalcitrants such as Healy made it appear

that he was one of the chief. cogs in a party machine that

existed for little other purpose than self-aggrandisement.“

Healy's complaint was that the Committee of the party from

which he had been expelled never met again and that .'T.-2.

O'Connor and Dillon were thus placed in control of "Irish

policy". '? It seemed as if O'Connor's only interest in

politics was to be a Boss, the sort of figure he denigrated

when it appeared in the guise of Chamberlain. These

accusations would occur more frequently when the allegiance

of a party, be it Irish or radical were in question. Such

complaints were made against O'Connor at the League convention

which met in Dublin in September 1896 in conjunction with a

T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Day, i, 423. i.e.

that O'Connor summoned a meeting of the INLGB. executive in

London for that purpose on October 15 and had him removed

from the Irish Confederation and the Parliamentary Committee

in Dublin on November 143 and 14, organisations which as a

rule, according to Healy, O'Connor ‘seldom visited'.

Memoirs, ii, 14-16, describes O'Connor's vote in selection
procedures during the 1885 election. He may have continued

to be as effective in this sphere.

T, M. Healy, Op. Cit., ii, 423.
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"Race' convention. O'Connor addressed this time not only

Anglo-Irishmen, Irishmen resident in England but

representatives from the whole movement,from Ireland and

from the United States.

The Irish National League of Great Britain [said

O'Connor J was constantly referred to as T. P.

O'Connor's organisation... there was a picture

drawn of him as a ceaseless and incessant wire-

puller, who spent his nights and days in sending

communications to all parts of the country and in

carrying out a correspondence multitudinous in

size and Machiavellian in dishonesty..../

On the contrary, he said, he hadn't sent a letter to

any member of the organisation in the preceding five years.

Since this was an alternative complaint of J.F.X.O'Brien,

that O'Connor was never available to deal with the running

of the League but preferred to confine himself to the

oratory of the presidential rostrum there was probably a

majority of truth in O'Connor's back-handed defence. This

was a particularly bad patch for O'Connor for as the

report t the 1896 convention admitted, the League was in a

 

Daily Post, September 5.

J.F.X.O'Brien MSS., National Library of Ireland. O'Connor
was more active in by-elections where he could do things
more directly, by speech or manifesto.
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critical condition. ‘Depression and lethargy had taken

the place of the old hopefulness and energy." Though

O'Connor might refuse to ‘regard the recent verdict of the

English constituencies as final'@ the political outlook

for Home Rule was far from this sanguine. His canute-

like stand and perhaps the hardening of his political

arteries since the days when the young O'Connor ‘must

have been quite a heroic figure ...handsome and unfortunate,

but with the fire of enthusiasm in his eyes'...° could

in literary circles arouse exasperation and something like

character assassination. Now after the first flush had

died off he was 'not in the least like an Apollo.' A

radical or a prophet can be young and fanatical or old and

wise but in the middle ground there is a danger that he

might not be taken seriously. O'Connor's ideas were

characterised as Schwarmerii, 'a thousand restless but

not unpleasant little devils of bees in the brain that

 

Daily Post, September 5.

Hansard, 4, 36, 139, 15 August 1895.

Arthur Lynch, Human Documents, (London, 1896). 'Character
sketches of Representative Men and Women of the Time'
pp. 156-189 on T. P. O'Connor. Others examined, ‘with
no scruple of personalities', a technique O'Connor had
done much to popularise, were, Tom Mann, John Burns,
Chamberlain, Stead, the Prince of Wales and Kaiser
William II.



completely buzz away the judgement. His political

career had for too long been enigmatic, he was, 'simply

a radical and English.'

It was as well that O'Connor as well as possessing

well-authenticated gifts for Irish rhetoric and 'afflatus'

had a thick skin or had grown one, | Such criticism did

suggest something to the point, that for a politician

O'Connor was too reflective, never quite serious, or too

serious to devote his whole energy to the issue. He was

not always trying to be humorous,

He is even always, or nearly always, quite in

earnest. It is his readers who have the humour,

or at any rate smile pretty often where 1. P.

himself said nothing to keep them amused....°

It was this lack of complete correspondence between

thought and action, this virtual amateurishness which was

an instance of O'Connor's sincerity, and it was his

humour in earnestness which endeared him to his platform

 

There was also the inevitable poem, a form which appeared
to lend itself to describing O'Connor. It was also, as
usual, in brogue. Hamilton Fyfe quotes some of it in
English. (1. P. O'Connor, p. 185.)

Ibid., p. 162. O'Connor detested being called 'Tay Pay'
which according to Shaw was a nickname first given to him
by the editor of the World in the early ‘eighties. Another
more plausible account was that it was included ina
shout of approval by an Irish woman from the public
gallery of the House of Commons when O'Connor was making a
speech.
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audiences and particularly his constituents. He had

preceeded socialist ‘agitators' and his continued

earnestness could not be taken seriously by higher or

literary critics. His advocacy of social questions or the

interests of his constituent, however brief during this

period, could go unrecorded. For instance he protested

in the House over the formation of the council in the

new Belfast Corporation Bill which discriminated against

Roman Catholics when, 'even the bitterest Orangeman in

Liverpool [would not] contend that a man should be

excluded from the council because he was a Roman Catholic,'

and when Catholics and Irish nationalists were

represented in the Manchester and Liverpool councils.

This attack bak not taken seriously, his case was said to

be, ‘exaggerated’. | His position was also an awkward

one in the Education Bill discussed in 1896 which ‘he had

to consider from an Irish as well’ as an English point of

view,' representing as he did the otherwise unenfranchised

Irish voters of Britain. It had on the other hand been

suggested that the Irish, and Catholics generally had

been reluctant to vote for O'Connor or the Liberals in the

previous election because of their dubious educational

policy - a matter which may have been decisive in defeating

Hansard, 4, 35, 334-6, March 6.
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the Liberal in Exchange Division.| In the 1896 debate

which was of a technical nature and supposedly restricted

to a discussion on English schools, O'Connor pupeseeee

the Bill though with reluctance for, ‘whatever small

concessions it gave to Roman Catholic schools! which

were ill-built, where the teachers were ill paid and

where the children, ‘had not the good clothes and the

good shoes, or often the comfortable looks of children in

other schools.' He naturally received no support from the

Liberal non-conformists, complained that only one Irish

member had spoken on the bill and his arguments were

finally dismissed by the government spokesman since,

‘Although of course, we are always glad to hear Irish

opinion on it [the Bill] it does not primarily affect

Ireland.'* These were all examples of how O'Connor's

Daily Post, 24 July 1895, and in the debate he said
In the last election the Unionist candidate owed his
election in many constituencies to the Catholic vote,
a vote given under extreme pressure.' Hansard, 4, 40,
1211, March 19. This was something he would never
admit at elections or at conventions and he was careful
to call it the 'Catholic' vote in this instance. It is
a matter of conjecture whether it was true; it seems
more likely that it was designed to warn the Liberals,
demand satisfaction of the Unionists, generally draw
attention to Irish-Catholic grievances. The 'pressure'
that had been exerted presumably came from the Catholic
clergy.

Hansard, 4, 40, 1205, May 12.
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individual position as Irish Nationalist and, to a

lesser extent Catholic representative were contradicting

each other and nullifying his effectiveness. The

difficulties inherent in the English government's

refusal to recognise the Irish in Britain as a distinct

group was apparent.

A Liverpool delegate had indeed voiced a complaint

at the 1896 convention which was to receive more

prominence in the following years, that the Executive

was paying little attention to the problems of the local,

in this case, the Liverpool branches. This was expanded

by the delegate from Glasgow who claimed that 'In 1890

the Irishmen of Great Britain remained almost solid while

almost 40% of the Irish party went away." Much was made

of the inefficiency of the organisation as the rank and

file saw it. It betrayed a growing self-consciousness

and dissatisfaction on their part. All O'Connor could do

was to urge the Irishmen of his organisation to hold on

despite the greatness of the majority facing them, since

Home Rule was the sort of cause which, 'Great and

overwhelming and successive defeats could not kil1l.'©

But in the meantime he was very much aware of how the

Daily Post, September 5.

O'Connor at the next convention at Manchester. See Dail
Post, 7 June 1897. He would not refer to the election
results immediately afterwards, in 1895 or 6.
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split in the Irish ranks at Westminster and in Ireland

were alienating Irishmen in Britain. In 1897 a Unionist

was once more returned at a by-election in Exchange and

O'Connor, writing to Dillon thought he knew where to

ascribe the cause of the Liberal-Irish defeat.

We very nearly did the trick at Liverpool and I

believe we might have done it; but they would

probably have come up better if there were the

stimulus of a strong and united movement at

home. All the same it would be well if there

were even an approach in the spirit in Ireland

to the spirit we have here....!

O'Connor's paternalistic and defensive attitude to

the Irish organisation in Britain also to a large measure

explains his interference in the party dispute. It made

the influence of the British organisation, more clearly

linked with the Liberals - one aimed at compromise and

moderation and one which was right-wing as a result in

terms of nationalism. At some stage and at some level

the Irish in the localities had to co-operate with

O'Connor to Dillon, 21 November 1897, Dillon Papers,
Royal Irish Academy. By-elections continued to be
regarded as crucial in this constituency. For another
description of the contest see S. Salvidge, Salvidge of |
Liverpool, p. 27, and John Owen, The Licalish“UrenaGa? |
1922), a political novel set in this constituency.
Stanley Salvidge considered that 'few constituencies
in the country were more prolific of electioneering
drama [owing to] the special nature of local conditions.'
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Liberals in day to day politics. Their uneasy

relationship with English politics can be seen in series

such as appeared in provincial magazines like the

Liverpool Porcupine which dwelled on the attributes and

careers of local politicians. Irish leaders were often to

be found in this magazine, in series entitled 'People Who

Are Talked About' if nothing else - there might have been

a shortage of copy on occasions. What is frequently

remarked upon in these descriptions is the social

acceptability of these Irish councillors. Hence Thomas

,» John Flynn, the 'whip of the Irish party' was congratulated

for his, 'geniality and invariable courtesy’ and for the

fact that 'he tells a capital story and dispenses true

Hibernian hospitality at his pretty and picturesque

1 On the one hand he had 'the esteemcountry residence.

and regard of his colleagues' and yet was still ‘persona

grata with those opposed to him in public.' Lynskey it

was admitted, ‘Although leader of the Irish party which

(had J not always popularity with the Conservatives' had

‘many friends among the Tories' and 'as regards the

Liberals, with whom he is in alliance, he is held in

Porcupine, 1 May 1897. The series lasted from 1897 to
1899 and as well as providing biographical material shed
some light on the intricacies of social and political
allegiance at that time.
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perfect esteem by them.'| What was stressed was the nearness

of such leaders to accepted models. Even more thorough-

going Nationalists like Austin Harford, unlike those above,

"born in Liverpool of Irish and Catholic parents' and ‘always

found on the extreme rather than on the moderate side' was

singled out as being, 'graced with pleasant manners' and his

singing career at 'high class ballad concerts at the Princes

Hall, Piccadilly, London' was touched upon.© Most Irish

politicians in the provinces - as well as O'Connor — were it

appeared social successes, middle class, professional, or

merchant traders. This did not directly clash with

nationalism, indeed the variety of aptitudes and the ability

shown by such Irishmen was an advert for Irish self-

determination, On the contrary nationalism provided, if it

was only blatant in a few cases, an opportunist career in

politics. It could cover a whole range of radical or less

radical convictions, the contrast to which is Sexton's

non—nationalistic work for the dock workers union and the

Porcupine, 17 July 1897. G. J. Lynskey was born in Co.Galway
in 1861 and educated at the Sacred Heart College at Limerick.
He came to Liverpool in 1882 to join a firm of solicitors.
He became a: councillor in 1889 and was for many years legal
adviser to the INLGB. By 1897 he had twice been elected
deputy lord mayor. He became an alderman in 1913.

Porcupine, 22 April 1899, Harford was fighting South Scotland
ward against Lynskey, the sort of thing the Porcupine liked to
see. See also M. Ostragorski, pp. 346-9 where he defines the
chief membership of the local English parties as 'Lower
Middle-class' composed of 'restless beings' and the 'calm and
sedate'. There are obvious analogies with the Irish organisation
except that the benefits of influence would not be as great.
The Irish membership was also liable to be more talented since
there were less opportunities for advancement in other spheres.
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advent of a young Liverpool Irishman, James Larkin, who

in 1898 helped to organise a Liverpool branch of the

Workers Union and who three years later transferred his

allegiance to Sexton's Union. | In a sense all allegiances

in the Irish quarter were confused by the nationalist

issue.©

This was not true of the Tory position in Liverpool,

the existence of such nationalism only aided their case.

A whimsical double act was published in a Liverpool paper

in 1898 in which Forwood the Conservative leader purports

to give the reasons for his party's success. This was,

The presence of a large Irish population, that

enabled us to get hold of a large number of the

working men who hate the Irish for coming to

this country and severing the rate of wages.

in addition to that there is the question of

See Emmet Larkin, James Larkin, p. ll. The majority of
'Irishmen' in Liverpool could well by this date have been
Liverpool born. lLarkin's family came from the north of
Ireland. See Emmet Larkin, James Larkin, p. 4, fora
description of Larkin's grandfather dressed for Church
in his old-fashioned Sunday finery.

Strauss considers that ‘Neither Sexton nor his Union
».ewas by any means on the left wing of the British trade
union movement.' His view is more sympathetic to Larkin,
as Larkin's career was to develop. But for the ‘nineties
Sexton's union and any union of unskilled labour was a
militant addition to the trade union movement. See E.
Strauss, Irish Nationalism and British Democracy, p.195.
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Religion. People are still afraid of Popery and

in a place where there is a large number of Roman

Vatholics any party which allies itself with Popery

will meet with strong opposition. We get in

Liverpool what our party received in no other town

in the Kingdom - a large proportion of the non-

conformist vote.

That this had been re-printed from 1881 did not suggest

that the situation had changed as much as the Tory members |

had said that they wished them to when they spoke on the

subject in 1884. Added to this the Unionist party on

Merseyside had had an influx, a further influx it may have

been, of democratisation through the advent of Archibald

Salvidge to the Liverpool Conservative Working Men's

Association. This body had been founded in 1865 but until

the ‘nineties, 'The Liverpool democracy had votes but no

leader and no cause'.© Salvidge became chairman of the

Association in 1892 and succeeded in gaining the right of

the divisional associations in selecting candidates,

against the advice of Forwood and the old style Tories.?

In 1893 he had also secured the visit of Randolph Churchill,

 

Liverpool Review, 1 October 1898 reprinted from 8 March, 1881.

S. Salvidge, Salvidge of Liverpool, p.15. Archibald Salvidge
was born in Birkenhead in 4 and attended the Liverpool

Institute. He joined the LCOWMA. in 1885.

Ibid., p. 21. The test case was over Houston, the popular

choice for West Toxteth. Houston was indeed, as described,

‘a notable eccentric.', see Chapter VI below.
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after Churchill had guarrelled with the senior Tory member

for the city, Lord Claude Hamilton, and had cancelled his

visit. His supremacy was assured in 1898 with the death of

Forwood. Critics of this form of democracy were legion,

real power it was felt was left in the same few hands and

the trappings of influence were distributed to well

controlled organisations. ‘But this was not the view of the

more respectable conservatives in Liverpool who ‘expressed...

in the strongest terms the disgust with which they regard

the local association' and to many Salvidge represented,

‘rascality, Tammanny practices' and was 'the working men's

boss'. |

The definitions and the expectations of a 'democratic'

organisation obviously differ from generation to generation.

Tory democracy might have been regarded as a bastard growth

nurtured by beer - (Salvidge was manager of a local brewery) -

but from wherever the impetus came there was no denying the

popularity. The rejection of some things that were popular

to the English population by O'Connor, such as the Jubilee

celebrations of 1897 because ‘Irishmen... would not lie to

the world with regard to their own feelings and their own

country seems more justified but it was then a point of

Quoted by S. Salvidge, Op. Cit.,p. 30. It was also claimed
that Archibald Salvidge was ‘long before the advent of a
Labour group... the successful advocacy of a fair wage
clause' in the council of 1899 against the Tory leader,
Sir Thomas Hughes.

Daily Post, 7 June 1897 at the INLGB. conference.
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view that could only be popular in Ireland and the

United States. Neither was the situation favourable

generally for the Irish-Liberal alliance which O'Connor

advocated most strongly of all, often it seemed almost by

himself. The League Convention which met in Birmingham

in June 1898 merely re-iterated the support for

'Gladstonian' candidates and at the same time asserted,

somewhat hopefully, its ‘independence of English politics.'

In the debates in the Commons on Ireland O'Connor was

often fighting a very lonely battle, both because he had

few allies and because the chamber was usually deserted.

The financial relations between the two countries which

were debated in the spring sessions of 1897 and 1898 were

hardly inspiring subjects though O'Connor tried to put

some life into the debate by recalling that, it was,

e.-a curious thing that nearly every ...gentleman

opposite who had Irish blood in his veins was

prouder that his ancestor voted against the Act

of Union than of almost anything else in his

family's history....°

His arguments against the unfair taxations of Ireland

with the, to him, allied subject that, 'when a country

 

Daily Post, 30 June 1898. It also mourned the death of
adstone.

Hansard, 4, 48, 237, 31 March 1897.

4
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went to war the first class to suffer were the working

class" had very little effect. His attempts to compare

distress in Ireland in 1898 to the situation in 1879 were

also denied, in a virtually empty house. In the Local

Government of Ireland Bill of that year a Bill which he

saw as merely allowing 'Poor Kerry to assist poor Kerry'

he tried to initiate a discussion on emigration. When he

demanded that, 'not one single man, woman or child [should]

be taken from the already depleted population of Ireland'

the Unionist member for East Down reminded him that both

he and O'Connor were ‘emigrants to our great advantage, '©

O'Connor's intervention
s

in debate in the last years of the

‘nineties seemed futile. He was limited by the quiescence

of his own party, by the indifference of the Unionists

and a large number of Liberals and by the detailed nature

of the legislation which made it hard to arouse public

interest. The Irish grievances might be hardy perennials

which Irish members with long memories or the tenacity of

O'Connor might bring up in committees, but parliamentar
y

effectivenes
s

was at a low ebb. O'Connor might claim that

‘the worst days' of the organisation in Britain had passed

when he addressed the INLGB. at the Bradford Convention

but he had also to admit that 'dissension in Ireland was

Hansard, 4, 50, 758, June 29.

Hansard, 4, 57, 326, May 4.
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disastrous and almost fatal to the success of the

movement in Britain,' and he demanded 'consideration of

their views by those in Ireland. |

A general election was in the offing, as was

indicated in his hopeful speech - and he held out the

further prospect that local government changes which were

about to be enacted would be an effective weapon for

the Irish party in Ireland. When he was seen to be

catching at such straws he appeared as much a party boss

as a Chamberlain or a Salvidge. Local and economic

issues could not be continually avoided however. It is

true that he had paid more attention to Liverpool issues

than hitherto. In May 1898 he supported the claims of the

Liverpool branch of the Seamen's Union over inadequate

crew accommodation, a grievance he was to follow up two

years later, which he claimed contravened the Space Act

of 1867. He also carried on a campaign opposing a

Daily Post, 22 May 1899.

Hansard, 4, 64, 912; Compare David McIver the Tory M.P.
for Kirkdale, Liverpool, in the debate the following
March on the employment of Lascar seamen on British
ships where he said 'I venture to think that the owners
of these lines are gentlemen of such high character' that
there was no danger of them using flags of convenience
to avoid legislation, but that nevertheless legislation
was not necessary. Hansard, 4, 67, 105-106, March 21.
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market scheme for Liverpool under anything but municipal

ownership. This principle was also approved by him in the

extension of the powers of the Mersey Docks and Harbour

Board since it would, ‘give the labour of the city a

1 But these activitiesvery large amount of work to do.

did not receive much attention. He might have been

forgiven for expressing his position as being, 'the sole

representative in the House of a large class of the

community [which had ] the unique distinction of being

oppressed with almost equal injustice by both sides

of the House.' He had to take the opportunity of saying

this in a debate on education estimates. He was aware

if the House was not, that,

his own constituency was inhabited by undoubtedly

one of the poorest populations in the United

Kingdom... he could scarcely trust himself to

express the feelings [their schools] produced on

his mind... the poorest of the poor were kept up

largely by the expense of the poor...*

O'Connor was also involved in the attempts to reunite

the party in the last year of the old century and the

first years of the new, the Healyites, the Parnellites

and the constitutional majority, the latter being to some

‘the syndicate of politicians composed of Mr. Blake, Mr.

T. P. O'Connor, Mr. Davitt and others who control the

 

Hansard, 4, 56, 1180, April 22 and April 26.

Hansard, 4, 70, 853-855, 28 April 1899.
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affairs of the Irish party, whose salaries they distribute.’

O'Connor wavered between convening a conference on re-

union -—'because the country had made up its mind and the

time for negotiation had passed'= and hesitating lest

the united Irish party would be hostile to the

conservative INLGB. These were fears that he expressed

in the committee which met to discuss reunification in

January 1900? and in reply to letters from Dillon who

was urging reunification all through that month. O'Connor

saw that '...our minds were formed... it marks out the

lines on which I think we should go.' Nevertheless

relations between the various leaders were not yet very

amicable - O'Connor refused to share a railway carriage

with Healy and Redmond when they all travelled to

Liverpool to celebrate St. Patrick's day and 'Unity' inthat

year. It was not until June that O'Connor came round to

saying that Redmond ought to be made president of the

Daily Nation, 18 March 1899. This was a Healyite
newspaper. For a full account of these negotiations
see F.S.L. Lyons The Irish Parliamentary Party, (London,
1951).

Daily Nation, 24 November 1899 gives the text of O'Connor's
reasons as explained to Dillon who was now the party
chairman.

M.A.Banks, Edward Blake: Irish Nationalist, p. 237. See
also letters of O'Connor to Dillon, January 22, 23, 24.

T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Day, ii, 448.
Apparently St. Patrick's day was not what it had been in
the 'old days' in Liverpool either, according to one
correspondent, there was 'very little drunkenness and
scarcely any disorder'. Porcupine 26 March, 1900,
"Shamrock Night on Scotland Road.'
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Teague, following O'Brien's lead - and this was finally

accepted by Dillon. | The Irish National League of Great

Britain became the United Irish League of Great Britain \

at the conference which met at Dublin which otherwise

spent most of its time discussing constitutional changes

and worrying about funds.

But these moves on policy which showed that O'Connor

was still moderately active in politics - apart from his

journalistic activities and the founding of another

newspaper M.A.P.° were not sufficient for many Irishmen

in the movement in Britain - even in Liverpool. English

radical dissatisfaction with orthodox Liberalism was

beginning to find its counterpart in the Irish

organisation. Sometime in the late 'nineties Sexton was

elected president of the Home Rule Association in Bootle

and was asked by the local Labour Representation

Committee to support Labour candidates for the council.

At first, even though he was head of the dock workers'

Union in the north-west he refused, such were the ties of

the old allegiances. Then when he became aware of the

character of the Liberals he was bound to support -

jerry builders and small time dock employers working on

commission to the detriment of dock labour, he determined

to support Labour candidates who were in any case mostly

O'Connor to Dillon, 12, 13 June, 1900 quoted to M.A.
Banks, Op. Cit., pp 228-9.

The first issue was on 18 June 1898.
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ex-Liberals who had found the new organisation more to

their taste. To support Labour he said 'really meant the

interests of the Irish and the dockers.'| Denvir and

Nolan, two of the most prominent leaders of the Irish on

Merseyside and now also M.P.s became convinced of the

justice of this policy, again according to Sexton. But,

O'Connor in response to a complaint of the local Liberals

to the Central Office in London about this, so-called

"Bootle Rebellion' put a stop to this. He denounced the

support of Labour candidates at a meeting of the local

Liberal Reform club and Labour candidates were accordingly

decisively defeated. This may have been evidence of

what Sexton called O'Connor's ability, 'to convince the

rank and file of any movement that they were the real

authors of any plan he put forward.'* But apart from

showing the importance the Irish party and the Liberals

placed on stopping the rot even at such a parochial level

and whatever the merits of the case, it does show that

Irish loyalty to the League was still largely unshaken

after seven years of indifferent Liberal and then

Unionist administration, and that allegiance to economic

J. Sexton, Sir James Sexton: Agitator, p. 83. For Sexton's
description of theaffair see pp 64-84. There is no
clear indication of when exactly this occurred.

Tbid., P. 80.
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doctrines was still in its infancy and cannot be

anticipated. |” A more serious threat to O'Connor's position

was one which came from inside the Irish ranks, which

did not question the paramouncy of nationalism only

O'Connor's handling of it. Austin Harford, the Liverpool

Irishman was more than the Porcupine had made him appear.

His brother Frank who shared a tailoring business with

him in the city had earlier fought south Scotland ward

against Lynskey and had been elected though this was

invalidated. Now Austin proposed to contest Scotland

Division in the autumn election of 1900, the two

brothers along with John O'Shea were immediately dubbed

the 'Three Musketeers' and may have soon come to feel

that they were taking on forces as formidable as a

cardinal of the Roman Catholic church.

Harford and his supporters probably felt that

O'Connor, who often seemed to be living in semi-retirement

at his home in Brighton, or devoting too much time to his

newspapers, was too much of an absentee M.P. though it

Sexton is not a wholly reliable witness here because he
is trying too hard to demonstrate an initial Irish
community of interest with Labour. Strauss (Irish
Nationalism and British Democracy, p. 195) sees Sexton
as bringing ‘the traditional aeehins methods of Irish
politics, inherited from organisations which used the
masses in the interests of the middle classes' and that
this contributed to the growth of trade union bureaucracy.
Whatever the justice of this - and it appears an
accusation that could equally well be applied to Marxist
organisations, there is little beyond Sexton's testimony
to suggest that local Irish leaders were so sympathetic
to Labour.
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is doubtful if he was any more so than the Tory M.P.s

for the city whose supporters were always ready to attack

O'Connor on this score. For the second half of 1900 a

critical and highly personal barrage was launched against

O'Connor's political morality. It was said that,

He lives ina fine style, keeps a carriage and

footman, and moves in the most swaggering society

of modern Babylon. His non affluent constituents

of Scotland Division only see him once in a blue

moon, and he's not in the habit of compensating

for his absenteeism by sending an occasional

cheque to help the poor and needy among his

constituents....

Something more was expected of T. P. O'Connor and

something along these lines must have been the complaint

of Austin Harford - for the latter's electoral machine

was primitive and therefore he did not explain himself

as fully as if the whole Irish strength in the city was

on his side.

For the most part their efforts were confined to

the distribution of hand-bills. They were probably the

sincerest group in the whole business< and the intervention

Porcupine, 1 September 1900. O'Connor had a house in
Brighton, and a town house in Chelsea. Politics or his

constituency did not monopolise his time. See Letters
of O'Connor in National Library of Ireland, to Gerald
Christy, MS. 5381, and Edmund Downey, MS 10040.
Irish politicians were in a bad odour in the city in
any case due to local financial and other scandals which

occurred at this time. See Catholic Herald, 243 April 1910.
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did at least cause O'Connor to devote most of his time

and most of his invective in Scotland Division during the

election. He did however speak at other places in

south Lancashire and kept a strict eye on the contests in

Salford and Manchester. To him however the intervention

was, by one account, black and white treachery for, 'no

one, not even the most bigoted Tory had ever attacked my

character. [He was] held in bondage by a miserable

clique gathered in hole and corner places, who appeared

not in public but contented itself with typewritten and

bogus speeches.'"

Harford's campaign was correctly characterised here;

such was O'Connor's popularity when he actually appeared

that Harford had to ‘climb down Boer-—fashion and by

letter and manifesto call upon the other insurgents to

vote for Misther O'Connor.' The Porcupine was

understandably disappointed but not for the reasons it

gave.

The Richmond street ‘enfant terrible' [ Harford ] did

not turn up himself but he sent his pals Healy and

Heron to represent him; and they were backed up on

the platform by Mr. D. A. M. Bligh, Councillor Daly,

‘Little Tip' [Burke] and others of more or less

notoriety... the retirement of Harford had practically

spoilt the chances of a real good owld Donneybrook

Fair style of argument which had been anticipated...

1. Porcupine, October 13.
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the peelers were not required and if there were

any dissentients present they wisely kept their

mouths shut to save their heads getting cracked.

It was like standing on the edge of a volcano,

but the only explosions were the oratorical cries

of Tay Pay and the other speakers.... |

But in other ways also the election was a difficult

one for O'Connor and the Irish party. The rage with which

he was attacked in some local newspapers was attributable

to his and his party's opposition to the Boer war.

O'Connor had taken this attitude from the time of one of the

first debates on the grievances of the Uitlanders in

August 1899. Then he had said that there was a ‘disposition

among fair-minded men to look at the position from the Boer

as well as the British point of view,' since the Boers as

any Irishmen could see, ‘regarded the Transvaal as their

own country.'© Further ‘shedding of innocent blood’ would

involve Britain in 'moral guilt'. His attitude to such

questions was at one with his attitude to Ireland, that

‘if need be' it was better to wait 'a quarter of a century

in order to secure by [a] natural growth of opinion a

peaceful and tranquil settlement rather than embark once

Porcupine, October 6, ‘Ireland in Scotland' by the 'Owl'.

Hansard, 4, 76, 269, 9 August 1899.
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more on a useless war.'

It was an attitude directly linked to that of

Irish opinion and the answer he told the League that he

had given when their support had been asked for in

England's ‘hour of emergency and need.' Unionist

treatment of the Irish and-especially its consequences

for emigrants did not justify their support,

for in his thirty years of life in England [he

had] travelled through nearly every part of the

country [and observed] sad and terrible scenes

of the fate of the Irish emigrant....'

it was 'vain to hope for reconcilement' while such a

state of affairs continued. Balfour's customary reply

that emigration was ‘not entirely an evil' did nothing

to soften Irish intransigence.

Such an attack on Empire however - in Ireland and in

South Africa - was liable to be regarded as traitorous by

large sections of the English public. It was continually

denied that Ireland had any cause for complaint, certainly

no case that Ireland was in economic difficulties and

Irish politicians were liable to have their personal

motives and conduct portrayed as suspect. O'Connor was

told, 'As a journalist.....you are loyal as John Bull

himself - in the pages of M.A.P. and the Sunday Sun' but

there was none of ‘this unctuous fealty to the Saxon

Hansard, 4, 83, 1336-7.
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when you fulminate on a Home Rule platform,'" and in

society or as the provincial press had it, 'In the

London Halls of dazzling light' there was none of that,

‘rhetoric of the sort which would raise cheers for Kruger,'

a dichotemy that may not have arisen with the less

sociable members of the Irish party. Such an attack had

its counterpart with O'Connor, ‘wooing the poor paddies of

Scotland Division, or talking blarney to them on the

platform,'© while mostly having nothing to do with them

whilst in London. There would be no answer to these attacks

ultimately except for Irishmen and every Irish politician,

especially if he had any ability, to pack up and go home.

O'Connor's peripheral contest with Harford right up

to the election meant that he had to stay in Liverpool

and conduct his orchestration of the Irish vote from the

city. There was very little agreement with the Liberals

Porcupine, March 31. An open letter to O'Connor to ‘leave
Ireland alone.

Porcupine, April 14. This pro-Boer attitude might not have
been necessarily totally popular with O'Connor's
constituents, some of whom would be regular soldiers and

some who might have been caught up in the enthusiasm for
the war and have enlisted. It was in this sort of
economically depressed area that recruitment was always

for instance, had served in the Kings Liverpool Regiment.
Catholic schooling in the area was also nearly as prone

as the Protestant to emphasise 'the British always win
wars' though this was 'not the English but the British.
An intense love for the British Empire [wastaught ] and

an equally intense hatred for England... [the Catholic

schoolchildren] were patriotized and Britishized until we

got back to our shacks where we were sternly Irishized.'

P.O. Marg, The aaronterse of a Liverpool Irish Slummy,

p. 74. See also Chapter VII. below for attitudes during
the first world war.

.at its highest. James Connolly for some time before est"
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during this election. The advent of Herbert Gladstone

as chief whip had caused the Liberal party to take a much

more stringent attitude towards the Irish whose opposition

to the Boer war embarrassed the Liberal leaders. Electoral

possibilities had to be weighed in the balance in this

first khaki election. Many Liberals felt that as it was

they were labouring under the difficulty that, ‘every vote

cast for the Liberal was a vote for the Boer."

Redmond himself, now guiding all Irish policy except |

perhaps that of William O'Brien, kept to the straightforward

maxim that no Liberal candidate might be supported without

guarantees on Home Rule from the Liberal party itself, or

at least from the individual candidate. A meeting of the

Irish party in February had denounced the Liberal alliance.©

O'Connor was directly opposed to this; if the Irish vote

in England was still a political fact then it ought to be

used to best advantage. He, along with many Liberals,

anticipated a Unionist victory and therefore felt that the

policy should be to reduce their majority, to 'make it easy

for our people to vote Liberal [and] discourage their

Augustine Birrell, oe Past Redress, p. 151. Birrell
was fighting S. E. Manchester which was one of the
constituencies O'Connor was interested in.

Cited in H. W. M. McCready, 'Home Rule and the Liberal
Party", in I.H.S.XII (1962-3), pp: 316-348, p. 322. This
gives an account of the vagaries of the alliance on both
sides between 1899 and 1909.
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pressing their candidate too closely on Home Rule.’ A

distinction between the attitudes of Redmond and O'Connor

was clear - which personified the difference between the

Irish in Britain and those who had not emigrated. O'Connor

had absorbed much of the English party spirit during his

career, if it wasn't, as his critics maintained, there

from the start. Redmond held out for an opportunist,

independent and rallying policy as Parnell, the leader he

had never deserted, had done. It was the eternal battle

of the long and short term view where Irish politics were

concerned. But for this election Redmond's policy was

certainly the more honest and sensible if at the same time

so little could be expected from the Liberals. Though on

the face of it O'Connor's impatience with, ‘demanding the

Home Rule pledge in season and out of season'© seemed more

Redmond Papers, 26 September 1900, National Library of
Ireland. O'Connor from Liverpool sent five questions to
the Executive to which they were asked to telegraph

answers. These centred around contests in the north at
Leeds East, and at Newcastle, and the general question of

support for the Liberals. Redmond generally supported
co-operation though the fact that he and the other Irish
leaders were in Ireland and had to telegraph their
answers back does not suggest that they put the question
high on their list of priorities.

O'Connor to Dillon, 28 September, Redmond papers, National
Library of Ireland. J.F.X.O'Brien, Swift McNeil and
O'Connor were for co-operation, Redmond and McHugh against.
Dillon's attitude is not clear, though the fact that
O'Connor was able to write in this way suggests that he
was more of a co-operator. The unification of the party

was of recent origin and the 'majority' still favoured
the Liberals more than the Parnellites did. O'Connor also

wrote to Redmond on 29 and 30 urging him to moderate his

tone since, 'many seats depend on their action’. See

Redmond papers. O'Connor's favouring of the Liberal cause

is obvious.
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politically mature, Redmond's policy might wake the

Liberals up to the existence of Irish demands.

Apart from this O'Connor had to deal with a ploy

which was to become increasingly obvious in the new

century, that of the rousing of the Catholic forces in

his constituency against Liberal education policy.

The Catholic bishops of Salford and Nottingham in

particular had urged Catholics to vote Tory. O'Connor's

Tory opponent made much of this and the 'University

Question'. The Tories had introduced a bill allowing the

creation of a new Catholic University in Ireland in

August 1899. O'Connor thought this was to 'make Ireland

first a desert and then give a University to a people which

1 which was no doubt true inahad ceased to exist,

larger sense; nationalism found it very hard to come

down to particularities, since it wanted to do all these

things itself at a later date. In the meantime Rutherford

made out a good case for an educational system, 'as free

as possible and as good as the state could make it.

It was also frequently put about in his favour that

Rutherford was ‘well known in Liverpool, and they knew

Daily Post, 2 October 1900. There had been cold comfort
from the more vociferous liberals in the House on
education debates. Their attitude was, 'You can have
as much Catholic education as you like, but not at the
public expense.' Hansard, 4, 79, 1339, 3 August 1899.

Daily Post, October 3.
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where to find him... not like his opponent who came to

Liverpool three times in fifteen years.'

O'Connor had to be careful how he treated Catholic

intervention. He claimed that ‘he had no complaint to

make of the action of the Bishop [of Nottingham, but ]

on this occasion he had no hesitation in saying that

he was wrong. (hear, hear)'’ He pointed instead to

the other extreme, to the grange complexion of Rutherford's

supporters in the LCWMA who wanted to ‘plant the Orange

flag where the Green banner had waved,' an infusion of party

feeling rarely to be found in O'Connor's speeches

though no doubt substantially true of the show. the

election often must have looked in the Division. Also

untypical was the charge that Rutherford had certain

social reservations about the Irish of the city, that

they were, ‘drunk, dissolute and dirty (shame)'. Normally

O'Connor would not have considered strengthening such

appeals to a sense of separateness, but this was not his

sort of election. Redmond's policy of non-alignment

with the Liberals appears to have gained the day - and

O'Connor had to send an open letter to the Irish of

south Salford and a more general manifesto to the Irish

electors of Salford and Manchester calling for a pledge of,

Daily Post, October 4.
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4 O'Connor's usual‘Home Rule and Home Rule alone.'

support rallied in Scotland Division after the withdrawal

of the Young Turk faction and despite forecasts of a

Unionist victory, which may have had some basis in fact

in this election. O'Connor was seized, despite his

protests and his size, 'By a dozen stalward Hibernians,

who hoisted him on their broad backs and carried him down

Eldon Place amid the hoarse yells of the excited crowds. '@

But O'Connor did not share their enthusiasm for an

election which had 'taken advantage of the war fever in

12the country and where he could no longer take his

constituency all that much for granted. The Tories who

had again won all the other Liverpool constituencies

were not content with having reduced O'Connor's majority

and his send-off however enthusiastic was supposed to

have compared unfavourably with previous occasions.

What struck them again after the election was,

What a different appearance the dingy districts

of Scotland Road and its slummy environs bear on

the sabbath ...The dullness, the greyness, the

Daily Post, October 2. He also sent letters to this effect
to St. Helens and Widnes. See Freemans Journal, October 2.
The surprisingly Irish or 'party’ nature of the election
was also shown in some special pleading from the local
GaelicLeague_who were ‘not all voters in Scotland
Division'. These would probably be more middle class but
saw that division as ‘representative of all Irish voters
outside Ireland'. Letter to Daily Post, October 4, This
had been Harford's point also.
Porcupine, October 13.
Daily Post, October 8.
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the general air of delapidation and poverty

eeeas a rule the women slatternly and unkempt may

be seen enjoying their afternoon naps upon the

doorsteps, while the men smoke their 'clays' and

lounge for hours together in knots of three or

four.....!

Before the election, 'the Irish people are all right if

you lO'Connor] and the paid agitators would just leave

them alone. '©

But some of the concentration on 'Democratic' politics,

on social issues and on constituency matters by the Tories,

nationalists like Harford, and the socialists, did reflect

badly on O'Connor. Watson Rutherford's election

manifesto dealt exclusively with issues in Scotland

Division and in Liverpool - on urban depopulation, on the

fortunes of small tradesmen, Roman Catholics, as well as

"those who have relatives or friends at the war.'? O'Connor

talked in general terms of Ireland as he was expected to do.

Poreu ine, October 13. It may have been thought that this
was harmless enough, it is in any case typical of electoral
aftermaths then and since.

Porcupine, March 31. Austin Harford had also been ‘young,
active and intellectual’ according to this paper on
September 21, whatever he was afterwards.

Porcupine, October 29.
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Up to the election of 1906, O'Connor was concerned

with re-making the alliance with the Liberals. Often

it revolved around social issues. But first he set his

own house in order and instituted a central authority

ie1 Liverpool, ‘where decisions shall be binding on

every Irishman in the city in all future elections.'7

The benefits of this were driven home to his constituents

in O'Connor's support of Sexton's attempt to have dock

labourers included in the Factory and Workshop Acts

which came before the new Unionist parliament in June

1901. His constituency he told the parliamentary

committee, ‘largely consisted of dock labourers... [and]

scarcely any body in the country ...were more entitled to

sympathetic consideration. '* A docker's average weekly

wage at this time was 15/- a week and their occupation

was 'extremely precarious', unprotected, and he suggested

on the basis of figures supplied to him by Sexton ,? more

dangerous than that of mine workers. Though O'Connor was

showing in this instance how he would champion the removal

of specific abuses suffered by ‘industrial lazaars' before

the advent of the Labour party, Sexton also praised

Porcupine, October 13.

Hansard, 4, 95, 142, 11 June 1901.

See J. Sexton, Op. Cit., 84-5. Sexton also provided a
model of a ship which O'Connor used to demonstrate the
hazards of working on shipboard.
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Salvidge, the Tory leader for his part in having clauses

introduced to cover dock labourers, 'from the very

beginning of the agitation,'' Undoubtedly O'Connor's

role was somewhat dilletante by later standards but it

was greatly appreciated by the dockers' union, and by

Sexton who was grateful for any spokesman in parliament,

and the local branch of the Union presented their M.P.

‘with an address, a gold watch and a model of a ship when

_he visited the constituency in October.©

He also took the opportunity while in Liverpool to

consolidate his position with the local Irish party

addressing what The Times called the 're-united branches

of the Sis? This meeting was fully covered by the

Liverpool Review, a rare occurrence, perhaps due to

journalists having discovered 'the difficulty there is in

st This gives some

indication of the atmosphere at such Irish meetings at

S. Salvidge, Salvidge of Liverpool, p. 43. Salvidge
is also said to have opposed contracting out clauses in
the Employers Liability Act of 1894 [p. 18] and to have
given 'guarded' support to Welsh quarrymen in their
marathon strike against Lord Penrhyn. [p. 43].

Times, 5 October 1901.

Times, October 7.

Liverpool Review, 12 October 1901; 'At the Feet of
T.P.' by 'Srother Sam'. This article for a change, is
hardly ever malicious and often amusing.
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at that time, and which was perhaps the rule. O'Connor

was to address the meeting at the Old Fellow's Hall, in

Scotland Road, 'a dingy hall in a dingy locality' whose

interior, 'is worthy of the entrance - garish, disused

half chapel and half music hall, with smoky ceiling,

peeling plaster walls, plain hard benches, polished floor

protected by sawdust, and a stopped clock -'. It was an

Irishman's occasion, an Englishman merely a member of

the wedding group. He could observe,

a bowler hatted audience of some 200 Irishmen,

liberally perspiring sons of toil, with dented

and furrowed faces eloquent of hard couches and

rough experience. They sat inelegantly, with

determined faces and they made no bones about

expectorating on the polished floor....

T. P. O'Connor was the star of the evening, when he

entered,

haloed by local Irish leaders, the audience stood

up as one man, doffed hats and let go a ragged

hoarse throated cheer....

neither did the local Irish leaders, 'much concern' the

writer. It was the magic, almost the mystic qualities

of O'Connor as an orator that interested him. It was

a very clever performance.

For about three quarters of an hour he spoke,

upon the ever fresh and fruitful Irish Question;

spoke learnedly, smoothly and eloquently, bringing

to bear upon the subject all the power and
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fervour begotten by a lifetime's unrivalled

political experience. To say that he moved and

delighted his listeners is to describe the effect of

his eloquence tamely; he thrilled them and held

them as it were in the palm of his hand. Mr. O'Connor

may be an astute man and an expert wire puller, but

on the platform the illusion (if there be any) is

complete; there he is a 'pathriot' to his finger

tips, hesitating at no word, however extreme, which

would tend to heighten the effect of his burning

oration. Such words as 'mean, dirty, dishonourable

dealing' are launched at the government in a

frenzied scream, and delightedly and vociferously

endorsed by the ‘friends in front'....

Such a spectacle, and the claims made by O'Connor were,

'marvellous', ‘unbelievable', 'unusual', ‘extremely

interesting'. A politicial who could present the

independently minded voters of Scotland Division with an

independent Irish party and,

give a burlesque imitation of Mr. Balfour giving

Home Rule to Ireland - only Mr. Balfour wouldn't

call it Home Rule he would call it 'Domestic Self

Government' for Ireland...

was tailor-made for the least rebellious spirit, and at the

same time O'Connor was 'their' man. His success was largely

due to his apparent approachability, 'You feel that he

understands you and your case.' It was far more human and
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in retrospect more humorous than an English party

meeting, less eminent and appeared to achieve less -

except ina spiritual sense.

O'Connor was by now, or had returned to being, one

of the most public men in Victorian politics, though his

role had always been indefinable, the latter being the

consistent quality remarked upon by journalists who,

whether they were his political enemies or not, could

understand his qualities as a journalist. His newest

venture, M.A.P. which he had founded in June 1898, after

considering such a journal for the previous eight years

was as the elucidation of the initials admitted, mainly

about people, personal journalism with a vengeance,

its detractors would have called it an extension of the

gossip column which had first appeared in the Star, but

which he would have called humanising public affairs,

‘within the strict limits of good taste and good feeling.'|

This was 'to treat history which is contemporary as though

it were a thing of the past...as though we were writing

a personal letter to a friend...not in the stilted

language of the footlights, but in the speech of the green

room.' This was as usual a hard ideal to live up to.

Moreover the election campaign had shown it was difficult

to be a nationalist and radical politician while at the

same time edit a magazine which expounded upon how 'The

M.A.P.dune 18, 'About ourselves and our Leaders.'
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Doyen of English Lady Mountaineers is Miss Lucy Walker,'

oer to accept copy on 'the Queen of Spain by Lady Violet

Greville.' M.A.P. was not an economic success, neither

was the Sun. Harmsworth was more accurately providing for

a popular market, with a lack of propagandist or educative

4 This is not tocontent that was foreign to O'Connor.

say that O'Connor was unwilling to work for hin,

journalism was not and is not that synonymous with

politics. But this part of his income did provide

ammunition for his opponents.

See O'Connor to Alfred Harmsworth, 6 May 1898, quoted
in R. Pound and G. Harmsworth, Northcliffe, p. 227.
Speaking of the success of Harmsworth's newspapers,
particularly the Evening News, O'Connor said, ‘I
only wish it had been my good fortune to be associated
with you.' Harmsworth had gained much at the expense of
O'Connor. Three of O'Connor's best journalists, Kennedy
Jones, Louis Tracy and Thomas Marlowe had all left the
Sun to work for Harmsworth. See also letters of O'Connor
to Edmund Downey, 1903-4, National Library of Ireland,
MS 10040. These were concerned with the establishment
of a new paper, the London Reader. On the one hand
O'Connor advised the adoption of techniques already
used in the Harmsworth press, but on the other, he had
"some contempt for our opponents' (Letter dated 4
September 1904). The London Reader was not a success
in any case; many of the letters to Downey refer to
difficulties over advertising revenue or general
business management.
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Yet O'Connor, ever energetic, was devoting as much

time to his literary, as distinct from his journalistic

projects as he was to politics. One of the longest

speeches he made in the Unionist parliament up to 1902

was on the subject of censorship in the theatre. In this

he had to reprove the wilder flight of fancy of some

Liberal non-conformists who thought that compared to the

theatre of fifty years previously they were now being

subjected to, ‘grossly immoral' plays.’ In a mildly

humorous deflating speech O'Connor rejected the competence

of the House to set itself up as a censor and further

advised, 'I. will tell you what redress they have. They

need not go to the plays.' He defended the Melodrama in

the same way, where there was 'a villain with all the

vices, a baronet or a marquis, not necessarily a Tory...

a hero, of course of the humbler classes, with all the

virtues, [and]...an Irishman with all the humour. '©

He could hardly be fairer than that, perhaps he thought

that he had often taken part in such a performance. In

According to Samuel Smith, the Liberal M.P. for Flintshire.
This was the same Smith who had been minority member for
Liverpool before 1885. Hansard, 4, 83, 267, 15 May 1900.

Hansard, 4, 83, 257.
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an age that was coming to provide, 'shocks for a half-

penny,'" O'Connor did much more. In November 1902 he

founded T.P.'sWeekly, a literary magazine for a penny.

It was to prove the most successful and valuable of

O'Connor's journalistic ventures, the one anticipating

best the demand for improvement and education in the

decade preceding the first world war. As George Meredith

in a testimonial in the first edition said, 'We have

entered upon the age of Democracy in Literature. '©

He might have heard this from O'Connor, it was cbxtateay

one of his themes, though usually not defined. O'Connor

was again responsible for much of the reviewing which

appeared in the Weekly - or the longest reviews, which

critics said was one way of gutting a book. The Weekly

did not consistently reach the highest levels of

scholarship or innovation, nor satisfy the most discerning

litterateurs, but in a context which was often extremely

Derek Hudson in an article on Edwardian "Reading' in
Simon Lowell-Smith (Ed.), Edwardian England 1901-1914,
(London, 1964), Chapter VII, pp. 303-26, p. 306, ‘but
how mild were the shocks compared with what was to come.
«+elo look back on the rich diversified book publishing
and journalism that Edwardians enjoyed is to be assured
that it was a pleasure to be alive with a strong pair of
eyes in those peaceful, entertaining and fiercely
competitive years.'
f. P.'s Weekly, vol. I, No. 1, 21 November 1902. Other
testimonials were from Thomas Hardy, W.W.dacobs and H.G.
Wells. The magazine lasted until the outbreak of war and
it was revived briefly by O'Connor in the 'twenties and
then became John O'London's. O'Connor's contribution
varied as did his role as editor, see Chapters VI and
VII cf Answers, Comic Cuts and Home Chats of the Harmsworth
press which provided ‘innocent entertainment for an
awakening people'. Derek Hudson in Edwardian En land, D.5a%s
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snobbish or Jamesian it did provide clarity and guidance

for those who wanted to be acquainted with literature without

being patronised too much. It was straight-forward,

businesslike, and for a change as far as O'Connor was

concerned, well worth the money. It was a definite

improvement also in O'Connor's. fortunes allowing him to

emerge from a journalistic no-mans-land.

In politics the new century showed signs of promise

for the Irish party, and O'Connor, if only because his

audiences were more enthusiastic - as indicated in the

UIL. meetings in Liverpool. It was as if the Irish forces

were awakening after a long torpor, the torpor of Bloom's

average day in Dublin.| Although an understanding with the

Liberals seemed as far off as ever, the contentious nature

of the disputes which were to follow the Unionists attempts

to 'kill Home Rule by kindness' were putting some life into

Irish politics. O'Connor was now very much a senior

member of parliament as well as of the Irish party and a

master of disruptive tactics, following Redmond and the

ghost of Parnell. The change in emphasis under Redmond was

seen by a new Irish member as, 'In parliament and out of it;

Irish affairs in England were less liable to fluctuations
of enthusiasm though fashions in nationalism were borrowed
from Ireland, the fountain head. Perhaps this period marks
a pause between the ‘eighties and early ‘nineties when no
great distinction could be made between the nationalists
in the two countries and the later sharp distinction in
attitudes, policy and origins. For a discussion of Ireland
during the so-called doldrums of the late Victorian and
early Edwardian period, see C. C. Q'Brien's introduction
to TheShaping of Modern Ireland. (London, 1960).
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1 Initiallyour sole business was to win Home Rule.'

at least the Irish party had never 'shown more capacity

and readiness to make themselves disagreeable and

inconvenient. '© This sense of individuality, if not

proud isolation was increased by a vehement opposition

to the Boer war. Redmond's motion at the UILGB. conference

at Bristol in May 1901 deplored the imposition of taxation

for this end, especially on Irishmen, and O'Connor who

was even more strongly opposed to the war made their

objections more pointed. The taxation was in order that,

'a mighty world-wide Empire might rob a few thousand

people in two small states of the liberation they had

gained by emigration.'? That this taxation was imposed

on Ireland, which O'Connor thought already bore a

John Boland, Irishman's Day, (London, 1944) Foreword.
Boland was the M.P. for South Yerry from 1900 to 1918.
This book, a chronicle of one day's parliamentary
activity suggests some enthusiasm for the tactics of the
Home Rule party. He gives an illustration where an
innocuous question of O'Connor's on conditions in the
west of Ireland could be expanded into a general attack
on the government's Irish policy and at the same time
block the discussion of the next business, a demand for
enguiries into monastic establishments. (pp. 96-139).

M. Macdonagh, The Home Rule Movement, (Dublin and London,
1920), p. 249, except of course when they had been led by
Parnell.

Daily Post, 27 May 1901. Some indication of the feeling
at this conference can be seen where O'Connor had the
expression, 'the dirty English mob' withdrawn. A
resolution was passed urging ‘young Irishmen...not to
join the army or navy'.
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disproportionate burden of Imperial taxation, was

'gross', ‘unfair’ and a 'plundering burden.' In other

respects the unity of the party was not universal. Healy

considered that Dillon, 'never made up the breach with

Redmond, "caucused" continually with T. P. O'Connor and

treated Redmond as a makeshift'’ which whether true or not

shows that Healy was too old a dog to learn new tricks.

William O'Brien was becoming increasingly dissatisfied with

the control of the party over local politics in Ireland

and the use of the Board under Joseph Devlin, the new

radical nationalist M.P. for Belfast West to further the

interests of the, 'Mollies' and extreme Roman Catholic

group by means of, 'corporate jobbery and veniality'

against the interests of such groups as Arthur Griffiths'

equally new Sinn Fein movement.

O'Connor was aware of these strains underlying the

public unanimity. At the UILGB. convention of May 1902

he warned that ‘unless the Irish were united at home' the

 

T. M. Healy to Maurice Healy, 24 January 1902, in
Letters and Leaders of My Day, ii, 456.

William O'Brien, The Irish Revolution, (London, 1923),
pp. 29-30; a policy which according to O'Brien added
"fresh fuel to the flame of Orange fanaticism by
subjecting the National movement to the new ascendancy
of a Catholic Secret Society and revealed to Griffith
‘a parliamentarianism rendered hateful by such methods.'
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good work of the exiles, in Britain in registration and

in the United States in the supplying of funds, would be

useless. But his awareness of the complexity of the

political situation perhaps went deeper than that of the

other members of the Irish party which is why when the

obstinate matter of tactics came up, 'T. P. O'Connor,

seems chiefly to instruct [them] Wt At the same conference

O'Connor warned the Liberal party, on the basis of a

Liberal defeat at a by-election in East Lanark and the

return of a Home Rule Liberal for Derby in both cases due,

he claimed, to the intervention of the Irish vote, against

taking too sour a view of Home Rule. Arguments like

this failed to convince the Liberals who were still

2agreeing to differ on the question.~ O'Connor was also very

much aware of the complexities of the Education bill

introduced by the Unionists in March 1902 in so far as it

affected the interests of Catholics - though some Catholic

opinion did not seem to think so. Here he was all for

moderation, in company with Dillon. While he represented

tertet

I. M. Healy to his brother Maurice, 26 July 1902, in
Letters and Leaders of my Day, ii, 459.

See H. W. M. McCready 'Home Rule and the Liberal Party'
in I.H.S., XIII, p. 335. For Liberal policy to 1902.
Asquith had at first been against Home Rule and had the
support of Rosebery in this - in view of what they saw as
the English electorate's hostility to Home Rule since
1895. Morley, Labouchere and Spencer were strongly in
favour of Home Rule. A speech by Asquith at St. Leonards
on 14 March 1902 defined this 'middle ground' which was
to be Liberal policy for the time being.
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Catholic and Irish opinion in Britain, a claim he

repeated during the first reading of the bill in March, he

had come to be thankful for any concessions. Both he and

Dillon approved of a motion which would allow public funds

for any school where a religious test was not applied. The

Tablet described this as 'perfect madness' and ‘raving

1
lunacy even though to oppose the motion would deprive

Catholic schools of any public funds. He had met a

delegation of Liverpool Catholics before speaking on the

bill and was presumably aware how crucial it was to get

any amelioration of conditions in their schools -

especially in his own constituency. Orange sectarianism

was reviving and caused riots in Liverpool in 1901.7

In face of such ingratitude in Roman Catholic circles and

over a bill that was being introduced by the traditional

enemy, O'Connor thought it best to attend no further debates

on the subject.’ The issue was not that easily avoidea
The Tablet, 12 July 1902.
See Chapter VI below for the continuation of the dispute
during the next Liberal government.

See Daily Post, 27 May 1902. These were a small foretaste
of what was to come. They were caused by an Orange
demagogue George Wise preaching against the, ‘Jesuits and
the Coronation Oath'. For George Wise and religious
disturbances, see Chapter VI below. .
O'Connor to Dillon, 15 September, Dillon Papers, Royal
irish Academy, urges this. O'Connor had spoken on the
first reading of the bill on 24 March 1902. As late as
1923 O'Connor was meeting obstruction from the Church over
this matter. In that year he (aided by Sidney Webb)
introduced a successful motion into the House which would
have changed the 1902 Act along the lines of the 'Scottish
Concordat’ which was a more liberal arrangement, but it
was vetoed by the English hierarchy. For this and a
concise account of the Schools question, see, A.C.F.Beales,
'The Struggle for the Schools' in G.A.Beck, eee)3 The

gli Catholi 1850-1950, Chapter XIII, pp. 365-409English Catholics 5 950, D : ;
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At the turn of 1902-3 O'Connor was involved with discussions

with Campbell-Bannerman and other Liberals on the

effectiveness of the Irish vote at by-elections. O'Connor's

case was a piece of special pleading. On the by-election

in South Leeds in July 1902, 'T. P. O'Connor tells me

(Campbell-Bannerman ] that young Barran has completely

flouted the Irish in Leeds declaring that he would have

nothing to say to any complete Gladstonian measure, but

would gradually advance step by step. T. P. says this

will play the deuce, not only at Leeds but elsewhere.'

In parliament too O'Connor had to make an

understanding with Campbell-Bannerman not appear too much

like horse-trading. The Irish party's abstention on the

Education bill had to be presented in any light but the

price paid for Liberal support against coercion, even

though it fully suited the Irish not to become involved

in this issue.“ Suggestions which might lead to agreement

Campbell-Bannerman to Herbert Gladstone 18 July 1902,
Campbell-Bannerman Papers, B.M. Add. MSS. 41216, f. 223.

 

See O'Connor to Campbell-Bannerman, October 19, Campbell-
Bannerman Papers, B.M. Add. MSS 41237, f. 47, marked
‘Private and Confidential'. Propaganda urging a ‘quid
pro quo' agreement was, said O'Connor, 'active in
certain Irish circles'. Further co-operation on the
Coercion Bill was suggested in O'Connor's outline of
Irish tactics to be pursued in the coming debates which
O'Connor sent to Morley thinking 'it only right to let you
know in time so that you may think over the matter.’
O'Connor to Morley, October 25, sent to Campbell-
Bannerman, in Campbell-Bannerman Papers, B.M. Add. MSS
41233, f. 101.
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with the liberals had to be explored with secrecy and

care. The UILGB. convention at Liverpool in 1903 was a =

spirited affair at which delegates defined what the League

would and would not be associated with. 'Strong remarks |

were made against Roman Catholic priests who were hostile

to Home Rule and the Irish party, and attempts were made to

exclude from the party organisation any lay members who were

not Irish by birth. Obviously O'Connor could not accept

the latter motion which seems to have been inspired by a

wish to forestall some sort of dilution of nationalist

fervour. O'Connor defended the inclusion of 'gentlemen

who...if they were not themselves Irish had Irish

connections' which was a wise thing to do since second

generation Irishmen outnumbered Irish born in the British

organisation at this time. Another resolution however

elaborated on this theme in a familiar way, protesting

against, 'the admission of low-class Englishmen for the

sake of drink' who were responsible for ‘corrupting the

clubs.' This was also defeated as was one on similar

lines which came from the West Hartlepools delegate which

claimed that, 'In his part of the country Englishmen,

Scotchmen and Welshmen were to be found who were a long

way superior to Irishmen (Cries of 'No' and laughter)',

Daily Post, 1 June 19043 f.f.
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and yet was in support of a motion which protested against

the position of Irish immigrants in parts of Britain, 'a

debauchment, a demoralisation and a degradation which they

would not tolerate,'

There was an obvious confusion of the political

allegiances of the Irish in Britain after a long period of

economic and religious suppression. Their growing

self-awareness was being reflected in an intense activity

with regard to social stigma, even to the extent of

identifying the culprits as English, i.e. Irish who had

fallen from grace, and none of this was given any obvious

political outlet. One solution, the traditional one, was

given by Tim Burke from Liverpool. Personally,

If he were to consult his own feelings after a

week's quarrel with the nationalists of Liverpool

he would vote for a Tory: but their organisation

was purely political, and the municipal elections

were fought on political lines. It was not enough

that a man agreed with them as to religious or

Labour questions unless he put Home Rule to the

forefront....."

Most of the bitterness could be directed against

Unionist tactics, especially as Protestantism was once more

becoming rampant in the city of Liverpool, a process which

Ibid.
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had been given some sort of official though naively

irresponsible blessing by Balfour speaking at the

Philharmonic Hall in February.’ This had led to

manifestations of Orange spirit which alarmed even

Archibald Salvidge who had also underestimated local

protestant associations when he gave them his patronage.

Eventually he had to admit that the situation was

‘uncontrollable' and he banned members of the protestant

7 O'Connor at the Conventionorganisations from the LCWMA.

therefore supported motions such as Burke's against,

‘discordant action'. He rightly stressed that the record

of the Irish party on Catholic education had been better

than that of the party comprising Anglicans, or that

comprising non-conformists. But when it came to a motion

calling for an inquiry into the ‘hostile attitude of

S. Salvidge, Salvidge of Liverpool, p. 44. One of the
most important reasons for loyalty was he said that ‘they
recognised that the first and fundamental principle of
conservativism [was] in the maintenance of Church and
State.'

ibid, p. 47. Though how effective this was it is hard to
say. The associations which began to fight municipal
contests in their own right were The Independent
Protestant Party, The Protestant Thousand and the

‘Protestant Electoral Federation. Such competition was not
to be tolerated by the Conservative electoral machine.
The year 1903 was ‘without parallel even during the
period of unrest following the great war' with fierce
electoral and street battles during which Salvidge ‘had
to fight bigotry in street-corner battles.' S. Salvidge,
p. 47. The claim regarding the seriousness of the troubles
was probably exaggerated. See Chapter VI below.
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the clergy in certain districts' he protested that, 'he

would be very sorry to record a statement [to that

effect] .' When urged that this was a time for anti-

clericalism he won over his momentarily enraged delegates

by urging that, 'there were certain things which wise

politicians did their best to ignore (laughter and 'Hear,

Hear')'.7 This was a summary of some of his practice.

In general he stressed the independence of Irish politics,

though this was on this occasion aimed more at Unionists

and education policy than at Labour issues. They were

‘not to save a few pence for the education of Irish slum

children, but to get the children away from the slums.

(Hear, Hear)' a rejection of gradualism which he had not

always advocated, the social issue neutralising the

religious.

‘Independence’ might settle things at a Convention,

it was liable to modification at Westminster. For all

O'Connor's championing of this theme, he had long been

more at ease when firmly allied to the Liberals. His

iumeptadeuye of Unionist amelioration for Ireland, for the

purpose of party tactics, was also unfeigned - even though

Wyndham's local government and land purchase proposals

1. Daily Post, 1 June 1903.
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were of real benefit to Ireland.’ The Tory split in

the middle of 1903 on Commonwealth preference once more

brought the question of 'practicalities
'

and electioneering

tactics to the fore and correspondence between Bryce,

Campbell-Banne
rman

and Herbert Gladstone all began to

dwell on the Irish vote. The question at issue was how

many results it could influence - it was believed that two

by-elections that year at Dulwich and at Lewisham had been

lost because of the opposition of the Irish, and the

conclusion was that some sort of agreement was advisable,

a Marginal effort on their part. The Irish party

might advertise their independence but it was equally true

that they were forced into this position if the Liberal

party remained obdurate in neutrality, or sympathised

without committing themselves. Irish members had grown old

See William O'Brien, The Irish Revolution, p. 27. O'Brien
was in favour of ameliorating the position of the
peasantry in the west of Ireland by such legislation
whatever its origins and he was to break with the party
on this question of priorities. Hence his bitterness
against *T.,P.O'Connor who wept tears of ink' over the
"passing of George Wyndham...sung canticles over the great
things he had done for Ireland, and the great things he
might have done were it not for wicked men.'

For this correspondence, see H.W.M.McCready, 'Home Rule
and the Liberal Party', I.H.S. XII, p. 338. Estimates
as to the number of British seats influenced by the
Irish varied between Bryce's 10 or 20 seats, and Herbert
Gladstone's 23 to 40 seats.
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negotiating with the Liberals.

Up to 1905 and the 1906 election, therefore, Redmond

and his party had to achieve some sort of promise from

the Liberals, however limited. There was certainly no

prospect of fruitful co-operation with the Unionists -

if there had ever been the dismissal of Wyndham for being

too conscientious over Ireland seemed to show the realities

of Unionist dogma. O'Connor was the most energetic in

pursuing this tacit agreement, urging on Redmond from the

wings, in the manner Healy complained of, writing to

Dillon, 'To see whether we cannot have an understanding

which will make things easier all round. '" Such an

agreement would have saved O'Connor a great deal of work

himself since while options were left open on the Liberal

side O'Connor had to intervene in by-elections up and

down the country deciding for and against Liberal

candidates who might be Ultra Unionist but ‘sound! on

education and ardent Home Rulers who might be secularists

or almost socialist on the other. At the Gateshead by-

election which occurred the following month he had to issue

a manifesto in conjunction with Joseph Devlin against

O'Connor to Dillon, 19 December 1903, Dillon Papers,
Royal Irish Academy.
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supporting Lord Morpeth since the latter was a Unionist,

representing, ‘all that is most hateful and odious to the

good of Ireland and demanding to know of the two

antagonists, 'Are you for Ireland or against Ireland?'""

This line was also followed at the London convention in

May where the action of the Lewisham branch in opposing

a Liberal was also denounced.© A definite line by the

Liberal party would have made O'Connor's job a lot

easier .° There was more to it than this however.

O'Connor harked back to his minority/majority theory in

writing to Dillon.

All that we can definitely know is that there is

a big majority and a big minority and that in the

uncertainty of the future we can only go on that

fact. This means of course that we ought to

support the Liberals. That policy will not be

Manifesto of Devlin and O'Connor to Gateshead electors,
14 January 1904, Redmond papers, National Library of
Ireland. Through 1903 O'Connor was in communication with
a literary tour agent, see letters of O'Connor to Gerald
Christy, May 1903 - February 1904, in National Library of
Ireland, MS.,5381 in which he frequently complained of the
onerous burdens of travel, either on literary projects or
for electioneering purposes, in particular a letter of 15
November 1903, from Leeds, in which he said, 'I couldn't
stand another trip to Liverpool.'

Daily Post, 23 May 1904. The conference spent an inordinate
amount of time discussing Drink and the 'Low English'
in the UILGB. clubs.

O'Connor was absent from much of the session of 1904 due
to illness, as were Redmond, Dillon and Blake. M.A.
Banks, Edmund Blake; Irish Nationalist, p. 291.
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accepted without difficulties...

There was always the possibility of one other line

of policy, of alliance with Labour. But this would have

meant a much greater re-thinking of political and

traditional attitudes than the Irish leaders were prepared

for. When confronted with two Home Rulers O'Connor did

say that 'They would choose a Labour man. '© But in

practice this had not been the policy of the Irish party

especially when Labour candidates stood in by-elections.

Keir Hardie had been opposed in East Bradford in July

1896 and ascribed his defeat to the Irish. When this was

put to the proof in 1903 in the old testing ground of

north east Lanark where Labour had a good chance of

success, a manifesto both hard headed and disingenuous

was quickly put out by O'Connor and Devlin, saying that,

The Labour party is still in embryo and though

they will help it and aid it in every way the

Irish members are not going to be letting the

grass grow under their feet while the Labour

party is growing up towards strength and power...°

O'Connor to Dillon, 19 December 1903, Dillon Papers,
Royal Irish Academy. This of course was an enormous
miscalculation.

O'Connor at Accrington, November 4.

Quoted in Glasgow Star,August 6. For the 1896 contest,
which is merely an example of such disputes, see Emrys
Hughes, KeirHardie, (London, 1956), p. 82. Here Hardie
in the Labour Leader complained of ‘official ghouls of
the T.P. O'Connor type.'
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Labour party organisat
ions

for their part tended to

be too optimisti
c

in supposing reasonabl
e

changes in Irish

voting habits. They imagined that the advent of their party

had forestal
led

the expertis
e

of the party bosses. The

Labour Leader for one, had no idea of the strength of the

Irish organisat
ion

when it said,

The London Managers have...p
ut

the League in a

most invidiou
s

position
.

Almost for the first time

the Irish organisat
ion

looks foolish. So lone: ae

the National League had only to deal with

liberals and Unionists a London committee could

manipulat
e

the cas vote in the country. But that

is not possible when a Labour candidate is in the

field. The Irish workman, like the English and

Scottish workman does care about Labour politics
...

The suspicion of an election made the Irish vote an

attractiv
e

article but as Sexton was finding out to his

cost in Liverpool
,

it was not that easy to make Irishmen

change their minds, even to vote Labour. Labour's

attitude towards religion was to many Irishmen more

suspect than that of the non-conf
ormist

wing of the Liberal

party out of which the new party had emerged. Sexton only

Labour Leader, 13 August 1904,
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achieved support for himself as a Labour candidate from

his union after, 'a hard and prolonged fight', for many

of the members of the top reaches of the Union were also

members of the League and the same could be said of the

rank and file, added to which at that time, ‘religious

feeling was ...very bitter in Liverpool.' The origins

of the Labour party were shrouded in the secular, and

this was to lose them the contest at Jarrow where Pete

Curran lost to, ‘an Irish Catholic Home Ruler. '4

That this was a great miscalculation and a wasted

opportunity in allying Irishmen with working class allies

only became apparent after the landslide victory of

radical and Labour interest in the 1906 election. Though

J. Sexton, Op. Cit., pp. 192, 196. Strauss deprecates
Sexton's contribution to the Labour movement on the
other hand as ‘typical of this new and characteristically
Irish element.....where he was one of the leading
opponents of secular education.' E. Strauss, Op.Cit.,
p.- 196. Sexton could well have done without religious
controversy as all his arguments testify. It was a
hangover from the old politics which nevertheless refused
to go away. He,in conjunction with James O'Grady and
Keir Hardie had secular education ‘removed from the
party's programme', J. Sexton, Op. Cit., p. 197. Larkin,
the other notable Liverpool Irish Iabour leader, was at
this time speaking throughout the north - at Liverpool,
Blackpool, Birkenhead, Widnes - from 1900 to 1904, a
training which was 'to make him one of the most successful
mob orators of his day.' E. Larkin, James Larkin, p. 10.
He consistently and blatantly refused to speak on 'Irish'
issues. He was the agent for Sexton and Morrisey in the
Liverpool Municipal elections of 1905 and active ina
dock strike in Liverpool in 1905 which Sexton was
reluctant to endorse. None of this was 'political' in the
narrow sense and certainly had nothing to do with
religion or nationalism.
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O'Connor and the other Irish leaders may be forgiven

for not having the gifts of prophecy, it is likely in

any case that their tactics were in this instance decided

by their own economic and political preferences. Even so

their support of the Liberals was inordinately understanding

Redmond was supposed to have recognised, according to

Herbert Gladstone that,

we [the Liberals] cannot take up a position on the

Irish Question which would enable him to say to

the Irish voters in England, this justifies and

calls for your support to the Liberal

candidates....!

O'Connor at the Convention which met at Finsbury

preceeding the election made much of the power of the

Irish voters. He allowed for once that normally this

power was hidden but that at such times as were now upon

them they were, 'the dominating influence'= in some areas.

He said, as he had said before, that what he desired

most of all was a'weak' Conservative government for the

next six years - a policy which Irish support for the

Liberals was never again to achieve, whatever its

Herbert Gladstone to Campbell-Bannerman, 26 May 1905,
B.M. Campbell-Bannerman Papers Add. MSS 41217, f.-
22l- This was the nature of the tenuous agreement
between Herbert Gladstone and Redmond in February. See
H.W.M. McCready 'Home Rule and the Liberal Party’, in
IsHees5 Sone DP. S41.

Daily Post, 12 June 1905.
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doubtful merits. It was agreed that all negotiations on

candidates was to be left to local branches of the League,

no great sacrifice of the Bxecutive's power though this was

the impression intended. Meanwhile he was left free to

negotiate with Campbell-Bannerman, in company with

Redmond. The upshot of this was the agreement over a

working breakfast on November 24, which was not as

definite a commitment to Home Rule as may have been

desired. The excitement of the coming election had once

more channelled all Irishmen's energies towards one goal.

There was some sort of promise at the expense of

economic realities. It had been the gory of Irish

politics since 1894. William O'Brien put it as strongly

as 'the Liberals came in power by the Irish vote,'

‘although the Liberal leaders had pledged themselves

beforehand not to introduce a Home Rule bill in the

1
coming parliament. It was not as definite a case as

that, but it was still hope deferred. The 1906 election

was to surprise all the older generation of politicians

William O'Brien, The Irish Revolution, p. 35. O'Connor
refers to the working breakfast in his short biography
of Campbell-Bannerman. The meeting appears to have
been arranged by O'Connor. Redmond is described as a
‘friend', see T. P. O'Connor, Sampbedt—Bannerien
(London, 1908), pp 72-5.
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and this was bound to modify a generalised agreement

made before the élection—

See H. W. M. McCready, 'Home Rule and the Liberal Party',
pp.343-5. McCready considered that after Campbell-
Bannerman's speech at Stirling in favour of Home Rule,
the agreement of November 25 only committed Campbell-
Bannerman to restrain Asquith and the other Liberal
neo-Imperialists. He cites F. S. L. Lyons as being
opposed to this view (F.S.L. Lyons, The Irish Parliamentary
Party, p. 111-3). Whatever the motives behind the
agreement it was not even expressed in the written
formulae of a treaty, it was elastic and would be
altered inevitably by the subsequent overwhelming
victory of the Liberals.
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VI

Constitutional Inactivity, 1906-1910

The extent of the Liberal majority of 1906 was in most respects

unwelcome to the Irish party. The promise, or more accurately, working

arrangement arrived at by Campbell-Bannerman and Redmond at one

meeting at breakfast before the election was not likely to be made any

more specific. The Liberal party had an absolute majority over all the

other parties and it could, in the last resort, do without Irish help.

Until 1910 the Irish party had to 'wait and see' in earnest. The aims

of the nationalists were once more at the centre of British politics

putthey had to compete on equal terms with those concerned with social

questions. Subsequently even when it could be said that Ireland was

the most important single political issue between the parties some

nationalists thought that too much of a spirit of compromise was

required of them. This was never the view of O'Connor. He might

complain at the delays and the deviousness of the constitutional

process but it was a situation to which he and the Irish party had long

grown accustomed, their impatience was with those who might disrupt

whatever settlement was arrived at in a Home Rule Bill.

Most of these questions were only to become crucial after the

first election of 1910. The 1906 election was not one in which any

particular party - except perhaps the Labour saber was asking for a

mandate. Campbell-Bannerman's caretaker government had in a sense

introduced the new Liberal era in a minor key. In Liverpool nothing

had changed according to the blunter upholders of Empire. O'Connor

had made things worse by planning to ‘hand over the destinies of the
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north of Ireland to a disloyal and recalcitrant rabble... an

implacable and anti-English band of disloyal vebetere And he for

his part couldn't see why he should have to face an election for

Scotland Division where, ‘our opponents know very well that no power on

earth can separate me from the loyal and faithful friends I have

(there].*° The contest in O'Connor's constituency had become almost

ritualised. Any Tory candidate was 'on the make' or 'on the high

road to legal promotion’ any Irishman must think first of, 'the land

in which he or his fathers had their birth."

This is not to say that the nationalist case in Britain was

made all that distinct from the more radical case. Both came together

in O'Connor's election speeches for ‘under the present system of

Government the Irish were kept back intellectually..
.in the struggles

with the other nations of the world. They knew that the drain of

emigration from Irish shores had not abated' and emigrants were

forced to leave ‘without learning in their minds.' This 'democratic'

element in Home Rule was stressed in a manifesto issued by O'Connor

under the auspices of the League at the end of November. Here the

Irish cause was presented four square in the main stream of English

politics. There had been, according to this manifesto 'Twenty years

of resolute government ...and the demand for liberty [was] stronger

Porcupine, 6 January 1906.

Ibid., 9 December 1905. This was in an article describing, ‘Tay

Pay's Chestnuts.'

Ibid., 8 January 1906; 9 December 1905.

Daily Post, January 8.
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than it was at the time of Lord Salisbury's famous appeal.' On

the other hand O'Connor criticised the Tory party's 'diligent use of

the Irish bogey' which he said had, 'scuceeded in inflicting enormous

injuries on the people of Great Britain [by a] monstrous programme of

subordinating all British political issues to the anti-Irish campeians'

Clearly there was now some inherent disadvantage in concentrating on

Ireland especially during elections. The parts of the manifesto that

dealt with labour, pledging 'Steady and constant support' for Labour in

‘all areas where a Labour candidate is sound on the question of Home

Rule'* was looked on as an equivocation by Labour spokesmen. The

manifesto made the apparent reasonable exception that this support would

not apply where the Liberal candidate was 'an old and trusted friend of

the Irish or where the support of the Labour candidate would ensure

the return of the Unionist candidate.' The Labour Leader was forced

to conclude that although the manifesto showed ‘apparent friendliness'

it was a case of 'thank you for nothing when we get down to details.’

Support of Liberals in three cornered contests would rob Labour of

virtually all Irish support.

Ibid.

Manifesto of UILGB. in Daily Post, January 1.

Labour Leader, January 5. These strictures may have been the work

of Keir Hardie who was one of the chief writers for the paper. Keir

Hardie had written to Redmond on November 11 and 26 suggesting the

value of an alliance where Labour and the Irish could 'dominate the

political situation' in industrial areas, especially as he also

thought that the Liberal party was on the point of disintegration.

This was sheer speculation as far as Redmond was concerned. See

Redmond MSS., National Library of Ireland.
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None of these circumlocutions much disturbed O'Connor's campaign

in Liverpool. He was still having to face the more serious charges,

put out by his Tory opponent Tobin that he, O'Connor", "seldom came

among them except at election times' whereas Tobin was decidedly

a ‘Liverpool [man] attached to it by every tie of sentiment as well

as wrthae If this nationalistic qualification was not sufficient

he was always ready to bring up his Irish ancestory and dwell on the

Schools question. O'Connor resorted to pyrotechnics, always enjoyable

and usually, as in this case, sufficient. If Tobin ‘in some

prehistoric period of Ireland had some ancestors located there

(laughter and applause) why was he not on the Irish side?' and if he

was so concerned about Catholic schools 'it must be because [Tobin]

was a weekly communicant of the St. Vincent de Paul Society. '~ Austin

Harford, now reconciled and one of O'Connor's lieutenants, put it down

to the work of a 'masquerader and pretender' a stratagem of the ‘Orange

forces and the anti-Catholic forces.'” O'Connor said much the same,

that in Ireland support for the Tories would result in the rule of

Colonel Saunderson and the Orange Lodges, in Liverpool, 'George Wise

and the No-Popery sega In private O'Connor could not be so sure

that the situation was as clear cut as that, Archbishop Bourne who

represented much influential Catholic opinion was agitating against

Daily Post, January 3 and 6.

Daily Post, January 8.

Ibid, January 13.

Ibid, January 8.
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the Liberal Education bill and was a dubious ally of nationalieny

Nevertheless in the Exchange contest where O'Connor was, as usual,

more involved than in his own constituency, supporting the Liberal,

Cherry, O'Connor assured Catholic Irish electors that, 'the Liberal

Government [were their] friends who would support the Roman Catholic

schools and would assist the Irish party to secure educational

advantages for Ireland which had been denied them by the Conservatives. '“

Sexton was standing for West Toxteth as a Labour candidate in

the same election, the first time that Labour had contested a division

in the: city. Nevertheless he was met with a decidedly old-fashioned

response. His opponent, Houston, 'notable eccentric' or not, could

mix his metaphors with classical allusions in an acceptable manner.

The stormy clouds of Socialism [according to Houston] might

roll around them...the eddystone of Liverpool would shine

forth and guide the rest of England into safety...on the

banks of the Mersey the Unionist candidate would emulate

the example of those noble Romans who stood on the

further banks of the Tiber and defended the bridge against

the arrays of Puscany.eses”

And in essence he was to be proved correct, Sexton and his

See O'Connor to Redmond, 26 July 1906, Redmond MSS., National
Library of Ireland.

Daily Post, January 8. Cherry did not, in fact, support O'Connor

on the Catholic schools question and this was used against O'Connor
and the Liberals at the 1910 election.

Liverpool Courier, January 16. For descriptions of this contest see

Emmet Larkin, James Larkin, p. 16, ff. and F. Bower, Rolling
Stonemason, pP 203-204,
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agent Larkin put their courage to the test in contesting the division

where other issues than 'Chinese Labour', other colourful issues and

religious disputes, were imposed on the election from outside by

‘Hostile mobs saturated with religious bigotry who were howling for

our blood.' Socialism was a degree worse than Roman Catholicism,

the nominal religion of the Labour spokesmen. Socialism was

equated with atheism it was never allowed to mean the same as neutrality.

According to Sexton, 'The dockers did wonders but they weren't all

true to my Labour standard...ethe Dingle boys beat the Orange drum till

the sheepskin nearly bursts? ' The entry of Socialism into national

politics put the customary language of the hustings into a new

perspective. But this did not only affect the Tories. As the most

adaptable of parties they were able to turn the ‘economic’ question

against O'Connor. ‘He had' it was said 'no remedy for the unemployment

question.' His radical allies were no better. It was claimed that

in Radical circles 'the majority of the unemployed were talked about

as eeewastrels, loafers and drunkards [which was] a 1heneee Sexton

may have had cause to envy the solid loyalty of O'Connor's

constituents who still liked nothing better than a good row between him

and his Tory opponent with O'Connor coming off best. At the same time

a vote of thanks passed by the Irish organisation after O'Connor's

inevitable victory praised not only his 'brilliant labours for Ireland'

but also his 'successful work on behalf of Labour.' He put it in an

Porcupine, 3 February 1906.

Tobin, quoted in Daily Post, January le.
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acceptable form. In the midst of the campaign he was praising a

self-made man in the columns of M.A.P. for the 'good old-fashioned way

of the man who toiled for his millions as hard as the humble clerk

who scribbles in account books all day lone.? Many of the dockers

and carters who supported Sexton would have supported this American

dream, economic doctrine was never to be clear-cut in Labour's ranks.

Those of O'Connor's constituents who did not agree might have been as

unimpressed as the Tories at the send-off which always followed O'Connor's

victories. Revolution might have been imminent for a half hour or so

by some accounts where there was,

a tumultuous crowd of unwashed women and fierce looking males

in mad Gaelic effervescence, screeching, singing, yelling

like maniacs, the pandemonium intensified by a distant band;

a tall dark featured haggard faced man [O'Connor] in an

open carriage, wildly waving a glossy silk hat to the

deluge of sans-culottes.....°

O'Connor was fully aware of the subtleties and subterfuges of

political life by this time. He bore this familiar burden with

patience and little enthusiasm. The politician 'had to face large

crowds pretty constantly' but there was always 'the blessed solitude

of the railway carriage.' He knew as well as John Morley, his chief

M. A. P., January 6, on George Herring.

Porcupine, January 20; 'T. P. as King Mob'; 'Merely the basket
women and hawkers of Scotland Division, who were processing in honour
of their demi-God.'
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Liberal ally and fellow journalist, 'the inner world which lies behind

these vacuous speeches' and it might have been his own political

experience which led him to think that, "even those who are supposed

to be fortune's favourites and the spoiled children of success have their

dark sombre moments... few politicians are free from these moments of

ro Yet perhaps he wasn't as pessimistic as Morley

who considered that journalists and writers should keep out of politics.

But the greatest test for O'Connor in balancing these opposites of

purposefulness and introspection was to come in the years remaining up

to the outbreak of the first World War. He had more conflicting

interests to safeguard than most politicians, but his tenacity, his most

characteristic political virtue, was of a high order.

Once more in London, and more at ease, what impressed O'Connor

about the new House of Commons was the character of the Labour members.

He was a connoisseur of parliamentary atmosphere and he would have been

bound to notice any change in parliament, however small. Keir Hardie's

cloth cap had been the social sensation of its parliamentary year; the

influx of sixty Labour M.P.s was an argument from strength, a breath of

new life to O'Connor as a radical and as a parliamentary correspondent.

By March he was telling the readers of M.A.P. that,

The present House of Commons is more inclined to bold,

not to say daring, experiments in social life far beyond

anything that has been attempted beforessse.

M.A.P., January 13; ‘Studies in temper and Temperament'.

Ibid, March 10.
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One instance of this was he thought, the bill to provide meals for

schoolchildren which 'would have made an old Radical, to say nothing

of an old true Conservative, faint with horror," The following week

in the crucial proposal, as far as Labour was concerned, of the

payment of members he continued in the vein that Labour had caused, a

iinwetoredtvon of the House'. The Labour members owed 'nothing to

influence’ everything to their own force of character. It was also

supposed to mark the end of the modest member for O'Connor perceived

that twenty-six of the Labour members had already made their maiden

speech. He didn't exactly say that the new party was impelled by a

great sense of urgency, for as far as the Labour movement was concerned

he never completely lost his status as an outside, and frequently

sceptical observer. But he did compare the new influx to the last one

that had occurred, the advent of the Parnellites in 1885 and 1886. The

Parnellites had 'Never looked for office.' But that was precisely the

aim of the Labour group. Indeed the Labour Party's coming difficulties

were to arise because they could not make the crucial breakthrough to

office. But while such comparisons were being made the Irish party

might have appeared to have made too much of a virtue of necessity,

responsibility and relative silence. Other old rebellious spirits

than O'Connor thought that this had been the case.”

Although M.A.P. was not the most thoughtful of newspapers

Ibid, March 17.

See Healy to his brother Maurice, 12 December 1905, quoted in

T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Day, ii, 476. 'The party

is in a sad plight for want of men of calibre. Redmond (and sometimes

T.P.) is the only man listened to. Dillon disperses the House.'
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O'Connor's opinions there were paralleled on occasion by his

campaigning vigour. He was overjoyed to have the radical bit once

more between his teeth in emulation of other members. In the new

parliament he returned to radical battle-cries that went back to the

days of O'Connell in complaining of the salaries awarded to some public

servants; for instance the Lord President of the Privy Council whose

salary was, '£2,000 a year to a noble man for doing nothing except

adding a little ornament to the treasury bench in the House of Lords."

At his most banal O'Connor could welcome the transformation of the

composition of the commons because fewer 'county' members meant less

necessity for keeping a town house and a house in the constituency

with two sets of servants ‘always one of the things which add to the

misery and difficulty of life.'° His other newspaper the Sun was still

just about surviving and one popular feature of that paper, 'The Man

in the Street’ was also doing some justice to the radical atmosphere.”

Such sentiments also received special attention from O'Connor at the

UILGB. conference which met in Manchester in June. In his

presidential address he remarked on the 'spring tide of British feeling

which swept all before it.' He appeared to take the League as far down

this path as it was possible to go. His, and the organisation's

preference for the Labour party' was reiterated and applauded. But

Hansard, 4, 156, 55-56, 24 April.

M.A.P., February 10.

Sun, May 1, Under the heading 'Capital and Labour'. The paper was
published under the banner, 'For the people of the Empire on which
the sun never sets.'
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there were limitations, most notably those of confidential

negotiations and 'He was not free, nor were any of his colleagues free

at that time, to state the reasons which influenced the policy they

recommended to their countrymen." | Such patriarchal and

conspiratorial pronouncements made a poor showing beside the self-

reliance of the Labour party whose advent had lessened the hold the

Irish party had over the Liberals. The agreement with Campbell-

Bannerman was for the time being a severe limitation on popularism in

the Irish organisation.

Moreover O'Connor's first exchanges with the Liberals in the 1906

session showed that co-operation was not going to be without its

difficulties. His main interest was in the Liberal's Education Bill

which was now in its second reading. O'Connor once more pleaded the

Catholic case as best he could while Catholic conservatives were only

too ready to embarrass the government. O'Connor tried to maintain that

there was 'no spirit of partisanship as between the two parties’ on

this issue because it would have made his task a lot easier if the

debate had been 'non-party'. But it would have been too good a trump

card for the Conservatives to lose, especially as, according to

O'Connor, Catholic feeling had never been 'so deeply stirred as at

the present moment; '“ the 5ill as it stood would 'threaten to

extinguish the Catholic character of their schools.' Some warnings

Daily Post, June 4.

Hansard, 4, 156, 1041-1042, 1047-1048. It was consistent for O'Connor
to try and take as much bitterness out of this religious dispute as he

possibly could. He always gave full credit to the impartiality of the

Liverpool education authorities on the matter, whatever capital the

Conservative party tried to make out of it during elections. He

frequently maintained that this was as much a democratic right of

Catholic electors as much as a purely religious question. He
restated these claims in Committee at the end of June.
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of this had he said already been given in cases that had piearres

in the few years preceeding the bill of 'pig headed obstinacy,

denominational bigotry and jealousy on the part of local authorities.'

But the bi-partisan approach did not appear to cut much ice, even

though it did avoid offending the Liberals too much and avoided

praising Conservative educational policy. Again, if he had been more

personally enthusiastic about the central issue of Catholic education

he might have been less discoursive and more of a spokesman as far as

Catholic opinion was concerned. But as he saw it, 'This is largely

an Irish question, which must be felt and realised from an Irish

historical standpoint....in my own constituency ...the Irish gathered in

their urgent numbers at that disastrous time...they brought no money

with them, no education in their heads, no training even of their

hands.' O'Connor was henceforth liable to make more rather than less

references to his own constituency (few members of any party could have

rivalled him in this) and through that to Irish history. The latter

was what was expected of Irish members, but the House of Commons was not

always the place to see the relevance of the past or of what they saw

as emotive appeals to an abstract sense of justice where there was a

practical clash of interest.

O'Connor was nevertheless much more comfortable when he did

not have to chivvy the Liberals from outside their ranks. The

opportunity for direct confrontations with the Unionists came on

questions more directly linked to Ireland. O'Connor had roused

Colonel Saunderson, one of the Leaders of Ulster Unionist opinion by
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speeches he and Devlin had made at the Ulster Hall in Belfast. O'Connor

in particular had, according to Saunderson, 'described Ireland as a

wretched, poverty stricken island which was tyrannised over by the

British sovereign on its neck.' This was an unlikely mixture of

metaphors for O'Connor to perpetrate. But in any case Saunderson

disagreed. Other subjects of the British crown might only wish he

said that they might have 'the chance of such a shower of gold as

Ireland had had! Ireland's relative prosperity had a basis in

fact but O'Connor had not forgotten the less attractive features of the

previous Tory administration as he saw it. Before leaving office they

were supposed to have, ‘indulged in what he thought hie might describe

without exaggeration as one of the most indecent orgies and

debaucheries of jobbery in the history of politics.'* The truculence

of the Ulster members generally could be presented as a new

phenomenon. Their benches O'Connor said were, ‘crowded and

enthusiastic for the first time in the history of the Ulster party

for nearly twenty years.' O'Connor was not disposed to let it go at

that. In June he named them as,

a gang still left in Ireland...some of them sincere with the

fanaticism of bigotry, some of them sincere with the

exploitation of politics....”

But he professed to believe that the heyday of such politics and

Hansard, 4, 152, 376, February 21.

Ibid, 4, 155, 1451; Land Registration of Tithe (Ireland) Bill.

Ibid, 4, 159, 802, June 26.
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politicians had passed in Ireland. Now,

In Ireland there was going on a movement which every man

Protestant or Catholic ought to help... [and bring about]

the closing of an era of religious conflict, religious

hatred and religious passion, through which seas of human

blood had been ehed.....

The depth of Orange-Unionist opposition had still to be revealed. To

those as tolerant or as sceptical as O'Connor it scarcely seemed the

crucial issue.

These were moreovdr the appropriate manners for a people's

tribune. Such apparenftly unhesitant and unflagging idealism had much

in common with Utopianistic versions of socialism, though O'Connor never

lent his name to any attempt to remodel society. In June 1906 he

started a new paper, P.T.0. on the old model of anecdotes and his own

personal touch and as usual he prefaced the venture with an explanation

of how he had been obliged to sever his relations with his earlier

venture on the same format, M.A.P. A note of disillusion was apparent.

Three times I succeeded in making a paper into a property of

value on the day it was started and to those who remember what

aeeeheartbreaking process it used to be in the old days to

establish a journal and to those who know how five times out

of ten new journals fail within a short time of their

appearance, this experience will mark a new epoch in

journalism.

Ibid, 4, 153, 171, March 5. It followed a debate on the inspection of

laundries in religious institutions. See Augustine Birrell, Things

past redress, p. 185; 'Never have I drawn breath in so irreligious an

atmosphere as that of the House of Commons when discussing religion.'
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If O'Connor had not been assured of a large public following, such a

statement might merely have been embarrassing. There were signs that

despite his outward cheerfulness and legendary good health, the new

political battles and the strain on his finances:were telling once

again. As editor of the new paper he said, he was to be ‘free from

all stupid worrying; from the fret and fume of divided responsibility."

About as far away as possible from politics in fact - though the

customary piece of parliamentary reporting, 'At the Bar of the House,'

was to be included. While welcoming the advent of Labour members

O'Connor was also liable to warn of the moderating influence of the

House of Commons. The House was 'as often is the case...far more

radical than the ministry' and ministers had become 'sober' with

‘responsibility'. As he said when he had taken stock of the first few

months of the new administration, 'the radical only knows what he wants,

while a member of the government knows the a@ifficulties.'* O'Connor

himself knew the difficulties since he had seen the last Liberal

administration dispersed in a cloud of Whiggery more than ten years

previously. But such generalisations as O'Connor made on politics,

sometimes political ephemera corresponding to his every mood did not

describe his political activity. He could at the same time be full of

enthusiasms - as when he visited America once more on a lecture tour

in October 1906 and began writing his impressions of that country in

P.T.0., 16 June 1906; 'The story of my new paper; its inception and

purpose.'

P.T.0., July 14.
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comparison with the time of his first visit in the 'eighties. The

Irish in America had been,

transformed by free institutions and by favourable conditions

into such prosperity, such self-reliance, such generosity of

feeling as were impossible for them in the cramped conditions

of our native country.[In Ireland] I thought I saw the sordid

and narrow conditions of Irish life revealed on every face.'...

There was not in this instance any direct reference to the Irish

in Britain. In their own eyes the Irish party were not the pariahs of

the ‘eighties and this was just as much the feeling of the Irish

officials in the localities. The opinion of those who had broken with

the party organisation was less circumscribed. Larkin who had never

become involved in nationalist politics was perhaps all the more

intense in his socialist convictions - certainly the scenes of misery

and degradation, in one case of actual starvation he had witnessed in

Liverpool were to stay with him for the rest of his life.“ F. E. Smith

who had canvassed Scotland Division in 1904, because this was the only

P.T.0O., November 17. This was O'Connor's third visit to the U.S.A.
 

and probably the friendliest. O'Connor always liked America for this
'liberating' effect and he was at his most perceptive when
describing entirely novel surroundings like New York. His attitude
both to America and the Irish Americans changed drastically after his
visit during the first world war. See Chapter VIII below.

See in Library of Supreme State of New York, MS. 3436, The People
of the State of New York V...James Larkin, New York, 16 April 1920,
pp. 720-1. Cited in Emmet Larkin, James Larkin, p. 9.

1
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division available, got the same impression he,

continued to pace the grimy streets without hope. Afterwards

there lingered the poverty and dirt of that division, the

streets of sooty houses, ragged children playing in the gutter

and bitter insults screamed in Irish voices by the women

standing in the déorwayacis.

But such anger or melancholy was a luxury as far as the Irish

party in Liverpool, and the Irish party generally was concerned. They

knew what social conditions were like as well as anyone; it was

obvious. Democratic participation was, and is, a matter of degree in all

established parties. In this case the issues had become clear cut

after a long period of none too gentle discussions and partisans of

either side had become fairly settled in their opinions. There were

the large national issues to settle first before any matters of social

detail, and what politicians on the radical side like O'Connor could

claim was that they were decidedly nearer to reform than the Tories.*

When it came to practical legislation O'Connor could always portray

the noble lords of the opposition as being somewhat legalistic.

The Trades Disputes Bill was championed by the Labour party. O'Connor

Lord Birkenhead, F.E, (London, 1959), p. 108.

It was in any case harder for a radical M.P. to avoid charges of
hypocrisy. Accusations of this sort had frequently been made against
O'Connor for being an absentee, more at home in some sort of London
high society. O'Connor himself put great store on appearances
and after the war criticised the Labour party in parliament for
their dullness. See Hamilton Fyfe, T. P. O'Connor, p. 299.
Conservative politics in Liverpool were always, moreover, ostensibly
more popular than in other parts of the country.



deplored the opposition to the bill of Ulster Unionists like Charles

Craig before any mention was made of Ireland. It was opposition for

its own sake, while 'the vast majority of members thought it was a

great and necessary act of protection and emancipation of the toiling

masses of this country."

Political activity on Merseyside had not changed appreciably in

character even though Labour members had been returned to Westminster

from other parts of Britain. Sexton had won St. Anne's ward for the (]

socialists in the municipal elections which preceeded the general

election of 1906, joining John Wolf Tome Morrissey on the Council. But [/

this was no great threat to the Irish members who appeared by now to be

firm favourites with the local press, described variously as

‘exceedingly smart and capable', or 'as prudent and unassuming as he is

bold and fearless.'~ The most acceptable politicians were the Tories,

but not, until the 1910 elections, the Orangemen. In some quarters

it was even suggested that Orangeism was & vanishing quantity in the

Guilded Chamber' and that this 'political paradox' would soon disappear

We Hansard, 4, 164, . 867, 9 November.

ee jy Thomas Kelly in the Porcupine, 26 April 1906, credited with being
i called, 'The Tim Healy of Liverpool' in the 'Guilded Chamber'

| [the Council] and Michael Phelan, the member for North Scotland ward

' in the Porcupine 10 November 1906. In the same edition a councillor
Timothy Burke was described as having been elected to the chair of

the Parliamentary Debating Society. This appears to have been a

body that flourished in Liverpool with exotic and enduring additions.

Burke or ‘Little Tip', had 'sat' for Tipperary before his elevation

and as 'a Liverpool Irishman' the Porcupine didn't 'suppose he has
ever been in the constituency whose interest he advoanices!
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Hence when O'Connor, keeping clear of all municipal entanglements,

descended on Liverpool in December to support the re-election of

Cherry for Exchange Division (Cherry having been given a cabinet

post as Attorney General for Ireland) the issues were still those of

nationality and national policy. The Tory in the contest was

according to OConnor, 'One of those socially charming gentlemen whose

opinions were never very definite,' since it didn't appear as if that

candidate had even made up his mind whether he was a 'Free-Trader'

or a 'Balfourite'. Some might have been ready to say that these sort

of discussions were themselves exercises in vacuity in a division where

Larkin had encountered starving children in a cellar dwelling. It

might also have been thought superfluous in this context that

‘Liberals and Nationalists were the true Unionists. '* But Ward

officials of the major parties would have agreed, presumably, that

these were comparisons of opposites. The issues and the purposes of

such by-elections were the same as ever, especially now that Irish

nationalism had some prospect of success, it was objectionable therefore

that ‘Irishmen who wanted to manage their own affairs' should be

called 'traitors'. From the reception O'Connor received by all

accounts this was the sort of politics most enjoyed at election times.

Only on one occasion was he interrupted and this was when he described

himself as 'no lawyer' when compared to Cherry. This was to remind

him that, 'You drew up the Workmen's Compensation Act for us dockers.'

jarstr o
Porcupine, 27 October 1906. At the’ May 1967 municipal elections
the Protestant party returned five members to the council.

Daily Post, 6 December 1906.
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It was an added bonus but not the chief purpose for which he was in

parliament.’

The pressure on O'Connor increased in the parliamentary sessions

of 1907 however. While the Liberal party had to satisfy the often

discordant claims of Liberal, radical and Labour sections, these all

did at least have a record of action. The Irish party did not show

that it was any nearer achieving its primary aim. Morley had even

suggested that any discussion of Campbell-Bannerman's half-way bill on

the road to Home Rule be postponed until the 1908 session.“ In the

meantime the Irish party had to face what they regarded as the

ungrateful antagonism of the Catholic church over the Liberal's

Education Bill. This was seen particularly in a by-election contest

in 1907 in north west Manchester. Up to 1906 this had been a safe

Conservative seat. Winston Churchill, who had been returned at the

election had to be re-elected because he had been promoted to

cabinet office. The Irish vote, estimated at 1,000 was thought to

be crucial. The election was postponed so as to give time for a more

thorough canvass and through the early months of the year and into April,

When O'Connor visited his constituency on occasions such as these and

if his visits coincided with a Sunday, he would attend early-

morning Mass and then be escorted to Dandy Pat's', the ‘Morning Star'

public house in Scotland Place (Patrick Byrne had died in 1890). The

procession would be led by a pipe band of the Sarsfield Guards. At

the public house O'Connor would hear any grievances of his constituents

who would have been vetted by the ward officials. A platform was set

up in the public bar on which O'Connor sat. Oral tradition.

Morley to Dillon, 29 December 1906, Dillon papers, Royal Irish Academy.
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O'Connor and F. L. Crilly the organiser for the north west attempted

to come to grips with the problem. O'Connor wanted to support

Churchill and in the course of doing so more clearly showed his

uneasy alliance with the Roman Catholics.| Redmond was not convinced

that the Liberals had yet shown themselves sufficiently friendly to the

Irish and therefore they could not automatically expect Irish support.*

O'Connor while assuring Redmond that the Manchester Irishmen were

"red-hot' for Churchill claimed somewhat inconsistently, that if it

was left to local initiative, the executive would lose ‘our influence’

and the 'priests will come out Tory.'? More was at stake than the

degree of alliance there should be with the Liberals, a matter which

had remained unresolved between O'Connor and Redmond since the party

had become unified in 1900. O'Connor saw the influence of the

Catholic church on such occasions as a threat to the integrity of the

Irish vote in Britain and 'The only way we are ever able to beat

them [the Catholic spokesmen] is by fighting on the national issue as

well as on eiucatinars O'Connor must have felt that he was qualified

‘What they [the priests] will do with their 'Te Deums' over the
Education bill it is impossible to say.' O'Connor to Dillon, 2
January 1907. Dillon Papers, Royal Irish Academy.

See The Times, 16 April 1907, where Redmond said, 'I do not see how
we could consistently or wisely ask the Irishmen of Manchester to
vote in favour of the representative of the Government.'

O'Connor to Redmond, Telegram, Redmond MSS., National Library of
Ireland, 19 April 1907. O'Connor sent many telegrams to the various
dispersed leaders of the party during such by-elections. The text
of this telegram is quite long. Whether his arguments were always
convincing or not, the sense of urgency this imparted to the
discussion and his advocacy showed that he considered Irish affairs
in Britain to be largely his preserve and the decision usually went

his way if only by default.

O'Connor to Redmond, 16 April, Redmond MSS., National Laveany of Ireland.
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to teach Redmond, who was in Dublin during most of the election campaign,

the realities of political tactics in Britain. But O'Connor's

friendship with the Liberals and the allowances he made for their

difficulties might ultimately have led to Home Rule in name only.

As it was, some English cabinet ministers were convinced that Redmond's

independent aspect was assumed for the benefit of party orthodoxy

and extremism and that if some means could be found of circumventing

this, he would be in favour of any one of a number of tentative

schemes for Irish devolution. | O'Connor's task in reconciling the

Irish in Britain to the Liberal party and at the same time confirm

them in their nationalism was only a degree less difficult and his

gradualism was not the best of methods. When Churchill was defeated

at Manchester O'Connor summoned a meeting of the full Executive of

the UILGB. and issued a manifesto reiterating nationalist sentiment.~

When the League met for its convention in Dublin in May and June in

conjunction with the national convention he tried both to answer

Catholic interests and silence them. He drew attention to the

inadequacy of the Irish Council scheme and called for a new campaign

to combat the Liberals' ‘profound and invincible ignorance of

national sentiment in Ireland.' This may have disappointed Liberals

who thought that Home Rule could be achieved with less difficulty in

See Burns Papers, B.M. Add. MSS 46324, f. 45. Diary; 'He [Redmond]
really is in favour of something like it [devolution] but is afraid
of rivalry in the Irish party...fearful of cranks and faddists.'

For the text of the manifesto see The Times, 11 May 1907.
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this way, but it reminded Irishmen of their proper scheme of priorities

and it might divert their attention away from side issues.

It is evident that the Liberals took the Irish too much for granted.

Until 1910 the Irish held no balance of votes in the House of Commons and

Ireland was not regarded as much a matter of urgency as social questions.

Nevertheless the Irish soon tired of Bryce, the Irish secretary.|

O'Connor had not been very much impressed by Bryce's Irish University

Bill.

It was, said O'Connor, 'the third scheme within the last few

years...eEnglishmen did not seek to impose English ideals on

the Parsee, the Mahommedan or the Jew, but only on the Catholics

of Ireland ... That was not his idea of true Liberalism.'©

MeitheT did he find any sign of ‘Education [being] brought to the door

of the poorest of the poor' in the continued debate on education. And

what was worse, 'The Minister for Education [Augustine Birrell] had issued

See Burns Papers, B.M.Add.MSS 46324, f. 21. Augustine Birrell was given
the post. See also Augustine Birrell, Things Past Redress, p. 193. Birrell
had 'got on well' with Irish members over the Education Bill. The Irish
post was regarded as a hot seat however. When Campbell-Bannerman had first
offered the post to Birrell he had been reluctant to accept and had
suggested somebody else. '‘Why' said Campbell-Bannerman, ‘he is a
great friend of mine.' Birrell apart from being an ironist, had written

a song which celebrated the plight of the Irish emigrant which began,
'I'm sitting on the stile Mary...' O'Connor thought that this song had
attracted more sympathy for the Irish than a great deal of argument.
T.P.'s Weekly, vol. 10, no. 247, 27 August 1907.

Hansard, 4, 178, 146-149, July 11.
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something like a declaration of war against a certain type of school'

it was tertainly considered so by the community he represented outside the

House ..e.and especially by the city a part of which he represented.' |

Birrell appeared to have shared some of O'Connor's feelings for the more

orthodox non-conformists in the Liberal party who had been greatly

encouraged by the 1906 majority. They were 'as happy as they had been

on the day of Queen Anne's death' according to Birrell.“ O'Connor had

played down the fears entertained for religion by his Tory opponents. But

the Manchester by-election contest had to some extent changed his

attitude. He had, he said, supported the Bill the previous year when it

had shown signs of being a 'just compromise'. But the bill was now

‘filling the people he represented with a strong sense of indignation'?

and despite all the trust he had placed and had caused to be placed in the

fair mindedness of the Liberals he was forced to join the Tory Catholics

in detailed opposition to the bill even though 'The communion they

represented was a wealthy communion' compared to that of his constituents

or that of the Irish Catholics in Britain. It was small wonder that he

was inclined to say of the two great English parties, 'a plague on both

your nglbeats or that later in the same year he met the amendments of the

Lords on the Evicted Tenants bill with the battle cry that the Irish

members would ‘wash their hands of it', only pausing to launch into an

Ibid.

Augustine Birrell, Things past Redress, p. 184.

Hansard, 4, 178, 146, July 11.

Ibid.
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attack on Lord Clanricarde who was still in a position to frustrate

Irish ambitions. | These were the sort of attacks which would not have

been out of place in the early days of the Parnellite party when the

Irish appeared to have no allies. The anti-climax to the election came

very quickly as far as the Irish were concerned. O'Connor himself was

still paying the price for his solitary position as representative of

the Irish in Britain. The right of his followers to distinct

representation had not been recognised in 1884. By 1907 it appeared

more unjustified with competition for the Irish vote as it was coming

from Labour and Catholic interests, especially as there was a stronger

case for enlarging the franchise generally to include more than male

householders. However until such an act of statistical justice was

enforced O'Connor's position could often appear onerous, quixotic

and unproductive. At the end of 1907 he was supporting an independent

nationalist candidate at a by-election in Jarrow.” It was a forlorn

hope, antagonised Labour and was something of an expadiect to 'Bring

back present Liberalism from temporary aberration and humiliating

compromises with the older and nobler Liberal tradition. '~ It was

hard at such times to keep up the pressure of convincing Irish electors

that something was being done for their cause at Westminster. O'Connor

Of Clanricarde's estates he said that there was, 'scarcely an acre ...

that was not wet with human blood...[the tenants] had waited twenty-

five years and more to be re-instated and now were to be deprived of

their homes altogether.' Hansard, 4, 182, 203, August 26.

For this by-election campaign see the Jarrow Express and Jarrow Guardian.

Ibid. O'Connor supporting O'Hanlon in the election campaign.
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may have foreseen that an agreement on eventual Home Rule was a

hard thing to keep to in detail and he could always remind himself

of what had happened in the 'nineties when inaction at Westminster

had been paralleled by lack of enthusiasm among the Irish electors

generally and too much enthusiasm among the factionalists. He summed

this attitude up in an exchange with Balfour in August where he asserted

that he [O'Connor] 'was a parliamentarian and would regard the failure

of the House of Commons to excite the attention of the country as a

grave national disaster.' | Nevertheless O'Connor was equally

impatient with the failure of the administration to fulfil its radical

promise, 'to deal with overdue arrears of social reform. '* Even minor

measures, he thought, were making no headway. This led him to enlarge

out of his own experience of introducing reformist measures.

Governments had in their make-up, 'the obstinacy and unwillingness to

accept any new proposal which had been in the line of rulers since the

days of the old Testament.' His own impatience could on occasions like

this be apparent, he 'never found the House of Commons half so

interesting as when he was about fifty or a hundred miles from ite?

Perhaps O'Connor always realised, or realised more fully than he

had done at one time, the role he was playing. He was both a performer

in the House and yet for most of his career had at least aimed at

1. Hansard, 4, 18, 164, August 15.

2. Hansard, 4, 190, 905, 11 June 1908. Old Age Pensions debate. Balfour

brought up O'Connor's record as an obstructionist in the ‘eighties.

3. Hansard, 4, 186, 311-1314, 24 March 1908.
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describing it as if he was not involved. This must have made him

acutely self-conscious. When he considered his 'other' profession, as

newspaperman he was also bound to conclude that, 'In his own times

newspapers had made war and he sometimes wondered whether newspapers

did not make more wars than they made peace.' | On the home front they

could be used in his opinion just as much to disguise the truth,

especially when his opponents launched press campaigns. In February,

1908, Walter Long introduced a motion urging that familiar remedy for

Ireland's ills, 'sterner measures'-O'Connor said that the motion had been

‘heralded with a great amount of blazonings, trumpetings and press

preliminaries than he had ever known...whenever they started a campaign

of this kind in the future he would advise them to indulge in a little

less exaggeration of language.'~ It was relevant for Lord Cecil to

remind him of campaigns that he, O'Connor had conducted. But the Irish

were better at this sort of thing and had long had justification.

The continued debate on the education question gave enough cause

for any impatience O'Connor might have felt for parliament. His own

dilemma where this question was concerned was still as great and he was

not helped in this by the Liberals. He might claim on behalf of his

constituents, in his capacity as their special delegate that, ‘in the

Ibid. The obvious example of a newspaper starting war was that of the
American Hearst press in the case of the Spanish-American war. In the
first world war many newspapers set the pace in bloodthirstiness.

Hansard, 4, 183, 754, February 4.
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whole Irish tragedy there was nothing more tragic or pathetic than the

spectacle of the Irish poor in the slums and lanes of England and

Scotland [living in] the atmosphere of the gas works or shivering in

winter outside the portals of the great docks of Liverpool.' | But he

also had to admit once again that he spoke to empty benches. He had to

maintain that the Catholics were split on political lines and that the

Catholic Tories were ‘anti-Irish' but this did nothing to soften the

attitude of the non-conformist supporters of the bill. He wanted, he

said, support for Catholic schools on grounds of social justice,

because the Catholic, more especially the Catholic Irish section of the

community were the least privileged and, 'It ought to be cheaper for them

than any other community and more efficient. '* He did not want sectarian

education, Catholics being deliberately educated apart from the rest

of the nation. The only reply this restrained and sensible advocacy

obtained from the Liberal benches was that O'Connor had put his case 'more

liberally than some of the other members of his Church might present ite!

This was precisely O'Connor's point. It is doubtful whether O'Connor's

private scepticism or the Church's suspicion of him had changed

appreciably since the time of the Bradlaugh incidents, but non-conformist

opinion, in common with most English opinion was not able to distinguish

Hansard, 4, 189, 818, July 30.

4, 189, 323, May 2.4

Hansard, 4, 197, 466, November 2.
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between eeetsk of Catholicism, even at a time when fellow radicals

and Catholics in France with whom O'Connor had more in common than most

of the members of British parties were engaged in secularising French

education.| Other radicals in Britain who were raised as Catholics

found the connection irksome. The more extreme their political views the

more they denounced a religion which seemed allied to conservatism.

This was true of Larkin who found in society, 'no fullness of God and

no brotherhood of man, but every man... compelled to act like a wolf or

a hyena. '© Socialists in the localities were now convinced that the

Catholic cause and the Irish cause covered a multitude of social evils

and inaction. In Liverpool such beliefs were gaining some currency.

Irish politicians according to one aside of Sexton's,

‘managed to persuade the Irish voters that they ought to

be returned for the sake of justice to Ireland, and when

they got there [were elected] they promptly began to look

around for ways and means of benefitting themselves and

O'Connor frequently stressed the contribution of Protestants to the

strength of the Irish party. He did this particularly in the later

debates on the Home Rule bill when Unionists attacked the Irish nationalist

party as being dominated by the Church. To the casual observer it may

have seemed that nationalism and Catholicism were more synonomous

in the twentieth century than they had been in Parnell's day.

People of New York v James Larkin, quoted in Emmet Larkin, James

Larkin p.5. For another description of Catholic education in Scotland

Division see, P. O'Mara, The Autobiography of a Liverpool Irish Slummy.

Paul Thompson remarks on the number of Marxists or other political

‘extremists' in London who came from the ranks of religious minorities,

either Jewish or Irish Catholic. In the case of the Irish there were

Jack Fitzgerald of Finsbury who was expelled from the S.D.F. in 1904

because he was too extreme, Moore Bell in Woolwich and Jack Jones in

West Ham. A more intense or exotic religious background could provide

a background for political theory. Protestant fundamentalism which did

not have a sophisticated framework of theology pee in political
matters, to patriotism. These are only indications o communities of

interest. See P. Thompson, Socialists, Liberals and Labour p- 191, 204,

and 237.
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exploiting the Irishmen in England." |

It would probably be the impolitic expression of these sentiments that

Gould have shocked O'Connor. His carefully preserved detachment in London

had at least exposed him to socialism, indeed he had been in at its

birth in the metropolis when he had employed so many Fabians on the Star.

This was not the sort of politics he would discuss with his middle class

ward officers. He was correct in assuming that he was a cleverer and

more effective politician than local or 'national' socialists. They

had the advantage of being more direct and in the last analysis more

honest. His vested interest was in keeping an effective League

organisation together. This was a legitimate aim and the worst that

can be said of the attitude at this stage was perhaps a failure of

imagination. Hence when the UILGB conference met at Manchester at the

latter end of May for the 1909 convention, the Executive had to deal with

what might loosely be called the threat from the right of the Church party

and the threat of Labour from the left. Austin Harford came from

Liverpool to announce the support of the Catholic teachers of Merseyside

for the work of the Irish party. He saw no other course but continued

support for the Liberal party even though he called it, 'this immense

Non-conformist majority. '~ Alliance with either the Anglican church or

the Tory party would, he suggested, mean the end of the League. O'Connor

J. Sexton, Sir James Sexton, Agitator, p. 89 and on Irish jerry-

builders, p. 90, where, ‘You had to put your legs through the window

in order to get your trousers on, whilst the walls were so thin you

could hear the fellow next door making up his mind.' See also F. Bower,
Rolling Stonemason p. 177.

Daily Post, 29 May 1909.
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was not as restrained as this. He attacked the intervention of the

Church in a recent by-election at Dundee, where

Efforts were made to make disastrous and absolutely

unnecessary conflict between the two claims of faith and

fatherland. [He was] a little impatient and a little angry

to find ministers of the Catholic church, some of them

English and some of them Irish, throwing doubt on the

loyalty and fidelity of the Irish people after their

centuries of sacrifice for the Catholic cause (cries of

'ghame').!

The mood of the conference appeared to be more anti-clerical than usual.

Even when trying to point out the faults of the other side as personified

by Dr. Clifford the non-conformist leader on the London County Council, he

was interrupted and had to admit that though 'we disagree with him on

the Catholic Education question... [he] ...was a good friend to Ireland.'

As far as Labour was concerned he gave the Irish much of the credit.

'He was glad that the Irish race was helping to govern the Labour party

of England as they were helping to govern many things in the world

While Larkin was organising unemployment demonstrations in Liverpool,

O'Connor was primarily concerned with the effect this might have on the

league.

It was not a matter for wonder that their organisation

should have felt the force of the great wave of unemployment

which was passing over the country... Their movement had

Daily Post, May 30. For two character sketches of two priests with

varying degrees of enthusiasm for nationalism see P. O'Mara, The

Autobiography of a Liverpool Irish Slummy pp 70-1.

Hazisg BDacet Wav DO,
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been called a poor man's movement... had been kept alive

by the faith, loyalty and pence of the poor!

Though not unsympathetic to the unemployed this showed O'Connor's

sense of priorities. Harford too dwelt on the poor state of the party's

finances and appealed to those Irishmen 'who were not cut out for a

political life' to contribute nevertheless to the party funds.

But the greater audience of Irish voters outside the convention,

at least those who lived in the Merseyside area had more parochial

business to attend to that summer. In late June 1909 there occurred in

Liverpool one of the worst examples of sectarian riot ever experienced by

the city. Undoubtedly one of the causes of the extent of these riots

was the unemployment that O'Connor had referred to and against which Larkin

and the socialists were campaigning. But the immediate cause was that

the Catholics intended to hold a procession assuming that they had equal

rights as citizens. It was just this assumption that local Protestants

could not stomach. Since 1906 George Wise had been holding his protest

Ibid. O'Connor also showed his control over the conference by his

rejection of a proposal to start a newspaper. It would, he thought,

be necessary to publish a newspaper bigger than The Times every day in

order to, 'catch up and destroy all of the lies which were written

about Ireland.' He did not think that it would be fair to all of
those newspapers presumably radical and Liberal which were already
stating the Irish case, and he might have thought that it would
become a forum for extremists. There was probably no money available
for such a venture and Irish newspapers as distinct from Catholic

newspapers had never proved successful in Britain.
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meetings at St. Domingo Pit, an area of wasteland in the north end

of the city. | These meetings were directed against increasing Catholic

influence or acceptability, so little was the reality of national

politics reflected in much local prejudice. Righteous outrage was

evident in Orange circles when news of the procession leaked out, and

precautions were set in motion,

for the purposes of preventing an illegal demonstration

taking place in the city of Liverpool. Wake up Protestant

England! We must have no compromise and no surrender....°

The clash which resulted between the Catholic procession and

Orange demonstrators, reinforced by a contingent from Belfast, resulted

in the arrest of forty-six civilians, mainly Orangemen, and eight police

3and eight civilians were detained in hospital. The procession was

curtailed by agreement between the deputy chief constable and Fr. Rigby

George Wise had come to Liverpool from Northern Ireland in 1888. His
‘Protestant Reformist Church' had been founded in 1903 and he had

obtained 100,000 votes on his election to the School Board. See the
Report of the subsequent enquiry into the disturbances, 'Police

(Liverpool Inquiry) Act, 1909, before Mr. Arthur J. Ashton, K.C.,
Transcript of Shorthand notes of the Proceedings and Report of the
Commissioner', in Liverpool Public Record Office, (hereafter cited
as 'Proceedings and Report of the Commissioner') p. 43; evidence of
G.C.Rees for the Loyal Orange Institution and the George Wise Crusade.
The verbatim transcripts of the witnesses called before the commission
gives many insights into the fratricidal attitudes on what might loosely
be called religious matters in the city at that time.

Daily Post, 21 June 1909.

According to Orange witnesses before the Commission, ‘About twenty
minutes to two a band of people came down Juvenal Street with green
flags flying, singing, “The Boys of Wexford" and behaving in a
disorderly manner', 'Proceedings and Report of the Commissioner',
pe 93; Evidence of Mr. G. S. Thomas. If many reports of nationalist
celebrations in Liverpool are to be believed, "The Boys of Wexford"

was the only song the nationalists knew.
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the Church leader in charge of the celebration. But the whole area of

Scotland Division was in a state of riot and near riot for the

following week. On the Monday after the procession the Post reported

with a rare admission of conditions in the constituency represented

by a Liberal ally,

Ordinarily few Mondays pass without witnessing several

apprehensions for disorderly conduct in that Division, but the

numbers were greatly swelled last night through many people

still being "on the loose"... soon after nine o'clock at

night the cells were quite full with disorderly people who

made the building resound with maudlin music, occasionally

singing in chorus and varied by shouting and stamping of

feet ...every variety of noise that foolish people can

produce....Roman Catholics and the opposite persuasion...

seemed united in causing as much riot and disturbance as

possible.....

Much of the 'responsible' comment on the disturbances showed

this sort of disparagement along with a sense of vicarious excitement

and magistrates concerned with trying inebriated zealots of either

religion, many of whom were women put great emphasis on midsummer

madness.“ The education authorities were sufficiently alarmed by

attacks which occurred on schools to close down all schools in the area

Daily Post, June 23.

Ibid,the cases of Elizabeth O'Donnell and Letitia Holywell who were
both arrested for being drunk and disorderly, under 'Lady Pugilist's
Offer’.
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however, Orangemen for their part continued seleieens at police

conduct. George Wise who had been preaching to Welsh congregation-

alists in Bootle on the day of the procession was particularly vocal

in this peepeot. Neither were they likely to be pleased at the

attitude of the government. O'Connor, in the House of Commons, asked

Herbert Gladstone to confirm that the Catholic authorities had acted

responsibly in curtailing the procession and he replied that, 'so far

as my information goes the Roman Catholics behaved with moderation

and restraint.'* The Irish party cheered a Nationalist victory.

Orangemen were still not deterred. They believed in their own way that

they were defending the liberties of England, a claim that was re-

iterated by politicians at election times. When the unrest continued

throughout 1909 they courted the support of Tory M.P.s like Colonel

Sandys the M.P. for Bootle, who was also a grand master of the Orange

Lodge, or Rutherford, who according to O'Connor, had telegraphed the

Home Secretary, claiming that a letter of April 10 had allowed altars

to be exhibited during the procession. George Wise was also, according

to O'Connor making.a martyr of himself on the plea of ‘free speech'

by refusing to be bound over to keep the peace. Wise was sent to prison

because he refused to discontinue his Bible classes. During this time

all the city police were on full-time and two hundred reinforcements

were called in from Manchester. "Many influential Catholics were

See Daily Post, June 24. Wise again speaking at St. Domingo Pit said

that the police had 'smiled at the idiotic cheers of the half-drunken

Irish mob (hear, hear). As to their [the Orangemen] throwing stones
at the police officers and their horses, he was sorry that that had
happened but there was always a limit to human endurance.'

Hansard, 5, 7, -- 35, June 28.
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using their best endeavour to persuade the members of that faith

from making any counter demonstrations."
' But this did not stop

a visit by O'Connor to Liverpool on September 28 which annoyed the

Orangemen because it was to attend and grace,

a great meeting of welcome to Captain O'Meagher Condin, a

Fenian leader of '67, held in St. Martins Hall, Scotland Road.

(and because)...they
were singing provocative songs in that

procession, songe provocative to Protestants and Orangemen....*

O'Connor must have felt less than enthusiastic at having to attend such

assemblies though he might have felt that his presence, as a Nationalist

rather than as a Catholic, was some moderating influence. Further riots

that occurred that month were minimised by Herbert Gladstone. The whole

situation was to be examined by a Royal Commission. This was appointed

on the insistence of the Orangemen and was intended to inquite into the

3conduct of the police.~ O'Connor and the Irish he represented had

received a great deal of adverse publicity during the riots, since they

had all taken place in his constituency. He had tried so often to present

the state of affairs in this Division to the House of Commons which may

have considered his accounts over-coloured that as well as being

associated with them by nationality he was associated by his advocacy.

This sleight of hand worked irrespective of what he said and irrespective

of the painful inactivity of others. Nowhere was the distinction between

O'Connor writing in Reynolds's Newspaper, 24 October 1909.

‘Proceedings and Report of the Commissioner', p. 85.

Segan and Lynskey acted for the Catholics, Beer and Brandreth for the

Orangemen. There were separate counsel for the police. The Orangemen
were often visibly annoyed that their testimony was not automatically
accepted as more loyal and responsible than that of the Catholics.
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local and national politics more apparent, even though in O'Connor's

view and in the view of the nationalists these local issues cut into

national issues. But as well as government inaction in such social or

political issues O'Connor and the Irish now had to deal with the

unreasonable bellicosity of Orange and Tory sentiment. This had been

the prime cause of the disturbances in Liverpool, and it was gaining a

provenance in Parliament and was becoming more virulent. For the

time being such hostility was Senteliutea against Lloyd George's

budget, against the radical aims of the government and precipitated

the dissolution and the first election of 1910. This election so

changed the balance at Westminster in favour of the Irish however

that the fight was once more to settle on Ireland and the Unionists

were to come out in stronger colours.
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VII

Things Fall Apart, 1910-1914

The Weare 1910-1914. marked the crisis in the fortunes

of the Irish parliamentary cause. All the forces behind

the Liberal governments were in favour of Home Rule and

as a consequence the constitutional Irish cause was on

trial. Opinion in Ireland might turn against both their

own parliamentarians and Westminster politics in general

if Home Rule was not achieved. This time there could be

no excuse that the question of Ireland was too much of

a novelty to the British public or that the parliamentarians

had not had time to state their case. But sucha

dangerous possibility might not have been obvious in 1910

or at any time up to 1916 while the parliamentarians still

had effective power in their hands. O'Connor's role was

more difficult and crucial from this time on since he was a

radical, professed great sympathy for Labour and yet was

first and foremost an Irish Nationalist. These were the

three elements in an uneasy alliance of progressives which

were subject to great outside pressures from 1910 onwards.

Most of O'Connor's energy henceforward went on being more

subtle or, as his enemies would say, more cunning in

attempting to plaGate the three elements of the alliance.

The difference between public utterances whether in the

press or in parliament and private negotiations became

more marked, if only because there was more of both. There

was a very real purpose behind this. O'Connor was a
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convinced gradualist and accepted that the parliamentary

process must often be devious even though as a pressman

he had to make it appear anything but that. There was no

way of nbsetpattng’ no precedent for knowing, how

affairs would get so disastrously out of hand, how even

the divergence between speech and action in the Unionist

case would disappear.

The intensity of Tory or Orange opposition to the

government even in the last years of the 1906

administration had taken the Irish party unawares and

the Nationalists were by no means united in their defence

of the Liberals. Lloyd George's budget may have been

a radical landmark as far as Britain was concerned but

some sections of the Irish party were bound to protest

at the effect of the new excise duties on the Irish

liquor trade. Healy used this as a test of whether

Zeawond was ‘in the Liberal pocket' or not. | O'Connor

was revealed by the same token in more radical colours

and more sympathetic to the Liberals, even as the

eminence grise behind an alliance which in Healy's view

was not often to the advantage of Irishmen. O'Connor

had already protested at the kind of language used by

Carson and his Orange supporters in their opposition to

Tt. M. Healy to his brother Maurice, 1 November 1909, in
T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Day, ii, 489.
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an Irish land bill. When he came to discuss the budget

in his column for Reynolds's Newspaper he was disposed to

regard the budget almost as an irrelevance, that, 'a

budget is not eternal.' His quarrel, like that of his

fellow celtic radical Lloyd George was with more lasting

things, with the Tory 'Backwoodsmen.'

If the Lords want to produce chaos, let them do

so and bear the consequences. Revolutions can't

be fought or resisted with rose-water....1 would

welcome such action on their part. It would give

the democracy an unequalled chance of making the

government of England really democratic. This

odious, selfish and stupid anachronism which lies

like some hideous vampire over the aspirations

of England and its toiling masses; over Ireland

demanding Home Rule; over Wales asking for

religious equality; over Scotland praying for

land reform...[would be] delivered into the hands

of the people.....

There is no reason to doubt that O'Connor meant every

word of this. The phraseology was, and is, a convention

of such journalism and the situation appeared to more

than excuse it. The Lords, ‘another place' had always

Reynolds's Newspaper, 19 September 1909. O'Connor began
to write a regular column in this newspaper from this
time on.



   

“T.P”S” RETURN FROM THE STATES.
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Our photo was taken in St. Martin’s Hall, Liverpool, on Tuesday, when Mr, T. P, O’Connor addressed a meeti of his constituents. pu.cting!
Councillor J. O’Shea, Mr. 'T. P, O’Connor, Councillor A. Harford. Standing: Our representative, Councillor F. Harford, Councillor M.

Kearney, Alderman Taggart, Mr. W. J. Loughrey.
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been his chief enemy, even when he was opposing them in

a near solitary battle. He believed that he was

participa
ting

in a revolution even though as far as he

was concerned it was long overdue. Yet it was the

Unionists who were to set the pace in revolutio
nary

language and sentiment.

There was not however as much need for such

revolution
ary

directness in O'Connor's campaign for the

January 1910 election. He returned from yet another

fund raising tour of the United States and was confident

that though he would fight the election from Liverpool,

‘Scotland Division is quite safe in the hands of my

1 Nevertheless confidence in victory andfriends,.'

outrage at the 'Undemocratic threat' was typical of the

election. The Post in the course of a panegyric for

O'Connor even went out of its way to enlarge on the

existence and sturdy qualities of the Liverpool Irish

docker,

-. rugged and uncouth he may be...Lbut he is]

able to take not only a common sense but also a

practical view of this [and of ] the necessities

of life. [ O'Connor was] as much a Liberal as a

Nationalist... not likely to be deserted in such

1. Welsh Catholic Herald, 1 January 1910.
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a crisis by the loyal sons of Ireland in

Scotland Division...../

This was the Union of Hearts with a vengeance. There

were even kind words for Sexton who was again contesting

the west Toxteth division, because of his attitude on the

Schools question and on Irish self-government and because

he could rely on the 'voting strength in the Roman

Catholic community.'* Anything was preferable to the

Tories and though their hold on the city was to remain

unbroken they did not succeed in diverting attention on to

the Schools question. O'Connor guaranteed that the

Liberals had now had a change of heart on that question and

‘their schoolmaster was T. P. O'Connor. '? The opposition

in Scotland Division was more muted than usual and O'Connor

spent most of his time and energy in Exchange division

where the Liberal candidate was even more enthusiastic

Daily Post, January 2.

Ibid. Cameron was also contesting Kirkdale Division for
theLabour party against the Tories, as he had attempted
in a by-election contest in 1907. Salvidge, apart from
maintaining that the latter contest had attracted
international interest, thought that he had secured the
return of his candidate by distributing leaflets linking
socialism and atheism. Ramsay Macdonald and other Labour
leaders had campaigned for Cameron. See S. Salvidge,
Salvidge of Liverpool, pp. 75-80.

Daily Post, January 11.
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about Catholic education than O'Connor. O'Connor's

speeches were short on nationalism; this was not the

issue for the moment. Neither did he have any remedy for

chronic unemployment though he did bring up again his

work for compensation for dockers. His real interest was

shown in his articles in Reynolds's in the early part

of 1910. ‘Any Liberal minister who now made the mistake

of dallying or wavering with the question of the Lords

would be doomed to extinction.'!

Both he and Liberal and socialist opinion might have

wished that the issues could always be so clear cut.

After the 1910 election the Liberals lost their overall

majority and had to depend on the support of the Irish and

the Labour party more than ever before. This presented

obvious problems of unity. O'Connor was hard put to account

for Unionist gains after the euphoria of the election. In

the South of England he put the reversals down to,

"Bribery, intimidation and motor cars, outvoters and

stupidity.' In the North of England, which he knew more

from personal experience, he at once pointed to ‘insane

divisions among the progressive forces. '* He did at the

 

Reynolds's Newspaper, February 6.

ibid. The political imperviousness of the 'sleepy hollows’
of the rural south was one of O'Connor's pet themes. F.E.
Smith also thought that the north demanded more of
politicians. The South of England was Tory, 1906 was
the only predominant exception.
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same time regard the landslide majority of 1906 as an

impossible standard to maintain. Since that result had

taken him as much by surprise as it had the Liberals this

realism after the event was more in keeping with the

theology of political commentary. He often regretted

where the call of political duty had led him. At least

this is what he said and was increasingly going to say,

he has told me that he is weary of being described

as a politician, or of being described as a

journalist and that in both capacities he has been

"done to death". He would have preferred to have

been given more credit as a man of letters for

T. P.'s Weekly a "penny journal that has done

much to make good literature popular"....!

This only happened occasionally. He was judged by

his political and public life and this appeared to be

where most of his energy went. O'Connor regarded

literature as a 'consolation' and, considering the

complexity of his political life, it is not hard to guess

why this should be so. Even more basic judgements were

made at this time in journalism.

There was no peace for editors whatever line they

took. Every day's letter-bag at the Westminister

brought insulting letters, mostly anonymous;

leading articles were cut out and sent back to me

1. The Bookman, February 1910, 'T.P.O'Connor as Author and

Journalist’ by Ashley Gibson.
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scored all over with abusive epithets - a great

lady who in previous times had invited me to

her house, shouting on the top of the stairs which

lead from the Ladies' Gallery of the House of

Commons to the lobby and hurling extremely painful

, epithets at me as I went down.....'

O'Connor could have been said to have given as good

as he got however. He rivalled any Liberal radical and

outshone Labour members who may have been more impatient

to get on with what they thought was more crucial

business. The fight was of course tailor-made for him

and gave his language almost a Marxist tinge. There was

only one way with the Lords and

All talk about deadlock, about loss of revenue,

about financial chaos, about the duty of a

ministry to carry on the business of a country

[are Jirrelevant, conventional and empty nonsense

in the midst of a great fight like this. They are
phrases by which the "bon bourgeois" has always

tried to stop the advance of a revolution....*

This was fundamentally the method and these the words he

had used before the election; often it is as if he was

consumed with impotent fury by the expressions he sired, a

J. A. Spender, Life, Journalism and Politics, p.2.

Reynolds's Newspaper, February 20.
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good dramatic fault in a propagandist. He had no more a

practical solution for these difficulties than Asquith

or Lloyd George. In public he took himself to be the

Irish spokesman to 'democratic' England saying that the

Irish would accept the budget, a crucial support as far

as the Liberals were concerned, if the government 'meant

1 And this was little morereal business on the veto.

complicated than what he said in private negotiations, only

making it in the latter case more of a threat to get more

action against the House of Lords. To a large extent this

was O'Connor's view merely and he had to restrain Redmond's

outright and O'Connor must have felt, suicidal

opposition to the budget. It was all very well to talk

about revolution but the hold over the Liberals was

reciprocal; like Spender, the editor of the Westminster

Gazette, he believed that negotiations were a matter of

course; there was no other alternative.

Yet throughout February and into March and April

O'Connor kept up the pressure in his influential

newspaper column on the Lords question. Although he was

a 'parliamentarian' with all the odium that that term was

to acquire in extreme nationalist circles, he was

convinced that this was more effective than those who

disparaged the constitutional process were to suggest.

Reynolds's Newspaper, February 13, and see Austen
Chamberlain to his father, February 25 and April ll,
in Austen Chamberlain, Politics from the Inside (London,

1936), p. 206, p. 287.



He was sympathetic to the Liberals and had an awareness

of the sometimes limited range of possibilities before

Ministers. But the majority was there and he couldn't

understand Asquith's hesitations.

The nice easy-going policy which seemed so excellent

to nineteen gentlemen seated round a table in

‘secrecy [the Cabinet] was swept away in an hour

before the healthy breeziness of the popular

chamber....!

He took great pains to urge that this was not a matter

on which the Irish alone should feel concern. The cabinet,

he felt, was welching on its mandate; they were 'Whigs'.

Against such caution he himself used all the parliamentary

expertise he had gained in a lifetime of politics. The

Master of Elibank who had replaced Herbert Gladstone as the

Government chief Whip, often had cause to respect O'Connor's

ability to lobby support among large sections of the

Liberal party, the 'militants' with whom O'Connor was

acquainted. O'Connor was not fighting old battles; he

might have been disturbed by any sign of faction reoccurring

in the Irish ranks. But this was a proper policy to follow

as far as alliance with the Liberals and Labour was concerned.

Reynolds's Newspaper, February 27.

For O'Connor's ability to lobby the Liberal militants see
A. C. Murray, The Murrays of Elibank, Master and Brother,
(London, 1945), p. 41 and see also p. 47 for O'Connor's
supposed influence over Redmond.



‘All tactics' were in this view 'to be judged mainly by

the consideration whether they are calculated to keep

1 There was alwaysthese [progressive parties] together.

the horrifying possibility that the Lord's tactics might

pay off, it had happened once before. O'Connor pointed to

{| Joseph Devlin, the M.P. for the nationalist enclave of

West Belfast - and perhaps the only other truly radical

figure in the Irish party. Devlin he said, had gained

the approval of both ‘Orange and Nationalist workingmen'

for his support of the improvement tax clauses of the

budget. This was similar to the support O'Connor had

obtained for the budget in Lancashire. Disagreements

within their ranks were merely concerned with

aeatanttet but comparatively small points... A

breach by the Liberal ministers with the Irish

party on such a question of tactics and all that

such a breach involves of the destruction of the

golden hopes of Radical: reform for Great Britain

and Ireland, is so incredible as to appear to me

impossible and even discreditable....°

Idealism of O'Connor's type was something to profess

and be proud of; even though such professions date very

easily and in O'Connor's case were superseded by the creeds

Reynolds's Newspaper, March 20.

Reynolds's Newspaper, March 27.
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of the Labour party. He was known on occasion to lose

his temper with parliament, an intellectual impatience

often expressed by Irishmen when faced with this too

patient institution. | This was obvious in his intervention

in the debates on the Parliamentary bill, at the beginning

of April. If the Lords' role had to be defined he chose

his ground well and put the onus upon the Lords to explain

where 'these innate assumptions come from.' 'All the

great men of history' were, according to O'Connor,

‘children of rather commonplace parents.' The familial

protests that arose 'from some illustrious names... from

above the gangway' only seemed to prove his point.*

The record of the House of Lords, for all their talk of

defending the constitution was again according to O'Connor,

a specious one. The Lords had only been sufficiently

interested to attend their house in any numbers on two

occasions in the previous fifty years. Once, ‘in order to

reject the bill for legalising marriage with a deceased

 

William O'Brien had at one time concocted a plan to
seize the mace and throw it into the River Thames.
O'Connor restrained him. (M. MacDonagh, William O'Brien,
(London, 1928), p. 158).

Hansard, 5, 16, 50, April 4.
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wife's sister' and when fifty peers had attended to the

rejection of the Home Rule bill of 1894 in defiance of,

‘the voice of England and of Ireland.'" This attack

prompted one Unionist member to reveal all. O'Connor

hadn't 'brought Home Rule into the forefront of his speech

at all, although he damned the House of Lords because they

had tackled the budget.' The Irish without the House of

Lords, ' would be able to demand Home Rule for Ireland

and pass it through the House.' 'It is in order to

offer opposition to Home Rule that Unionist members for

Irelandl ete.] ...' It is doubtful if the Unionists

thought they were revealing anything disreputable on their

own part in speeches of this sort. Their arrogance was

impenetrable,
especially when they were faced with the

constitutional
rights of majorities. They were not

concerned with being very intelligent or consistent, as

O'Connor was to demonstrate, though somewhat wearily

towards the end of the dispute. The Unionist case was

never a rational one and this was to prove a weakness of

the Irish party, which had so long been labelled rebellious.

Just when the Nationalists had accustomed themselves to

respectability
and were enjoying the sensation, they had

to face gross irrespondibility in their erstwhile

Ibid.
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detractors. This is not to say that either party had very

much time for the irony of the situation.

Both invincible optimism and caution were included

in O'Connor's creed. He was both radical and respectable,

had. perforce to learn some of the techniques of persuasion.

This was well typified in an article that appeared in

T.P.'s Weekly in September. Victorian optimism could

hardly have rivalled claims that, 'it is far and away the

most interesting and momentous age the world in its history

has seen ... there is no scourge of humanity' not even the

Lords, 'that is not being ... driven to its last fortress.'

This was in keeping with a view of O'Connor as a

politician that was assigned to him at this time, that when

dealing with the UILGB. as president he gave, ‘a consummate

and seemingly affable performance' that he was always 'a

consummate chairman and politician' and that a conference

would be ‘completely dominated and controlled by T. P.

O'Connor. '@ This was not too hard to credit at the

conference of 1910 which met in more uncongenial surround-

ings than usual at Belfast in May. All that needed to be

said here was that the League was ever strong against

T.P.'s Weekly, 3 September 1910. This was in an article
on My New Magazine' which was T.P.'s Monthly. It was not
to prove as successful as its stablemate.
J. J. Horgan, Parnell to Pearse, (Dublin, 1948), p. 211;
Conference report from Daily Post, May 16.

4
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factionalism. There had been, according to the chairman,

‘a vast outburst of enthusiastic loyalty and support

[for] the party.' He emphasised the need to continue in

alliance with English parties against the ‘common enemy.'

More point was given to the meetings by the fact that

William O'Brien's 'All for Ireland League' was holding a

similar convention in Skibbereen. O'Brien for his part

took the opportunity to condemn O'Connor, 'that eminent

son of the Church’ and his ‘odious secret society of

Molly Maguires.' Faction in Ireland was to be viewed

with ‘horror and disgust' according to O'Connor. Such

faction did not occur in the ranks of the Irish League in

Britain he said - the first time he had made such a

distinction between the Irish and their exiles in public

at a conference. The League in Britain was more

nationalistic than O'Brien's League which aimed at no

more than devolution and practical unelp for the distressed

areas in the west and south-west of Ireland. But the

UILGB. was certainly more constitutional than other

disturbing manifestations of direct action in Ireland. It

was not the case as one commentator has said that the Irish

in Great Britain were, 'as divided in their political

views as their compatriots at home, and, like all exiles,
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1 This divergence was to grow,usually more extreme.'

but, because of the political usages of the time, it

received less and less mention.

The long alliance of the Irish with the Liberals in

Britain and the passage of time which caused a modicum of

assimilation had worked a subtle change in the attitude

of the Irish exiled in Britain which first found rousing

expression in the battle against the Lords. To safeguard

the loyalty of these Irishmen presented some difficulties

when it was challenged by the Church group or the

socialists, but they were still the most reliable of the

props of the Irish party. O'Connor had claimed at Belfast

that support for the League had rallied considerably, that

the subscription lists, 'a good barometer of Irish feeling'

were better than for ‘some years.'* His attacks on the

_factionalists in Ireland led to the revealing accusation

from William O'Brien that O'Connor was an 'English

politician with a genial Connacht accent. !° The con-

stitutional debate had itself meant that O'Connor

concentrated on non-Irish affairs. Further, he deviated

 

1.ibid.  . This was with reference to this convention, a
confusion with the Irish in America where, on the score of
nationalism at least, this was the case. There might be
some justification for saying that Irishmen in Britain
were more extreme on Labour issues. Nationalists in
Ireland were to become too concerned with their own
internal battles to be able to comment with any accuracy
upon the politics of the exiles.

2.Reynolds's Newspaper, August 7. especially if they were
interpreted by O'Connor.

3.William O'Brien, The Irish Revolution, p. 80.
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from nationalist ideology somewhat in affirming that 'it is

mainly in the Labour parties of the world that I find any

hopes for humanity' a sympathy which he said was shared by

Joseph Devlin. | It was becoming more apparent that emigre

politics had been domesticated into some position in

British politics. There was no longer such a strident

appeal to the sense of separateness that had kept the

league together during the Unionist ascendancy. One

Catholic newspaper at this time compared the position of the

early Irish 'settlements' to the situation pertaining in

1910 and claimed that this social separateness had all

but disappeared. It also condemned corrupt practices such

as had, it said, existed in Liverpool Irish politics at the

turn of the century. Whether this was in fact the whole

case and accepted as such by English townspeople and

Unionist-Orange politicians is doubtful and seems more in

the tradition of Catholic wishful thinking on the matter,

since to refuse to accept the separateness was one way of

Reynolds's Newspaper, May 2, which also gave O'Connor's
views on social conditions in Belfast from which O'Connor
had returned after the League conference. He was filled
with, 'a certain holy human rage.'

Welsh Catholic Herald, April 23. The charges of
corruption were not denied but extenuating circumstances
were pleaded.



combating it. But this limited amount of introspection

at least proved that the Irish cause had proved its

acceptability and that most of the Irish who were in

Britain were there to stay. When O'Connor left on his

ritualistic tour of the United States and Canada before the

second election of 1910 he hadn't much to say on the subject

of nationalism to Liverpool Irishmen who saw him off;

[he] said he was going to speak on the good old

subject and though he had nothing new to say, his

ambition was to speak in the capital of each of

the Canadian provinces...."

Nationalism was treated with affectionate regard.

There was the suggestion that its aims were soon going to

be achieved and so there was little point in over-emphasis.

O'Connor was to need all of his confidence in the coming

election which was the roughest of them all.

What had happened in Liverpool and to a lesser extent

in the country during the year's fight over the Lords was

that the Unionists, by dauntless repetition if not by force

of argument had made their position stronger than in the

first election of 1910 when they had had to fight under the

disadvantage of being the villains of the piece. Battle-

cries had replaced any sort of argument and this was an

 

Reported in Reynolds's Newspaper, September 18.



advantage to the Unionists. In the rest of the country

there may have been reference to the constitutional issue,

in Liverpool the campaign was swayed by the Irish issue,

the Orange vote and the presence of O'Connor, Carson and

F. E. Smith in one impolite town. There was also the

promise that this was to be the final round as far as

peaceful men were concerned.

After the election the Manchester Guardian complained

specifically about how politics was interpreted in

Liverpool. This city it said painfully,

is scarcely felt by Lancashire to be part of

itself, its interests and habits of thought being

foreign to the country as a whole; except

geographically it belongs rather to Belfast, and is

so much preoccupied with Anglo-Irish and inter-

demoninational spites that questions which absorb

the attention of the rest of Lancashire seem

scarcely to attract its attention.....!

This was largely because the Tories had once more swept

the board in Liverpool; the issues of the election merely

came to a head in that city. The language of the

contestants was less urbane than usual and the prejudices

Manchester Guardian, December 6, cf. the Daily Post
before the election, on November 19 - ‘Gradually,
perhaps very gradually, Liverpool is becoming more Liberal
in thought, thanks to the enlightened and broadening
influence of education among the masses of the people.'
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that underlay the politics came out all the stronger. The

Porcupine instituted a mercifully short-lived practice of

directly addressing the Tory candidates and praising them

to their faces. This may not have been welcomed by the

recipients or they may have regarded it as no more than a

speculative necessity, but it does bear witness to the

neurotic character of much Unionist '‘argument' at the time,

hovering on the brink of, and fascinated by, violence.

O'Connor was not allowed a walk-over in Scotland

Division. His opponent was a local stockbroker, a Mr.

Ockleston,. According to the Porcupine

You are a brave man Mr. Ockleston to tackle

"Little Ireland" in Liverpool. Some people have

another name for it, and I who have worked there

at election times, believe that name to be well

deserved.

What followed was even less polite;

there is a gang of hooligans which terrorises that

division who are to be feared. They respect

neither man nor woman and are capable of anything.

It is the band who are responsible for the break-

up of your meetings, and I would that you had with

you about a dozen stalwarts like yourself who would

tackle them in the only way they understand - by
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physical £666. vs

Mr. Ockleston would however, 'Absolutely refrain'

from such methods because he was a 'Sportsman'. The

same could not be said of Carson. There was not much sign

here of total or even substantial acceptance of the Irish

in the city. Ockleston does not in fact appear to have

been met with 'bludgeons and bombshells' though what the

Post called 'a Tipperary welcome' organised for his

benefit ('both sexes being in evidence who refused to

listen but shouted "God Save Ireland", "God Bless Tay

Pay") may have been open to other interpretations. It

was described by this newspaper as ‘hilarious’. However,

the worst Harford could find to say about Ockleston was

that he had pictured that candidate as 'a wandering Greek

deity.'

O'Connor had returned from his lecture tour to a

hero's welcome. He had been greeted by bonfires along

the west coast of Ireland? and by a tumultuous welcome

from members of the London branches of the UILGB. at

Euston. It was incidents like these that convinced the

 

Porcupine, December 3. They had a harder job with
ouston in West Toxteth, who was suffering from 'nerves,

the great trouble of big men of today.'

Daily Post, November 29.

A. M. Gollin, The Observer and G. L. Garvin (London, 1960),
p. 241. The Unionists immediately chose to make ‘American
Gold', presumably brought back by O'Connor in large
quantities, an issue in the election. See the Observer,
November 13.
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Unionists that rebellion was appearing in the guise of

government and reminded them that they no longer were the

government, whatever their assumptions. O'Connor was

quick to point this out. He wrote in Reynolds's that,

‘the class that has ruled England for so many centuries

does not know how to fight with courage or to die with

dignity.'’ This was also the tone of the manifesto issued

before the election by the UILGB. which has all the signs

of O'Connor's authorship and which commented on,

the insolent and intolerable claim of the

aristocrats to have, in a democratic age, a greater

voice in the government of the nation than its

forty million people... led by the Marquis of

Lansdowne, the name of whose family is written

deep in the coffin ship, the Lansdowne ward and the

thousands of unmarked graves where perished our

people in the days of the famine....°

The 'Good old cause’ was given more bite by the

election than O'Connor might have anticipated. He did not

think that 'there was ever less chance of a divided Irish

13vote than at this election, and this was to prove correct

as far as Britain was concerned. O'Connor did not arrive

1. Reynolds's Newspaper, November 13.

2. Manifesto of IULGB. in Daily Post, November 23.

3. Reynolds's Newspaper, November 27.
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in Liverpool until the end of November. His opponent

Ockleston, in common with other Liverpool Tories had been

fairly active, even if he might not have been too

optimistic in private of his own chances. The attack

on O'Connor was this time principally on the 'social'

question. This may have been opportunistic, but local

conservatives had a strong advantage. Sir Charles Petrie,

the conservative leader on the council,

did not know of anything Mr. O'Connor had done to

further the least interests of the Scotland

Division, or of any other Division of Liverpool.

Scotland Division [ had beenl vastly improved by

the Liverpool Corporation...the Conservative and

Unionist Party.'"

The Liverpool Irish electors thought otherwise. They

announced their ‘heartfelt thanks' to O'Connor for ‘his

devoted self-sacrificing service to the Irish cause.'*

Their enthusiasm was undimmed, 'a torchlight procession

and demonstration' was held in his favour ‘in every street

Land] when a convenient opportunity presented itself he

addressed crowds of his supporters ,° This was on an

Daily Post, November 29.

Liverpool Daily Courier, November 26, meeting of the
Liverpool and district UIL. under the chairmanship of
Harford, with Lynskey, O'Shea and Hughes in attendance.

Daily Post, December 3.
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accepted pattern, but there is little doubt that O'Connor

met more personal abuse during this election than at any

other. Carson, at a large Tory demonstration at the Sun

Hall spoke before going to ‘his own beloved country for a

conference with his own fellow countrymen,' attacked the

American and disloyal influences he saw personified in

O'Connor,

The becoming loyalty of Mr. O'Connor's speeches

in Canada would not set fire to the largest

haystack (laughter). But I know Mr. O'Connor.

I have heard it all before (more laughter). It

may delude you and humbug the Canadians; but by

heavens they will not humbug me. cca

O'Connor was paying the price for the long safety of his

constituency, in personal terms if nothing else. F. E.

Smith who was contesting the Walton division was not

disposed to tolerate the niceties of O'Connor's political

balancing act. O'Connor called him the 'bugleman and

fe and accused him of importingtuning fork of the Tories

religious bigotry into the contest. But there was no

need for Smith to go that far or even mention Ireland.

He observed Mr. O'Connor had arrived in Liverpool

not so much for the sake of seeing his constituents

Daily Post, November 26. For O'Connor's ‘inconsistency'
while in Canada, see below.

Daily Post, November 30. There is little evidence
that Smith was any more 'Sound' on Protestantism than
other Conservatives, merely more effective as a platform
speaker.
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as to see that Mr. Muspratt [the Liberal candidate

for Exchange ] toed the line, and who in the

character of politician desired to destroy the

a@ukes but who, in his capacity as a journalist,

was entirely dependent upon the duchesses

(laughter). He would sell every single Catholic

school in the city for a housemaid's tittle-

tattle about a lady of title. (renewed laughter

and applause). This democrat who wanted to sweep

away the House of Lords, would find if they were

swept away, that his one serious occupation would

be gone.... |

Throughout the campaign this sort of thing touched

O'Connor and the Liberals on the raw. The Post

regretted the violence of Tory language and compared it to

the language of George Wise, 'from whom it came more

12 O'Connor complained when campaigning innaturally.

Warrington that the 'brutality and vituperation' of his

opponents was worse than in Liverpool. Towards the end of

the election, he informed the leaders of Reynolds's,

I have seen the mendacity and unscrupulousness of

LbiG,

Daily Post, December 1, A passage they found particularly
offensive was one which likened the policy of the Liberals
to 'a rotten sausage into which they are putting rotten
Socialism, putrid Home Rule and stinking fish.'
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the Tories at many elections, but never have I

seen them [behave] so badly as at this election.

We get jingoism in its worst form in Liverpool -

the Toryism of certain parts of Ulster. Although

Liverpool has just emerged from a disgraceful and

disastrous series of religious riots produced by

Orange bigotry and aggression these gentlemen do

not hesitate to try once more to kindle the embers

of religious hatred.....

O'Connor had never expressed himself so strongly on

local issues or on the opposition he met at elections

in Liverpool and Lancashire. It indicated how much he was

involving himself in purely English politics. He had left

his campaigning in Scotland division in order to campaign

in Lancashire, principally in Wigan, St. Helens and

Warrington. When he spoke again in Liverpool on the eve

of the election it was to a meeting of Liberal business-

men at the Exchange Hotel where the claim was that he was

"by a long head senior member for Liverpool and of more

12than national fame. Yet though O'Connor might make

claims for the popularity of Irish speakers on Liberal

platforms and say that the ‘Irish masses in Great Britain

Reynolds's gHSpaper December 4, and see T.P.'s Weekly,
ecember 4, ‘The Psychology of an Election’; ‘a irs

it is one of the most exciting and even intoxicating
of experiences; to the hardened and experienced election-
eer it is one of the hardest and most exacting.'

Daily Post, December 1.
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are acting with an enthusiasm and a unanimity such as are

unparalleled in any contest - at least in the last twenty

years' this did not give as good a result for the Liberals

as might have been expected. Liberals might have been

relieved that a House of Lords majority was out of the

question," but in Liverpool the campaign went badly for the

Liberals and O'Connor was left as the sole radical member

for the city. The reason for this was according to F. E.

Smith, a reawakening of patriotism but the narrowness of

the Liberal majority nationally has been attributed as

much to public indifference or weariness. The great

constitutional issues seemed to be never ending. Labour

and the partisans of the Irish dispute were turning away

from parliament. The Labour troubles arose first and

appeared to concern O'Connor more directly, but the

activities\of Irish extremists on the Orange side and in

the ranks of the Nationalists were to prove the more

lasting threat.

The new year of 1911 brought in a wave of syndicalist|

strikes in the north of England which were at their most

widespread and intense in Liverpool and especially amongst

Manchester Guardian, December 6.
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O'Connor's constituents. O'Connor never had to pay the

price for disillusionment at the polls, but from 1911

onwards his position became that much more equivocal.

Ockleston had hoped to reveal more plainly than any other

Tory candidate the fallacy that lay behind Irishmen in

England supporting a nationalist candidate. During the

election he had addressed dock-gate meetings and asked,

What good will Home Rule do you? Are any of you

going back to Ireland? If you are where do you

expect to get a job? There aren't any surplus

jobs there now or you wouldn't have left..../

He obtained a hearing, though it was a fairly flat-

footed argument and it must have been obvious to his

listeners that his motive was less altruism than objections

to Home Rule. But the argument was similar in essence to

charges made by socialists at this time.

Irishmen are true to the old country but for the

most part they are wage-earners on British soil,

sharing the hopes and sufferings of their fellow

workers. It would be well not to put too great a

strain on purely patriotic feeling....°

To both ends of the political scale it seemed as if

the Liberals and the Irish were a nuisance,masking the

real issues. In the socialist camp this became more

Daily Post, December 2. Many of the crowd would never
ave been to Ireland.

Glasgow Forward, December 17.
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pronounced at elections or by-elections when the Irish party

machine was infuriatingly non-co-operative. In 1911 this

was once more the case in North East Lanark where the Irish

vote was estimated at 3,000 and the Liberal majority over

the Tory was only 1,000. According to the Glasgow Forward

the Irish electors,

even among a sweated and distressed working class

[were] forced to undertake the dirtier jobs and

accept the meanest wages; they live in the

dirtiest and most insanitary hovels, eat the most

adulterated food and suffer the worst from the

horrors of unemployment....

The socialists always imagined that the seat was

theirs by right of such interests. But O'Connor had more

than one Scottish constituency to think about and it would

have been dangerous ever to support a Labour candidate

against a Liberal. When crisis of confidence with the

Liberals arose the nationalist organisation was always

liable to put forward an independent nationalist

candidate. There could be no split with the senior partner

when a Home Rule bill was about to be introduced. There

was also the doubtful enthusiasm of the Roman Catholic

church for socialist candidates to be considered. At the

beginning of the year O'Connor had more to concern him

1. Glasgow Forward, March 19.
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than particular socialist grievances, he was involved in

the first negotiations on the form of a Home Rule Bill

and in following the debate week by week in Reynolds's.

In any case he had nothing but praise for the record of

his own organisation, the UILGB. which the Forward

accused of manipulating the Irish vote in the capitalist

interest and of having an ‘inveterate hostility' to

Labour.

At the League conference which met at Cork in June

the attitude of O'Connor and the other leaders of the

league can be seen more clearly. It was true as O'Connor

said, that he,

spoke in the presence of Liverpool men whose

fathers had told them that their people died like

flies in the hospitals of Liverpool, Manchester and

Glasgow..../

But these same sons of survivors of Famine times were now

men of social standing, who, in Cork, were ready to agree

on how much things had changed for the better. At one

time, O'Connor said, the Irish had had 'to take the

first work that was offered to them...rough work, cheap

work, and unhealthy work' but that he was 'glad to say

they had passed that phase of Irish life in Great Britain.'©

Daily Post, June 5.

ibid.For the atmosphere surrounding this convention which
was held in some senses to be an ‘invasion' of areas
which supported William O'Brien in Cork and the south
west, see Hamilton Fyfe, T. P. O'Connor, p. 229. ff.
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The Glasgow socialists, concerned for the North East

Lanark seat had not been aware of any such change. Once

again O'Connor could be represented as fighting old

battles or living in the past. The fact that some

Irishmen, or men of Irish descent had been successful

was enough cause for him to make such unwise, though

cheering, claims. Labour troubles caught him unprepared.

Another sort of nationalism which was sceptical over the

chances of achieving Home Rule at Westminster was equally

impatient with emotive references to the Famine. James

Connolly who was writing for Forward as the national

organiser of the Socialist Party of Ireland had something

a good deal more explicit to say about nationalism.

The fact that Nationalist political freedom is

both desirable and necessary blinds many people

to the truth that advocates of such freedom on

the political field may be most intensely

conservative on the social or economic field,

and, indeed may be bigots in their opposition

to all other movements making for human progress
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or enlightenment....

Although O'Connor had never had to be very detailed

in his attitude to socialism, it often seems in contrast

to such 'extreme' views as Connolly's to have consisted

of lukewarm opposition and a desire to avoid the question.

Connolly's analysis did not quite fit his case, but O'Connor

had to beware of the company he kept. Forward had

described him as a Liberal in the hope of weaning away

Irish voters from Liberalism, if not from nationalism.

O'Connor was portrayed as one of the Irish party, 'so

long on the mat outside the Liberal door, squinting through

the keyhole hoping to get a look at the great men, '* and

O'Connor's involvement in negotiations over Home Rule

appeared to have more of a moderating influence on his

nationalism than on his radicalism. He had always emphasise

Forward, March 18. On March 4 according to another
anonymous article in the same journal, ‘John Redmond and
his Gang' were ‘capitalist politicians...canal company
shareholders, railway magnates and shoting-—box owners.'
O'Connor was never so fortunate, or did not believe he
was, in his profession, see his intervention in the
debate on the Copyright Act, Hansard, 5, 28, 1932,
28 Jaly. 1911;

I find that gentlemen who have the highest idea
of the sacredness of the rights of property -
one man in consuls, another man in chinaware,
another man in insurance, another in cotton,
another in coal; I find that these men always
draw the line at the right of sacredness of
property in ideas.

Forward, December 17; 'T.P.O'Connor is a Liberal politician;
if he does not take care his Liberalism will cost Irishmen
dear.'
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the innocuousness of Home Rule. This was a good policy

in having Home Rule legislation accepted by the British

public and it did seem true in 1911 that the Home Rule Bill

‘contained as many English vetoes as there were padlocks

on a jail.'" In conversation with C. P. Scott he seemed

to be in favour of a much more moderate line of action

than had appeared in his speeches when he had been solely

concerned with nationalism. His attitude was much more

moderate than that of Redmond, or more especially, that of

Dillon, ‘neither of whom were willing to complicate the

Irish part of the question'? by considering alternative

proposals on Ireland at that stage. What was still

sacrosanct as far as O'Connor was concerned was the

organisation of Irish voters in Britain. There were to

Quoted in William O'Brien, The Irish Revolution, p.129.

C. P. Scott Papers, B.M.Add.MS 50901, f.21, July 20;
[O'Connor] agreed with me that it needed to be taken from
the point of view of all round devolution', and ‘he
spoke of the great success he had had in Canada when he
advocated Home Rule on the lines of the relation of the
Canadian provinces to the Dominion of Canada.' This
conflicted with O'Connor's protests during the election
though it was always difficult to maintain that Irish
demands on Home Rule were cut and dried and consistent
when it still had to be negotiated. It is likely however
that Scott, a leader of provincial Liberalism, would
overestimate his agreement with O'Connor and O'Connor
would not wish to offend him.

Ibid.
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be no compromises with socialists like Connolly or

O'Brien's girondidst faction. The existence of a Home Rule

Bill whose practical merits he could argue from, were a

great help against faction. He saw a greater danger from

Ireland in this respect and confided to the readers of

Reynolds's that,

one must be patient with a certain amount of

misunderstanding and even morbid suspicion among

the Irish people who live in Ireland....

The public interest that O'Connor tried to keep on

the boil was firmly concentrated on the struggle at

Westminster against Balfour and the Lords. He promised

the readers of his political column, ‘as severe a bout of

political in-fighting as we have ever had in modern

political annals.'* Political and other journalism could

be as patronising as political life and it was that much

less acute if it did not realise that the country was not

as interested in the constitutional struggle as it had been.

The same situation had arisen during the 'Union of

Hearts' and O'Connor had adopted the same half apologetic,

half earnest position then in the Star.

Though the Labour party had continued to fight local

elections and by-elections in Liverpool, the Orange-Green

1.Reynolds's Newspaper, February 19.

2.Reynolds's Newspaper, October 29.
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dispute still appeared to maintain its stranglehold on

popular politics. Sexton had continued to organise the

dockers and Larkin and other socialists had continued

their agitation among them and had organised a dock

strike in 1910. O'Connor was not involved in this sort

of Labour politics, if he had been he would have referred

to it: in his election SPrOnhees He did say in the first

debates arising from the strikes of 1911 that 'It has

been led up to by tyranny and various circumstances which

I endeavoured to mitigate and control - a thing which I

failed to gage This must have been a reference to

interventions he had made in debate on behalf of Catholic

electors and his support of compensation. In any case

it was not a very definite attitude.

There is little doubt that O'Connor was taken by ~

surprise by the strikes, and he said that this was also /

true of 'men in the Labour worla.'© But trade union

organisers did have more contact with what was described,

among the dockers as a'twenty years nightmare'? which

had existed since the abortive strikes of the 'nineties.

A strike among seamen for recognition of their union ?

led quickly to strikes among the dockers, the carters

l.Hansard, 5, 29, 1969.

2.Reynolds's Newspaper, August 20.

3.The Transport Worker, September 1911.
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(who would not normally co-operate with the dockers)"

and the railwaymen. This brought the city of Liverpool to

a standstill and subordinated many of the functions of the

government of the city to the control of the Strike

Committee who had brought in Tom Mann to direct the strike

organisation. The authorities, really surprised,

brought in police and yeomanry from Birmingham and used

them to disperse a mass meeting of strikers on St. George's

Plateau on 'bloody Sunday'. The distinction between

professed radicals and their actions was apparent. Winston

Churchill, who in any case had a regrettable enthusiasm

for dispatching troops to strike areas, maintained that

the police needed, 'all the support which the government

and the public can give them' in such a difficult situation.

He maintained that it was not the public which had been

baton-charged in Liverpool it had been 'predominantly the

hooligan class'. He later specified who he meant,

The dockers were in a majority of cases Catholic and the
carters were predominantly Protestant. This had been a
“convenient way of recognising an antagonist during the
sectarian riots two years previously. Carters had been
attacked on leaving the dock gates. One carter had been
killed. See 'Proceedings and Report of the Commissioner',
pp 78-83.-

See The Transport Worker, September 1911, 'The Men Who
Ruled Liverpool For Ten Weeks'. For a fuller description
of the strike, see M. R. Hikins, The Liverpool General
Transport Strike, 1911, in Transactions of the Historic
Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, °* . OXIII (1961),
pp Teon155- Mann's Memoirs, (1st. ed., London 1923,
reprinted 1967), pp 224-9, repeat descriptions he first
wrote for the Transport Worker.
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some of the fringe of the crowd, the fringe which

at this corner consisted no doubt of the roughs

from the adjoining Irish district, always ready

for an opportunity to attack the police....

This reference to the constituents of Exchange division

and a diversion of labour troubles into Irish troubles

was not sufficient to rouse the protests of O'Connor

and the Irish presumably had little influence on the new

Tory member for the division. But O'Connor admitted his

interest in the debate later the same day. 'The scene of

the struggle in Liverpool' he said ‘is largely 5 my

constituency.’ But apart from this he thought that

restraint was called for, that matters could be settled

behind the scenes, and that,

any influence I have with my people that will be

useful for the restoration of order, I am prepared

to exercise among my own constituents, if local

opinion justifies my intervention....°

He may have been a stranger to this new type of

warfare and he decided throughout the unrest that any commen’

Hansard, 5, 29, 1547, August 14. This was in reply to
questions put by Clynes and Ramsay Macdonald.

Hansard, 5, 29, 1969.
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he might make specifically justifying the strike would

have made matters worse. Charges had been laid against

the police since two men had been: shot dead on the day

following the break-up of the demonstration, when they had

attempted to rescue prisoners from a police van. Whether

O'Connor saw any analogies with the Manchester Martyrs or

not he thought it 'better for me to postpone any discussion

of particular instances until a calmer moment has arrived.'

His articles in Reynolds's accordingly gave general

support for strikers throughout the country, though a

distinction was made between the old type of unionism and

the new. Despite the growth in wealth of the country,

wages, he argued, had remained stationary since 1900. 'A

general advance in wages [was ] not only due but overdue

fand ] the time has come for the working people of this

land to have a larger share.'" There was something

apologetic about this argument, it was hardly likely to be

effective and it was scarcely original; he had too long

put his pleas for social justice in a nationalistic

context. Yet even the debate in parliament was not

concerned with matters of economics. Unionists accused

the authorities of 'softness' in the face of ‘anarchy',

 

1. Reynolds's Newspaper, August 26.
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and Labour members like Lansbury, impatient with the

insensitivity of the House could only conclude that, 'the

poor only get things done by doing it for themselves.'"

Certainly the strikers in Liverpool, under the direction

of Tom Mann and in their journal the Transport Worker,

which he edited, showed no enthusiasm for parliament.

Their aim was to 'raise the standard of life of the worker

by Industrial Action' (their italics). Their journal

professed to be 'Non Political’ an aim which would have the

additional advantage as far as Liverpool was concerned

that working people would not be diverted by sectional

or nationalistic interests.* This was a form of labour

politics which was to find much support up to 1926 and

which characterised much labour activity in the years

before and after the great war. O'Connor in the course of

the debate following the disturbances had pleaded the case

Hansard, 5, 29, 1974, August 16 and Ramsay Macdonald in
answer to Austen Chamberlain's outrage at anarchy or
‘civil war' made the telling comparison that according to
the way the Unionists had argued, ‘in certain eventualities
it would be right to break out in Belfast.'

See F. Bower, Rolling Stonemason, p. 195, describing the |
unanimity of the strikers, rom Orange Garston, Everton
and Toxteth Park, from Catholic Bootle and the Scotland
Road area they came. Forgotten were the religious feuds,
disregarded the distortions of some of their clerics on
both sides who affirmed the strike was an atheist stunt.'
This may have been true on the day but there is other
evidence that sectarian trouble flared up again during the
strike and especially in disturbances after ‘Bloody
Sunday', See H. R. Hikins, 'The Liverpool General Transport
Strike'in T.H.S.L.C, p. 191. Mr. Hikins believes however
that such disturbances were much exaggerated - that some of
the local press was scare-mongering, and that working class
feeling was united because a Catholic and a Protestant had
been killed in the 'Bloody Sunday' demonstration.
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of the Liverpool dockers and the dockers of the other

great ports of the country as one ‘class in the community

that has more urgent need than any other of an improvement

of their conditions.' He also said that anyone who

passed through 'my constituency [would find] pathetic

evidence' that this was the case." This was a different

attitude to the one he had shown when speaking toa

nationalist conference earlier in the year. His final

verdict on the strike was that it had been 'a near thing’.

His sense of relief was as apparent as that of the

authorities in Liverpool. O'Connor co-operated with the

Conservative leaders in the city in a 'semi-official

12
capacity and both Sir Charles Petrie and Archibald

Salvidge were given full credit for the ameliorating

Hansard, 5, 29, 1974, August 16.

Reynolds's Newspaper, August 27. There was also a proper
sense of horror at what had occurred in Liverpool papers.
The Porcupine drew a scarifying picture of, 'the wild
riots in the more squalid quarters of the city, the
closed public houses, the putrid stench of the fruit and
meat as they rotted on the deserted station platforms in
the torrid heat.' Porcupine, December 16. See also
The Times, August 21 and August 26 for the first notice
of the inquiry into Sectarianism where O'Connor
advocated such an inquiry, saying he would be able to
attend in October. Kyffin Taylor, the M.P. for Kirkdale
agreed with the scheme. The inguiry met in camera through-
out the autumn and was attended by many local Catholic
and Protestant leaders; it issued a report on 11 November
1911. All this may, or may not, have been necessary since
many commentators said that Sectarianism played no large
part in the labour troubles of 1911, but it was presumed
to be some safeguard against the sort of riots which had

occurred in 1909. The adhesion of political leaders on
both sides to the report may, however belatedly, have

restrained their respective wild men.
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influence they could bring to bear in achieving a

settlement. Irish representatives were said to have

allied with Labour in looking after the interests of the

strikers and the same characteristic was extended to

Askwith, the President of the Board of Trade, who chaired

the conciliation committee. On O'Connor's initiative

the negotiating personages and machinery were kept in

being in Liverpool and with his help and under the

chairmanship of Lord Derby issued a report on sectarian

disputes and this report may have been instrumental in

keeping the peace in this respect for some years.

Socialists however may have been confirmed in believing

that when it came to a straight economic question or a

matter of ‘law and order' Unionist and Nationalist forces

would sink their differences. O'Connor thought he was

acting as a constructive politician and that a dangerous

threat to the progressive forces at a point where they all

converged, in the ranks of Irish labour, had been averted.

Such alliance as existed between Labour and the

Irish, with all the varying shades of militancy each

included in their ranks was at best one over which there

reigned an uneasy peace. O'Connor might write articles

which lauded the coming of Socialism, and its popularity,

and he might observe with some righteousness that 'The

new generation is more stiff necked than the old.'’ But

7 oe Reynolds's Newspaper, August 20.
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the practical politics which made the alliance necessary

also gave rise to continuing disputes between Labour

and the Irish over who should be supported at by-elections.

This happened in a series of by-elections which occurred

throughout 1911. In Kilmarnock, in particular, O'Connor

did not wish to give the 'English' democracy any right of

just complaint' but the 'very necessary proviso' was still

the danger of splitting the progressive vote and letting

in 'the Common enemy' and he professed himself unable to

see how any ‘labour man' could advocate this. The reply

of Labour was predictable. Redmond was said to be the

leader of ‘capitalist politicians' whom it was said

revealed their true colours when they had opposed the

Right to Work bill earlier in 1911 ‘when there were 8,000

unemployed in Dublin. '” But the Forward went further,

it was ‘still under no illusions' that the achievement of

Home Rule would mean that Irish voters would be free to

vote Labour.

The Labour party organisations were pre-occupied

with the dilemma presented by Irish claims from 1911

until the outbreak of war. Frequent analysis of the Irish

 

Forward, October 21. This was specifically in reply
to O'Connor's pleas which had formed the text of an open
letter to the Grimsby branch of the Labour party. In the
case of Kilmarnock Forward pointed out that there had been
no Conservative candidate at the previous two elections.
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question appeared in the Liverpool Forward which brought a

hard-headed sense of outrage to bear not so much for the

benefit of nationalism but because Labour was being robbed

of those who most needed its advocacy. In essence these

arguments were not very different from earlier Tory

disparagements of nationalists in exile. It seemed as

if Irish opinion in Britain was becoming as uncompromising

as it was in Ireland, or at least that articulate section

of it that went to the theatre, to one of Liverpool's

equivalents of the Abbey. A letter sent to the Forward,

possibly by one of the staff, complained how one audience

had 'cheered like mad at everything in the play which

savoured of [Irish] nationalism in the narrow sense.' The

letter writer ‘an Englishman, a Home-Ruler and one who

had lived among Liverpool-Irishmen' asked,

is there nothing to be done by Liverpool Irishmen

outside of membership of an Irish club with its

card-playing, billiard matches and occasional

demonstrations in favour of Home Rule? Ireland is

achieving Home Rule but when she has done so, what

then?

How is Home Rule going to benefit the Irish slum

residents in the vast Scotland Road area, the

Liverpool born Irish docker, the underpaid ship's

fireman, the bottom dog of the mercantile marine,

or the anaemic girl slaves of the factories,

weak descendants of sturdy Irish peasants, whose
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only knowledge of the beauties of the Emerald

Isle is gained from a limelight lecture in aid

of funds for the United Irish League?....!
It seemed inevitable that when Home Rule was almost

achieved these issues should come up again, at least that

must have been O'Connor's opinion. He was fully engaged

in trying to realise this tantalising prospect in the

debates on the Home Rule bill which had been introduced

in April 1912 and he did so in a spirit that often feared

the worst, ‘he had been disappointed so many times.'©

Everything had, once more, to go behind the effort of

getting Home Rule passed. The UILGB. convention at Cardiff

in May, a 'pan-celtic love feast', was given over to

affirming the good relations between the Irish and the

non-conformists and denigrating 'Ulsteria'.? In the

House of Commons he forestalled Unionists who were again

demanding to know what use a Home Rule parliament would be

to Irishmen by the classical Liberal precept that,

There is only one safeguard for good administration

in any country and that is the responsibility of

the administration to the representatives of

the people.....*

Liverpool Forward, May 18.

Reynolds's Newspaper, April 7.

Daily Post, May 27.

Hansard, 5; 37, 221, April 16.
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Although he again enlarged his argument by references

to the history of Ireland which the Commons might have

thought excessively emotional, he was congratulated, whether

ironically or not on 'the depth of emotion with which he

spoke'. Perhaps, said the Unionist who had congratulated

him, O'Connor might take up the suggestion canvassed

by The Times, hardly a likely prospect, and start,

carting over to England all that population in

the north of Ireland which objectsto Home Rule

and their places should be taken by carting back

to Ireland that turbulent population so ably

represented py [ O'Connor ].....!

This would be to admit too much of the complexity

of Anglo-Irish history; things had to be solved by

degrees here as elsewhere. The Nationalist case was at

its weakest when confronted with exiles. O'Connor therefore

had no time for deportation fantasies or any sort of

Unionist humours .° What was left to him was an act of

faith, that 'a chapter of Irish history is closed' and

that all that remained was 'to make peace [ between ] the

people of England and Ireland.'

Such an attitude was still to be observed ina

celebratory article O'Connor wrote in T.P.'s Weekly on the

Ibid, column 228.

Ibid, column 213; According to O'Connor the Orange party,
rIike some Romans of old consult the augurs and the
oracles.' Some of these were that the session had started
on the fifty first anniversary of the American civil war
and that the Pope, 'The one personage that really interests
them' had died.
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occasion of 'Our Tenth Birthday'. The ‘almost personal

bond between the paper and its readers' was emphasised

and defended against the aristocrats of the literary

'1 $0 too was his belief in the ‘broad spiritworld.

of humanitarianism which is one of the signs of our times'

and a ‘coming time which would allow the free development

of every nation,.' Such attitudes, which he may have

shared with his readers too easily falls prey to the

cynicism which became evident after the first world war.

But he was not completely messianic. He thought that

"very few men who have introduced anything new into the

world have found anything but discouragement from their

neighbours'. Literature ‘in this time of intellectual

and social unrest' was 'the interpreter of life...without

passion...without prejudice.' Many, especially Irishmen

like Shaw or the young O'Casey, would not have agreed with

him but his view of politics was now much more limited

than theirs. 'Politics will not make these ideas prevail'

politics was the maintainance of an orderly situation while

particular legislation was achieved. His caution, realism,

or sense of discouragement was liable to find expression

on occasions. Though the stricture could sometimes have

applied to him, he may have been thinking of socialists

For instance T. M. Healy, who according to the Sunday
Times (12 January 1913) was ‘a lover to literature To
whom Mr. T. P. O'Connor, the popular educator of our
times, is anathema.'
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and extreme nationalists alike when he said that,

There is no peril I fear more constantly than

looseness of feeling or sloppiness of expression.

Sentimentalists have done as much harm in the

world as good....

There was no lack of badly expressed excitement in

other guarters in 1912. Orangemen and Conservatives were

prone to make such unparliamentary appeals to their

supporters. In July it was only to ‘resist by all

legitimate means the passing of the Home Rule bill. '@

But in August the drama was heightened by the intervention

of Carson, Craig and Campbell. One such demonstration,

probably the most histrionic of its kind in Britain,

occurred when Carson was greeted by Orange and Conservative

supporters in Liverpool on his return from Belfast. At

Belfast on September 28, Carson had led the procession to

sign the Ulster Covenant which pledged Orangemen to oppose

Home Rule and which demonstrated the force of Orange

sentiment in Ulster.? The Liverpool Forward launched into

T.P.s Weekly, November 1912.

An opinion in Liverpool Forward, 20 July 1912.

For the signing of the Ulster Covenant and the reception
of Carson in Belfast and Liverpool see, A.T.Q.Stewart,
The Ulster Crisis, (Glasgow, 1967), pp- 66-7.
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what may well have been the strongest attack ever made on

Carson's counterparts in Liverpool and in so far as they

represented old political battles, the counterparts of

the Irishmtionalists.

F. E. Smith talked mysteriously of three bold, bad

shipowners, who were ready to provide marine

transport for 10,000 lusty young men of Orange,

in case of rebellion in Ireland... the idiotic

levity with which leaders of the Ulster opposition

to Home Rule treat matters which may have

unpleasant and far-reaching consequences...

[It is not] the welfare of the men of Ulster but

the welfare of the Conservative party that they

are seeking... What difference does Home Rule or

the lack of it make to those ragged men and women

who walked past the podium of St. George's Hall

on Monday evening? It was not Unionism that most

of them needed but food, clothing, education and

the opportunity to lead a clean and decent life....

some of them [were ] literally drunk, all of them

drunk with a great enthusiasm for anyone but

themselves....He must carry the dirty torch and

wave the ragged banner to provide a thrilling

spectacle for the nice cultured gentlemen who are

lolling on the balcony of the Conservative club,

sipping their whiskies and sodas....We have heard

them discuss the behaviour of what they are
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pleased to call the "mob", how the "mob" has

responded beautifully to their tricks of organ-

isation, how the "mob" is a great and easily

"worked" fool, how simple it is to make it serve

the ends of the men who are born to lends =

The activity of the Orangemen caused O'Connor a

great deal of work in the House of Commons where he had to

carry the burden, almost on his own, of protecting the

Home Rule Bill from wrecking amendments in committee.

These included sceptical debates on the future of Gaelic

in an Irish parliament, designed, so the Unionists

believed, to produce a ‘retrograde Ireland', the question

of proportional representation for the benefit of

minorities and proposals to reserve the appointment of

Irish judges. O'Connor was able to deal with these with

varying degrees of good humour, asserting on the question

of Gaelic for instance that the 'language of Shakespeare

was good enough for him.'© Even in private he did not take

Forward, October 4; c.f. O'Connor in Reynolds's Newspaper,
AprilApril 14 and his accusations that ‘large sums of money
had been spent to encourage a Belfast demonstration.

Hansard, 5, 43-44, November and December 1912. O'Connor
opposed the suggestion that Proportional Representation
be applied to an Irish parliament because he thought it
would attract lobbying by extreme elements and disturb
the working of government in other ways, making campaign—
ing a horse-trading affair. The proposal to restrict
judicial appointments to the Crown would he thought,
cause a situation similar to that described by Swift
in the case of the Irish bishops, 'On their way through
Hounslow Heath the bishops were taken out of their
coaches -— highwaymen were put in their place.'
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the Orange opposition too seriously. 'I gather' he wrote

to Dillon and Devlin, ‘that the English Tories have at last

begun to realise the hole into which Carson has got them

and that Carson himself is ready to accept almost anything

that would save his face.'’ So sure did O'Connor feel

that Home Rule had been achieved and that there were no

options left open to the Orangemen that he thought something

should be done to help them out of their predicament after

they had 'stewled] a little in their own juice'. The

Orangemen appeared to be down to their last reserves of

spite. O'Connor it was said could afford to be optimistic

about the future of Ireland since he had 'taken good care'

that he would never return to live there! The Irish

members took no notice of this sort of opposition. The

constitutional policy appeared to have been vindicated and

the Orange attacks to have acted as a boomerang. The Bill

would become law after one more reading.

With success just around the corner it was also

possible to spend some time in trying to redeem the prestige

of the Irish Vote. This had come to resemble a mechanism

that O'Connor in other contexts had attacked as

professional politics, 'prejudicial to good government and

good and honest politics' and causing politics to be of

O'Connor to Devlin and Dillon, October 1, Dillon Papers,
Royal Irish Academy.

Hansard, 5, 46, 1043, 1044, 7 January 1913.
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1‘very little interest among the general community.

This had been the sort of politics the Labour party had

objected to, for,

If the women are to go voteless and Labour without

representation in order that Asquith and the Master

of Elibank [the Government Chief Whip] may not have

their feelings ruffled while they are passing the

Home Rule bill, then the Irish party need not be

surprised if both the working class and the women

may want to retaliate. We want no favour from any

party but we have a right to ask that Mr. Redmond

and his party shall not discriminate against us

when we are seeking to hold what we have wons.s<*

O'Connor showed that he appreciated some of these

feelings when he thanked. the Labour and Liberal members

who had helped the bill through the last stages of

committee, though demonstrating that the amount of time

Hansard, 5, 46, 1040. O'Connor was always sensitive on
the score of 'caucus' politics, especially in this period
when he frequently protested his innocence. Unionist
politicians were putting forward the case that Protestant
interests would not have a fair representation in an Irish
parliament and using the record of the Nationalist party
in its own areas as evidence for this claim. See Ibid,
column 1042 where O'Connor protested at the scepticism
of the member for North Armagh, 'I do not know whether
he suggests that I am not talking in all sincerity. But
I assure him that I am.'

Liverpool Forward, July 27. Scott was also chivvying
Dillon on the delays caused by Irish business at this time
and warned especially against opposition to women's
suffrage. Scott Papers, Add. MSS. 50501, f. 74. Scott
spoke as if Home Rule, ‘the Irish members....own
paradise’ was a matter of course.
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taken up on Irish business was one of the strongest

arguments in favour of an Irish parliament. Some of the

ambiguities in O'Connor's position might also lessen once

an Irish parliament was achieved. |

At the present time we [the Irish party] are joined

together for a ... definite and supreme national

purpose and therefore we should be mad if we did not

insist on rules of stern discipline and inflexible

unity....Hon. friends of mine on these benches with

whom I have acted for twenty or thirty years from

whom I entirely differ in opinion except on the

national... question....these Hon. members should

be on one side and I should be on the other....!

The UILGB. conference which met in Dublin in May

was the high point of this mood of confidence. In his

opening address O'Connor roused the delegates with the

information that 'this was probably their last meeting'

as their chief purpose had been fulfilled.'© This was a

claim that led to the not entirely consistent necessity

to discuss the future of the organisation. Labour

sympathisers may have been confirmed in their suspicions

by claims that 'no democratic movement was successful in

England today which was not won by the Irish.' It was

also claimed that the 'mendacities of their opponents had

Hansard, 5, 46, 1042, 7 January 1913.

Daily Post, May 13.
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been answered' and that Unionists had so far lost confidence

in their case that they no longer held ‘open air meetings

against Home Rule' in England.

For the moment these were not naive boasts, but the

supremacy of the parliamentarians was soon disturbed by

Orange and Labour militancy which gave the Irish party

more of the character of the Liberal party to which they

were allied than an independent movement. It has been

suggested that the first crack in the authority of the

Nationalist party was the mutiny of army officers at the

Curragh who demanded guarantees from the government that

they would not be required to take part in any coercive

operations against Ulster. | It was, whatever the

legalistic handling of the affair by the Liberal

government, the first demonstration of the power of the

Ulster minority as distinct from their threats, it posed

the question of when rebels ceased to be rebels, a familiar

enough guestion subsequently but one that appeared to

D. Gwynn, The Life of John Redmond, (London, 1932).
p. 248, makes this claim. Gwynn's description of Redmond
at this juncture applies equally to other members of the
Irish party. Redmond's ‘whole life had been spent in
the House of Commons and all his thoughtswere saturated
with the tradition of parliament and of constitutional
procedure. By all the rules of the game the road to an
early victory lay straight before him. He had not foreseen
and even now he refused to believe that his opponents
would cease to continue the contest by its accepted rules.'
O'Connor however was prepared for disappointments and
others like Dillon and Devlin were more prepared to be
uncompromising.
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paralyse an Edwardian Liberal government. Yet however

much the parliamentarians had underestimated the power of

their opponents, parliament was still the forum for

optimists. It was no part of a parliamentarian's business

to anticipate too readily the difficulties of the situation.

Leaders of minority opinion, like O'Brien could later claim

that the parliamentary position was disastrous and, with

more justice, that this was none of the responsibility

of his followers. But even after 1916 the struggle still

appeared too fluid for any of the leaders of the majority

party to admit defeat. Nevertheless during the third

reading of the Home Rule Bill in 1912 the tensions on the

Irish side were apparent. O'Connor 'by one of those rare

lapses to which one of the most genial of Irishmen was

subject! | was supposed to have had insufficient excuse for

losing his temper during this debate and for launching into

‘a poisonous stream of provocative bitterness.' He was

unwise enough to examine the Orange case in extremis

whereas he had usually been content merely to say that it

existed. His ominous conclusion was that, 'he would like to

see them try their Orange tricks with William the Kaiser.'©

This was not the correct conciliatory approach, as William

O'Brien was quick to point out. O'Connor was frequently

 

William O'Brien, The Irish Revolution, p. 143.

Hansard, 5, 53, 1315 June 9. The Nationalist case was
that Orange calls to arms were still current. When they
made this known in parliament the Unionists said that
this wasn't helping to calm things down.
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interrupted and was then answered by Lord Case, also ‘one

of the calmest of judicial men' who took this speech in

evidence. O'Connor he said, had used

his great oratorical powers to misrepresent the

Orange situation and to urge on the Roman Catholics

of Ireland against their Protestant fellow-subjects..

if Mr. T. P. O'Connor represents truly the ferocity

of the dominant party in Ireland, God help the

Protestant party.

O'Connor and the other members of the Irish party who found

their tongues in the debate were no doubt used to the process

whereby the onus was upon them to be as restrained as

possible, since they were more easily identified as rebels.

O'Brien's venture into the debate, 'to see if the Orange

position could be modified and it cannot' was not very

effective.

Throughout 19143 and 1914 while the last debates on the

Home Rule bill continued, O'Connor was showing more signs

of impatience and what almost amounted to desperation.

This was hardly surprising considering the amount of extra-

parliamentary activity that was taking place and jeopardising

the Irish cause. But Redmond and the Irish party were

forced to become more ‘constitutional’ rather than less,

even though it was the concentration on parliament which

See William O'Brien, The Irish Revolution, p. 193.



made the Irish leaders appear to be dictators. In

parliament the Unionists continued to portray the

nationalists as bigots who would endanger the lives,

liberty and property of the Orange minority if Ireland

achieved self-government. In reply to the undaunted

ridicule of O'Connor - which he also kept up in Reynolds's

they could only suggest that O'Connor was too clever by

half and that though he might be 'an artist in his own way',

However well he disguised, in words whiten were

carefully chosen, his real meaning, the bitterness

(in his ] speech was apparent to everyone in this

house....

But however hard his opponents might try to shift the

ground of the debate, O'Connor's basic argument was

straightforwardly democratic. 'The people of this country'

he could always say on the evidence of two elections, ‘are

determined that the English and the Irish people shall be

reconciled.' He would agree with Balfour that 'so far

as the present House of Commons is concerned, interest in the

Bill is deaa'@ but that was all the more reason for passing

the bill and finishing with it once and for all. O'Connor

had more cause to complain of the complexity of the

Conservative position, especially that of Balfour.

Hansard, 5, 55, 110,;duly 7.

‘Ibid, column 95.
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According to O'Connor, Balfour,

has always said "These people in Ulster have

their strong feelings. They may be bigoted. I

do not know. These people have their apprehensions.

They may be foolish. I do not know." Why does he

not honestly say whether they are foolish or

not?"

The nationalist party was also under attack from

Labour sympathisers who were also Irishmen. An article

in the Liverpool Forward by Shaw Desmond in August

anticipated an independent Ireland which would be far

different from that pictured by the UILGB. at its

convention. It was widely believed, according to Shaw

Desmond, that Joseph Devlin would be the leader of an

Irish Labour party, but that Devlin was suspected in

Ireland, particularly by the transport unions, of being

a careerist, relying on 'a strong backing of the Catholic

Labour element which places "sect" before "labour" .© Lf

this was the way the most democratic elements in the Irish

party were regarded there was little consideration to be

expected for the Irish M.P.s who were involved in the

Dublin transport strike of 1913. This had come to a head

Ibid, column 186.

For Devlin's position after the war, which was in many
respects similar to O'Connor's, see ChapterVIII.
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in September under the leadership of Larkin. 'The

Capitalist.Challenge' was accepted, a capitalism according

to Forward that

had unmasked itself in the Irish city, and with

hideous brutality had flung itself upon workers

whose only crime was that of combining to lift

themselves out of a degrading and sweated

servitude....'

Nationalists like 'Tiger Tim' Healy and 'Dirty Dick:

Magee, the Nationalist M.P., not to mention William Murphy,

who was the owner of the tramways around which the strike

began, were, it was thought, revealed in their true

colours. In December Larkin visited Liverpool on his way

back from Dublin and addressed his fellow 'Irishmen' in

the city, asking them 'not to be led astray' by those who

accused socialists of irreligious motives, that such

conflicts were irrelevant, as were, by extension, those of

nationalism. Their aim should be to 'Drop dividing

yourselves up into sections' either Irishman against

Irishman on the matter of religion, or Irishman against

Englishman on the matter of nationalism. Labour opinion

was itself divided in its view of Larkin but the spectacle

of open class warfare in Dublin must have had some effect

on the Irish population of Liverpool at.least, considering

Liverpool Forward, September 19.

Liverpool Forward, December 5, Larkin had held a meeting |
in the Sun Hall on December 1.
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a Liverpool Irishman, exemplified. Labour opinion in

Liverpool would have preferred 'Larkinism' to sectarian

disputes and in the process of impartially denouncing

Liberal-Tory capitalists, landlords and employers, and

holding Labour rallies, was given some cause for

anticipating the emergence of a Labour voter just as a

previous generation had looked forward to the onset of

true Liberalisn.|

No charges of complicity were made against O'Connor

in these labour disputes however. He was a useful ally

and generally sympathetic, which was a great improvement

on some Nationalist opinion. In the mercifully short

debates on Home Rule in April 1914, O'Connor specifically

referred to the Dublin strike to illustrate that a

Catholic conspiracy was a bogey dreamed up by the Orangemen

to frighten the English and that an Irish parliament would

prove his point. Had there been an Irish parliament in

See Liverpool Forward, September 19 or January-February
1914, The Forward had been engaged in a campaign to clean
up and changeLiverpool municipal government since 1912.
It protested that the Conservatives had maintained power
by a 'Wake-up Liverpool' campaign whose activity
diminished between elections. Slum-clearance was the
principal topic in these attacks. See below O'Connor in
House of Commons debates on Dublin and Liverpool municipal
government.
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existence the previous year,

Mr. William Murphy and Mr. Larkin would have been

members of it. Would they have voted in the same

lobby? Would Mr. Larkin have said to Mr. Murphy. "I

will take 18/- per week because you are a Catholic,"

and would Mr. Murphy have said to Mr. Larkin

"No, no, my friend I will not be outdone in

generosity. I will give you 30/—- a week because

you are a Catholic"?....

This was a species of subtlety that was lost on the

Unionists but it does suggest some difference between

O'Connor and Murphy. Unionists were hardly likely to be

made more sympathetic to Home Rule by being reminded that,

‘there is plenty of room in the conditions of Belfast and

Lisburn for a Larkin to raise them out of the slough of

Hansard, 5, 60, 1440, 2 April 1914. O'Connor had
welcomed the news that Larkin had been released from jail,
‘in obedience to the almost universal demands of the masses
in England, Scotland and Wales' earlier in the year and
said that the prosecution and imprisonment should never
have taken place. He still preserved his neutrality
however; it was a matter of abstract justice, ‘either Mr.
Larkin and Sir Edward Carson should both be free or both
be in goal." Speech of O'Connor at Rochester; See The
Times, 18 November 1913. In his Memoirs (ii, 56-57),
O'Connor was more decisive, saying that Larkin tried to
become ‘dictator of Dublin' and the Dublin workmen were
‘in open rebellion', and that William Murphy 'came
triumphantly out of the struggle' - although on another
score O'Connor regretted the virulent attacks on the
Irish party which came from Murphy's Irish Independent.
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bad wages.'" O'Connor was less concerned with Unionist

reactions than in justifying himself. This was not always

easy because he never took up any extreme or well-defined

position, either on labour issues or Ireland. Though he

could attack, in company with Labour members, the Unionists

new-found, and as he thought, hypocritical interest in Dublin

municipal affairs, unsatisfactory social and administrative

conditions had existed in that city throughout the tenure of

office of a Liberal government with whom he was allied and

whose cause he had to advocate. The analogies he drew with

municipal affairs in Liverpool in the debates on the Dublin

corporation, showed the same dichotemy. Scotland Division,

as he had frequently said before was, 'the first asylum of

my people when they were flying from the horrors of the

Famine' yet 'Anybody who goes through the Scotland Division

and other parts of Liverpool Cnow 1... will be dumbfounded

with admiration and generosity of the city and the public

spirit of the citizens in clearing this ward. '© This was

not what O'Connor had said on previous occasions and he

had drawn the opposite conclusions as recently as the debate

on labour unrest in the city in 1911. Yet it was likely that

O'Connor did see some improvement in conditions in his division

ibid, column 1441.

Hansard, 5, 61, 339, April 16.
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in his long tenure of office. The Tories who run the

council and to whom O'Connor, in parliament gave all credit

for improvements, were often able to blame him by political

association and charges of absenteeism. The socialists

could only see, '100,000 in the slums [which the city ]

was not able to relieve.' He had a longer memory for

even worse conditions but to those more directly concerned

his restraint could look like inaction. He must have felt

that there were few compensations for being a responsible

politician in these last debates on Ireland. ‘I remember'

he said,

the kind of feeling and anticipation with which I

entered this House of Commons more than thirty-four

years ago, that in ten years time I might be making

laws as a minister in my own country - I am still

making almost the same speech on the subject....

O'Connor therefore had as much cause for impatience as any

other member but he wouldn't go against the accumulated

discipline of his long parliamentary career. Home Rule was

still to be achieved and he thought it would be criminal to

disturb its passage whatever the merits, which he would be

the first to admit, of other issues. Hence on the occasion

of the defeat of a Liberal in a by-election for the 'fine

Liberal seat' of Leith Burghs he protested at Labour

intervention, now showing himself more on the defensive,

Hansard, 5, 60, 1443, April 2.
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"How is it' he asked 'that today the worst strokes against

Home Rule have been given by the men who call themselves

qn Herbert Morrison for one,representatives of Labour

when he answered these charges the following week did not

see this unity of interest between Labour and the

Nationalists.

Mr. T. P. O'Connor weeps many tears, sincere ones

I believe, over che representation of Leith by

a Tory. Mr. @. P. O'Connor makes me tired....°

This tiredness was caused because O'Connor would not

see how members of the Irish party had been reluctant to

support a long list of Labour legislation which Morrison

itemised, and their attitude to the Dublin strikers had not

been very satisfactory. The inclinations of the Irish

party and their aids to the Liberal government both

worked against the interests of Labour. It was necessary

to attack O'Connor in a paper published in a city where

Reynolds's Newspaper, March 1.

Liverpool Forward, March 6, O'Connor had been active in at
least two industrial disputes on Merseyside at this time,
acting as a mediator. These were disputes with the Mersey
Docks and Harbour Board over working conditions and with
the Liverpool United Gas Company ower conditions and Union
recognition. See Hansard, 5, 65, 796, 782, 23 July 1914.
In both cases he sided in debate with the Labour members
and regretted the intransigent attitude of the employers,
especially over Union recognition. This was also an
indication of his closer links with Liverpool. In March
1915 he intervened to bring a strike of Liverpool coal-
heavers to an end, ‘after some rowdy opposition’. See
The Times March 4. The latter strike was thought to be
unpatriotic.
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O'Connor was always regarded as a labour champion if

O'Connor persisted in illusions for the sake of Home Rule.

On opposition to the claim of the Ulster Tories

there was unanimity. Healy who had had reason to complain

of a campaign against him by the majority Irish party,

although he was able to survive it, thought that the

campaign against Carson by ‘their press officer', T. P.

O'Connor, had been mishandled. But all the 'popular'

forces underestimated the resources of the Unionists.

The Curragh mutiny had horrified, astounded and infuriated

both Liberals and socialists and to a lesser extent the

nationalists, and allowed O'Connor once more to appeal in

ringing terms to the ‘British Democracy.' But though

their resolve might be strengthened and the Orange party

might have become more unpopular in Britain, there was

little reassurance in the subsequent policy of Asquith

and Churchill. The Irish only reluctantly agreed to the

tentative and ambiguous remedies put forward by the

government. The Irish party still, rightly, considered

itself the most influential voice in Nationalist affairs

but Redmond himself had to make some show of force by

taking over control of the Nationalist Volunteers and the

party, embarrassed by over-enthusiasm in Ireland had to

oppose measures that would have prevented acts like
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cun-running.| Whatever the destination of the arms

such legislation would have appeared punitive and in the

mood that Ireland was in in 1914, too much of an inter-

ference by an English government in Irish affairs. The

peace had to be kept by any sort of expedient until the

Home Rule bill was law, a policy which O'Connor

outlined to C. P. Scott before the mutiny while admitting

its inconsistencies.

The Irish party was now also involved in another

matter of principle on which the Liberals eeded compromise

and it had to try hard not to make up its mind on the

question of partition. O'Connor frequently remarked before

the disputants had arrived at the stage of an Amending Bill

to cover the exclusion of a greater or lesser number of

Ulster counties, that the partition solution in general

was in reality insufficient for the Unionists.* Before

1.See Scott Papers, B.M.Add.MS 50901, f.119, May 4. O'Connor

and the Irish had, 'strongly urged the government against

precautions for gun-running but were also anxious for

the strengthening of military forces in Ulster in support

of [the] police... "But", said O'Connor, “with a weak
government like this there is always the danger that if

you advise them to go to a certain length they will go

much further. And this is what has happened."

2.For the negotiations on partition see D. Gwynn, Redmond,

pp, 253-272. By July it had reached the stage where

O'Connor was reporting to Redmond, 'Lloyd George [ said ]

that the Tories, while demanding all Tyrone were ready to

give up half Fermanagh and South Down. He knew nothing of

an offer as to South Armagh.' O'Connor to Redmond, July

10, Redmond MSS., and see T. M. Healy, Letters and Leaders

of My Day, ii, 534, where the majority nationalists were

Said to have been reconciled to accepting anything except

the 'permanent exclusion' of Ulster.
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thé ditending Bilt which was in itself a temporary respite

which satisfied nobody, little of the discussions on

partition were made public. It was forgiveable for

O'Connor to strengthen the morale of his supporters at

the last UILGB. conference which was held in London in

July by suggesting that all that remained to clear up on

the Home Rule bill were 'technicalities' and that its

passage was inevitable since the next election was not

due until 1915.

The UILGB.'s determination to keep the green

“1 in England however was received with less:flag flying

enthusiasm in some quarters. It was true that their

'fidelity' ‘exerted enormous influence on the electoral

prospects of a constituency' at least on some occasions.

But it did not follow that 'the Irish in Great Britain

had still to assert themselves and fight for their proper

recognition and proper place'. Connolly questioned whether

they could or should do this through the UILGB. He, as

a socialist, deplored the use to which nationalist

allegiance had been put in England. Irish electors,

according to Connolly, had been formed into,

a large mass of organised voters whose political

activities were not influenced solely or even

largely by the domestic issues before the electors....

for a generation the Labour movement has been

Daily Post, June l.
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paralysed politically....we can scarcely view with

any complacency a question [the exclusion of Ulster ]

that will keep that question to the front as a

live issue at British elections for six years

longer....The political organisation of the Home

Rule party will be kept alive in every industrial

constituency on the pretext of working for a

"United Ireland" and in the same manner the

Unionist party will keep up its special organisations

Orange Lodges, Ste ck ca.

O'Connor seemed to have confirmed this, though this

was also popular with his followers in the League. He

would continue to act as their representative for ‘It

was the Irish in Great Britain who brought him into that

movement and kept him in it, and if they still wanted him

he would remain with then (loud cheers)'. He had for his

part, almost created the League and kept it together.

There seemed no good reason why it should be disbanded.

Liverpool Forward, April 24. James Connolly was born
in Edinburgh of Irish parents in 1868, a second generation
Irishman like Sexton and Larkin. He was possibly more
attached to the Nationalist side of the cause. His early
career is unclear although he served in the King's
Liverpool Kegiment before going to Ireland in 1896. He
stayed in Ireland until 1903 and from 1911 to 1916. In
1896 he founded the Irish Socialist Republican party and
took over the Irish Transport and General Workers Union,
ioe in 1908 by Larkin, when Larkin went to the U.S.A.
in 1914.
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The Unionist member who had suggested that O'Connor had

no intention of taking a seat in the parliament which was

presumably going to meet the following year in College

Green had some cause for his suspicions. O'Connor might

not have felt altogether at ease in a Dublin parliament.

His reaction to the Batchelors Walk massacre showed the

distinctions that had arisen by his constant interpretation

of Irish affairs for English readers.

My first impression was that it might be the end of

all things [that] our people might well have lost

their heads and, blind with rage[ demanded] that at

all costs we should drive out of office a ministry

under which such things were possible..../

Yet the Irish parliamentarians still had the

initiative and the power and could say that those who had

‘lost their heads' had still not shown that any of their

alternatives was as effective as parliamentary pressure.

Connolly might believe with some justice that the Irish

party through, ‘its timidity and probably through its

hatred of Labour in Ireland' had shown itself ‘incapable

of exerting the least pressure on its Liberal allies'*

but they had achieved a Home Rule Bill. O'Connor's defence

Reynolds's Newspaper, August 2.

Liverpool Forward, June 5; 'The Liberals and Ulster' by
James Connolly.
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was an attack on 'the nonsense he continually heard by

men unacquainted with political life that the great evil

of the country is government by political party.'

Violence and extremism had in his experience solved

nothing and he had opposed it in both political enemies

and 'allies' since he had entered parliament in 1881. It

was the same sort of inconclusive, meaningless, violence

which was now breaking out in Europe, the fearsomeness

of which nobody could anticipate. His political faith in

1914 was shaken but not shattered. He could still hold

by the belief,

which ought to be preached now and thenl that there

was Jno commoner, no more vulgar mistake, than to

imagine that men engaged in political life, are, as

a rule, self-seekers without principle and without

any other [aim] than to line their purse, fill

their stomachs and feed their voracious ambitions.

[There was ] more unselfishness among politicians

than any other class of society...none have to

suffer more humiliations, more insults, and more

misconstructions than those on the side of popular

rights... but if you be a real man you go right on..!

This faith despite the strains to which it had been

subject, appeared in 1914 to have been vindicated. It

remained to be seen whether violence would be any more

successful.

Biter Al Ailes NawoneHAM. ol Ttamasane — OTA:
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VIII

Conclusion 1914-1929

"Sir, you are a member of the Saxon Parliament.
I would have you remember that you are talking
to a member of the Provisional Government of
the Irish Republic.'

Dominick O'Mahoney, an ex-Fenian, to T.P.O'Connor.

Quoted in William O'Brien, Recollections, p. 507.
 

~The outbreak of war in August 1914 is usually taken

as a convenient point to mark the end of the Irish

parliamentary struggle. In one sense this is justifiable;

in discussing the origins of the successful physical force

movement the downfall of the Irish party can be located

at any time in or after 1914, and the origins of the

downfall of this party can be ascribed to any time after

1900. But as has been seen the Irish party under Redmond,

Dillon and O'Connor was still in command of the most

| effective elements of the Nationalist cause in 1914, and
’

the issues still turned on the implementation of the Home

Rule Bill. Furthermore whatever their doubts and

hesitations the Home Rule leaders still acted as if they

were in command of the Nationalist cause right up to

1919. Even if they came to regard their power as illusory,

it was necessary to fill the vacuum left by the shift of

Irish militancy to Ireland and to combat the dangerous

situation created by the accession to influence of the
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Orange and military cadres - often the same thing in the

war years. O'Connor with his strong ties with Liberalism

and a Liberal government was more active in this way than

other members of the Irish party and he had stronger

grounds for acting as spokesman since his power rested with

the Irish living in Britain. These exiles, especially the

middle class leaders of the League and the first or second

generation Irish, in the struggles of the 'twenties had to

face the contradictions of their political position,

during the Great War and in the years after the war during

Troubles in Ireland.

O'Connor had many reasons for being more realistic

about the possibility of war than many other political

commentators. In his column in Reynolds's Newspaper,

he was both patriotic and undeceived;

He would be a superficialand a mean man who did

not realise the necessity of closing up our ranks

in face of the gigantic National peril by which we

are confronted. This is not the hour to discuss

the conditions which would drag this country into

what might be the greatest and the worst Continental

war of modern times....!

Reynolds's Newspaper, 2 August 1914. This was in the same
column as his discussion of the Batchelor's Walk massacre.
Other, left-wing opinion was more definite without
necessarily being representative. The Liverpool Forward
at the same time was talking of the ‘abject breakdown of
modern civilisation in existing statecraft and diplomacy, '
edition of August 7. The Forward's Liverpool edition lasted

until October 1914.
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But the disappointment showed through. O'Connor had

always been something of a debunking pacifist - and had

taken a radical's interest in foreign affairs throughout

his political career. Other members of the Irish party

might see in a foreign affairs debate an opportunity for

embarrassing the government, or analogies with Ireland,

but little interest in or knowledge of the actual case

under discussion. The outbreak of a European war was

analogous, in the failure of statecraft to what might occur

in Ireland. And in the latter case, Ireland which still

continually was his first interest, 'we have made every

sacrifice that could be demanded from us...what further

sacrifices...could we in fairness be asked to make?'""

Here he was more objective than Redmond who, against

O'Connor's advice spoke in the debate immediately prior

to the commencement of hostilities and pledged Irish

support for the war effort. O'Connor, though he had

closer ties with the cabinet than Redmond, thought that

the ‘bitter feeling' aroused by the Batchelor's Walk

massacre might make such a declaration of support dangerous

It was an invidious position for Redmond's party. Any sign

of 'disloyalty' to Britain, in this national effort against

a European power would substantiate charges made by Carson

Loa,

D. Gwynn, Life of Redmond, p. 355.
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and his Ulstermen that the Irish party was separatist.

This was a more serious case than had existed over the

suppression of a Boer republic. Yet Redmond was

precipitate, some other formula of Irish support might have

been devised, it fell in with the popular mood and was

greeted with some enthusiasm by the Conservatives. It was

taken for granted that the military in Ireland would gain

not only recruits, but more political sway. O'Connor,

though long exiled from Ireland was able to judge the

dangers with greater accuracy.

Once the die was case O'Connor saw Redmond's speech

as ‘epoch making utterances' as they were to be at least

as far as the Irish party was concerned. He further

interpreted British involvement in the war in the most

favoured light possible, stressing the provocative growth

of the German navy, and that the war was ‘for the

principles which all true democrats most value, and

against the things which they most hate...for the sacred

principle of Nationality, for the rights of small nations.'

Accordingly he was also able to demand that the 'Home Rule

bill [ be ] placed on the statute book'. This would also

justify him in calling for Irish support for the war

effort. It would 'bring a thrill of joy to the U.S.A.

and the colonies.' Just how committed this made him to

Reynolds's Newspaper, August 9.

4
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the 'British' idea of nationhood can be seen in a speech

he made at the Tournament hall in Liverpool in the early

months of the war when he called for a truce in the Irish

dispute and expounded at length on what the war would

protect, namely,

Our Empire...founded on freedom, on free

institutions, in the respect for Nationality. We

ask no man to abandon his language. We ask no man

to swerve in his faith. We ask no man to swerve in

his individuality. Our flag flies over a wide

world and a free Empire.....!

This was a pledge against 'England's difficulty

being Ireland's opportunity' which was cheered to the echo

by his former friends and enemies alike. The latter had

often expressed a personal liking for O'Connor or 'T.P.'

if only he would drop his 'extreme' nationalist demands.

It was moreover seen by many as the first time that

O'Connor had shown himself to be a Liverpool politician

rather than one who restricted himself to hurried and

mysterious visits to his own Irish constituency. This

Quoted in Barbara Whittingham-—Jones, 'Red Flag, Rome
and Shamrock', p. 39 in Barbara Whittingham—Jones,
Liverpool Politics; Pamphlet Collection (Manchester,
1934), in Liverpoot Public Record Office. He also
said, 'God save England, God save Ireland, God save
England and Ireland together.' See bibliography.
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onrush of popularity was in keeping with the reception

Redmond's speech had had at Westminster. How far O'Connor

was sincerely gripped by enthusiasm for the war it is

difficult to say. In November, when talking to C. P.

Scott he attacked the Irish 'opportunists' in England's

moment of difficulty, describing Casement as 'both bad

and mad' and trusting that martial law processes would be

introduced to deal with the, 'treasonable Irish weekly

press.'| The distinction between his party and the

extremists was becoming more obvious every day, the

latter's press he said was, 'directed primarily against

the Nationalist Party and only secondarily against

Great Britain.' He had no doubt that this press was

subsidised by German money and warned of the power of

extremist organisations in the United States, such as

Clan na Gael and Sinn Fein, both of which he had had to

contend with, successfully as he thought, in his previous

visit to the United States.

In the meantime he was enough of a British politician

to support the demand of Kitchener for one million new

Scott Papers, 27 November 1914, B.M. Add. MSS 50901,
f. 180. It must be remembered however that records of
such conversations might be unreliable or at least
selective especially as Scott had a policy of his own.
At some points these expressions of opinion conflict with
the detailed negotiations O'Connor conducted with Redmond,
Dillon and Lloyd George throughout the war.
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recruits. Sexton in Liverpool and other orthodox trade

union leaders were joining in this effort, the spokesman

for Irishmen in Britain, with his noted prowess as a

platform speaker could be equally effective. Accordingly,

he was to be seen on platforms on Merseyside and the North

of England generally calling for a specifically Irish

effort. Unfortunately the staff officers in charge of

recruiting in Kitchener's army were not cast in the same

democratic mould as O'Connor. General Parsons, an Anglo-

Irishman in charge of the Irish Division was in no way

willing to condone the nationalist pretensions of the

National League, and refused to make any special provision

for Irishmen in Britain, telling Crilly, the secretary,

that they could enlist in any office in Britain and then

request to serve in the Irish Division. What he did not

tell Crilly was his specifically nationalist reasons for,

To establish special recruiting centres where Mr.

Crilly suggests would mean filling us with Liverpool

and Glasgow and Cardiff Irish, who are slum birds

that we don't want.....!

This was not a wholesale embargo on Irishmen. Parsons

wanted to attract, 'the clean, fine, strong, temperate,

hurley-playing country fellows' of Ireland proper. On

Quoted in D. Gwynn, Life of Redmond, p. 399. O'Connor's
letter to Asquith onDecember20is quoted by Gwynn (p.487).
O'Connor for instance held recruiting meetings at Wimbledon
on 14 October 1914, in Hyde Park on 12 July 1915 when he
introduced Michael O'Leary V.C., and at Croydon on 20
November 1915. See reports in The Times.
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the other hand Parsons had been urging O'Connor's help

and had complained that the Irish Division would have to be

filled with English recruits. O'Connor who was in at the

inception of the Tyneside and Liverpool Irish battalions

was justifiably annoyed that his efforts which were by no

means congenial to him were being thwarted and mis-

represented by a member of the Irish ascendancy and was

impelled to write to Asquith about this ‘preposterous

situation.' Such minimal demands for a recognition of

Irish identity in the struggle were a bone of contention

from the start, with little ground being given by the

Orange officers on Kitchener's staff, nor ultimately by

Kitchener himself. The irony always was that the type of

recruit demanded by Parsons was loth to join the colours.

O'Connor had warned Scott that recruiting in Ireland

would only meet with 'moderate success' and that Sinn Fein

was telling Irishmen in the South and West of Ireland that

they were only being asked to join, ‘in order that they

may be conveniently killed off.''

Sinn Fein propaganda was also ‘interfering' with

recruiting among the Irish in England, it was only helped

Scott Papers, November 27. B.M. Add. MSS. 50901, f. 180.
O'Connor said that the only successful recruiter on the
nationalist side in Ireland was Joe Devlin in Ulster who
told the National Volunteers of the dangers of the
'Covenanters' coming back from the front as trained
soldiers. The original professional army would of course
have included a large number of Irishmen.
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by the attitude of generals like Parsons. Neither did

appeals to high places, to Lloyd George who had the

example of the Welsh regiments to bear out the justice

of the Irish case, appear to be effective. The attitude

'of the staff officers remained obdurately that, 'they did

a

not want to have nationalist recruits. The more there

were the more secure was Home Rule, which they did not

want." Asquith maintained that this was not the view of

Kitchener, though the army was left to put its own house

in order. Moreover recruiting still proceeded at a good

rate in Britain. The Irish in the population were not

immune from war fever. Yet whichever way the official

Irish policy turned it appeared to satisfy nobody. An

illustration of this and the differing attitudes which had

grown up between the Irish in Britain and the rest of the

Irish may be seen in the so-called '‘anti-emigration riots'

which broke out in Liverpool in November 1915. A group

of 600 Irishmen from the West of Ireland arrived in

Liverpool early in November to meet up with the Saxonia

which was bound for the U.S.A. Questions were asked about

this in the House on November 4 and by November 6 the

the authorities in Liverpool were alerted to the extent

eeee fetotnra ees Deeaeae Bs ¥
ynn, p- 1G 4'5 ihe e officers in question had,

it was claimed, confided in Le Bas a Tory Unionist whom
they thought would sympathise with them.
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that recruiting sergeants were sent to the embarkation

point and attempted to enlist the emigrants, without any

success. This spectacle infuriated not only Liverpool and

the hostile crowd which surrounded the emigrants, but also

the firemen on the Saxonia who came out on strike and

refused to sail with the emigrants. As the Daily Post

remarked, these firemen were Irish, with sons and brothers

already enlisted and fighting in France. | Most of the

hostile crowd who barracked the queue of emigrants were

from the adjoining Irish district. It appears to have

been the case that the war was met with some enthusiasm in

the Scotland road area, as it was in many another city -

in the Dublin described by Sean O'Casey for instance .© A

rare demonstration of solidarity resulted, with the Cunard

Company described as being, ‘really glad that we have

13struck, and a meeting was organised by Salvidge and a

local Tory M.P. to protest in a similar fashion. By November

9 the Foreign Office had etesticce that passports issued

by their office would be required by all intending immigrants

over the age of 19, and the 600 Irishmen who had hoped to

sail from Liverpool as well as a party bound from Glasgow

Daily Post, 6 November 1915.

See P. O'Mara, The Autobiography of a Liverpool Irish
Slummy, p. 140.

Daily Post, November 8&8.
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on the California, returned to Ireland without one recruit

being gained. The Irish nationalist organisationsin

Liverpool were suitably indignant and sensitive about the

way the affair had been handled by the 'zeal of the

press'. They issued a statement condemning the emigrants

but remarked that 25,000 Irishmen from Liverpool had

enlisted and that the figure for Britain was 150,000,

‘showing that the war was popular with Irishmen everywhere.' |

Except apparently in the country districts of Ireland.

O'Connor as if to compensate for the dubiety of some

Irishmen's part in the war, went as far as he could to

identify himself with the administration's handling of

affairs. Unlike Redmond and Dillon and to a lesser

extent Devlin, he was closely involved with the affairs of

Irishmen in Britain. The other members of the party might

pledge good will in the hope that benefits would accrue

or might have been forced into such a position.* Dillon

in particular was emerging as something of an obstructionist.

Daily Post, November 9. 'It was to be regretted' said
the statement, ‘that the ill-timed action of a few hundred
men from the country districts of Ireland should provide
the opportunity to unthinking people to cast aspersion
on the honour and valour of the Irish race.'

O'Connor for instance was reported at lunch with Lloyd
George where ways were discussed of improving the output
of munitions. Scott Papers, 15 March 1915. B.M.Add.MSS.
50901, f. 193. It is hard to imagine Redmond, least of
all Dillon being that much of a confidant of a cabinet
minister.
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In, January of the new year he defended the Irish party's
\

opposition to conscription, it showed that they were not,

‘selling their principles.'' O'Connor in comparison had

just returned from a visit to the front where he may have

been indistinguishable from any of the visiting politicians

so disliked by soldiers. Once back he was writing

articles on, 'Great and important lessons learned by

visits to the wounded' and defending the record of his

own followers since, ‘nobody feels more vehemently about

this war than do the Irish in Great Britain' and that

the union of English and Irish experienced in battle, ‘will

survive the war, indeed will last for ever.'©

This attitude may not have been directly relevant to

what most concerned the people of Britain or Ireland -

the relations between the various leaders of the parties

at this juncture and to the end of the war are those of

men who could scarcely comprehend the enormity of the

issues facing them. O'Connor was not immune to this and

3could be found on occasion denouncing Lloyd:George,

whom, unlike Churchill, ‘they couldn't trust.'*

Scott in conversation with Dillon. January 10-11 1915.
Scott Papers, B.M. Add. MSS. 50902, f. 86.

Reynolds's Newspaper, February 6 and 27.

Healy to Maurice Healy, 29 March 1916, in Letters and
Leaders of My Day, ii, 559.

‘Scott Papers, March 6-8 1916, B.M.Add.MSS 50902, f. 188.
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But unlike Dillon, O'Connor felt that it would have been,

'very desirable...to have had a representative in the

coalition government...but that Dillon, who was the

determining factor in all these matters was irreconcilably

opposed.' It was himself that he had in mind, ‘as

representing an English constituency.'" The British side

of his parliamentary responsibility was gaining the upper

hand, as was the deserved prospect of office after such

a long political career.

The events of spring 1916 were to shatter this uneasy

balancing of interest and gradualism for ever. The

Bachelor's Walk massacre and the gun running and Curragh

mutiny bd left parliamentarians at enough of a loss,

the open revolt of the National Volunteers and Connolly's

Irish Citizen Army in Dublin was completely unexpected in

its magnitude and daring to most members of the Irish

party.° When the first news of the rising came to England

O'Connor had very little to say except for a wary, 'I am

Ibid.

O'Connor had said in March that the 'Sinn Feinersl were]
very active and malevolent...young Davitt had gone over
to them,' but this hardly constituted a specific
warning. Irish parliamentarians were from this point of
view too involved with British or European affairs.

Scott Papers, March 6-8, B.M.Add.MSS 50902, f. 188.
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not yet in full possession of the facts.' His justified

observation was that, 'these painful events are the most

eloquent vindication of Home Rulers that history has yet

recorded, '" was at the same time not very helpful. There

was confusion in all Irish circles until the news became

clearer. In the provinces, the English press was sure

that ‘loyal Irishmen will be the first to deplore the

tragical situation...caused by Irish dupes of Casement

and the Kaiser,'* and such indeed was the case by the time

the UIL. branches of Liverpool met Austin Harford was by

this time in little doubt. It was,

a treacherous outrage upon Ireland and Ireland's

cause, and also against that true liberty in

defence of which in this war against German

barbarism thousands of Irishmen have died and

hundreds of thousands of Irishmen are fighting at

present. We again re-affirm more strongly than

ever, our steadfast loyalty to the cause of the

Allies and the Empire in the present life and

death struggle on behalf of our own existence and

that of the freedom of small nations.....

Harford re-affirmed ‘complete confidence in Mr. Redmond

and the Irish party' and spoke at great length on the

"insignificant, unrepresentative, and irresponsible' Sinn

Reynolds's Newspaper, 30 April 1916.

Daily Post, April 26.

Quoted in Daily Post, May 3.
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Feiners - both in Liverpool, 'the chief stronghold of

Irish Nationalism in Great Britain', and in Ireland

itself. He was probably expressing the opinion of the

majority of Liverpool Irishmen in this,

He knew every one of them [the Sinn Feiners ] in

Liverpool...and he had never in his long experience

known them, with few exceptions, to do a solid

hour's work or spend a penny in furtherance of

the best interests of Ireland....

Middle class leaders in the provinces were the last

persons to welcome aspersions of disloyalty. A duality

of loyalty had emerged, a loyalty to their native city

as great as their concern for Ireland. Sinn Feiners,

‘counted for nothing in Liverpool except for mischief,

and that they were never able to do.' This attitude

could have been repeated word for word in Dublin at the

beginning of the rising. The rising itself had been

expressly forbidden by Eoin MacNeill the Dublin commandant

of the National Volunteers, only a minority of that force

took part, an appreciable proportion of the men who fought

the British army for a week came from Connolly's Citizen

Army." The Dublin middle classes were at the races,

working people couldn't get to work. The rising was

Estimates of the number of Irish forces which took part
vary between 700 - 1,500; of these 220 were from the
Citizen Army. Charles Duff, Six Days to Shake an Empire,

-Gondon, 1966), p. 97.
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‘unpopular', a fight in the streets of the second

capital of the British Empire when Britain was at war.

The declaration of martial law and the executions

ordered by General Maxwell, conceivably the worst folly,

or the one with the most consequences, of all the numerous

follies perpetrated by British rule in Ireland changed

all this. News of the first executions reached England

ae May 5. O'Connor's reaction, even without any first hand

knowledge was decisive. Scott described him,

just in from seeing [Lloyd] George and greatly

excited about the position in Ireland which he

declared was being ruined by Maxwell and Martial

Law. "Before the executions", as he suekwntedans

put it, "99 per cent of Nationalist Ireland was

Redmondite; since the executions 99 per cent

is Sinn Fein." He could find no words strong

enough to denounce the folly of the whole

proceeding and Maxwell he denounced as a wooden-

headed soldier.....'

Scott was made more objective’ because he, along with

many British ministers regarded the affair as incidental

to the European war. But O'Connor was looking forward to

what this might mean in parliamentary terms. It would now

Scott Papers, 5-8, May 1916, B.M.Add.MSS 50903, f. 20.
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be desperately hard work ...to induce the Nationalist

rank and file to accept the terms offered as a

temporary settlement of Home Rule at once with six

Ulster counties excepted, though it would be folly

to reject them. The O'Brienites were denouncing

them, there were still three weeks before the

matter came up in Parliament and sanity might by

4that time have been restored.....

In the meantime he attempted to explain the uprising

to the readers of Reynolds's by comparisons with 'Larkinism'.

He saw this as a force among the Dublin working classes,

‘and to some extent its justification, '© and at the same

time protested against the 'unnecessary number of

executions' but his policy, the only one left to him was

that, 'the only forces...that can stand between Southern

Ireland and anarchy are Mr. Redmond and the Irish party.'

O'Connor's first reaction to the rebellion was entirely

judicious and showed the perception expected of a leader

of Irish public opinion of long standing. His sense of

grievance was also apparent. The English had never

appreciated the forces of extremism at his back, the

Unionists had done nothing to placate their feeling. At

Ibid.

Reynolds's Newspaper, May 7.
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on O'Connor's insistence this mood in the Irish party

was uppermost, they,

especially during the last ten or fifteen years

thad] been subjected to the fiercest and most

unjust attacks, [facing ] every weapon of faction,

of personal hate, of journalistic insincerity...

often they [had] not had the vigorous support they

were well entitled to demand....'"

This was in working for a constitutional rather than a

revolutionary situation. Those who had worked for

revolution had been 'men of letters' and it Sve O'Connor's

belief that 'no men could shrink more from the sanguinary

consequences of their preaching'< than these. He was

again in a position to hold the ring between politics, or

in this case revolution, and literature. His conclusion,

influenced perhaps equally by the bloody consequences of

idealism in Europe as in Ireland and by the realism

amounting to disillusion which this engendered, was firmly

on the side of the politicians, who at least he suggested,

knew what they were doing.

There was no body of men for whom the intellectuals

had greater contempt than the politicians [but it

Quoted in Daily Post, May 11. This resolution sounds
like O'Connor's work.

Reynolds's Newspaper , May 14. He compared them to
nousseau who had ‘sent hundreds to the guillotine’. W.B.
Yeats of course was also to be disturbed at the effects
of his own words.
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was ] the work of the politicians which made their

movement possible. lL The politicians ] dragged

Ireland out of the slough of despair...people in

despair and in material want don't listen to

singers, to playwrights and to Archaeologists..2.'

At the same time O'Connor was hard put to keep

attention fixed on Ireland when the Somme offensive was

preoccupying Britain. Throughout May he affirmed that

‘Ireland had become the centre of the stage', that it

was an 'Empire' topic which must have its place in the

"re-making of the map of Europe' and that, 'the future

of the war depends to a large extent on whether the Irish

question is settled or not' - an obvious reference to

American opinion.© This was a wider view than that taken

by Dillon who was concentrating on Ireland. There, he

told Scott, Sinn Fein had moved from being, 'mischief

makers' to ‘martyrs for Ireland' and he was not too sure

about the Irish party,

Redmond was far too complaisant and had largely

lost his influence in Ireland...unless some big

measure of appeasement was now brought forward there

was a danger that the Nationalist party would be

Ibid.

Reynolds's Newspaper, May 21, May 28, June 4.
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broken up and divided between the Sinn Feiners and

the O'Brienites - He himself might be compelled to

break with Redmond...."

O'Connor was also impressed by the seriousness of the

situation when he visited Dublin in June. One who had spent

so much time in England, amongst cabinet ministers in London

could easily lose sight of the realities of Ireland. When

he returned he told Scott,

the state of affairs in Ireland was now such that it

might be impossible to get any terms accepted. On the

one hand the executions - 'murders' was the common

word [had produced ] saints and heroes, and on the

other there was a revival of the old murder clubs,

the old 'Invincibles' and neither Redmond's life, nor

his own was safe....

He was clearly disorientated by the events of 1916. He

now saw not only the settlement under negotiation with Lloyd

George threatened by ‘Healyite' obstruction, but saw Ireland

racked with anarchy. Priests, who had begun to support Sinn

Fein and who he said ‘dared not face the red spectre', would

have to face the consequences in repression along with Sinn

Fein. Not only was O'Connor hoping-for any constitutional

Scott Papers, May 22-26, B.M.Add. MSS 50903, f. 10.

Scott Papers, 12-17 June, Add. MSS. 50903, f. 56. The use

of the term 'Invincibles' showed how long a period of

Trish history was included in the careers of the Irish

parliamentarians and how inappropriate such analogies

could be in the 1916 situation.
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solution to prove their part had not been in vain, he

was reverting to old battles and could not and would not

see the effectiveness of violence. It was either Home Rule,

with all its limitations with the exclusion of Ulster

counties which he had accepted as inevitable, or chaos.

He put this forward as 'my personal opinion...but knowing

these two and a half million of my countrymen in Great

Britain and knowing something of the sane and honest men

in Ireland,' it was supposed to be their opinion also. He

may have been assured of support in Britain still, but

when he came back to Britain he had to close his eyes to

the situation in Ireland and hope that it would improve -

it had done at critical times before.

Hence O'Connor was the conciliator par excellence in

the negotiations on a temporary settlement along Home Rule

lines that then ensued. He had to prove that the

nationalist party was still the only practical option, that

Sinn Fein was still composed of ‘litterateurs and

dreamers.' But Redmond, Dillon and Devlin, with their

closer ties with Ireland had to accept that even complete

The same charges against 'Super Patriots' were made by
him in Reynolds's Newspaper , 25 June 1916, when Ireland
was also said to show ‘A resentment more widespread than
I have ever known in my lifetime.' All O'Connor's
experience had in fact appeared to prove that violence did

not help the Irish cause and this seemed all the more the

case in the middle of the first great European war.
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Home Rule was no longer acceptable to many Irishmen. They

could not be seen to be co-operating with the government

too closely, willingness to compromise, that is carry on

negotiations, had in the past tarnished their reputation.

Redmond, believing that Lloyd George had mortgaged his

[Lloyd George's ] political future on the success of the

negotiations was for that reason willing to negotiate but

he still remained in Ireland while the negotiations were

getting under way. It looked as though O'Connor's estimate

of the situation was correct, that Lloyd George would

force a settlement through the cabinet and accept a few

Tory resignations. Nevertheless Redmond stayed in Ireland

despite pleas from O'Connor who had to pass on the

suggestions of Asquith and Lloyd George and O'Connor's

complaint that he could not very well negotiate or begin to

negotiate, ‘in the absence of my colleagues. '@ But by

the middle of July it was clear to Redmond and Dillon,

filled with 'morbid suspicion' according to O'Connor, that

the talks were as fruitless as all the previous talks had

been and that Lloyd George had no intention of putting

forward any outcome of the negotiations as a matter of

This was the situation up to the end of June. See D. Gwynn,
Life of Redmond, pp 509-513. Gwynn gives a detailed
account of these negotiations which lasted from June 1916
to March 1917 after a break during which Lloyd George
formed his government. The Tories that O'Connor thought
would resign were Landsdowne, Selbourne and Walter Long.

O'Connor to Redmond, June 28, quoted in Gwynn, Life of
Redmond, p. 513.
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confidence. Redmond as a result came to regard all pleas

for him to return to Westminster as an 'insult'. O'Connor

was 'much more sorry for the failure of the negotiations

as he had hoped for more from them‘ Dillon's attitude

was less conciliatory even than Redmond's; Lloyd George's

activities had proved, 'the nemesis of his method of

negotiation.*

O'Connor had identified himself more with the

government. They, and most shapers of opinion in Britain

were once more concerned more with the war and the matter

of Britain's survival. O'Connor's concern showing itself

in lurid exhortations against the Germans which in normal

times would have been anathema to him.? Hence he too was

seeing Ireland almost as incidentally as the members of

the British cabinet. He was amenable on Ulster, which was

‘largely a matter of words, since all agreed Ulster could

not be forced.'* But other Irishmen saw no virtue in

being as sensible. Asquith is reported as saying to

Dillon, with incredible tactlessness, at the end of the

Scott Papers, duly 27, B.M.Add.MSS: 50903; f. 65.

Ibid.

See Reynolds's Newspaper; in the Autumn of 1916 O'Connor
wrote such columns as ombined operations which will
destroy Germany's power' on July 9, 'The only way with
Germany' on August 6, 'The Whining of the Hun' on
October 8.

Scott Papers, July 27, B.M.Add.MSS 50903, f. 65.
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year, 'I see you have got your people in hand again.'

Dillon was correct in replying that the reason for this

was that there had been no 'fresh blunders' in Ireland.’

To that extent the problem was beyond the Irish party's

control though some English ministers appeared to

believe that the parliamentarians could be relied upon

to have extra-sensory powers over Irish opinion. Toa

large extent also the Irish party now waited for the

government to take the initiative.

Lloyd George's coalition assumed power at the

beginning of December 1916. The re-convened Irish party

was in no mood to be agreeable but it lacked the confidence

to face the complete odium of the British public by being

obstructionist in parliament when the war situation was

worsening. Ireland was merely one among many problems

facing the new prime minister and to the Irish his

attitude appeared to veer too obviously between

accommodation and impatience. Almost at once he asked

Dillon and O'Connor to call upon him, ‘opened his mind

very fully to them' as Scott has it, and even proposed his

resignation and an appeal to the country. Dillon was in

no mood henceforth to be appeased by such gestures, though

O'Connor was portrayed as taking them at their face value,

Scott Papers, November 20, B.M.Add. MSS. 50903, f. 93.
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or perhaps still interested in the niceties of political

discourse. The Irish party was driven into a position

where to do nothing was at least not 'unpatriotic'. Even

Redmond could no longer be allowed to issue manifestos

to Ireland lest he re-kindle Sinn Fein passion. But

O'Connor was still disposed to appeal to, mainly British,

public opinion by calling for a debate, ‘without further

delay to confer upon Ireland the free institutions promised

her.'? Scott for one was deeply disturbed at the

prospect and urged postponement, at least until after the

Colonial Conference while in the meantime one of the most

influential delegates to this conference, Hughes, the

Prime Minister of Australia, could have played a part in

preparing public opinion. O'Connor himself then became

dubious about the value of the debate, only spurred on by

a sense of duty, all he wanted was to reconcile opinion and

achieve any solution. But it was the contention of the

Unionists in the person of Sir John Lonsdale that such a

debate should not have been brought forward. Alternatively,

Scott Papers, December 4, B.M.Add. MSS 50903, f. 114;
O'Connor had been given the post of President of the Film
Censorship Board which he was to retain until his death
in 1929. It is an indication of his other interests.
See The Times, December ll.

See D. Gwynn, Life of Redmond, p. 539. He was dissuaded
by Devlin, Dillon and O'Connor.

Hansard, 5, 91, 425, 7 March 1917.
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O'Connor, ‘with his undoubted literary ability' could have

framed a resolution which, 'while expressing the

nationalists' demands in clear and unmistakable language,

would have been less likely to embarrass the government in

'l But 4¢ 4s doubtful if suebthe prosecution of the war.

an ideal resolution could have come within the scope of

literary genius. O'Connor stretched himself to the

extremes of his winning ability to come to an understanding

with Lloyd George before the debate took place. But in

reporting this meeting to Redmond he had to admit that

Lloyd George would never go against Carson. Both were in

favour of a commission but Carson pleaded the extremism

of his followers - and O'Connor realised this would be the

case with the Nationalists also. O'Connor once again

thought that Lloyd George would have been able to have

forced a settlement without Carson, but once again Lloyd

George was not eager to do this.* In moving the resolution

O'Connor was careful to point out that he was 'exercisl ing]

severe control over the language I may use' - more now ofa

necessity than ever before - and that there was 'no change

in our [the Irish party's] attitude to the war and its

methods.'” This was borne out by William Redmond who held

Hansard, 5, 91, 451. O'Connor expressed his ‘concern
aboutthe debate and was ‘eager for press assistance' when
talking to Scott. Scott Papers, February 29, B.M. Add.
MSS. 50903, f. 180.
O'Connor to Redmond, 5 March 1917 in D. Gwynn, Life of
Redmond, p. 540.

Hansard, 5, 91, 425, 7 March 1917.
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a captain's commission and was home on leave and

seconded O'Connor's motion. O'Connor's summary of affairs

since 1914, regarded by one junior minister of the time

as 'the fairest and cleverest that I know of" was

intended to show why there was a necessity for a settlement

precisely at that moment in 1917. He compared the situation

with 1914, so much had happened in the interval that it

was as well to remind the House, when Redmond had given

their pledge of support for the war and when they had to,

'set the Irish people to understand that they might have

a friendly people in England and kindly, liberal and

honourable statesmen in England.' It was brought home to

the House that, as O'Connor had maintained from the first

in justifying the war to his countrymen, that Ireland was

also a small nation. 'I put it to the interests of England'

he said in a final plea, 'I put it to the interests of the

Empire, I put it to the interests of the Allies.' It was

perhaps tue last hope that the Irish had in parliament

and a fine speech, but it met with harsher political

realities. Lonsdale, the Unionist spokesman said that

their party 'had done nothing to provoke this discussion,'

and that 'from the day that war was declared Irish

Unionists determined to put aside party differences' which

C. Addison, Politics from Within (London, 1924), ii,
178. Addison was a junior minister at the Board of

Education.
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meant in effect not discuss Home Rule. The warning he

gave as a result of events in Ireland was that this did

not, 'justify them in expecting that we should be more

ready to come under Home Rule today than we were before

the war.' Lloyd George appeared to compound this by

declaring that it was disunity in the Irish ranks between

Nationalist and Unionist that prevented a settlement, and

that Ulster could not be coerced. This was in essence the

speech which he had shown O'Connor before the debate when

O'Connor met him on March 5. O'Connor had warned him then

that such a speech, 'the old position' would have

2 06 pednend 46 wee Gee destdisastrous consequences.

straw. ‘Lloyd George should stop professing. He had

power to effect Home Rule. Why not use it?' Negotiations

were at an end. Redmond's bitterness had none of the

restraint shown by O'Connor since he [Redmond] ‘taking his

political life in his hands[ had] endeavoured to combine

loyalty to Ireland's rights with loyalty to the Empire.'

Lloyd George had shown, ‘his utter refusal to come down, on

the responsibility of the government, with some definite

plan...why should all appeals be made to us?'. After the

example shown by Lloyd George and after seven years trucking

with ineffectual British governments, the latter were told

O'Connor to Redmond, March 5, in D. Gwynn, Life of Redmond,
p. 540. O'Connor had said 'The stronger his Lloyd
George's ] protestations the more indignation they would
create.'
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‘do not ask us into your back parlours for any more

negotiations.' The debate arranged by O'Connor the last

wholescale attempt at reconciliation between the government

and the Irish party had been in Redmond's words, ‘a

hopeless, futile and humiliating debate' and he led the

Irish party out of the House to which with few exceptions

they were never to return, | and passed a resolution

condemning the power of veto the members for north east

Ireland appeared to have over the government.

This experience did not however completely end Irish

nationalist involvement in negotiations, though now more

than everit was to be limited. In April and May,

Lloyd George asked the Irish leaders to meet him at his

house in Walton Heath. Once again it was O'Connor alone

who took advantage of these overtures. O'Connor reported

to Redmond the nub of Lloyd George's case that he was,

"still very much afraid of breaking up the ministry over the

resignation of Carson’ .© O'Connor was also at this meeting,

'very sanguine' as to the effects of further negotiations,

an optimism that was not shared by Redmond or Dillon, the

latter being convinced that Lloyd George had, 'played him

Hansard, 5, 91, 473-481 for Redmond's speech. Healy stayed
for the remainder of the debate.

O'Connor to Redmond quoted in, D. Gwynn, Life of Redmond
The meeting appears to have been on April. 29.
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false' in the negotiations of the previous autumn."

Lloyd George neither could nor would be definite in his

solutions, putting forward either plans for county option

in Ulster with a time limit or the 'clean-cut' advocated

by Carson. On occasions too he would say that Carson

wanted a settlement and was weakening, on others that Carson

tied his hands. O'Connor often acknowledged the

professionalism of their adversary, 'Lloyd George was a

hard bargainer; you had to allow for an element of pluff.'¢

But such subtleties if they were not indeed intended to

postpone a decision, were increasingly irrelevant to the

situation in Ireland and even the role of the Irish party,

for as Dillon said, ‘opinion in Ireland had greatly

hardened.' This was underlined by the results of the

South Longford by-election in May when a Sinn Fein candidate

was 'returned' against a nationalist.° Redmond who was

despondently seeking some independent line which would re-

establish the authority of his party threatened as one

way out 'resignation en masse ... then perhaps Ireland

!

and the government would discover what they had lost. +

Scott Papers May 17, B.M., Add. MSS 50905, f£. 3.

Scott Papers, 7 May 1917, B.M.Add. MSS 50904, f. 6.

Scott Papers, May 9, B.M. Add. MSS 50904, f. 45.

Tbid.
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His policy had been suggested by the walk-out in March,

but which showed the indecision of the Irish party in that

it now appeared too aiiheme: Even Dillon was against

anything so 'dramatic' preferring instead ‘co-operation

with Labour and persistent opposition to the government

on every issue.’ O'Connor too was now more sceptical

of working with such intractable forces, though never in

the last resort refusing to talk. When Lloyd George

presented an ultimatum to the Convention which met in

Ireland in May and June demanding that they accept the

'clean-cut' his final words to Scott were, ‘Well, I

think the little devil (meaning Lloyd George) has done

it now.' This he said would delight the 'more extreme

men'’ of the Irish party - Dillon and Devlin, who were

not regarded as extremists in any sense in Ireland -

so far had O'Connor's wish to be conciliatory moved him

away from majority Irish opinion. O'Connor was left in

London in June while the other Irish leaders attended

the conference in Ireland where he was supposed to report

on developments. Such high-handed pronouncements as.

Lloyd George's nullified his efforts, while he himself did

not have any power to negotiate in Lloyd George's absence.

1. Scott Papers, May 17, Add. MSS 50904, f. 55.
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In July O'Connor was given yet another thankless task.

He was asked by Redmond to go to the U.S.A. and raise

desperately needed funds for the Irish party - principally

for the Freemans Journal which had been in difficulties

since the middle of 1916 and which O'Connor with all his

journalistic and financial contacts had not been able to

alleviate - the movement could not long continue without

such a means of communication. O'Connor with a knowledge

of America greater than that of most Irish members and

most parliamentarians, was fitted for the task as far as

experience went but no knowledge of America prepared him

for the first shock of presenting the Irish party's case

to hostile Irish American audiences.

I have found my task more difficult than ever I

anticipated. [he wrote to Redmond. ] Feeling here

about the executions and England was far more violent

than ever in Ireland. Indeed it became clear to me

before I was twenty four hours in New York that

the Irish here - at least of the masses - had just

got back to the old position; and had learned

nothing and forgotten nothing since 1848 - every

post brought me abusive letters ... the Gaelic

American made an even more blackguardly attack, and

the Irish World, though not so personal ... was

fierce enough, calling me the Benedict Arnold of the

Irish Movement.”

O'Connor to Redmond 9 July 1917, quoted in D. Gwynn, Life
At RaAmnnaAa =n.
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In such a case O'Connor decided not to rely upon a

speaking tour, instead he put his case through 'propaganda'

to the press. The entry of America into the war had noe

diminished the activities of Clan na Gael and Sinn Fein,

nor the opposition to this involvement by Irish American

priests. Though O'Connor did think, with a not altogether

admirable calculation, that this mood would change 'when

America begins to get her first bulletins from France of

killed and wounded soldiers' and that there were

‘indications already of the rise of the war-fever.' In

the meantime O'Connor had not exaggerated the difficulties

of his personal position. A campaign was launched against

him asking, 'How He Achieved The Reputation Of Being

Irish', since'He is a member of the English Parliament

1 the unanimity of thefor the English city of Liverpool.'

Irish race, if such a thing had ever existed, was beginning

to crack when second or third generation Irish Americans

could accuse other emigrés of not qualifying for Irish

nationality. Nationality in the fervent melting pot of

American society appeared to be equated with political

A handbill quoted at length in Hamilton Fyfe, 1T.P.0'Connor,
pp 272-274 which was issued by an organisation calling
themselves the 'Friends of Irish Freedom.' He was also
criticised for receiving a salary from an 'English'
parliament and for holding office as film censor.
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extremism. Yet O'Connor Sereiaven in this trying commission

for more than a year, trying to collect sufficient money

to assure the continuance of the party. Neither was his

position helped by events in England and Ireland. The

conference was still in session but it was proving just

as unable to reach any decision as its long line of

forbears. O'Connor and Redmond both wanted some settlement

to come out of this wick would give meaning to the

continued efforts of the nationalist party, ‘otherwise

our mission as a party is at an end.'7 Such a likelihood

retreated further and further into the distance while the

Irish leaders held on in some way expecting less and less

of Lloyd George.* At first O'Connor thought he would

be able to return at the end of December and showed signs

of relief at the prospect. But only £8,000 of the £20,000

target he had set himself had been collected, principally

from wealthy individuals of O'Connor's acquaintance. He

stayed on for another six months. In April 1918 Lloyd

George announced his intention of extending conscription

O'Connor to Redmond 6 August 1917 quoted in D. Gwynn,
Life of Redmond, p. 564.

F. E. Smith, O'Connor's old sparring partner was also
touring the U.S.A. and they met as friends in this
instance since they were both concerned in raising support
for the Europeanwar and opposing extremism. See William
Camp, The Glittering Prizes, p. 110.
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to Ireland and on the surface this appeared to make things

worse for O'Connor. But his and his party's strenuous

opposition to such a short sighted policy did show some

of the features Irish Americans expected of a Hationetae

politician. O'Connor wired from San Francisco that such

a policy would, 'paralyse friends and encourage [our ]

bitterest enemies in America.'' He returned to Britain

at the end of July having weathered the worst of Irish

American opposition, which was now beginning to be

- overcome, as O'Connor had forseen, by the growing serious-

ness of America's involvement in the war. He was coming

back to a House of Commons which few members of the Irish

party any longer attended and to a situation where Lloyd

George, ‘appeared to be aiming at the destruction of the

parliamentary party which he said was played out. '* This

species of realism was the gratitude O'Connor got for his

efforts in the U.S.A. which had largely been aimed at

-advertising the cause of the allies. American support

had indeed been the chief consideration of Lloyd George

in the day to day scramble of carrying on the war.? But

Quoted in the Manchester Guardian 11 April 1918. The
Manchester Guardian and other British newspapers were
opposed to the extension of conscription to Ireland. The
Liverpool Daily Post thought it 'Not quite the time'.

Scott papers, B.M. 26 July 1918, Add. MSS 50905, f. 70.

O'Connor gave a long interview to Scott on August 8 in which
he outlined his impressions of the-situation in America.
He appeared profoundly relieved to be back in Britain and
his view of America, ‘only momentarily behind Britain in
the war effort' showed how much he oe now allied
himself with Britain and how critical Teemerlee he had
become. See Scott Papers, B.M. Add. Mss 50905, 2 so-
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American support was now assured in the critical months

of summer and early autumn of 1918 on the western front.

Ireland was now once again, according to O'Connor under,

‘more of a militaristic and coercionist government than

at any time since the days of Balfour' though he still had

enough regard for Lloyd George to think of him as, 'more

dupe than Machiavelli’. bapenee had come 'in possession

of all the departments" | of government in Ireland. But if

Lloyd George wanted a confrontation with the extremist

forces in Ireland O'Connor, along with Dillon was convinced

that an election in November 1918 would gain him his wish,

put the seal on the destruction of the Irish party.

O'Connor was now entering his seventieth year in a

situation which might have been thought too novel and

disappointing for an old and traditionally minded

parliamentarian. His disillusion with the Irish situation

grew after 1916, especially after his caustic experience

in America. But they were still the feelings of a

hardened campaigner who, if his followers did not come up

to expectations, was always prepared to act as if nothing

had happened, act as if he was still in control. Such was

the atmosphere surrounding his return to Liverpool in

October 1918 where he celebrated his seventieth birthday

in 'no fewer than nine speeches to an extended and

 

O'Connor to Samuel Insull quoted in Hamilton Fyfe,
T, P. O'Gonnor pp 277-8.
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1 No greater contrast toenthusiastic constituency.'

his experiences in America and at the hands of the Sinn

Fein could be imagined. In Liverpool he was, ‘sitting out

a sort of perpetual levee'. It was a mark of his

importance in the city, an English city, as the Irish

Americans had been scurrilous enough to remark, that,

‘the Lord Mayor and the other chief potentates' were among

those who came to his audiences. It was freely acknow-

ledged now that O'Connor had been characterised as an

'English-man born in Athlone' but that O'Connor was able

to bear with this sort of criticism. Perhaps he

consciously saw that his influence rested on a narrow

foundation - his own constituency, and that at a time when

all members of the old Irish party were afraid of losing

their seats, this had to be secured. It is always difficult

to pinpoint such changes in attitude since an experienced

politician covers such tracks.

It was advisable from every point of view to hang on

to the position that the view of the Irish in Britain was

unchanged. The opinion of the Irish-English was not that

of the Irish Americans whose importance in American society

and in the making of decisions on American policy O'Connor

had always hitherto stressed. Now even the latter influence

was less important as the war drew to a victorious con-

clusion. It was precisely because of their relative

1. Manchester Guardian, 8 October 1918.
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political weakness that existing organisations like

the League could demand loyalty. This was all the more

true of his constituents. A personal bond had long

existed between him, an uncrowned king of his own Irish

kingdom, and citizens of Britain who at the time of the

emigration riots in 1915 and the Dublin insurrection in

1916 had proved their loyalty.

Nevertheless this was more of a negative alliance than

one with any positive programme. A meeting of the League

was summoned at Manchester at the Free Trade Hall on

October 26. O'Connor once more acted as president and

the conference was attended by all the leading Irishmen

long domiciled in England and prominent in the parliamentary

arena, Dillon, Devlin, Nolan and Boyle, the two Irish

M.P.s who lived in Liverpool, Richard McGhee and Scanlon.

Dillon's presence in eeeae illustrated the

importance now seen in the League -— representing perhaps

the last stronghold of Irish parliamentarianism. This

was the first meeting of the League since 1914 but it was

no time to formulate new policy. Although some 2-4000

delegates were expected to attend, the conference was an

inconclusive affair barely agreeing to a continuation of

an indeterminate freedom of action. It was marked by a

See Hamilton Fyfe, T. P. O'Connor p. 280 where O'Connor
is reported as declining a proposalof Austin Harford's
to hold a convention of the UILGB. in Liverpool. Perhaps
O'Connor did not wish to emphasise these attempts to
revive the League.
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restraint which Irish M.P.s had long been accustomed to

expect of the League conferences. Straightforwa
rd

nationalist motions were entirely acceptable. There was

no argument over the fact that 'the present system of

militarist and coercionist government in Ireland [ was ]

a flagrant violation of the principles for which their

government and her allies purport to be fighting.' A

motion was also carried with acclamation which deplored

‘the persistent flagrant non-recognitio
n

of the part

played by Irish Regiments [in the war].'? But nothing

concrete emerged about what was to be done next in the

Irish situation. O'Connor at the beginning of his address

was met with, ‘considerable opposition from disenchanted

Irishmen and women' and the police had to be called to

remove hecklers calling for 'cheers for De Valera' when

Dillon rose to address the conference .@ After such

interruptions, which were no indication of Sinn Fein strength

in Britain, the conference continued to discuss parliament—

ary strategy. The platform immediately ran into the

Manchester Guardian, October 28. The report in The Times,
October 28 made more of this rowdyism from the audience.

When Dillon rose there were shouts of, "What about the
Irish prisoners?" and singing of rebel songs.

Daily Post, October 28. The Post called the conference a
demonstration'.
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difficulty of a motion proposed by the Glasgow delegation

calling on the League, 'to sever their alliance with the

4 ThisLiberal party at the earliest possible moment.'

was augmented by a motion calling for an alliance with

Labour since ‘ever since it first came into being the

Labour party had courageously and consistently supported

the policy of Home Rule for Ireland [and that] the great

bulk of Irishmen in Great Britain were already members of

either the Labour party or one of its constituents.' These

were difficult claims to ignore especially as some on the

platform, McGhee, Boyle and Nolan had at one time or

another advocated co-operation with Labour in Glasgow and

Liverpool, and after a war in which the Liberal party had

proved once more the ineffectualness of their promises to

Ireland. To Dillon was left the task of explaining future

parliamentary policy. He made a long and closely argued

speech in which he denied the existence of an alliance

with the Liberal party, which had certainly been true of

his attitude towards Lloyd George. The delegates may have

been unaware of Dillon's personal preferences however. His

theme or solution was the old one, ‘independence', for.

the Irish party. Though grateful to Labour for assistance

given to Ireland he asked the conference whether they

would support Labour without any conditions, as the

younger members were demanding, when the Labour party

1. Manchester Guardian, October 26.
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was not united and when some of its members at least had been

in favour of a war policy which extended conscription to

Ireland. These were the ‘all or nothing' terms in which

O'Connor presented the issue also, made the conference as

of old ae to stand by the decisions of the Executive.

As O'Connor said in an interview after the conference, he

was in favour of, 'the ... decision to stand by the policy

of friendliness to all the friends of Ireland and independence

of all English parties. Dear as were the interests of

Labour to Irishmen there was one interest dearer still, and

that was the interest of Ireland.'’

This, while it did preserve the executive's freedom

of action, could have been lifted verbatim from any one of

O'Connor's speeches of the late 'nineties and it failed to

satisfy the Scottish branches of the UIL. at least. They

met on the 18 November in Glasgow and 'gave their general

support '= to the Labour party. Whether O'Connor approved

of this declaration, or had found the imposition of policy

on 'Red' Clydeside, where many Irishmen were active in

Manchester Guardian, October 28.

Daily Post, November 18. UIL. branches continued to function
in the Glasgow area however. O'Connor and Devlin, as late
as February-March 1920, attended meetings in Glasgow and
Greenock to protest against Lloyd George's new Home Rule
bill. See reports in The Times, 1, 2, March 1920.
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Labour agitation impossible, the careful distinctions of

the conference now appeared needless subtlety. The

conference's activities, declarations, and the politicians

who attended might have appeared left over from another

age. But it was one means of preserving what was left

of the Irish organisation in Britain when, as O'Connor

said, many branches of the League had ceased to function

during the war. Something might be saved from absorption

by the Labour party - such was the enthusiasm for Labour

among a new generation of 'Irishmen' in Britain. Perhaps

O'Connor in common with Dillon had not lost faith in the

possibility of a fresh wave of enthusiasm for the League -

old habits die hard, and this was moreover a way of

keeping their own hands free. O'Connor's subsequent

actions bear out this tenacity of purpose. In the

November municipal elections in Liverpool O'Connor was in

evidence, supporting Irish candidates. He had never

before involved himself as closely with such contests.

At least this showed a new acceptance of provincial affairs

and a desire to carve out some sort of kingdom in the

north. Austin Harford moreover put up for Lord Mayor

against a Conservative candidate. He had the support not

only of O'Connor but also of Sexton and the Labour party

and his recommendation displayed a mixture of qualities

for ‘as mediator in Labour troubles he has rendered most

useful services [and he was also] one of the chief

representatives of the Catholic life of the city and was
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the embodiment of Trighnésa.!-

Whether the latter was strictly true O'Connor was

later to doubt but it might have been thought that the

excitement of a post-war election and the hopes aroused

by some definite action in Ireland might bring them -

political victory in England. At any rate, in Liverpool

their 'independent' position was by no means a dead

letter. When the Liberal party announced its candidate

for Exchange Division at the end of November without

apparently consulting the Irish organisation, the latter

were ‘incensed' and at a meeting of local UIL. branches

on December 2 W. J. Loughrey nominated Austin Harford as

‘their candidate for the Division, ‘amidst a scene of

great enthusiasm, '< his attempt to become Lord Mayor

having proved unsuccessful. O'Connor who was given a

walk-over in Scotland Division stayed on in Liverpool to

campaign for Harford against Sir Leslie Scott the Unionist

‘coupon' candidate and by December 5 the nomination of

the independent Liberal was withdrawn.

Daily Post, November ll.

Daily Post, November 29 and December 2. W. J. Loughrey
was one of the more recent recruits to the local Irish
organisation. He was born in Co. Tipperary and
educated at University College, Dublin. He came to
Liverpool in 1905 where he worked in his brother's
solicitor's office. He subsequently became UILGB. organiser
for Lancashire and Cheshire, joined the Liverpool Council
in 1914 and later became Chief Whip for the Irish party.
In 1922 he nominated Joseph Devlin for Exchange. He is
now a senior member of the Liverpool bar.
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O'Connor declared the decision of the League

executive on the candidates they would support on

December 10. This was issued as a manifesto in the

customary manner and signed by O'Connor and Crilly. It

came out most strongly for Labour who comprised 38 of

those chosen for Irishmen to support in comparison to 12

Liberals and three independents. It was confined in all

cases to constituencies in the north west of England and

there is no record of any League activity in any other

part of Britain. O'Connor and Crilly were being

realistic, concentrating on those parts of the organisation

where they could expect the best possible effort and

effect, namely the Irish strongholds in Lancashire and

Cheshire. O'Connor as well as speaking in Liverpool

visited St. Helens and spoke on behalf of Sexton the

Labour candidate. He allowed that the Liberal had given

‘good service to Ireland' [but ] 'He might,' he said ‘as

well try to resist the Niagara tide as resist the whole-

hearted movement of the Irish people of Great Britain in

favour of the Labour party.'"

Harford in Liverpool preferred to use enthusiasm for

Labour without definitely declaring himself a Labour

Daily Post, December 9. The manifesto was published in
the Daily Post on December 10. See Appendix III. He
advised Irish electors in the south of England, such as
those in Southampton, to vote Labour. The Times,
December 10. Liberals like Asquith were not pleased at
this policy. See a letter of Asquith, 30 January 1920,
after a by-election in Paisley at which tne Irish had
been ‘ordered by their bosses to vote Labour - as if
Labour had ever done or was ever likely todo anythine
for them.’ Quoted in Roy Jenkins, Asquith (London, 1964)
Dy #85 %
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candidate. He thus spoke for a number of Liverpool

Irishmen who wanted a political party nowhere in existence

for he was,

Of the people ...of Liverpool, for my own race in

supporting their right to rule their own affairs

as a free and contented part of the Empire [and

for a] re-adjustment of capital and labour [ and]

for Catholic Education and against the ‘humiliations'

of the poor lawns,

Harford had been described as a nationalist in the

manifesto of December 18. But such was the hesitance

about supporting a Labour candidate in some Irish quarters

in the city that O'Connor had to assure the electors of

e TheExchange that, 'He is Irish enough for me.'

reactions of Sir Leslie Scott were predictable, outdoing

former Tory pronouncements in elections in the city in

loyal abuse. He associated O'Connor and Harford with

Sinn Fein and rebellion, despite their fervent denials,

demanding the latter to say ‘publicly and in unambiguous

terms that he utterly repudiates and abhors the Irish

rebellion. '? This was an impossible demand to make of

Daily Post, December 7.

Daily Post, December 1l.

Daily Post, December 5.
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a moderate who wanted virtually the same solution as

the extremeists and if he had made it, it might have lost

him the majority of his Irish support.'" However Scott

rallied Irish support by attacking clerical interference

on Harford's side, thereby exhibiting according to

Harford, 'that very bigotry and intolerance which had

been the disgrace of this city for many years past.'*

Their social pronouncements were in keeping with their

attitude to Ireland. Scott declaring that 'The infernal

Huns had got to go' and pay the full cost of the war and

O'Connor maintaining that 'As the masses had saved the

Nation in this war, so the masses were determined to get

something out of those who had idly made profit by stot

But Harford's connection with Ireland and Scott's warnings

in that direction and the attractions the latter put

forward as far as revenge on Germany was concerned proved

the more popular and Harford was defeated.

However much had been hoped for and attempted in the

election of 1918 it was becoming clear that the balance

which O'Connor represented was hardly workable. In any

See Scott Papers, 21 December 1919, B.M.Add. MSS 50905,

f£. 220 and below for Sinn Fein in Liverpool.

Daily Post, December ll.

Daily Post, December 12.
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case he was now a very mature politician and in the new

parliament he became Father of the House, a position of

some detachment if nothing else which re-inforced the

necessary objectivity and detachment of the few Irish

members left in the House on the nationalist side after the

election. O'Connor was a youthful and vigorous elder

statesman nevertheless. His journalistic activity

increased after the war. He was writing regularly for

the Daily Telegraph and the Sunday Times where, in the

latter case, his species of reminiscences were the fore-

runner of the 'Atticus' gossip column and, after first

considering a revival of M.A.P. or Labouchere's old

journal Truth he decided to re-establish his Weekly.

William O'Brien mentioned him at this time as 'the only

person of consequence' among the Irish nationalist M.P.s

returned to Westminster, but also remarked that his

enthusiasm for the Irish cause was waning.’ There was

sufficient evidence for this. O'Connor had hardly ever

been in the mainstream of dedicated nationalism, not in

the same class as O'Brien, Healy, least of all Dillon, all

of whom were returned to Westminster in 1918. Henceforth

O'Connor was, as the election and his co-operative

attitude during the war had shown, almost exclusively a

See Hamilton Fyfe, T. P. O'Connor, pp 281-297, for O'Connor's
journalistic activities at this time.
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British politician. He interested himself not only in

his journalistic projects but in that of the journalistic

profession as a whole, frequently being guest of honour

at National Union of Journalist banquets where he was

accepted as as much an expert as when he wrote on the past

dramas of parliament. In parliament he was often concerned

with issues other than Ireland, or even Labour - most

notably matters of Balkan nationality - defending Greeks

and Armenians with the same enthusiasm he had once

lavished on Ireland.

Ireland was a difficult subject for any one of the

remaining members of the Irish party, Dillon and his seven

Weyeueta,, to touch on.

Throughout 1919 the Irish, especially Devlin, and

sympathetic Liberals and Labour members tried to obtain

a statement from Lloyd George on the future government of

Ireland. Lloyd George was primarily concerned with the

peace negotiations at Versailles and refuted arguments

nearer home about self-government and the validity of

plebiscites. He made no statement until 22 December 1919

in an adjournment debate at the end of the session. The

Irish must have got wind of these proposals. Dillon

regarded them as unsatisfactory and urged abstention, Devlin

had left for Ireland and O'Connor did not attend the debate.

This justified derision continued to be their attitude to

Lloyd George's new Bill.

They saw no reason to be implicated in plans which
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offered Ireland less than in 1914 and which could only add

to unpopularity for themselves in Ireland. O'Connor had put

this feeling of disillusion with Lloyd George in particular

as well as only he could in an aside in the House in August

when it was learned that Lloyd George was to leave to visit

the Breton communities of France. ‘Will he,' asked O'Connor,

'talk about the glories of the Celtic race? Will he talk

about the self-determination of races?'’ If he had

attended the debates on the bill he could only have

denounced it 'as totally inadequate and as an act of

treachery to the Nationalist party, since it would repeal

the Home Rule Act while substituting something much less

good.' He informed Scott that 'the comparison we had to

face in the public opinion of nationalist Ireland was

independence. '© The only policy left to Denvir, who

appeared to take the leading role over the rump of the party -

an honour O'Connor never coveted at the best of times, was to

abstain. O'Connor and Denvir had attended the House for the

first time in April 1919 to speak upon the Irish estimates,

a subject which would allow them to criticise the

government while not compelling them to speak as represent-—

atives of the majority of Irish nationalist opinion. As

O'Connor said, apart from his reluctance to speak at all,

Hansard, 5, 119, 207, 18 August 1919.

Scott Papers 21 December 1919, Add. MSS 50905, f. 220.
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'T do not claim, I cannot claim to speak in the name of

Ireland.'" His part in this debate was in effect to

reiterate past broken pledges and demand satisfaction

for Ireland in the spirit of the Wilsonian doctrine then

apparently being applied to Eastern and South Eastern

Europe. He received in reply a chorous of complaint from

Unionist members old and new that they had heard his speech

before and that it had ‘a very familiar ring,' apart from

the fact that, as they were always able to say in

considering past mistakes, it didn't help matters at that

moment.© In view of this attitude it was hardly

surprising that the Nationalists preferred to let the

House try to come to some understanding with Irishmen

who were even less disposed to talk than they were

themselves.

There were many signs of the inability of the

Nationalists to represent any clear view which to a large

extent accounted for O'Connor's and the party's absence

from parliament throughout 1919 and well on into 1920,

when it would at one time have taken such an opportunity to

press Ireland's case. The party in England had always

Hansard, 5, 114, 1438, 3 April 1919.

O'Connor in reply said 'Nobody is more tired of it than
Came Betearas 5, vliee 2550.° 5 Apral 19ko.
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been liable to break into its constituent groups of

labour, religious and extremist nationalist interests.

With the growing seriousness of the situation in Ireland

this, especially in the latter case, was even more evident.

O'Connor could do little but warn liberal opinion in

. England of the consequences. As early as the municipal

elections in Liverpool in 1918 O'Connor had noticed the

increasing influence of Sinn Fein, even in his own

constituency. After one successful meeting and 'fortunately

after the reporters had left' he told Scott, 'a truculent

Sinn Feiner got up and proposed a resolution in favour of

an Irish republic and it was carried."

Sinn Fein sentiments in Britain were propagated by

an organisation, under the control of Art O'Brien in

t; London, known as the Irish Self Determination League which

had from the end of the war come into competition with

the National League and ‘was gaining ground everywhere’.

Its propaganda advantage was such that this probably

accounts for the fact that no further National League

conferences were held after that of 1918. By 1919 with a

worsening situation in Ireland O'Connor was admitting that

Scott Papers, B.M.Add. MSS 50905, f. 220. See also E.M.
Brady, Ireland's Secret Service in England (Dublin and
Cork, 1928), p.10 where he says tha e self Determin-
ation League was merely a ‘constitutional body' not
allied to Sinn Fein. This appears an over-subtle
distinction.

Scott Papers, B.M.Add.MSS 50905, f. 220. There is a
collection of papers of Art O'Brien in the National
Library of Ireland relating to the Irish Self Determination
League. (MSS 8431-3, 8435-6, 8442-5, 8457-8). See
bibliography.
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his league, 'was blamed for deserting its principle of

following the decisions of Ireland by refusing to adhere

4 By 1919 also Liverpool was supposed toto Sinn Fein.

have been, 'the principal military centre [for Sinn Fein ]

outside Ireland.'@ Sinn Fein clubs were organised in

Liverpool and its environs, a headquarters of the Self

Determination League was established in Scotland Road

and bomb-throwing was practised in cellars. This species

of agitation, in the absence of any convincing competition

was such that by June 1920 O'Connor was complaining to

Scott that,

In England under the name of the Self Determination

League they [Sinn Fein ] had gained complete control

of the Irish [and]...He did not know whether, if an

election took place now he himself would be elected

for the seat in Liverpool which he had held for

thirty six years.”

This was an understandable reaction on O'Connor's

part and bears witness to his dispiritedness, bordering on

despair. But it is unlikely that the Irishmen of Liverpool

shared the full enthusiasm of Sinn Fein activists. Most

O'Connor to Dillon quoted by Hamilton Fyfe, T.P.0'Connor,
$0287.

E.M.Brady, Ireland's Secret Service in England, p. ll.

Scott Papers, 4 June 1920, B.M. Add. MSS 50906, f. 23.
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(fof these, members of the I.R.A. had recently arrived in

a
a

England with the express purpose of indulging in desperate

military activities. Such activities were hardly designed

to secure more than a sympathetic silence on the part

of the majority of those of Irish descent on Merseyside.

Zealous members of the I.R.A. were oblivious of the

surrounding population and perhaps often would not be

able to distinguish them from Englishmen. They had little

use for full time emigrants, especially those bound for

the U.S.A. in any case and in February 1921 conducted two

raids on boarding houses in the city and seized the

tickets of prospective emigrants bound for the United

States.’ Liverpool Irishmen who had objected to

emigration during the war might now have found such

thoroughness hard to understand. Similarly the burning

of twenty warehouses near the docks and the discovery of

plans to disrupt Liverpool's water supply and destroy the

whole dock system were hardly in the interest of Liverpool

Irishmen who gained their livelihood from the docks .*

See Daily Post, 18 February 1921 and E.M.Brady, Ireland's
Secret Service in England, p. 45. These raids followed
a Dail resolution which Brady interpreted as meaning that
"There was room enough in Ireland for all, there was
work for everyone and prosperity in abundance for
everyone who remained and acted loyally to the government
of the people.'

See E.M.Brady, Ireland's Secret Service in England, p.60.
The plans bear a striking similarity to the grandiose
plans of the Fenians of 1867 which were aimed at the same
installations.
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The discovery of these plans by the special branch

detectives was a fortunate occurrence for Hamar Greenwood,

the most disliked Irish Secretary since Balfour. He was

able to draw attention to this threat to the domestic

peace of Britain, and by implication characterise the

activities of the I.R.A. as criminal, in a debate in

November 1920, by quoting from the captured documents and

was supposed to have ‘created a marked impression on the

House’, a welcome change as far as he was concerned.

More plans were captured, or read out, in February 1921,

especially those sections which dealt with encouraging

‘direct action by Communists and the unemployed... and

with the mob in the direction of looting. '@ Devlin, in

the House was suitably sceptical, believing that the

plans were ‘written by Dublin Castle'? but the local

press was from the first disposed to treat the matter

more seriously. The Liverpool Post talked of the

‘unenviable distinction of being the first English city

to get a taste of Sinn Fein methods' and ‘while not

Daily Post, 25 November 1921. For the first mention of
the plans by Greenwood see Hansard, 5, 135, 506, ff. 24
November 1920.

Hansard, 5, 138, 632-3, 21 February 1921; quotation
from the I.R.A. document.

Hansard, 5, 135, 507, 24 November 1920.
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exaggerating the outbreak' still thought that the plans

were 'on an extensive scale, and constituted a grave

1menace to the port. This was especially true because

of the disturbed labour situation in Liverpool and the

north west generally - a strike by the police in Liverpool

in August 1919 for instance had led to widespread

looting.'© There seems little doubt that the plans were

"genuine', though probably the recommendations of an

unsqueamish subordinate rather than a declaration of

intent from I.R.A. headquarters. The bad publicity gained

by the plans was sufficient warning at this stage in any

case against extending I.R.A. activity to Britain on any

great scale and needlessly antagonising sympathetic

3public opinion.

There was a body of 150 men in Liverpool prepared to

take part in such ventures, whether they were new

Daily Post, November 29. The police were reported as
believing that the culprits were 'strangers to the city'.
Fires and shootings occurred in the north end and one man
was shot dead in Parliament Street near the city centre.

This strike is also cherished in popular memory as the
one in which large numbers of contraband pianos were
played in the streets.

According to the 'recommendations',
Volunteers abound [but] owing to their lack of
training cannot be relied on ...for operations
on a large scale....Liverpool gives the greatest
hope, Manchester is hopeless. London will do
something on a small scale.

The writer had no knowledge of the situation in Glasgow
but believed, strangely enough, that there was 'no
military instinct' there. He believed there were
possibilities in Newcastle. His complaint was that
considerable amount more could have been done in
Liverpool were I allowed _a freer hand'. Document quoted
in Hansard, 5, 138, 632-3, 21 February 1921.

"a
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arrivals or not.’ But the attitude of the Self

Determination League was eedenatbis: according to its

Liverpool Chairman, Councillor P. J. Kelly, that though

they supported an Irish republic, violence was 'no part

of their programme. '* That Kelly was able to act as

spokesman on this occasion showed how much the initiative

had passed to the newer League. Perhaps O'Connor sensed

this for he did not speak in the House on an issue which

might have been said to have involved him more than

anyone. His hesitations were augmented by a warning from

Sinn Fein to M.P.s friendly to Ireland to stay away from

the House of Commons .?

O'Connor's influence both at Westminster and in his

own constituency was temporarily at least at a discount.

It was probably the lowest ebb of his political fortunes

in a long political career. If he had been wholly an

English politician he would have reached the age when he

could have expected more gratitude from a grateful country.

See E.M.Brady, Ireland's Secret Service in England, p.25.
A meeting of one hundred and fifty armed men representing
"a general mobilisation of the Merseyside I.R.A.' was
addressed by Rory O'Connor in a cellar in Scotland Road
in November 1920 and then dispersed.

nelly Post, 1 December 1920, interview with P.J.Kelly.
e claimed that the Self Determination League had fourteen

branches in the Merseyside area and a membership 'three
times that of any other Irish organisation that had
existed in Great Britain.' This was an obvious reference
to the UILGB.

Daily Post, 30 November 1920. O'Connor asked Bonar Law
for time to be found for a two days emergency debate on
sion in February 1921 but was refused (Hansard, 5, 138,
GL)
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The policy of the few remaining Irish members was now

restricted to asking questions of the Irish Secretary,

until as O'Connor said, 'I have dragged out the sruth'“

about particular incidents in Ireland. Even when the

government was staging a debate on the third reading of

the Home Rule bill the only reference to this on the

part of the Irish members was a protest against the debate

being held on Armistice Day. Lloyd George for his part

was more concerned with placating Carson who represented

more actual power in the House .* But in terms of actual

electoral power in Liverpool, it would have been extremely

difficult for Sinn Fein in any of its guises to have

organised or achieved support. Nationalists at

Westminster allied with the Labour party and in the

provinces it was seen as a natural progression for many

Irishmen now to support the Labour party. In Liverpool

in 1918 an electoral pact had been made with Sexton both

Hansard, 5, 134, 119, November 10. In November O'Connor
asked for information on sixteen separate cases in
Ireland.

See Scott Papers, 7 April 1920, B.M.Add. MSS 50906, f.16.
‘If the Irish members, O'Connor, Devlin and Captain
Redmond showed a conciliatory spirit, a great deal
should not be conceded to them in the House.' Lloyd
George also told Scott it was necessary to pass the Bill
with guarantees for Ulster in order to gain the
support of Carson.
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in the municipal and general elections and in 1919 in

the November municipal elections this policy was continued

with O'Connor's full support. The result was that Labour

representation on the council doubled to give them twenty

seats, more than the Irish, who had sixteen seats.

Even so O'Connor still had his own distinctive contribution

to the victory. ‘'It[was]a great thing for Ireland'

he said ‘and for Democracy that there is a true under-

standing between the Irish and English workers.' But

the problems they might have to face were not so simple

he suggested for, 'Do not forget that once the Irish

question is settled in Ireland - and I believe that can

be done solely through the Labour party - there will remain

an Irish Question in England. '@

Labour support for Ireland was very much in evidence

in the debates on Lloyd George's Home Rule bill through

1919 and 1920 as well as in opposition to Hamar Greenwood.

But although O'Connor later told Sexton that he thought

the Irish party had been in error in not supporting Labour

sooner, he did not appear to have much enthusiasm for their

performance in the House which he compared unfavourably

to the colourful demonstrations of the young Parnellites

when he had first entered parliament. Though he saw

There were eighty Tories and twenty-eight Liberals.

Quoted in Barbara Whittingham-Jones, 'Red Flag, Rome

and Shamrock' p. 41 in her, Liverpool Politics; Pamphlet

Collection.
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defections to the Self Determination League on a large

scale, it was likely that this was represented in Labour

votes in 1918 and 1919. But he was still loth to give up

the idea of a political organisation to represent the Irish

in England directly. P. J. Kelly might gain advantages

for his League while the situation in Ireland worsened,

even at the expense of Labour. But O'Connor was not

finished yet. When Lloyd George described him as a

‘futile person"at this time, William O'Brien thought it

an inaccurate and peevish comment.

There were however other signs of a return to

comparative 'normality' in Anglo-Irish relations in 1921.

Negotiations for a Treaty dragged on throughout the year

initiated, with a natural tentativeness at first, in

January. Art O'Brien of the Self Determination League

and Smuts acted here as intermediaries between De Valera

and Lloyd George, a function which was later taken over

by Lord Derby. Arthur Griffith, Michael Collins and the

Irish delegation arrived in London at the beginning of

October to negotiate with Lloyd George, Lord Birkenhead

and Winston Churchill. The negotiations were more arduous

than any conducted by the Irish Nationalist party. Though

the seemingly intractable problems - principally of

Ulster - were the same in essence, the Irish had fought too

T.M.Healy to Maurice Healy, 6 December 1921, in T.M.Healy,
Letters and Leaders of My Day, ii, 645.
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hard since 1916 to be able to accept this easily. De

Valera, in Dublin, was never able to accept the compromise

forced on the delegation by Lloyd George who, as ever,

pursued his course of bluff and double bluff. The Treaty

was signed on 6 December 1921." Whatever else it did, it

removed the problem from domestic British politics. To

O'Connor, watching half ruefully and half cynically from

the sidelines it was the enforced ending of a life's

work. But more immediately, such is the necessary

optimism of politics, it appeared to free his hands for

Irish schemes in Britain and —- mercifully - before the

election of 1922.

In October before the election O'Connor took the

opportunity to send out an open letter to branches of the

joa UILGB, a convenient way to reach those who had once

been members of the League. He called for an Irish

programme in the coming election since he thought that

the Treaty had 'liberated' Irishmen in England, 'for more

concentrated attention in advancing the interests of our

For a full and clear account of these complicated
negotiations see F., Pakenham, Peace by Ordeal, (London,
1962). A concise account can be found in C.L.Mowat,
Britaih Between the Wars (London, 1955), pp 89-94,
and A.J.P. Taylor, English History 1914-1945 (Oxford,
1965), pp 156-9.
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own race in Great Britain." A conference of ‘Irish

voters' was called for in London later in the month to

which ‘all Irishmen of Nationalist opinion without regard

to past differences' were invited. The issues to be

debated were a mixture of affairs relating to Ireland -

maintenance of the Treaty, encouragement for nationalism

in Ulster - and questions coming nearer home, religion,

schools and to some what might have appeared most |

anachronistic, ‘the democratic ideals...of Michael Davitt.'

None of this appears to have met with much success.

Perhaps the old League had been too discredited in Irish

eyes. The Liverpool Daily Post, long tolerant of O'Connor

was now thoroughly impatient, both with O'Connor and

his manifesto. They were now in a position to ask,

What political rights are enjoyed by Englishmen

that are withheld from Irish dwellers in our

midst?....As citizens of Great Britain there are no

special claims that Irishmen are entitled to

make .?

tite-elain was reasonable and in so far as the Treaty

was supposed to have polarised Irish and English affairs

at long last, unexceptionable. But enough bad blood

had been aroused in the period before the Treaty

Manchester Guardian, 4 October 1922.

Manchester Guardian, October 22.

Daily Post, October 4.

2
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particularly in such things as the use of the Black and

Tans and Auxiliaries and the campaigns in Britain against

them, to leave some legacy of complications in Anglo-

Irish relations. Whatever fellow feeling there had been

between the Irish and Labour parties in Liverpool for

instance was badly shaken in the municipal contests of

November 1922 when Harford in conjunction with Kelly

protested against Labour attempts to infiltrate into

traditionally '‘Irish' areas, the Scotland and Vauxhall

wards. In an open letter of protest they harked back to

the Irish party's work for working people in these areas

for the past fifty years, protested against the assumption

that there was 'no longer any need for Catholics as such

in the public life of this city,' and suggested that the

Labour party, cast in the role of an upstart in these

matters, would be better advised to carry 'the gospel of

Labour into those districts of Liverpool where ignorance

and prejudice prevail'” - the Orange areas. The sense of

being a beleagured community was as strong in this

pronouncement as ever it had been before, the Sinn Fein

troubles may have increased this feeling. The Labour

party in London was sufficiently alarmed by this outburst

Quoted in Barbara Whittingham—Jones,'Red Flag, Rome and

Shamrock' p. 45 in her Liverpool Politics; Pamphlet
Collection. See Appendix IV for representation on the
Liverpool Council 1919-1945.
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to attempt to conciliate the Irish Chief Whip in

Liverpool, W. J. Loughrey ~ municipal disputes could easily

spread to general elections. The support of the Irish

Labour party was also brought to bear along with the

continued good offices of the Labour party at Westminster.

Kelly at least renetune unconvinced and at the municipal

elections the Irish were instructed to vote against

Labour candidates. That this was of some consequence to

Labour may be seen in the fact that their representation

on the council then fell to five members.

This was a great surprise to much liberal opinion in

Liverpool who might have thought they had seen the last

of nationalism in both municipal and general election

contests. Now it could be said that,

A Nationalist constituency in Liverpool is as

justifiable from an Irish Nationalist point of view,

as would be a West African or a Canadian one. The

anomoly of Irish Nationalist parties representing

English constituencies is hardly justified today.

It is doubtful if it ever was. Irish interests in

Great Britain will be best safeguarded by adherence

to the cultural programme of the Council of Irish

| Societies. |

After the municipal elections it had to be conceded

1. Daily Post, November 1.
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that 'the Irish Wards are still Nationalist' as it had to

be admitted that Liverpool was still overwhelmingly

Conservative. The Liberal party had disappeared and was

not to re-emerge until 1924. Not only municipal contests

appeared to be regressive, O'Connor at the General Election

brought Devlin to stand as a ‘Democrat and Free Trader' for.

the Exchange Division. Not unnaturally Sir Leslie Scott

was even more annoyed than he had been by O'Connor's

intervention in the previous election. If Devlin, ‘this

Irish Nationalist' was ‘Unexpected, unsought and I trust,

unwelcome', O'Connor was 'that flotsam and jetsam of the

Irish question left here in Liverpool by the passage of

the tide, high and ary.'’ Harford's impressive

performance in fighting this seat in 1918 and the

magnification of the Irish question since gave Scott

enough cause to be fearful of his seat. But though Devlin

brought everything he reasonably could into the debate, his

record for the working men of Belfast and his record as a

radical, even the need for a Jewish National Home in

Palestine, his record as a Nationalist was in this case

too obvious. It was obvious to his supporters who

gathered in front of Saint George's Hall waiting for the

results to be flashed on a screen, gazing,

Daily Post, November 7.
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stolidly at pictures of prize babies and seaside

pleasure resorts that flitted across the screen in

monotonous procession. They whistled and harmonised

indistinguishable airs, and a few wielded clappers

intermittently ...a rather livelier section had

rallied round an Irish flag. Instead of clappers

these politicians carried the lids of corporation

dustbins and beat upon them with flat—-irons....

Delwwir was defeated by 15,600 votes to 12,614 and

"the green flag ...drooped and disappeared.'

O'Connor was re-elected unopposed for Scotland Division

but his relations with the local Irish organisation do not

appear to have been as close as in 1918. After calling

for his Irish programme and then when he saw the poor

response it met with, he played down Devlin's nationalism.

His own candidature had all the hallmarks of an independent

venture. Once returned to parliament his 'new slogan'

was 'I'm damned if I'll be buried before I'm dead’: 3"

and writing to Herbert Gladstone he summed up how,

Our cause won, though it won by other methods and

other means; and the very way in which it

succeeded is thereby the best defence of the very

different methods your father recommended to his

1. Daily Post, November 11.

2. Lord Asquith of Oxford, Letters of Asquith to a Friend,
(London, 1934), p. 43, 15 February 1923.
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countrymen; and the neglect of his counsels has

brought the bloody harvest both to Ireland and to

England. (But that JI now feel a little above the

combat and shall have to satisfy myself with a few

words now and then on such causes that still appeal

to RO vices,

This was not the attitude which appealed to many

active politicians among the Irish in Liverpool. In the

elections of 1923 and 1924 O'Connor was again returned

unopposed for Scotland Division. This was largely due to an

agreement arrived at with the Labour party who were now

not eager to antagonise Irish susceptibilities

unnecessarily. In 1923 O'Connor was understood to have

come to an agreement with Labour in return for Irish

‘influence' in Widnes, St. Helens and other parts of the

city of Liverpool and appears to have helped Labour and

independent Liberal candidates in south Lancashire,

following up his private agreement with an appeal to Irish

electors on December 42 But also in 1924 in the

Exchange contest, confusion in which the Irish played a

great part, reigned. They at first wanted to nominate a

J. d. O'Neil but the Liberals refused to support him.?

This led to accusations that it had been Liberal defections

O'Connor to Herbert Gladstone, 6 November 1923. Viscount
Gladstone Papers, B.M. Add. MSS 46085, f. 116.

See The Times, December 4.

Daily Post, November 23.
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in 1918 and 1922 caused by ‘religious intolerance'

which had lost the seat to the Unionists. An Irish

Councillor, Alderman Grogan came forward in November to

stand for Exchange, which caused the Liberal candidate to

withdraw. Agreeing to the nomination was the one positive

action of the Irish nominee. He made no speeches and gave

out no declaration of his policy. But apparently the

Liberals took him seriously enough and Scott was driven

to deplore the, ‘Irish passion for factionalism'. Neither

O'Connor nor Harford supported this candidature and Lord

Birkenhead was called in to defend the Treaty against this

eminence grise since it had, 'relieved the British House

of Commons of an incubus which had no right to dominate

our politics' and ‘which had never dominated them except

disastrously.'" As it turned out these precautions were

advisable for Grogan, despite his rectitude was defeated

by only 219 votes. It seems likely that he was relying

on or representing a considerable if hidden sense of

grievance among the Irish in the city in one of the

closest results the division had seen since the defeat of

O'Shea. This did not express itself in open rebellious-

ness but the fact that the councillor had received no

Daily Post, 28 November 1923. The election result was
Scott 10,551, Grogan 10,332. During the election Scott
had also said that the ‘Irish in Liverpool ...had taken
up to now the views which had found expression in
Southern Ireland.'
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support from official Irish circles suggests that there was

more than a touch of extremism in the vote. Such a policy

was seen as nothing short of obstructionist even by Labour,

though they did not advertise this opinion in view of the

agreement with O'Connor. It meant that they had no chance

of putting forward a candidate in Exchange, even though

a Communist councillor threatened to stand if no Labour

nominee was forthcoming.| Labour's ‘ardent spirits' in

Scotland Division were also keenly disappointed that they

had no candidate. Yet in the October 1924 election this

policy was continued. O'Connor was given carte blanche

by Labour ‘and if he had to fight' anyone else, 'we hope

he has a record majority. '* Indeed in this election,

despite rumours to the contrary, there was no poaching on

Irish or Labour territory by the other party, even though

there were some ‘eager for a fight.'?

O'Connor was now in fact widely regarded as above party.

and with an affection and inviolability by all parties.

Jack Neild 'The Penniless Millionaire' and leader of the
local ‘Unemployed Workers Committee' who may have thought
their problems more pressing.

Daily Post, October 16.

Most notably a Captain White who was opposed to O'Connor
"because he does not stand for a removal of English
interference in Ireland.' This may have been the Captain
Jack White who had helped to organise the Irish Citizen
Army. Daily Post, April 19.
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He was hardly himself speaking from any party position,

an advantage which he claimed when speaking in the House

on the General Strike in 1926 gave him the right to urge

compromise - though this is what he had done in 1911 during

the labour troubles. It was always his instinctive reactior

When he did intervene in these last years in parliament

he was always listened to with respect, if not with

complete seriousness. His attempts to return to the issue

of Roman Catholic schools were on one occasion not

considered relevant, it was a reply which had a lot of

precedents, though the deputy speaker did 'rejoice' in

O'Connor's ‘paternal capacity" in the House. Though he

was also compelled to plead for Irishmen who, 'settled

down in the slums of Liverpool and Glasgow' and

considered it ‘somewhat of a humiliation to me as an

Irishman [that] they [were] still in the slums,'* his

relations with local Irish opinion in Liverpool appears

to have become strained. He had had no need to rely

upon an Irish organisation in the city since the second

election of 1910. He can have found little to his liking

in the line followed by Irish politics in the city after

1922. He was never greatly interested in local politics.

Harford's outburst against Labour in 1922 both showed

Harford's own reservations about a rival 'socialist' party

1. Hansard, 5, 198, 2756, 2 August 1926.

2s Olas
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organisation and appeared to fulfil Connolly's predictions

about how Irish politicians would find reason for

continuing after Home Rule was achieved. Harford appealed

directly to sectarian loyalty, an element which O'Connor

had always opposed, even if latterly with great care and

even if it was easier to ignore from London. One of his

chief objections against Sinn Fein had appeared to be the

clerical influence it seemed to embody. Nevertheless this

appeal to religion was foremost in politics in Liverpool,

more so in the 'twenties than at any time since the

establishment of the Home Rule organisation, which had

done much to turn Irish interest to purely political

ends. Part of this new line was consciously anti-

socialist and in municipal government, opportunist, and

may have resulted in some cases in tacit agreements between

the Irish Catholics in the city and the Conservative

party." Its continuance was due not only to the strength

and resistance of the old party organisation but to the

enflamed emotions aroused by Sinn Fein activity and, in

- Protestant eyes, the deplorable success of these tactics.

The 'Centre' party as Harford's group became in 1924,

represented a political defence in an atmosphere which

in most cases had become more subject to religious

See Daily Post, 1 November 1923 for a comment on mutual
withdrawals by 'Independent' and Irish candidates. 'The
new interest of the Conservative organisers in the

fortunes of the Irish party' it said 'need some explaining

away. '
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antagonism than before 1914, though nothing approaching

the seriousness of the situation of 1909 occurred again

and the position was never as extreme as it was in Belfast

or Glasgow.

O'Connor came to Liverpool for the last time for the

election of 1929. He was accorded greater adulation than

ever before. At one stage it looked as though he might

be opposed by Leo McGree a communist candidate of some

standing in the north west, but the latter had to be given

police protection and he eventually withdrew. O'Connor

was given his last walkover, no doubt viewing the whole

spectacle with some irony. After illness and

incapacity which had allowed him less opportunity for

active politics in his later years than he may have liked

O'Connor died on 18 November 1929. As Devlin remarked

in his tribute to him,

There was a time when the death of T. P. O'Connor

would have filled the Irish people with a feeling

of deep sorrow...almost of national @isaster....°

but such was not the case in 1929. His life-long aim for

It was a rough election in other respects. There was a
riot in Kirkdale directed against Rev. H. D. Longbottam
the leader of the Protestant party and his ‘Protestant
Reformers League’ and a Conservative meeting in Exchange
was broken up by the singing of the 'Red Flag'. Daily
Post, 20 May 1929.

Devlin in Daily Post, 18 November 1929.
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‘mutual understanding and goodwill' between the people of

England and Ireland had not been achieved. Instead it

had been replaced by a spirit of separatism which he had

never condoned. He spent his last years with a wry

acceptance that he was an old man who could safely be

admired by the English and in sponsoring various

charitable, literary and financial projects. His patience,

moderation and persistence compared favourably to English

ineptitude and Orange intransigence where Ireland was

concerned. That he was not ideally fitted for political

life is debatable. He managed conventions, elections and

negotiations with adequate skill, even if latterly - perhaps

even from the time of the Parnellite split he professed a

greater interest in literature and regretted that he had

not followed a more literary career. His sense of humour

perhaps deceived the English and the Irish equally, the

former confusing it, as they always will with a lack of

earnestness and the latter, especially the nationalists

who emerged after 1900 seeing it as political weakness.

But O'Connor was just as equally serious, often unhappy

and, as he thought, unsuccessful.

He was remembered with affection in Scotland division,

a rare emotion in politics. His seat was contested and

won by David Logan for Labour and he in his turn was to

4become Father of the House. The 'Centre' party had more

The present member for the Division, Mr. W. H. Aldritt,
is only the third M.P. the constituency has had. He was
elected for Labour in 1964.
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members than Labour on the council up to 1927 and lasted

until 1935. When it came to General Elections, Scotland

and Exchange came to build up a reputation for the safest

labour strongholds in the north west. But the social

allegiances which lay behind this changed more slowly.

At any time between 1880 and 1930 it can be argued that

attitudes within the city on the part of the Irish and

towards the Irish had changed, but how appreciable this

was, how definite, it is impossible to say with any

certainty. There is always, in the nature of things

more evidence for the Irish in Liverpool and the other

British cities being ‘a people apart' throughout this

period. In one sense after the collapse of the Home Rule

movement this ‘isolation' became more parochial and less of

a diversion. Even in the 'thirties - the economic

consequences of which were felt at their most extreme in

such shoes as Scotland Division, local newspapers were

still being founded, serving 'the fourteen parishes in or

1 In the ‘thirties when with fewnear Scotland Road.'

specifically Irish diversions it is probably correct to

date an absolute lessening in nationalistic differences,

even members of the Labour party, not as it turned out a

dogmatic organisation remembered the fierce loyalties and

The Scotland Road Packet, 29 September 1943. The newspaper
included ‘Gleanings from T.P.' and the advice to sell the
paper, ‘If you are out of a job.'
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the colour of Scotland Road as it had been with nostalgia.

on Saturdays the public houses held Free and Easies

and many variety turns were to be seen here and

there about the crowded market. Along the kerb

moved fiddlers who could never be heard and ragged

families of singers in file whose voices gave you

the willies. Men playing tin whistles or rolling

concertinas over their heads, a hurdy-gurdy in every

other street, with merry half-tipsy men and women

facing each other, arms on hips jigging to

the music. |

The foundation of the Irish Free State did not affect

those generations of Irishmen who had fought for such an

outcome in a more moderate way in Britain, at least not

materially. But this dispute which had lasted through

three generations, had always been an indication of their

self-reliance, and without minimising their seriousness

or what their politics had intended to combat, a sense of

humour which had often been expressed by T. P. O'Connor.

1. Mr. H. Sefton in Liverpolitan, July 1939, Volume 8,
NOs. 5. De os
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APPENDIX I
Irish-born in England and Wales 1841-1931

Irish-born Total

1841 420,000 16m.

1851 520,000 18m.

1861 600 , 000 20m.

1871 570,000 23m.

1881 570,000 26m.

1891 460,000 290n.

1901 420,000 32m.

1911 360,000 36m.

1921 370 ,000 38m.

E951 380,000 40m.

From 1861 to 1911 there was an absolute and proportional

decrease in the number of Irish-born. Since then there

has been an increase in the absolute number of Irish

born and the proportion of Irish born to the total

population has also tended to increase, especially from

1945 onwards. Irish born in the population of England

and Wales is now (1968) about 1 million.
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APPENDIX II

From Police and Crime Records, police reports, 1850-

1920, Irish State Paper Office, Dublin Castle.

Thomas Power O'Connor M.P.

Scotland Road Liverpool (erased)

Son of a billiard marker residing in

Athlone. [Erased; replaced by Inative of Athlone

Educated at Queens College

Galway.

Took an active part in the

Land League agitation and addressed

a number of meetings throughout the

country. He received £300 from the

Land League Funds on 7th August to

7th Septr. 1882.

Information received that O'Connor

was sworn into the I.R.B. Organisation

at the time he was elected MP for

Galway in 1880.

The Priests of Galway

opposed O'Connor at this Election and

were it not for the assistance and

influence of the I.R.B. section, he

would have been defeated.

Mentioned in Special Commission
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charges. See official Report.

Is an Anti Parnellite, since split

Was a member of the O'Brien - Dillon

Mission, 1890, to America to collect funds

for Campaign tenants, which was

frustrated by the split in November 1890

It appears from the handwriting in the report,

and from the particularity of the last paragraph, as

if this was written early in the 1890's rather than

compiled from 1880 onwards.
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APPENDIX IIT

Manifesto of O'Connor and Crilly of 9 December

1918, under the auspices of the VIL advised Irish voters

to vote for the following candidates;

LABOUR

Accrington

Barrow-in-Furness

Birkenhead East

= West

Blackburn (for Snowden)

Liverpool Edge Hill

" Fairfield

* Kirkdale

f Walton

. West Derby

. West Toxteth

Manchester Ardwick

. Blackley

= Clayton

" Gorton

e Rusholme

Nelson and Colne

Oldham (one seat)

Preston (one seat)

St. Helens

Salford North

r West

Southport

Wallasey

Wigan

Altrincham

Chester

Crewe

Stalybridge and Hyde

Farnworth

Fylde

Heywood and Radcliffe

Mostey

Newton

Royton

Waterloo

Westhoughton

Rochdale



LIBERAL

Eccles

Leigh

Manchester Exchange

"i Withrington

Oldham (one seat)

Preston (one seat)

INDEPENDENT

Ashton-under-Lyne

Blackburn (Seamen's Union)

72°

Rossendale

Salford South

Warrington

Darwen

Lancaster

High Peak

Liverpool Exchange (Irish Nat.)

These seats are all in the north west; there was no

manifesto to other parts of Britain although the UIL

continued to function in the Glasgow area. It is some

indication of the areas where it was considered that the

Irish vote and loyalty to the UIL continued to be a

factor in elections.
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APPENDIX IV

Representation on the Liverpool Council 1919-1935.

C. Di, Lab. Nat. Irish Cath. Centre Prot.

41.9 80 28 20 16

1920 80 26 20 20

1921 82 14 22

1922 90 24

1923 90 2

1924 94 20 aa 2

1925 95 18 12 22 2

1926 96 12 18 el 2

£927 92 12 25 21 1

1928 87 a2 36 15

1929 82 13 ap 6

1930 83 13 7 7 1

1951 92 13 36 6 1

1952 90 LS 39 6 2

1933 85 13 man 8 2

295% 73 12 56 6 3

£955 75 le 56 2 a

C=Conservative

Nat=Nationalist

L=Liberal Lab=Labour

Cath=Catholic Prot=Protestant

This table is taken from Barbara Whittingham—Jones,

"Red Flag, Rome and Shamrock' p. 42 in Liverpool Politics;

Pamphlet Collection. There may be some slight discrepancy in

these figures due to the difficulty of establishing party

allegiance in local politics, and because all council seats may
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not have been put for re-election every year. Nevertheless,

the figures do indicate the persistence of the Irish or

Catholic vote.
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A. T. P. O'CONNOR

1. Manuscript Sources

tT. P. O'Connor did not keep a diary though his

political commentary and reminiscences in his journalism

often served as a journal. Neither acne there appear to

be any collection of his papers in existence. Enquiries

concerning his two married sisters and his two nieces

who were unmarried and lived in England for most of their

lives failed to reveal any such collection; nor did

enquiries among surviving acquaintances of O'Connor in

Ireland or the United States. His Memoirs deal mainly

with the Parnellite period and yet were written late

in life and are often somewhat discoursive. Hamilton

Fyfe's, IT. P. O'Connor (London, 1934) is useful as an

introductory impression of O'Connor's career and there

are accounts of O'Connor scattered throughout the works

of journalists and politicians of the period which are,

however, often inaccurate or contradictory. The fullest

and most consistent accounts are in the autobiography

of his wife, Elizabeth O'Connor, nee Paschal, I Myself

(London, 1910) and the autobiography of his brother-

in-law, William O'Malley, Glancing Back (London, 1933).

There are an appreciable number of letters of O'Connor

in the papers of other politicians, both in Ireland and

in Britain, (see below) and more personal or literary

collections in the following in the National Library

of Ireland;
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MS 4360; Eleven personal letters of T. P. O'Connor to

James Hooper, 1877-1882 and four letters to S. Bennet

of the Lambeth Radical Association acknowledging

invitations to a celebration in honour of O'Connor's

election to parliament in April 1880.

MS 5381; Letters of O'Connor to Gerald Christy

1903-1906, with a biographical notice. Christy appears

to have been employed as O'Connor's literary tour

agent and these are mainly concerned with bookings.

MS 10040; Forty letters of Mrs. O'Connor and T. P.

O'Connor to Edmund Downey, 1903-1904. Theseare of

very little general interest, except where they are

concerned with the establishment and management of

the London Reader. Downey was the business manager

of this newspaper.

2. Biographical sketches.

W.G.Fallon, 'The Great "Tay Pay"' in Irish Independent
28 December 1961.

Ashley Gibson, 'T.P.O'Connor as author and journalist'
in The Bookman, February 1910,
pp 217-224.

Arthur Lynch, Human Documents (London, 1896); Chapter
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Con O'Leary,'"T.P." The Story of a great journalist’
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(Birkenhead, 1893), biographical

note, pp 529-530.
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Newspapers

Star; O'Connor was editor from January 1888 to March-.
April 1890.

Sunday Sun; May 1891-1893 when it became the,

Weekly Sun; and this in turn became the,

Sun; June 1893-October 1906. Horatio Bottomley became
the proprietor of this paper though
O'Connor continued as editor.

P.T.0; June 1906-1908 then incorporated with,

M.A.P; June 1908-October 1911 when it became the
Watch Dog. O'Connor had left the
paper before this, though keeping som
sort of nominal editorial position,
and finally broke with M.A.P.
altogether because he objected to a
series of sensational articles on the
White Slave Trade.

T.P.'s Weekly; 1902-1914, revived 1923-1927 when it
became T.P.'s and Cassell's Weekly
and subsequently John 0 London's.

London Reader; 1903-1904. This made little impact,
neither did T.P.'s Monthly which made
a brief appearance before the first
world war.

B. Journalism 1870-1914

Critical and historical studies.

These vary enormously in insight and usefulness (see

Chapter II p.60n.1). Some are more useful as a side-

light on political history but have been included here

for the sake of convenience.

History of The Times, 111, 1884-1912 (London, 1947), IV,
part i, 1912-1920 (London, 1952).

H. Chisholm, 'Newspapers in Great Britain' in Enc.Brit.
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G. Dilnot, Romance of the Amalgamated Press (London,
1925).

J.d.Dwyer, ‘The Catholic Press 1850-1950' in G.A.Beck
(ed.), The English Catholics 1850-
1950 (London, 1950), pp 475-512.

T.H.S.Escott, Masters of English Journalism (London,1911)

H.R.Fox-Bourne, English Newspapers (2 vols, London,1887).

Hamilton Fyfe, Sixty Years of Fleet Street (London,1949).

Philip Gibbs, Adventures in Journalism (London, 1923).

. The Journalist's London, (London, 1952).

A. M. Gollin, The Observer and J.L.Garvin (London, 1960).

Frederick Greenwood, 'Birth and Infancy of the Pall Mall
Gazette’ in Pall Mall Gazette,
14 April 1897.

C.d.Hambro, Newspaper Lords in British Politics,
(London, 1958).

J. Hatton, Journalistic London (London, 1882).

H. Herd, The Making of Modern Journalism (London, 1927).

" The March of Journalism (London, 1952).

Derek Hudson, British Journalists and Newspapers,
(London, 1945).

. 'Reading' in Simon Lowell Smith (ed.)
Edwardian England (London, 19643 ,
pp 505-26.

Brian Inglis, 'Moran of the Leader and Ryan of the
Irish Peasant’ in C.C.O'Brien (ed.),
The Shaping of Modern Ireland (Londor
1960) pp 108-123.

D.P.Moran and William Patrick Ryan were associated

with the more strident journalism which grew up in

Ireland between 1900 and 1914,

Kennedy Jones, Fleet Street and Downing Street 1850-1880
London, 1920).

F.A.Mackenzie, The Mystery of the Daily Mail 1896-1921
esa 1921).
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H.W.Massingham, TheLondonDailyPress (London, 1892).

A study of Massingham is being made by A.F.Havighurst,

of Amherst College, Mass., U.S.A.

Stanley Morrison, The English Newspaper (Cambridge, 1932).

F.L.Mott, American Journalism (New York, 1941).

Lord Northcliffe, The Rise of the Daily Mail, (London ,1916)

T,.P.O'Connor, 'The New Journalism' in New Review,
October 1889.

C. Peabody, English Journalism and the men who made it
(London, 1682).

J. Pendleton, Newspaper reporting in olden time and toda
CLondon, 1890).

Wilson Pope, The Story of the Star (London, 1938).

J.W.Robertson-Scott; The Life and Death of a Newspaper
(London, 1942).

H. Simonis, The Street of Ink (London, 1917).

W.T.Stead, 'Government by Journalism' in Contemporary
Review, XLIX, May 1886, p.653 ff.

'The Conservative Provincial Press' in National Review,
V, duly 1885, p. O54 if.

n " . August 1885, p.8c0eff.

Biographies

E. Cook, Delane of The Times (London, 1915).

J.L.Hammond, C.P.Scott (London, 1934).

R. Pound and G. Harmsworth, Northcliffe (London, 1959).

H.W.Stead, Through Thirty Years 1892-1922 (London, 1924).

Ry Straus, Sala; Portrait of an Eminent Victorian

London, 1942

L. Thompson, Robert Blatchford (London, 1951).

F. Whyte, The Life of W. T. Stead (London, 1925).
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Autobiographies

Sir Linton Andrews, Problems of an Editor (London, 1962)

R.D.Blumenfeld, The Press in My Time (London, 1933).

Lord Burnham, Peterborough Court (London, 1955).

F. Dilnot, The Adventures of a_Newspaperman (London, 1913)

J.W.Robertson-Scott, "We" and Me (London, 1956).

J.A.Spender, Life, Journalism and Politics (2 vols,
London, 1927).

Russell Stannard, With the Dictators of Fleet Street,
London, 1944).

W. T. Stead, A Journalist in London (London, 1891).

C. Political and Emigrant History

Manuscript Sources.

A full description of these sources will be found in

R. J. Hayes, Manuscript Sources for the History of Irish

Civilisation (11 vols, Boston, Mass., 1965).

The following have been useful principally for O'Connor's

career and for the role of the Irish in Britain. Other

descriptions will be found in C.C.O'Brien, Parnell and

his Party and F.S.L. lyons, The Irish Parliamentary Party

1891-1910.

National Library of Ireland.

J.F.X.O'Brien Papers; principally for information

on the INLGB after the split of 1891. This includes

reports from district organisers, like F.L.Crilly,

on the effect of the divorce, the struggle to

remove Parnellites like John Brady from the
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executive of the League and additional material

concerning the N.W.Menchester by-election of 1908.

[aonn Redmond Papers; comprise several thousand

letters and other documents which are still being

catalogued. These contain letters from T.P.

O'Connor and F.L.Crilly concerning the Irish in

Britain and letters from O'Connor concerning

negotiations at Westminster, especially in the

period 1900-1916. Particularly useful for the

use to which the UILGB and the Irish vote was to

be put in the elections of 1900 and 1906.

MS 9576; Minute book of Fr. Purcell branch of

INLGB, London 1892-1895. This contains no mention

of T. P. O'Connor.

n 4695 p 4683; Photostats of Canadian material;

correspondence between T.P.O'Connor and William

Blake, 1892-1907.

MS 708; Minute book of National Directory of

UILGB 1904-1918.
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MSS 8431-3, 8435-6, 8442-5, 8457-8; Art O'Brien

MSS, eleven boxes of documents relating to the

Irish Self Determination League. These are

unindexed.

See also under ‘Liverpool History, Manuscript

Sources, N.L.1'.

Royal Irish Academy

John Dillon Papers; in the possession of Myles

Dillon. These contain letters from O'Connor

in the 'nineties and early years of the twentieth

century. They are at present being examined by

F.S.L. Lyons for a biography of Dillon.

British Museum

Scattered references to, and discussions of, the

effectiveness of the Irish Vote as well as letters

from O'Connor occur in the W.E.Gladstone Papers,

the Dilke Papers, the Viscount Gladstone Papers,

and the Campbell-Bannerman Papers. There are few

references in the Burns Papers to O'Connor but some

discussion of the Irish Vote and they are useful

for an examination of the emergence of Labour.

Shaw Papers; Contain a few letters from O'Connor

and Mrs. O'Connor. These are at present classified

provisionally.
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Scott Papers; Journal, contains many references

to O'Connor and conversations with O'Connor, Dillon

x and Redmond from 1911 to 1920 during negotiations

conducted with the Liberal and Coalition

governments.

London School of Economics Library

Diary of George Bernard Shaw, transcribed by

Blanche Patch, contains references to O'Connor,

Massingham and the Star, 1888-90.

2. Printed Sources and References.

Hansard, 1880-1929, principally for the speeches of O'Connor.

Annual Register 1880-1885.

Dod's Parliamentary Companion 1880-1910.

Dictionary of National Biography

John Crone, A Concise Dictionary of Irish National Biography.

'A Guide to the "86", Chiefly contributed by themselves'
I/ (London, Irish Loyal and Patriotic
if Union, 1886) in Pamphlets, Irish

Question, Cohen Library, UVereae
of Liverpool.

Journal of the Home Rule Union; Leaflets, 1888-90 in
British Museum.

3.Newspapers

Published in Ireland;

Freeman's Journal; This gives detailed coverage of

the League conventions but has been used here principally

for the elections of 1885 and 1886.
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Irish Times andDublin Express; for Unionist reaction

to the 1885 and 1886 elections.

Dublin Evening Telegraph; for O'Connor's reports on

the campaign among the Irish in Britain during the election

of 1885.

Published in Britain; (on file at the British Museum,
Newspaper Library, Colindale)

The Times

Manchester Guardian; There is a manuscript index of

the Manchester Guardian in Manchester Central Reference

Library. Useful for the period 1916-1922. Newspaper on

microfilm at the Manchester Central Library.

Reynolds's Newspaper; for articles by T. P. O'Connor

1910-1917.

Observer

Pall Mall Gazette

Truth
Liberal Home Ruler, 1887-1888, subsequently the

Leader and Workers Advocate (1888) and the Workers Cry 1891

Labour Leader

Journals available in the British Museum, Reading Room;

Journal of the Home Rule Union

Contemporary Review

National Review

British Quarterly

(Catholic Newspapers; for a description of these see

J.d.Dwyer, 'The Catholic Press 1850-1950' in G.A.Beck, ,(ed.)

The English Catholics (London, 1950) pp 475-514). Available
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at the Newspaper Library, Colindale.

The Tablet; chiefly ecclesiastical and unsympathetic

to the Liberals and to the Irish Nationalists.

The Universe; was at one time edited by James

O'Connor, M.P. for Wicklow.

The Catholic Times; founded by John Denvir in Liverpool

and then sold to Fr Nugent; mainly ecclesiastical.

The Catholic Herald; part of the Jack Diamond press,

London, Manchester, Newcastle, Liverpool and Welsh

editions. Jack Diamond began the Catholic Press Company.

His first newspaper, the Irish Tribune was published in

Newcastle in 1884 and he later founded the Glasgow Observer

and the Glasgow Star and Examiner in the Nationalist inter-—

est. He was an M.P. from 1892-1905 and opposed party

"bosses' like O'Connor; he supported Austin Harford

against O'Connor in the election of 1900.

See also under Liverpool Newspapers.

General Works on the History of Britain and Ireland.

For a bibliography of Irish history see J. Carty, Bibliograph;

of Irish History, 1870-1911 (Dublin, National Library of

Ireland, 1940). |
G.A.Beck (ed.), The English Catholics 1850-1950 (London,1950)

David Butler and Jennie Freeman, British Political Facts
1900-1960 (London, 1964).

L.P.Curtis Jnr., Coercion and Conciliation in Ireland,
1880-18 Princeton and Oxford,1963).
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Charles Duff, Six Days to Shake an Empire (London, 1966).

R.C.K.Ensor, England 1870-1914 (Oxford, rev. ed., 1966).

J.L.Hammond, Gladstone and the Irish Nation (London, 1938).

J.E.Handley, The Irish in Modern Scotland (Cork, 1947).

J.d.Horgan, Parnell to Pearse (Dublin, 1948).

J.A.Jackson, The Irish in Britain (London, 1963).

F.S.L.Lyons, The Irish Parliamentary Party 1891-1910,
London, 1951).

S.Maccoby, English Radicalism, vol. iv, 1884-1914, (London,
2905) «

= e vol. v, The End? (London,1961)

M. MacDonagh, The Home Rule Movement (Dublin and London,1920)

N. Mansergh, Ireland in the Age of Reform and Revolution,
(London, 1948).

R.B.McDowell, British Conservatism 1832-1914, (London,1959).
&1 &

. The Irish Administration 1890.1910, (London
and Toronto, 1964).

C.L.Mowat, Britain Between the Wars 1918-1940 (London,1955).

C.C.O'Brien, Parnell and his Part 1880-1890 (Oxford, 1957,
rev. ed., 1964).

: (ed.) The Shaping of Modern Ireland (London,
1 6C es

William O'Brien, The Irish Revolution (London, 1923).

Brien O'Neill, The War for the Land in Ireland (London ,1943)

F. Pakenham, Peace by Ordeal (London, 1962).

A.J.P.Taylor, English History 1914-145 (Oxford, 1965).

J.H.Whyte, The Independent Irish Party 1850-9 (Oxford, 1958).
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O Specialised Works;

W.L.Arnstein, The Bradlaugh Case (Oxford, 1965).

D LEeetes Labour and Nationalism in Ireland Caan
ee ee

T. Coleman, The Railway Navvies (London, 1968).

Oscar Handlin, Boston's Immigrants 1790-1865 (Harvard ,1941).

M.L.Hansen, Atlantic Migration (Cambridge, 1940).

Michael Hurst, Joseph Chamberlain and Liberal Reunion,
(London, 1967).

T.J.Kiernan, The Irish Exiles in Australia (Dublin, 1954).

F.S.L.Lyons, The Fall of Parnell, (London, 1960).

S.P.Orth, The Boss and the Machine (New Haven, Conn., 1919).

M. Ostrogorski, Democracy and the Organisation of Political
Parties (2 vols translated by F.
Clarke, London, 1902).

Henry Pelling, The Origins of the Labour Party (London,1954)

D.B.Quinn, The Elizabethans and the Irish, (Cornell, 1966).

A. Schrier, Ireland and the American Emigration 1850-1950,
(Minnesota, 1958).

George Scott, The R.C.s, (London, 1967).

A.T.Q.Stewart, The Ulster Crisis, (Glasgow, 1967).

E. Strauss, Irish Nationalism and British Democracy,
(London, 1951).

P. Thompson, Socialists, Liberals and Labour, (London,1963).

Carl Wittke, The Irish in America (Louisiana, 1956).

6.Biographies.

R. Jenkins, Asquith (London, 1964).

Margaret Banks, Edward Blake, Irish Nationalist 1892-1907,
(Toronto, 1957).

D. Thornley, Isaac Butt and Home Rule, (London, 1964).
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H. Montgomery Hyde, Carson (London, 1953).

R.R.James, Lord Randolph Churchill (London, 1959).

Desmond C. Greaves, The Life and Times of James Connolly,
(London, 1962).

Desmond Ryan, James Connolly (London, 1924).

F, Sheehy-Skeffington, Michael Davitt (London, 1908). A

biography of Michael Davitt is being prepared by

T.W.Moody.

R.S.Churchill, Lord Derby, King of Lancashire (London,1959).

Robert Blake, Disraeli (London, 1966).

John Morley, Life of Gladstone (43 vols, London, 1903).

P, Magnus, Gladstone (London, 1954).

F. Owen, Tempestuous Journey (London, 1954); biography of
Lloyd George.

A.G.Gardiner, The Life of Sir William Harcourt, (2 vols.
London, 1924).

Emrys Hughes, Keir Hardie (London, 1964).

A.L.Thorold, Henry Labouchere (London, 1913).

J.R.S.Leslie, Henry Edward Mannin His Life and Labours,
(London, Tasty.

M. MacDonagh, William O'Brien (London, 1928).

Angus Macintyre, "The Liberator", Daniel O'Connell and the

Irish Party (London, 1965).

D. Read and E. Glasgow, Feargus O'Connor, (London, 1961).

D. Gwynn, The Life of John Redmond (London, 1932).

See also under Liverpool History, Biographies.
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7. Autobiographies and contemporary works.

C. Addison, Politics from Within (London, 1924).

Lord Asquith of Oxford, Letters of Asquith to a Friend,
(London, 19434).

Augustine Birrell, Things Past Redress (London, 1937).

L. P. Curtis jnr., of the University of California,

Berkeley, is at present preparing a study of Birrell.

Thomas Carlyle, Critical and Miscellaneous Essays,

Condon,1839,last ed., 1809).
Austen Chamberlain, Politics from the Inside (London,1936)

Michael Davitt, The Fall of Feudalism in Ireland,
(London and New York,1904).

John Denvir, The Irish in Great Britain from the earliest
times to the fall and death of
arnell (London, l :

John Denvir, Life Story of an Old Rebel (Dublin, 1910).

John Devoy, Devoy's Postbag (ed. W.O'Brien and D.Ryan,
Seasete , Dublin, 1948).

Frederich Engels, The Condition of the Working Classes in
England and Wales in 1644, (London,
1892, rev. ed., 1950 translated by
F.K.Wischnewetzky).

Viscount Gladstone, After Thirty Years, (London, 1928).

T.M.Healy, Letters and Leaders of My Day, (2 vols, ee
1928).

= 'The Irish Parliamentary Party' in Fortnightly
Review, 1 November 1882.

Sir Henry Lucy, Diary of the Home Rule Parliament,
Ctondon, 1596).

e Diary of the Unionist Parliament,
(London, 1901).

x Later Peeps at Parliament, (London,1904)
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Tomm Mann; Memoirs a ed., London, 1923, re-printed
4

Justin McCarthy, Reminiscences (2 vols., London, 1899).

« Story of an Irishman (London, 1904).

John Morley, Recollections (2 vols., London, 1905).

A.C.Murray, the Murrays of Elibank, Master and Brother,
(London, 19453.

William O'Brien, Recollections (London, 1905).

F.H.O'Donnell, History of the Irish Parliamentary Party,
C vols., London, 1910).

Viscount Snowden, An Autobiography, (2 vols., London, 1934

See also under Liverpool History, Autobiographies.

8. Theses and articles

E.P.M.Wollaston, 'The Irish Nationalist Movement in
Great Britain 1886-1908" London,
M.A.Thesis, 1958.

This thesis examines especially the political

effectiveness of the Irish organisation in Britain,

with reference to Liberal strategy and in relation

to the Catholic Church; it is particularly valuable

for a detailed examination of Irish intervention in

by-elections in the 'nineties and for a listing of the

various League conventions.

J.F.Glasier, 'Parnell's Fall and the Non-conformist
Conscience', in Irish Historical
Studies, XII, (1960-1), pp 119-38.

148f
C.H.D.Howard, 'The Parnell Manifesto of 21 Novemberjand

the Schools Question', in English
Historical Review, CCXLII, January
1047,pp42-51.

Barbara M. Kerr, ‘Irish Seasonal Migration to Great
Britain, 1800-38', in I.H.S., Ill,

(1942-3), pp 365-80.
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F.S.L.Lyons, 'John Dillon and the Plan of Campaign', in
I.H.S., XIV, (1964-5) pp 313-47.

H.W.M.McCready, ‘Home Rule and the Liberal Party,
1899-1906', in I.H.S., XIII,
(1962-3), pp 316-48.

 

T.W.Moody, 'Michael Davitt and the British Labour Movement,
1882-1906' in Transactions of the
Royal Historical Society, 5th ser.,

big 29D» PP 53-76.

T.W.Moody, 'Parnell and the Galway Election of 1886' in
I.H.S., IX, (1954-5), pp 319-28,

D. Thornley, ‘The Irish Home Rule Party and Parliamentary
Obstruction, 184¢1887' in I.H.S.,
XII, (1960-1), pp 38-57.

D. LIVERPOOL HISTORY

1.Manuscript Sources

There appear to be no manuscript collections in Britain

that are relevant in this category.

National Library of Ireland

MS 10511; Letters of John Brady of Liverpool to

John Kelly of Dublin, 1846-1848. .

MS 8479; Fr Hickey Papers, 1899-1904. Fr Hickey

was a priest in Liverpool during this

period.

MS 10972; Miscellaneous business correspondence of

Patrick Cusack 1915-22.

Cusack was treasurer of a Gaelic League

branch in Liverpool.
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2. Printed Sources

Liverpool Public Record Office, Central Library.

(A fuller listing covering other aspects of Liverpool

history can be found in the Catalogue of the Record

Office).

Annual Report of the Liverpool Medical Officer of
Health, 1841 etc.,

Council Proceedings, 1870 etc.,

‘Unemployed in the City of Liverpool' Report of the

Commissioners, 1894. Photostat copies of posters and

other documents issued by trade unions and other Labour

movements in Liverpool and district, 1880-1898

Police (Liverpool Enquiry) Act 1909, before Mr.

Arthur J. Ashton, K.C. Transcript and shorthand notes

of the proceedings and Report of the Commissioners’.

W.W.Beam, The Parliamentary Representation of the
Six Northern Counties of England (Hull .189¢

Ot Sit MMinkined
3. Newspaperd. Figures in brackets denote dates of publication.

Liverpool Daily Post; referred to 1867-1929 for the Irish in

Liverpool and for Irish Conventions in

Britain; it was attached to the Liberals

but, for the purposes of this study,

appeared to give a more neutral account

than other, often fuller, accounts in

British and Irish newspapers.
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Liverpool Daily Courier; examined in the same period for

Unionist reactions. Both on micro-

film in the Liverpool Central Library

Other newspapers; series here are often

incomplete due to war damage.

Irish; Liverpool Programme and Nationalist, (1883-4). On

file in the Newspaper Library,

Colindale.

Liverpool United Irishman, (September 1876-

February 1877). On file at Colindale.

Liverpool Irish Herald, (October 1885). One copy in

Liverpool Public Record Office.

Labour; Liverpool Labour Chronicle, (Fabian, 'Nineties and

early twentieth century) On file at

Colindale.

Transport Worker; (August 1911-March 1912) On file

at Colindale.

Liverpool Forward; (I.L.P. May 1912-October 1914)

There was also a Glasgow edition. On

file at Colindale.

Miscellaneous; Liverpool Catholic Herald (1876-1933; see

above, Catholic newspapers.) On file

at Colindale.

Liverpool Protestant Standard; (May 1889-

December 1916). There was also a

London edition. On file at Colindale
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Scotland Road Packet; (September 1943-November

1934). On file at Colindale.

Journals; Liverpool Porcupine; Liberal and then Unionist.

Referred to 1867-1914. Bound

volumes up to the end of the ‘eight-

ies available in L.P.R.O. Remainder

on file at Colindale.

Liverpool Liberal Review; (1869-1906). Bound

volumes for some of the period

available in L.P.R.O.

Liverpool Programme and Reformer; (1889-1892,

Liberal). On file at Colindale.

Liverpool Wasp various bound volumes for the

"seventies available in L.P.R.O.

Liverpool Critic; Largely literary; various

volumes in L.P.R.O.

Liverpool Lantern; Literary, L.P.R.O.

4, Historical and other works.

There has been a general neglect of the study of British

towns in the nineteenth century. The history of Liverpool

in the eighteenth century, particularly in relation to the

Slave Trade has been studied in detail, but there are very

few works on the period after 1840. There is, perhaps

a popular demand for later histories and literary works

covering the period, but an equally popular antagonism

the more modern or contemporary the history becomes, as
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witness the hostile reaction in some circles to the plays

of Alun Owen in the nineteen fifties. See chapter V.

P- 291n.1

E.M.Brady, Ireland's Secret Service in England
(Dublin and Cork, 1928); for Sinn Fein
activity in Liverpool in 1921; lacking
in detail and accuracy.

T. Burke, A Catholic History of Liverpool (London,
191 for the perio efore 1880.

W. Hamling, A Short History of the Liverpool Trades
Council, 1848-1948 (Liverpool, 1948).

H.R.Hikins, 'The Liverpool General Transport Strike,
1911' in Transactions of the Historic
Society of Lancashire and Cheshire,
CXITI, 1961, pp 169-95.

S. Hughill, Sailortown (London, 1967). This is an
international survey which contains
references to Liverpool, mainly before
the age of steam.

Barbara Whittingham-Jones, Liverpool Politics;
Pamphlet Collection (Manchester, 1936),
in L.P.R.O. These pamphlets were
originally conceived as a means of shaking
the complacency of the Conservative
organisation in the city in the nineteen
thirties. They are exhortationary and
not intended to be historically reliable.

R. Lawton, 'The Population of Liverpool in the Mid
Nineteenth Century' T.H.S.L.C., CVII,
1955, pp 89-120.

Ramsay Muir, History of Liverpool (London, 1907);
more detailed on the eighteenth century.

C.F.Routledge, ‘Liverpool and Irish Politics in the
Sixteenth Century' in 0. Elton (Ed.),
Miscellany Presented to John Mackay,
(Liverpool, 1914), pp 142-56.

P. Searby, 'Gladstone in West Derby Hundred, the
Liberal Campaign in South West Lancashire
in 1865*-in T.0.8.426., €x1, 2959,
pp 139-66.

I. Sellers, 'Non-conformist Attitudes_in Late _Nine-
teenth Century Liverpool' in 2.H.S.L.C.

CXIV, 1962 p 215 ff.
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Margaret B. Simey, Charitable Effort in Liverpool in
the Nineteenth Century (liverpool,l951).

W. Smith (ed.) A Scientific Survey of Merseyside,
(Liverpool, 1053).

B.D.White, A History of the Corporation of Liverpool,
(liverpool, 1951).

5. Biographies

Lord Birkenhead, F.E. (London, 1959).

William Camp, The Glittering Prizes (London, 1960);
biography of F.E.Smith, Lord Birkenhead.

Eleanor Ruggles, J.M.Hopkins, A Life (London, 1944).

R.M.Fox, Jim eS: The Rise of The Underdog (London,
1965

S. Salvidge, Salvidge of Liverpool (London, 1934).

E. Larkin, James Larkin, Irish Labour Leader 1876-1947,
ondon, 19605).

6. Autobiographies

Augustine Birrell, Some Early Recollections of
Liverpool (Liverpool, 1924).

1! Things Past Redress (London, 1937)

F. Bower, Rolling Stonemason (London, 1936).

William Forwood, Recollections of a Busy Life
(Liverpool, 1910).

P. O'Mara, Autobiography of a Liverpool Irish Slumm
(London, 1944).

J. Sexton, Sir James Sexton, Agitator (London, 1936).

Samuel Smith, My Life Work (London, 1903).
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7.Photographs; in L.P.R.O.

R. Eastham, 'Liverpool Courier and Express Photographs'

C. F. Inston, 'Liverpool Character and Street Scenes
about 1890'.

Thomas Burke, 'Photographs of Liverpool Street Life
about 1895'; used in this study.


